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Techniques that consider relationships between two variables are described in this 
and the following two chapters. Chapter 20 presents the expansion of such techniques 
to analyze situations where more than two variables may be related to each other. 

17.1 REGRESSION VERSUS CORRELATION· 

328 

The relationship between two variables may be one of functional dependence of one 
on the other. ThClt is. the magnitude of one of the variables (the depemlenl variable) is 
assumed to be determined by-that is. is a function of-the magnitude of the second 
vClriClble (the illliepelldeni variahle). whereas the reverse is not true. For example, 
in the relationship between blood pressure and age in humans. blood pressure may 
be considered the dependent variable and age the independent variable: we may 
reasonably assume that although the magnitude of a person's blood pressure might 
be a function of age, age is not determined by blood pressure. This is not to say 
that age is the only biological determinant of blood pressure. but we do consider 
it to be one determining factor. t The term dependenl docs not necessarily in.ply a 
cause-and-effect relationship between the two variables. (See Section 17.4.) 

Such a dependence relationship is called a regression. The term simple regression 
refers to the simplest kind of regression. one in which only two variables are 
considered. * 

*The historical developments of regression and correlation are strongly related. owing their 
discovery-the latter following the former-to Sir Francis GlIl\on. who first developed these 
procedures during I X75-IXX5 (Walker. IlJ2lJ: \03-104. IX7): see also the first footnote in Section 
IlJ.I. He lirst used the term r('w('.uillli in I XXS (Desmond. 2(KKI). 

tSome authors refer to the independent v'lrillh1c as the predictor. regressor. explanatory. or 
exogenous variahle and the dependent vllri<thle as the response. criterion. or endogenous variable. 

:::In the case of simple regression. the adjective lil/('llr may he used to refer to the relationship 
hetween the two varillh1cs heing a straight line. hut to a statistician it descrihes the relationship or 
the parameters discussed in Section 17.2. 
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Data amenable to simple regression analysis consist of pairs of data measured 
on a ratio or interval scale. These data are composed of measurements of a depen
dent variable (Y) that is a random effect and an independent variable (X) that is 
either a fixed effect or a random effect.* (See Section lO.lf for a review of these 
concepts.) 

It is convenient and informative to graph simple regression data using the ordinate 
(Y axis) for the dependent variable and the abscissa (X axis) for the independent 
variable. Such a graph is shown in Figure 17.1 for the 11 = 13 data of Example 17.1. 
where the data appear as a scatter of 13 points, each point representing a pair of X 
and Y values. t One pair of X and Y data may be designated as (XI, Yd, another 
as (X2, Y2), another as (X3, Y3), and so on, resulting in what is called a scatter plot 
of all n of the (Xi, Yi) data. (The line passing through the data in this figure will be 
explained in Section 17.2.) 

EXAMPLE 17.1 Wing Lengths of 13 Sparrows of Various Ages. The Data 
Are Plotted in Figure 11.1. 

Age (days) 
(X) 

3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
8.0 
9.0 

10.0 
11.0 
12.0 
14.0 
15.0 
16.0 
17.0 

Wing length (cm) 
( Y) 

11 = 13 

1.4 
1.5 
2.2 
2.4 
3.1 
3.2 
3.2 
3.9 
4.1 
4.7 
4.5 
5.2 
5.0 

*On rare occasions, we want to descrihe a regression relationship where the dependent variable 
(Y) is recorded on a nominal scale. This requires logistic regression. a procedure discussed in Section 
24.18. 

t Royston (1956) ohserved that .. the basic idea of using co-ordinates to determine the location of 
a point in space dates back to the Greeks at least. although it was not until the time of Descartes that 
mathematicians systematically developed the idea." The familiar system of specifying the location 
of a point by its distance from each of two perpendicular axes (now commonly called the X and Y 
axes) is referred to as Cartesian coordinates. after the French mathematician and philosopher Rene 
Descartes (1596-1650). who wrote under the Latinized version of his name. Renatus Cartesius. His 
other enduring mathematical introductions included (in 1637) the use of numerals as exponents. 
the square root sign with a vinculum (i.e .. with a horizontal line: r). and the use of letters at the 
end ofthe alphabet (e.g .. X. Y.7.) to denote variables and those near the beginning (e.g .• a.h.c) to 
represent constants (Asimov. 1982: 117: Cajori. 1928: 205. 20S. 375). 
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FIGURE 17.1: Sparrow wing length as a function of age. The data are from Example 17.1. 

In many kinds of biological data. however, the relationship between two variables 
is not one of dependence. In such cases, the magnitude of one of the variables changes 
as the magnitude of the second variable changes. but it is not reasonable to consider 
there to be an independent and a dependent variable. In such situations. correlation, 
rather than regression. analyses are called for. and both variables are theoretically to 
be random-effects factors. An example of data suitable for correlation analysis would 
be measurements of human arm and leg lengths. It might be found that an individual 
with long arms will in general possess long legs. so a relationship may be describable; 
but there is no justilication in stating that the length of one limb is depcndent upon the 
length of the other. Correlation techniques involving two variables will be discussed 
in Chapler 19. If more than two variables arc being considered. for either correlation 
or regression. then the appropriate procedures are those found in Chapter 20. 

17.2 THE SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION EQUATION 

The simplest functional relationship of one variable to another in a population is the 
simple linear regression 

(17.1) 

Here. a and {3 are population parameters (and, therefore. constants). and this 
expression will be recognized as the general equation for a straight linc.* However, 
in a population the data are unlikely to be exactly on a straight line. so Y may be said 
to be related to X by 

Yj = a + {3Xj + Ej. (17.1a) 

where Ej (lowercase Greek epsilon) is referred to as an "error." or "residual." which 
is a departure of an actual Yj from what Equation 17.1 predicts Yj to be; and the sum 
of the Ej'S is zero. 

*a and f3 are commonly used for these population parameters. and as such should not be 
confused with the standard use of the same Greek letters 10 denote the probabilities of a Type I and 
Type II error. respectively (see Section 6.3b). Sometimes a and f3 in regression are designated as 
f3() and f31' respectively. The additive (linear) relationship of the two parameters in Equation 17.1 
leads to the term IiI/ear reKr(!.~ ... i()n eqllllt;on. Some examples of nonlinear regression are given in 
Section 20.14. 
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Consider the data in Example 17.1, where wing length is the dependent variable 
and age is the independent variable. From a scatter plot of these data (Figure 17.1), 
it appears that our sample of measurements from 13 birds represents a population of 
data in which wing length is linearly related to age. Thus, we would like to estimate 
the values of ex and {3 that would uniquely describe the functional relationship existing 
in the population. 

If all the data in a scatter diagram such as Figure 17.1 occurred in a straight 
line, it would be an unusual situation. Generally, as is shown in this figure, there is 
considerable variability of data around any straight line we might draw through them. 
What we seek to define is what is commonly termed the "best-fit" line through the 
data. The criterion for "best fit" that is generally employed utilizes the concept of 
least squares.* Figure 17.2 is an enlarged portion of Figure 17.1. Each value of X will 
have a corresponding value of Y lying on the line thatAwe might draw through the 
scatter of data points. This value of Y is represented as Y to distinguish it from the Y 
value actually observed in our sample. t Thus, as Figure 17.2 illustrates, a,! observed 
data point is denoted as (Xi, Vi). and a point on the regression line is (Xi. Vi). 
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FIGURE 17.2: An enlarged portion of Figure 17.1, showing the partitioning of Y deviations. 

The criterion of least squares considers the ~crtical deviation of each point from 
the line (i.e., the deviation describable as Yi - Vi) ana defines the best-fit line as that 
which results in the smallest value for the sum of the squares of these deviations for 
all values of Yi and Yi. That is. "i.'l= 1 (Yi - Yi)2 is to be a minimum, where n is the 
number of dattrpoints composing the sample. The sum of squares of these deviations 

*The French mathematician Adrien Marie Legendre (1752-1833) published the method now 
known as least squares (also called ordinary least squares or OLS) in 1805. but the brilliant German 
mathematician and physicist Karl Friedrich Gauss (1777 -1855) claimed-probably truthfully-that 
he had used it at least 10 years prior to that. (See also Eisenhart. 1978: Seal, 1967.) David (1995) 
asserts that the term least squares (published in French as moindres quarres) is properly attributed 
to Legendre's 1805 publication. 

tStatisticians refer to Y as"Y hat." 
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is called the residual sum of squares (or. sometimes. the error slim of squares) and 
will be discussed in Section 17.3.* 

The only way to determine the population parameters a and f3 would be to possess 
all the data for the entire population. Since this is nearly always impossible. we have 
to estimate these parameters from a sample of n data. where n is the number of pairs 
of X and Y values. The calculations required to arrive at such estimates. as well as to 
execute the testing of a variety of important hypotheses, involve the computation of 
sums of squared deviations from the mean, just as has been encountered in Chapter 10. 
Recall that the "sum of squares" of Xi values is defined as ~(Xi - xf. which is 
more easily obtained on a calculator as ~ xl - (~Xi )2jn. It will be convenient to 
define Xi = Xi - X. so that this sum of squares can be abbreviated as ~xT. or. more 
simply, as ~ x2. 

Another quantity needed for regression analysis is referred to as the sum of the 
cross products of deviations from the mean: 

~xy = ~(Xi - X)( Yi - Y). (17.2) 

where y denotes a deviation of a Y value from the mean of all Y's just as x denotes 
a deviation of an X value from the mean of all X·s. The sum of the cross products, 
analogously to the sum of squares. has a simple-to-use "machine formula": 

~ xy = ~ Xi Yi _ (~Xi)(~ Yi) • 
n 

( 17.3) 

and it is recommended that the latter formula be employed if the calculation is not 
being performed by computer. 

(a) The Regression Coefficient. The parameter f3 is termed the regression coefficient, 
or the slope of the best-fit regression line. The best sample estimate of f3 is 

(~Xi) (~ Yi) 
b = ~ xy = ~(Xi - X)( Yi - Y) = _~_X_i_~_i _-__ -'-n~_ 

~ x2 ~(Xi - X)2 (~X)2 
~ ~ ~xl _ ~ i 

n 

(17.4) 

Although the denominator in this calculation is always positive. the numerator may 
be positive. negative. or zero, and the value of b theoretically can range from -00 to 
+00. including zero (see Figure 17.3). 

• Another method of regression was proposed in 1757 by Roger Joseph Boscovich (1711-1787. 
born in what is now Croatia and known also by the Italian name Ruggiero Giuseppe Boscovich). 
This defined the "best-fit" line as that which minimizes the sum of the absolute values of deviations 
(that is. ~::=IIYi - Yil) instead of the sum of squared deviations (Heyde and Seneta. 2001: 
82-85). This j,. referred to as least absolute deviations (or LAD). It is rarely seen and employs 
different (and computationally more difficult) statistical procedures than least-squares regression 
but may be preferable if there are major outliers or substantial departures from some least-squares 
assumptions (Section 17.2). A regression method differing from that ofleast-squares regression and 
least-absolute-deviations regression is M-regre.~si(}n (employing what statisticians call "maximum
likelihood estimation"). described by Birkes and Dodge (1993: Chapter 5). Draper and Smith 
(1998: Section 25.2). and Huber (2004: Section 7.8) and based upon the concept of Huber (1964). 
There also exist nonparametric regression methods (Birkes and Dodge. 1993: Chapter 6). These 
procedures are more robust than least-squares regression and may be preferable when there are 
prominent outliers or other serious departures from least-squares assumptions. 
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FIGURE 17.3: The slope of a linear regression line may be (a) positive, (b) negative, or (c) zero. 

Example 17.2 demonstrates the calculation of b for the data of Example 17.l. 
Note that the units of b are the units of Y divided by the units of X. The regression 
coefficient expresses what change in Y is associated, on the average, with a unit 
change in X. In the present example, b = 0.270 cm/day indicates that, for this sample, 
there is a mean wing growth of 0.270 cm per day for ages 3.0 to 17.0 days. Section 17.5 
discusses how to express the precision of b. 

EXAMPLE 17.2 The Simple Linear Regression Equation Calculated 
(Using the "Machine Formula") by the Method of Least Squares, for the 
Data from the 13 Birds of Example 17.1 

It = 13 

LX = 3.0 + 4.0 + ... + 17.0 

= 130.0 

X = 130.0/13 = 10.0 

LX2 = 3.02 + ... + 17.02 

= 1562.00 

Lx2 = 1562.00 _ (130.0)2 
13 

= 1562.00 - 1300.00 = 262.00 

L Y = 1.4 + 1.5 + ... + 5.0 

= 44.4 

Y = 44.4/13 = 3.415 

L XY = (3.0)( 1.4) + ... 

+ (17.0)(5.0) = 514.80 

LXY = 514.80 _ (130.0)(44.4) 
13 

= 514.80 - 444.00 = 70.80 

2,XY 70.80 
b = 7..- = -- = 0.270 cm/day 

~x2 262.00 

a = Y - bX = 3.415 cm - (0.270 cm/day)( 10.0 days) 

= 3.415 cm - 2.700 cm = 0.715 cm 
A 

So the simple linear regression equation is Y = 0.715 + 0.270X. 

(b) The Y Intercept. An infinite number of lines possess any stated slope, all of 
them parallel (see Figure 17.4). However. each such line can be defined uniquely by 
statinAg, in addition to {3, anyone point on the line-that is. any pair of coordinates, 
(Xi, Yi). The point conventionally chosen is the point on the line where X = O. The 
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FIGURE 17.4: For any given slope, there exists an infinite number of possible regression lines, each with 
a different Y intercept. Three of this infinite number are shown here. 

value of Y in the population at this point is the parameter a. which is called the 
Y intercept. 

It can be shown mathematically that the point (X, Y) always lies on the best-fit 
regression line. Thus. substituting X and Y in Equation (17.1). we find that 

Y = a + {3X 

and 

a = Y - {3X. 

The best estimate of the population parameter a is the sample statistic 

a = Y - bX. 

(17.5) 

(17.6) 

(17.7) 

The calculation of a is shown in Example 17.2. Note that the Y intercept has the 
same units as any other Y value. (The precision of the statistic a is considered 
in Section 17.5.) The sample regression equation (which estimates the population 
relationship between Y and X stated in Equation 17.1) may be written as 

Yi = a + bXi, ( 17.8) 

although some authors write 

Yi = Y + b(Xi X), (17.9) 

which is equivalent. 
Figures 17.4 and 17.5 demonstrate that the knowledge of either a or b allows only 

an incomplete description of a regression function. But by specifying both a and b, a 
line is uniquely defined. Also, because a and b were calculated using the criterion of 
least squares, the residual sum of squares from this line is smaller than the residual 
sum of squares that would result from any other line (i.e., a line with any other a or 
b) that could be drawn through the data points. This regression line (Le., the line with 
this a and b) is not the same line that would result if Y were the independent variable 
and X the dependent variable. 
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FIGURE 17.5: For any given Y intercept, there exist an infinite number of possible regression lines, each 
with a different slope. Three of this infinite number are shown here. 

(c) Predicting Values of Y. Knowing the parameter estimates a and b for the linear 
regression equation. we can predict the value of the dependent variable expected in 
the population at a stated value of Xi. For the regression in Example 17.2. the wing 
length of a sparrow at 13.0 days of age would be predicted to be 

Y = a + bXi 

= O.715cm + (0.270cmjday)(13.0day) = 4.225cm. 

~he wing length in the population at 7.0 days of age would be estimated to be 
Y = 0.715 cm + (0.270 cmjday)(7.0 day) = 2.605 cm, and so on. 

To plot a linear regression line graphically, we need to know only two points that 
lie on the line. We already know two points. namely (X. Y) and (0. a); however, for 
ease and accuracy in drawing the line by hand. two points that lie near extreme ends 
of the obs:rved range of X arc most useful. For drawing the line in Figure 17.1, the 
valuAes of Yi for Xi = 3.0 days and Xi = 17.0 days were used. These were found to 
be Y = 1.525 and 5.305 cm. respectively. A regression line should always be drawn 
using predicted points. and never drawn "by eye." A 

A word of calltion is in order concerning predicting Yi values from a regression 
equation. Generally. it is an ynsafe procedure to extrapolate from a regression 
equation-that is, to predict Yi values for Xi values outside the observed range of 
Xi. It would. for example. be unjustifiable to attempt to predict the wing length of a 
20-day-old sparrow. or a I-day-old sparrow. using the regression calculated for birds 
ranging from 3.0 to 17.0 days in age. Indeed. applying the equation of Example 17.2 to 
a one-year-old sparrow would predict a wing nearly one meter long! What the linear 
regression describes is Y as a function of X within the range of observed values of X. 
Thus, a regression equation is often used to interpolate; that is. to estimate a value of 
Y for an X lying between X's in the sample. But for values of X above or below this 
range. the function may not be the same (i.e., ex and/or (3 may be different); indeed. the 
relationship may not even be linear in such ranges, even though it is linear within the 
observed range. If there is good reason to believe that the described function holds 
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for X values outside the range of those observed. then we may cautiously extrapolate. 
Otherwise. beware. A classic example of nonsensical extrapolation was provided in 
1874 by Mark Twain (1950: 156): 

In the space of one hundred and seventy-six years the Lower Mississippi has shortened 
itself two hundred and forty-two miles. That is an average of a trifle over one mile and 
a third per year [i.e .. a slope of -1.375 mi/yrJ. Therefore. any calm person. who is not 
blind or idiotic. can see that in the Old Oolitic Silurian period. just a million years ago 
next November. the Lower Mississippi River was upward of one million three hundred 
thousand miles long. and stuck out over the Gulf of Mexico like a fishing rod. And by 
the same token any person can see that seven hundred and forty-two years from now, 
the lower Mississippi will be only a mile and three-quarters long. and Cairo [Illinois] 
and New Orleans I Louisiana] will have joined their streets together. and be plodding 
comfortably along under a single mayor and a mutual board of aldermen! 

The Y intercept. a. is a statistic that helps specify a regression equation (Equation 
17.8). It is. by definition. a predicted value of Y (namely, the Y at X = 0), but 
because of the caution against extrapolation, it should not necessarily be considered 
to represent the magnitude of Y in the population at an X of zero if X = 0 is outside 
the range of X's in the sample. Thus. in Examples 17.1 and 17.2 it should not be 
proposed that a newly hatched bird in the population (i.e .. one 0 days old) has a mean 
wing length of 0.715 cm. 

Section 17.4 discus~es the estimation of the error and confidence intervals associ· 
ated with predicting Yi values. 

(d) Assumptions of Regression Analysis. Certain basic assumptions must be met to 
validly test hypotheses about regressions or to set confidence intervals for regression 
parameters. although these assumptions are not necessary to compute the regression 
coefficient. h. the Y intercept. a. and the coefficient of determination. ?-: 

1. For each value of X. the values of Yare to have come at random from the 
sampled population and are to be independent of one another. That is. obtaining 
a particular Y from the population is in no way dependent upon the obtaining 
of any other Y. 

2. For any value of X in the population there exists a normal distribution of Y 
values. (This also means that for each value of X there exists in the population 
a normal distribution of E·S.) 

3. There is homogeneity of variances in the population; that is, the variances of the 
distributions of Y values must all be equal to each other. (Indeed. the residual 
mean square-to be described in Section 17.3-estimates the common variance 
assumed in the analysis of variance in previous chapters.) 

4. In the popUlation, the mean of the V's at a given X lies on a straight line with the 
mean of all other V's at all other X·s. That is. the actual relationship between Y 
and X is linear. 

5. The measurements of X were obtained without error. This. of course. is typically 
impossible: so what we do in practice is assume that the errors in measuring X 
are negligible. or at least small. compared with errors in measuring Y. If that 

.. Author Twain concludes by noting that "There is something fascinating about science. One 
gets such a wholesale return of conjecture out of a trifling investment of fact." It can also be noted 
that the Silurian period is now considered to have occurred well over 400 million years ago. Even 
at the time Mark Twain wrote this. scientific opinion placed it at least 20 million years ago. 
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assumption is not reasonable. other. more complex methods may be considered 
(Montgomery. Peck, and Vining, 2001: 5(2). 

Violations of assumptions 2. 3, or 4 can sometimes be countered by transformation 
of data (presented in Section 17.1 O). Data in violation of assumption 3 will underes
timate the residual mean squarc (Section 17.3) and result in an inflation of the test 
statistic (F or I). thus increasing the probability of a Type J error (Caudill. 1988). 
Heteroscedastic data may sometimes be analyzed advantageously by a procedure 
known as weighted regression, which will not be discussed herc. 

Regression statistics are known to be robust with respect to at least some of these 
underlying assumptions (e.g., Jacques and Norusis. 1973). so violations of them are 
not usually of concern unless they arc severe. One kind of datum that causes violation 
of the assumption of normality and homogeneity of variance is the oUllier. introduced 
in Section 2.5. which in regression is a recorded measurement that lies very much 
apart from the trend in the bulk of the data. (For example, in Figure 17.1 a data 
point at X = 4 days and Y = 4 cm would have been an outlier.) Procedures known 
as non parametric (or distribution-free) regression analyses make no assumptions 
about underlying statistical distributions. Several versions exist (including regression 
using ranks) and are discussed by several authors, including Birkes and Dodge 
(1993: Chapter 6): Cleveland, Mallows, and McRae (1993): Daniel (1990: Chapter 
to); Hardie (1990): Hollander and Wolfe (1999: Chapter 9): Montgomery, Peck. and 
Vining, 2001: Section 7.3); Neave and Worthington (1988: Chapter 10): and Wang 
and Scott (1994). 

(e) Two Kinds of Independent Variables. In regression, measurements of the 
dependent variable. Y. are considered to be data that have come at random from a 
population of such data. However. the independent variable. X, may be one of two 
types. 

Section W.lf spoke of two kinds of factors in analysis of variance: A fixed-effect 
factor has its levels specifically selected by the experimenter. whereas the levels of 
a random-effect factor are obtained at random from all possible levels of the factor. 
Analogously. the values of X in regression may be fixed or random. In Example 17.1. 
X is a variable with fixed values if the X's were selected by the experimenter (i.e .. 13 
specific ages of birds were obtained at which to measure wing length). Alternatively. 
the values of X may have come at random from the sampled population (meaning 
that the ages were recorded for 13 birds that were selected at random). 

Whether the independent variable is random or fixed has no effect on the cal
culations and hypothesis testing for regression analysis, so the distinction is seldom 
noted. 

7.3 TESTING THE SIGNIFICANCE OF A REGRESSION 

The slope, b, of the regression line computed from the sample data expresses 
quantitatively the straight-line dependence of Y on X in the sample. But what 
is really desired is information about the functional relationship (if any) in the 
population from which the sample came. Indeed, the finding of a dependence of Y 
on X in the sample (i.e., b ¢ 0) does not necessarily mean that there is a dependence 
in the population (i.e .. p :f: 0). Consider Figure 17.6. a scatter plot representing a 
population of data points with no dependence of Yon X: the best-fit regression line 
for this population would be parallel to the X axis (i.e., the slope. f3. would be zero). 
However. it is possible. by random sampling, to obtain a sample of data points having 
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FIGURE 17.6: A hypothetical population of data points, having a regression coefficient, {3, of zero. The 
circled points are a possible sample of five. 

the five values circled in the figure. By calculating b for this sample of five, we would 
estimate that {3 was positive, even though it is, in fact, zero. 

We are not likely to obtain five such points out of this population. but we desire to 
assess just how likely it is; therefore, we can set up a null hypothesis, Ho: {3 = 0, and 
the alternate hypothesis, HA : {3 :F 0, appropriate to that assessment. If we conclude 
that there is a reasonable probability (i.e., a probability greater than the chosen level 
of significance-say, 5%) that the calculated b could have come from sampling a 
population with a {3 = 0, the Ho is not rejected. If the probability of obtaining the 
calculated b is small (say. 5% or less). then Ho is rejected, and HA is assumed to be 
true. 

(a) Analysis-or-Variance Testing. The preceding Ho may be tested by an analysis· 
of·variance (ANOV A) procedure. First, the overall variability of the dependent 
variable is calculated by computing the sum of squares of deviations of Yi values from 
Y. a quantity termed the 10101 sum of squares: 

total SS = ~(Yi - y)2 = ~y2 = ~ yl (17.10) 
n 

Then we determine the amount of variability among the Yi values that is attributable 
to there being a linear regression; this is termed the linear regression .'111m of squares: 

regression SS = ~ ( Yi (17.11) 

because b = ~xy/ ~x2 (Equation 17.4). this can also be calculated as 

regression SS = b ~ xy. (17.12) 

The value of the regression SS will be equal to that of the total SS only if each data 
point falls exactly on the regression line. a very unlikely situation. The scatter of data 
points around the regression line has been alluded to, and the residual. or error. sum 
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of squares is obtained as 

residual SS = L( Yj - Yj)2 = total SS - regression SS. (17.13) 

Table 17.1 presents the analysis-of-variance summary for testing the hypothesis 
Ho: f3 = 0 against HA: f3 #- O. Example 17.3 performs such an analysis for the data 
from Examples 17.1 and 17.2. The degrees of freedom associated with the total 
variability of Yj values are n - 1. The degrees of freedom associated with the 
variability among Y;'s due to regression are always 1 in a simple linear regression. 
The residual degrees of freedom are calculable as residual DF = total OF - regression 
OF = n - 2. Once the regression and residual mean squares are calculated (MS = 
SS/OF, as usual), Ho may be tested by determining 

F = regression MS 
residual MS ' 

(17.14) 

TABLE 17.1: Summary of the Calculations for Testing Ho: {3 = 0 against HA: {3 #- 0 by an 
Analysis of Variance 

Source of variation Sum of squares (SS) OF Mean square (MS) 

Total [Y; Yj ~i n -

Linear regression [V; - Yj 
(~xy)2 regression SS 

~x2 regression OF 

Residual [Y; - Yj] total SS - regression SS n - 2 residual SS 
residual OF 

Note: To test the null hypothesis, we compute F = regression MS/residual MS. The critical value 
for the test is Fa( 1 ).1.(11-2)' 

EXAMPLE 17.3 Analysis of Variance Testing of Ho: P = 0 Against HA: 
P =1= O. Using the Data of Examples 17.1 and 17.2 

n = 13 LXY = 70.80 (from Example 17.2) 

L Y = 44.4 L~ = 262.00 (from Example 17.2) 

L y2 = 171.30 

total SS = Ly2 = 171.30 

= 171.30 - 151.6431 

= 19.656923 

total OF = n - 1 = 12 

Source of variation 

Total 
Linear regression 
Residual 

regression SS = (L xy)2 
Lx2 

5012.64 

SS DF 

19.656923 12 
19.132214 1 
0.524709 11 

= 
262.00 

= 19.132214 

MS 

19.132214 
0.047701 

(70.80)2 

262.00 
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F = 19.132214 = 401.1 
0.047701 

Fo.1l5( 1 ).1.11 = 4.84 

Therefore, reject Ho. 

P « 0.0005 [P = 0.00000000053] 

,z = 19.132214 = 0.97 
19.656923 

sy·x = JO.047701 = 0.218 cm 

which is then compared to the critical value, Fa( 1 ).1'1.1'2' where VI = regression OF = 
1 and V2 = residual OF = n - 2. 

The residual mean square is often written as st.x, a representation denoting 
that it is the variance of Y after taking into account the dependence of Y on X. 
The square root of this quantity (i.e., sy·x) is called the standard error of estimate 
(occasionally termed the "standard error of the regression"). In Example 17.3, 
Sy·x = JO.047701 cm2 = 0.218 cm. The standard error of estimate is an overall 
indication of the accuracy with which the fitted regression function predicts the 
dependence of Y on X. The magnitude of Sy·x is proportional to the magnitude of 
the dependent variable, Y, making examination of ~Yx a poor method for comparing 
regressions. Thus, Oapson (1980) recommends using sy·x/Y (a unitless measure) to 
examine similarities among two or more regression fits. 

The proportion (or percentage) of the total variation in Y that is explained or 
accounted for by the fitted regression is termed the coefficient of determination, ,2, 
which is often used as a measure of the strength of the straight-line relationship:* 

,z = regression SS ; 
total SS 

(17.15) 

,z is sometimes referred to as expressing the goodness of fit of the line to the data or 
as the precision of the regression. 

For Example 17.3,,z = 0.97, or 97%. That portion the total variation not explained 
by the regression is, of course, 1 - ,z, or residual SSltotal SS, and this is called the 
coefficient of nondetermination, a quantity seldom referred to.t In Example 17.3, 
1 - ,z = 1.00 - 0.97 = 0.03, or 3%. (The quantity r is the correlation coefficient, 
to be introduced in Chapter 19.)* 

*However, Ranney and Thigpen (1981) and others caution against declaring ,2 to be a measure 
of strength ofthe relationship in cases where X is a fixed-effect variable (see Section 17.2e). 

tThe standard error of estimate is directly related to the coefficient of nondetermination and to 
the variability of Y as 

sy.x = SyJ(1 - ,z)(n - I)/(n - 2). 

*Sulton (1990) showed that 

,2 = -----'F_ 
F + 112 

(17.16) 

(17.l7) 
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Another good way to express the accuracy of a regression, or to compare accuracies 
of several regressions, is to compute confidence intervals for predicted values of Y, 
as described in Section 17.5. 

(b) t Testing. The preceding null hypothesis concerning {3 can also be tested by 
using Student's I statistic. Indeed, the more general two-tailed hypotheses, Ho: {3 = {3o 
and HA: {3 #: {3o, can be tested in this fashion.* Most frequently, {3o is zero in these 
hypotheses, in which case either the analysis of variance or the t test may be employed 
and the conclusion will be the same. But if any other value of {3o is hypothesized, 
then the following procedure is applicable, whereas the analysis of variance is not. 
Also, the I-testing procedure allows for the testing of one-tailed hypotheses: either 
Ho: {3 :s; {3/1 and HA: {3 > {3o. or Ho: {3 2! {3o and HA: {3 < {3o. 

Since the t statistic is in general calculated as 

t = (parameter estimate) - (parameter value hypothesized) 
standard error of parameter estimate . 

(17.18) 

we need to compute s/" the standard error of the regression coefficient. 
The variance of b is calculated as 

(17.19) 

Therefore, 

(17.20) 

and 

l=b-{3o. (17.21) 
Sh 

To test H/I: {3 = 0 against HA : {3 #: 0 in Example 17.4. s" 0.0135 cm/day and 
I = 20.000. The degrees of freedom for this testing procedure are n - 2; thus, the 
critical value in this example, at the 5% significance level, is to.OS( 1 ).11 = 2.201, and Ho 
is rejected. For this two-tailed hypothesis, Ho: (3 = O. either I or F may be employed, 
with the same result; and F = t2 and Fa.1.(n-2) = ~(2).(1I-2)' Section 7.2 presents the 
relevant concepts and procedures involved in one-tailed hypothesis testing. 

17.4 INTERPRETATIONS OF REGRESSION FUNCTIONS 

Potential misinterpretation of regression relationships has been alluded to earlier in 
this chapter and warrants further discussion. If we calculate the two constants, a and 
b, that define a linear regression question, then we have quantitatively described the 
average rate of change of Y with a change in X. However, although a mathemati
cal dependence between Y and X has been determined. it must not automatically 
be assumed that there is a biological cause-and-effect relationship. Causation should 
be suggested only with insight into the phenomenon being investigated and should 
not be declared by statistical testing alone. Indeed. it is often necessary to determine 
the interrelationships among variables beyond the two variables under study, for an 
observed dependence may, in fact, be due to the influence of one or more variables not 

*Thc use of t for testing regression coefficients emanates from Fisher (1922a). 
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EXAMPLE 17.4 Use of Student's t to Test Ho: fJ = 0 Against HA: fJ :I: 0, 
Employing the Data of Examples 17.1 and 17.2 

n = 13 

b = 0.270 cm/ day 

Sh ~ ) ~.:i = 0.047701 = JO.00018206 = 0.0135 cm/ day 
~' 262.00 

t = b - 0 = 0.270 = 20.000 
s" 0.0135 

to.1l5(2).11 = 2.201 

Therefore. reject Ho. 

P« 0.01 [P = 0.00000000027] 

yet analyzed. (The methods of Chapter 20 are often used to attempt to identify such 
other variables.) 

We must also remember that a linear regression function is mathematically nothing 
more than a straight line forced to fit through a set of data points. and it may not at aU 
describe a natural phenomenon. The biologist may be chagrined when attempting to 
explain why the observed relationship is well described by a linear function or what 
biological insights are to be unfolded by the consideration of a particular slope or a 
particular magnitude of a Y intercept. That is, although a derived regression function 
often provides a satisfactory and satisfying description of a natural phenomenon, 
sometimes ~t does not. Chapters 20 and 21 discuss the fitting of regression models 
other than Yj = a + I3Xj. 

Even if a regression function does not help us to explain the functional anatomy 
of a natural system, it may still be useful in its ability to predict Y. given X. 
In the sciences. equations may inaccurately represent natural processes yet may 
be employed advantageously to predict the magnitude ~ of one varia~le given the 
magnitude of an associated variable. Thus. predicting Y values (or X values: see 
Section 17.6) and their standard errors is frequently a useful end in itself. Bu~, 
as stressed in Section 17.2. great caution should be exercised in predicting a Y 
for an X outside the range of the X's used to obtain the regression equation. In 
addition. while a (the Y intercept) has utility in expressing a regression relationship, 
expressing II as the predicted value of Y when X = 0 may not have biological 
significance-and may even be meaningless if X = 0 lies outside of the range of the 
observed X·s. 

I f the relationship between two variables is not that of an independent variable and 
a dependent variable, then correlation analysis (Chapter 19). instead of regression 
analysis. should be considered. 

17.5 CONFIDENCE INTERVALS IN REGRESSION 

In many (though not all) cases. knowing the standard error of a statistic allows us to 
calculate a confidence interval for the parameter being estimated. as 

confidence interval = statistic ± (t )(SE of statistic). (17.22) 
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This was first demonstrated in Section 7.3 for the confidence interval for a mean. and 
it has been used repeatedly in succeeding chapters. In addition. the second significant 
figure of the standard error of a statistic may be used as an indicator of the precision 
to which that statistic should be reported (as done with the mean in Section 7.4). The 
standard error of b has been given by Equation 17.20. For the data in Example 17.4. 
the second significant figure of Sh = 0.0135 cm/day enables us to express b to the third 
decimal place (i.e .. b = 0.270 cm/day). 

(a) Confidence Interval for the Regression Coefficient. For the (1 - a) confidence 
limits of {3. 

b ± lu(2).(tI-2)Sh. (17.23) 

Therefore. 

(17.24) 

and 

(17.25) 

For Example 17.2. the 95% confidence interval for {3 would be b ± lo.05(2).IISb = 
0.270 ± (2.201 )(0.0135) = 0.20 ± 0.030 cm/day. Thus. the 95% confidence limits are 
LI = 0.270 - 0.030 == 0.240 cm/day and L2 = 0.270 + 0.030 = 0.300 cm/day; and 
we can state. with 95% confidence (i.e .. we state that there is no greater than a 5% 
chance that we are wrong). that 0.240 cm/day and 0.300 cm/day form an interval that 
includes the population regression coefficient. {3. Figure 17.7 shows, by the broken 
lines. these confidence limits for the slope of the regression line. Within these limits. 
the various possible b values rotate the line about the point (X. Y). 

(b) Confidence Interval for an Estimated Y. As shown 1n Section 17.1. a regression 
equation allows the estimate of the value of Y (namely. Y) existing in the population 

E 
u 
.: 4 

o 
Age. X. in days 

FIGURE 17.7: The regression line from Figure 17.1, showing, by broken lines, the lines with slopes equal 
to the upper and lower 95% confidence limits for /3. 
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at a given value of X. The standard error of such a population estimate is 

s. = s2 [1 + (Xi - X)2] 
Y; y·x ;; L~' 

(17.26) 

Example 17.5a shows how Sy; can be used in Equation 17.22 to calculate confidence 
intervals. It is apparent from Equation 17.26 that the standard error is a minimum for 
Xi = X. and that it increases as estimates are made at values of X; farther from the 
mean. If confidence limits were calculated for all points on the regression line, the 
result would be the curved confidence bands shown in Figure 17.8. 

EXAMPLE 11.5 Standard Errors of Predicted Values of Y 

The regression equation derived in Example 17.2 is used for the following con· 
siderations. For this regression. a = 0.72 cm. b = 0.270 cm/day, X = 10.0 days. 
LX2 = 262.00days2.n = 13,s}.x = 0.047701 cm2,and/o.o5(2).1l = 2.201. 

a. Equation 17.26 is used when we wish to predict the mean value of Y;, given 
Xi. in the entire population. For example. we could ask, "What is the mean 
wing length of all 13.0-day-old birds in the popUlation under study?" 

" Y; = a + bXi 

= 0.715 + (0.270)( 13.0) 

= 0.715 + 3.510 

= 4.225 cm 

'Y, ~ s'YX [~ + (Xii})'] 

= 0.047701 [..!.. + (13.0 - 10.0)2] 
13 262.00 

= ~(0.047701 )(0.111274) 

= 0.073 cm 

95% confidence interval = Yi ± to.05(2).IISy; 

= 4.225 ± (2.201)(0.073) 

= 4.225 ± 0.161 cm 

L) = 4.064cm 

L2 = 4.386 cm 
b. Equation 17.28 is used when we propose taking an additional sample of m 

individuals from the population and wish to predict the mean Y value, at a 
given X, for these m new data. For example. we might ask, "If ten 13.0-day· 
old birds were taken from the population, what would be their mean wing 
length?" 
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~ 

Yj = 0.715 + (0.270)(13.0) = 4.225 cm 

(Sy)JO = 0.047701 [-.L + -.L + (13.0 - 10.0)2] 
10 13 262.00 

= ~(0.047701 )(0.211274) 

= O.l00cm 

A 

95% prediction interval = Yj ± to.05(2).1I (Sy) \0 

= 4.225 ± (2.201 )(0.100) 

= 4.225 ± 0.220 cm 
L\ = 4.005 cm 

L2 = 4.445 cm 

c. Equation 17.29 is used when we wish to predict the Y value of a single 
observation taken from the population as a specified X. For example, we 
could ask, "If one 13.O-day-old bird were taken from the population, what 
would be its wing length?" 

A 

Yj = 0.715 + (0.270)( 13.0) = 4.225 cm 

(Sy)l = 0.047701 [1 + -.L + (13.0 - 10.0)2] 
13 262.00 

= ~( 0.047701)( 1.111274) 

= 0.230cm 

95% prediction interval = Yj ± to.05(2).\\ (Sy;)\ 

= 4.225 ± (2.201 )(0.230) 
= 4.225 ± 0.506 cm 

L\ = 3.719 cm 
L2 = 4.731 cm 

Note from these three examples that the accuracy of prediction increases as does 
the number of data upon which the prediction is based. For example. predictions 
about a mean for the entire population will be more accurate than a prediction 
about a mean from 10 members of the population, which is more accurate than a 
prediction about a single member of the population. 

A 

If Xi = 0, then Y = a (the Y intercept). Therefore, 

Sa = (17.27) 
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FIGURE 17.8: The 95% confidence bands (broken lines) for the regression line from Figure 17.1 (the 
regression of Example 17.2). 

~ 

(c) Prediction Interval for an Estimated Y. If we predict a value of Y that is the 
mean of m additional measurements at a given X (Example 17.5b), its standard error 
would be 

(17.28) 2 [1 + .!. + (Xi - X)2] Sy·x ~ J • 
m n £.iX-

A special case of Equation 17.28, shown as Example 17.5c.., exists when it is desired 
to know the standard error associated with estimating Yi for a single additional 
measurement at Yi: 

( 17.29) 52 [1 + .!. + (Xi - X )2] 
. Y·x ~ 2 . 

n £.iX 

Equation 17.26 is equal to Equation 17.28 when m approaches infinity. Examples 
17.5b and 17.5c demonstrate the use of these standard errors of prediction. 

(d) Testing Hypotheses about Estimated Y Values. Once we have computed the 
standard error of a predicted y, we can test hypotheses about that prediction. 
For example, we might ask whether the mean population wing length of 13.0-day
old sparrows. call it J.L y' ,is equal to some specified value (two-tailed test) or is 

nil 
greater than (or less than) some specified value (one-tailed test). We simply refer to 
Equation 17.18, as Example 17.6 demonstrates. 

(e) Confidence Interval and Hypothesis Testing for the Residual Mean Square. The 
sample residual mean square, st.x, is an estimate of the residual mean square in the 
popUlation, olx. Confidence limits may be calculated for iTt.x as they are for the 
population variance, 0'2, in Section 7.12. Simply use v = n - 2, instead ofv = n - 1, 
and replace 0'2 with O't.x and SS with residual SS in Equation 7.18 or 7.19. Also, 
a confidence interval for the population standard error of estimate, O'y·x, may be 
obtained by analogy to Equation 7.20. Hypothesis testing for O't.x or O'y·x may be 
performed by procedures analogous to those of Section 7.11. 
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EXAMPLE 17.6 Hypothesis Testing with an Estimated Y Value 

Ho: The mean population wing length of 13.0-day-old birds is not greater than 
4 cm (i.e., Ho: JL y' :;;; 4 cm). 

U.II 

HA: The mean population wing kngth of l3.0-day-old birds is greater than 4 cm 
(i.e.,H;1:JL y• > 4cm). 

I~.n 

From Example 17.5b, Y13.n = 4.225 cm and SYl.l.f) = 0.073 cm. 

t = 4.225 - 4 = 0.225 = 3.082 
0.073 0.073 

to.OS( 1 ).1 1 = I. 796 

Therefore. reject Ho. 

17.6 INVERSE PREDICTION 

0.005 < P < 0.01 [P = 0.0052] 

Situations exist where we desire to predict the value of the independent variable 
(X;) that is to be expected in the population at a specified value of the depen
dent variable (Y;), a procedure known as inverse prediction. In Example 17.1. for 
instance, we might ask, "How old is a bird that has a wing 4.5 cm long'?" By simple 
algebraic rearrangement of the linear regression relationship of Equation 17.8, we 
obtain 

XA. _ Y; - tl 
I - • 

b 
(17.30) 

From Fi~ure 17.8, it is clear that, although conpdence limits calculated around the 
predicted Y; ar: symmetrical above and below Y;, confidence limits aAssociated with 
the predicted Xi are not symmetrical to the left and to the right of X;. The I - a 
confidence limits for the X predicted at a given Y may be calculated as follows, which 
is demonstrated in Example 17.7: 

(17.31) 

where* K = b2 - t2s~. This computation is a special case of the prediction of the X 
associated with multiple values of Y at that X. For the study of Example 17.1, age 
can be predicted of In birds to be taken from the population and having a mean body 
weight of Yi: 

" Yj - a X; = ---'---
b 

(17.32) 

*Rccall that Fu{ 1 ).I.v = (~(2).v' Therefore. we could compute K = ,,2 - Fs~. where F = 
(~(2).(1/-2) = Fa(I).I.(II-2)· Snedccor and Cochran (1989: 171) presented an alternative. yet 
equivalent. computation of these confidence limits. 
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EXAMPLE 17.7 Inverse Prediction 

We wish to estimate, with 95% confidence. the age of a bird with a wing length of 
4.5cm. 

Predicted age: x = Yj - a 
b 

4.5 - 0.715 
= 

0.270 
= 14.019 days 

To compute 95% confidence interval: 

1 = 10.05(2).11 = 2.201 

K = b2 - t2s~ 

= 0.2702 - (2.201 )2(0.0135)2 

= 0.0720 
95% confidence interval: 

x + b(Yj - Y) ±.!..- 2 [(Yj - y)2 + K (1 + -n1)] 
K K\ Sy·x ~~ 

= 10.0 + 0.270(4.5 - 3.415) 
0.0720 

± 2.201 0.047701 [(4.5 - 3.415)2 + 0.0720 (1 + 113)] 
0.0720 \ 262.00 

= 10.0 + 4.069 ± 30.569 JO.003913 

= 14.069 ± 1.912 days 

LI = 12.157 days 

L2 = 15.981 days 

where Yj is the mean of the m values of Yj; and the confidence limits would be 
calculated as 

x + b(Yj - V) ±.!..- (st )' [(Vj - V)2 + K (1.. + .!)] (17.33) 
K K y·x ~~ m n' 

where* 1 = la(2).(n+m-3).K = b2 - 12(~)', 

(st)' = (s1-.x)' 
h ~~. 

• Alternatively, we may compute K = b2 - F{sr, ).. where F 

Fa( 1 ).1.(11+111+3)· 

(17.34) 

(2 _ 
a(2).(II+m-3) -
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and 
m 

(s~.x)'=residuaISS + ~(Yij - Yi)2/(11 + m - 3) 
j= I 

(Ostle and Malone, 1988: 241; Seber and Lee, 2003: 147-148). 

7.7 REGRESSION WITH REPLICATION AND TESTING FOR LINEARITY 

(17.35) 

If, in Example 17.1, we had wing measurements for more than one bird for at least 
some of the recorded ages, then we could test the null hypothesis that the population 
regression is linear.* (Note that true replication requires that there are mUltiple 
birds at a given age, not that there are multiple wing measurements on the same 
bird.) Figure 17.9 presents the data of Example 17.8a. A least-squares, best-fit, linear 
regression equation can be calculated for any set of at least two data, but neither the 
equation itself nor the testing for a significant slope (which requires at least three 
data) indicates whether Y is, in fact, a straight-line function of X in the population 
sampled. 

EXAMPLE 17.8a Regression Data Where There Are Multiple Values of Y 
for Each Value of X 

Age (yr) Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 

Xi Yij l1i Yi 

1 30 108, 110, 106 3 108.0 
2 40 125,120, 118, 119 4 120.5 
3 50 132, 137, 134 3 134.3 
4 60 148, 151, 146, 147. 144 5 147.2 
5 70 162, 156, 164, 158, 159 5 159.8 

k = 5; i = 1 to 5; j = 1 to l1i: N = 20 

~~Xij = 1050 ~~ Yij = 2744 

~ ~ XB = 59,100 ~ ~ yB = 383,346 ~ ~ Xij Yij = 149,240 

~x2 = 3975.00 ~l = 6869.20 ~xy = 5180.00 

X = 52.5 Y = 137.2 

>.xyv 5180.00 
b = ~ = = 1.303 mm Hg/yr 

~x 3975.00 

a = Y - bX = 137.2 - (1.303)(52.5) = 68.79mm Hg 

Therefore, the least-squares regression line is Yij = 68.79 + 1.303Xij. 

We occasionally encounter the suggestion that for data such as those in Figure 17.9 
the mean Y at each X be utilized for a regression analysis. However, to do so would 
be to discard information, and such a procedure is not recommended (Freund, 1971). 

*Thornby (1972) presents a procedure to test the hypothesis of linearity even whcn there are 
not multiple observations of Y. But the computation is rather tedious. 
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FIGURE 17.9: A regression where there are multiple values of Y for each value of X. 

EXAMPLE 17.8b 
17.8a 

Statistical Analysis of the Regression Data of Example 

HI): The population regression is linear. 

HA: The population regression is not linear. 

total SS = ~l = 6869.20 total OF = N - 1 = 19 

(}: Yi j )' ( ± }: Yi,) 2 

among-groups SS = ± j= I i= I j= I 

;= 1 nj N 

= 383,228.73 - 376,476.HO = 6751.93 
among-groups OF = k 1 = 4 
within-groups SS = total SS - among-groups SS 

= 6869.20 - 6751.93 = 117.27 

within-groups OF = total OF - among-groups OF 

= 19 - 4 = 15 

deviations-from-linearity SS = among-groups SS - regression SS 

= 6751.93 - 6750.29 = 1.64 

deviations-from-linearity OF = among-groups DF - regression OF 

=4-1=3 
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Source of variation 

Total 
Among groups 

Linear regression 
Deviations from linearity 

Within groups 

F = 0.55 = 0.070 
7.82 

Since F < 1.00, do not reject Ho. 

SS 

6869.20 
6751.93 
6750.29 

1.64 
117.27 

P > 0.25 [P = 0.975] 

Ho: f3 = O. 

HA : f3:F- O. 

~
2 

£Jxy 518000 2 
regression SS = = ( .) = 6750.29 

}:x 3975.00 

DF 

19 
4 
1 
3 

15 

Source of variation SS DF MS 

Total 19 

MS 

0.55 
7.82 

Linear regression 
Residual 

6869.20 
6750.29 

118.91 
1 6750.29 

F = 6750.29 = 1021.2 
6.61 

FO.05( I ).1.18 = 4.41 

Therefore, reject Ho. 

18 6.61 

P « 0.0005 [P < 0.00000000001] 

,z = 6750.29 = 0.98 
6869.20 

Sy·x = J6.61 = 2.57 mm Hg 

Example 17.8b appropriately analyzes data consisting of multiple Y values at each 
X value, and Figure 17.9 presents the data graphically. For each of the k unique 
Xi values, we can speak of each of ni values of Y (denoted by Yij) using the 
double subscript on i exactly as in the one-way analysis of variance (Section 10.1). In 
Example 17.8a, nl = 3,n2 = 4,n3 = 3, and so on; and XII = 50 cm, Yii = 108 mm; 
XI2 = 50 cm, YI2 = 110 mm; XI3 = 50 cm, YI3 = 106 mm; and so on through 
XS5 = 70 cm, YS5 = 159 mm. Therefore, 

k IIi 

}:xy = }: }:(Xij - X)(Yij - Y) = }:}:XijYij -
i=1 j=1 

(17.36) 
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where N = 2.7= I nj the total number of pairs of data. Also, 

and 

where 

k ni 

totalSS = ~ ~(Yjj - y)2 = ~~ Y3 - c, 
j= Ij=! 

k 
and N = ~nj. 

j= I 

(17.37) 

( 17.38) 

(17.39) 

Examples 17.8a and 17.8b show the calculations of the regression coefficient, b, the 
Y intercept Q, and the regression and residual sums of squares, using Equations 17.4, 
17.7, 17.11, and 17.13, respectively. The total, regression. and residual degrees of 
freedom are N - 1.1, and N - 2. respectively. 

As shown in Section 17.3, the analysis of variance for significant slope involves the 
partitioning of the total variability of Y (i.e .• Yjj - Y) into that variability due to 

regression (Yj - Y) ~nd that variability remaining (i.e .. residual) after the regression 
line is fitted (Yjj - Yi). However, by considering the k groups of Y values, we can 
also partition the total variability exactly as we did in the one-way analysis of variance 
(Sections to.la and to.1b). by describing variability among groups (Yj - Y) and 
within groups (Yij - Yi): 

k 
among-groups SS = ~ ni (Yj 

j= I 

among-groups OF = k - 1, 

(
IIi ) 2 
~Yjj -yt = ± .....:....-i=_I---,-_ 

j=1 nj 
- C. (17.40) 

(17.41) 

within-groups SS = total SS - among-groups SS. (17.42) 

within-groups OF = total OF - among-groups OF = N - k. (17.43) 

The variability among groups (Yj - Y) can also be partitioned. Part of this variability 
(Yj - Y) results from the linear regression fit to the data. and the rest (Yj - "yj) 
is due to the deviation of each group of data from the regression line, as shown in 
Figure 17.10. Therefore, 

deviations-from-linearity SS = among-groups SS - regression SS (17.44) 

and 

deviations-from-linearity OF = among-groups OF - regression OF 
= k - 2. (17.45) 

Table 17.2 summarizes this partitioning of sums of squares. 
Alternatively. and with identical results. we may consider the residual variability 

(Yij - Yi) to be divisible into two components: within-groups variability (Yij - Yi) 
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FIGURE 17.10: An enlarged portion of Figure 17.9, showing the partitioning of Y deviations. The mean 
Y at X = 50 yr is 134.3 mm Hg, shown by the symbol "0"; the mean of all Y's is V, shown by a dashed 
line; Yij is the jth Y at the ith X; and V; is the mean of the n; Y's at X;. 

TABLE 17.2: Summary of the Analyses of Variance Calculations for Testing Ho: the 
Population Regression Is Linear, and for Testing Ho: f3 = 0 

Source of variation 

Total [Yij - VJ 

Linear regression 

[Vi - V] 
Residual 

[Y;j - V;] 

Among groups 
[Vi - Y] 

Linear regression 

[Vi - V] 
Deviations from 

linearity 

[Vi - V;J 
Within groups 

[Yij - Vi] 

Sum of squares 
(SS) 

~l 

(~;t 
total SS - regression SS 

(fY'i)' ( )' k IIi 

~j~ Yij k j=1 
~ -
i= I n; N 

(~XYl 
~x 

among-groups SS - regression SS 

total SS - among-groups SS 

Mean Square 
OF (MS) 

N - 1 

regression SS 
regression DF 

N - 2 residual SS 
residual DF 

k - 1 

k - 2 deviations SS 
deviations OF 

N-k within-grou~s SS 
within-groups OF 

Note: To test Ho: the population regression is linear, we use F = deviations MS/within-groups 
MS, with a critical value of Fa(I).(k-2).(N-k)' If the null hypothesis of linearity is rejected, 
then HO: f3 = 0 is tested using F = regression MS/within-groups MS, with a critical value of 
Fa( I ),I.(N-k)· 
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TABLE 17.3: Summary of Analysis of Variance 
Partitioning of Sources of Variation for Testing 
Linearity, as an Alternative to That in Table 17.2 

Source of variation 

Total [Vii - Y] 
Among groups [Vi - YI 
Within groups [Vii - Vi] 

Linear regression [Yi - VJ 
Residual [Vii - Yi] 

Within groups (Yi; - Vi] 
Deviations from linearity [Yi - Yi ] 

OF 

N - 1 
k - 1 
N-k 

N - 2 
N-k 
k - 2 

Note: Sums of squares and mean squares are as in 
Table 17.2. 

and deviations-from-Iinearity (Yi Vi). This partitioning of sums of squares and 
degrees of freedom is summarized in Table 17.3.* 

If the population relationship between Y and X is a straight line (i.e., "Ho: 
The population regression is linear" is a true statement), then the deviations-from
linearity MS and the within-groups MS will be estimates of the same variance; if 
the relationship is not a straight line (Ho is false), then the deviations-from-linearity 
MS will be significantly greater than the within-groups MS. Thus, as demonstrated in 
Example 17.8b, 

F = deviations-from-linearity MS 
within-groups MS 

(17.46) 

provides a one-tailed test of the null hypothesis of linearity. (If all ni's are equal, then 
performing a regression using the k V's will result in the same b and a as will the 
calculations using all N Yi'S but the significance test for fJ will be much less powerful 
and the preceding test for linearity will not be possible.) The power for the test for 
linearity will be greater for larger numbers of replicate V's at each X. 

If the null hypothesis of linearity is not rejected, then the deviations-from-linearity 
MS and the within-groups MS may be considered to be estimates of the same 
popUlation variance. The latter will be the better estimate, as it is based on more 
degrees of freedom; but an even better estimate is the residual MS, which is s~,x' for 
it constitutes a pooling of the deviations MS and the within-groups MS. Therefore, 
if a regression is assumed to be linear, s~.x is the appropriate variance to use in the 
computation of standard errors (e.g., by Equations 17.20, 17.26-17.29) and confidence 
intervals resulting from them, and this residual mean square (sky) is also appropriate 
in testing the hypothesis Ho: fJ = 0 (either by Equation 17.14 or by Equations 17.20 
and 17.21), as demonstrated in Example 17.8b. 

If the population regression is concluded not to be linear, then the investigator can 
consider the procedures of Section 17.10 or 20.14 or of Chapter 21. If, however, it is 
desired to test Ho: fJ = 0, then the within-groups MS should be substituted for the 
residual MS (s~.x); but it would not be advisable to engage in predictions with the 
linear-regression equation. 

*Some authors refer to deviations from linearity as "lack of fit" and to within-groups variability 
as "error" or "pure error." 
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(a) Regression versus Analysis of Variance. Data consisting of replicate values of 
Y at each of several values of X (such as in Example 17.X) could also he suhmilledto 
a single-factor analysis of variance (Chapter 10). This would be done hy considering 
the X's as levels of the factor and the V's as the data whose means arc to he compared 
(i.e .. Y here is the same as X in Chapter 10). This would test Ho: ILl = IL~ = ... = ILk 
instead of Ho: f3 = O. where k is the numher of different values of X (e.g .. k = 5 
in Example 17.X). When there arc only two levels of the ANOYA factor (i.e .. 
two different X's in regression). the power or testing these two hypotheses is the 
same. Otherwise. the regression analysis will he more powerful than the ANOV A 
(Cottingham. Lennon. and Brown. 2(05). 

7.8 POWER AND SAMPLE SIZE IN REGRESSION 

Although there are hasic differences hetween regression and correlation (see 
Section 17. I). a set of data for which there is a statistically significant regression 
coefficient (i.e .. HII: f3 = 0 is rejected. as explained in Section 17.3) would also yield 
a statistically significant correlation coefficient (i.e .. we would reject HII : P = O. to he 
discussed in Section 19.2). In addition. conclusions ahout the power of a significance 
test for a regression coefficient can he ohtained hy estimating power associated with 
the significance test for the correlation coefficient that would have heen ohtained 
from the same set of data. 

After performing a regression analysis for a set of data. we may ohtain the sample 
correlation coefficient. r. dther from Equation 19.1. or. more simply. as 

r
r = I> -'-.,. &., 

LY ( 17.47) 

or we may take the square root of the coefficient of determination ,2 (Equation 17.15). 
assigning to it the sign of 1>. Then. with r in hand. the procedures of Section 19.4 may 
he employed (Cohen. I 98X: 76-77) to estimate power and minimum required sample 
size for the hypothesis test for the regression coefficient. HII: f3 = o. 

17.9 REGRESSION THROUGH THE ORIGIN 

Although not of common hiological importance. a special type of regression procedure 
is called for when we are faced with sets of data for which we know. a priori. that 
in the population Y will he zero when X is zero (i.e .. the population Y intercept is 
known to he zero). Since the point on the graph with coordinates (0. 0) is termed 
the origill of the graph. this regression situation is known as regression through the 
origin. In this type of regression analysis. hoth variahles must he measured on a ratio 
scale. for only such a scale has a true zero (see Section 1.1). 

For regression through the origin. the linear regression equation is 

Yi = I>Xi. 

and some of the calculations pertinent to such a regression arc as follows: 

_ LXiYi 
1>- L ., X-

I 

total SS = L Yr. with total DF = 11. 

(l7.4X) 

(17.49) 

( 17.50) 
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(~XiYi)2 
regression SS = ~~....."....:-

~Xf 
with regression DF = 1, 

residual SS = total SS - regression SS, with residual DF = n - 1, 

s2 2 _ Y·X 
sb - LX?, 

( 17.51) 

(17.52) 

( 17.53) 

where s~.x is residual mean square (residual SS/residual OF). Tests of hypotheses 
about the slope of the line are performed, as explained earlier in this chapter, with 
the exception that the preceding values are used; n - 1 is used as degrees of freedom 
whenever n - 2 is used for regressions not assumed to pass through the origin. 
Some statisticians (e.g., K valseth, 1985) caution against expressing a coefficient 
of determination, ,2, for this kind of regression. Bissell (1992) discusses potential 
difficulties with, and alternatives to, this regression model. A regression line forced 
through the origin does not necessarily pass through point (X, Y). 

(a) Confidence Intervals. For regressions passing through the origin, confidence 
intervals may be obtained in ways analogous to the procedures in Section 17.5. That 
is, a confidence interval for the population regression coefficient, f3, is calculated using 
Equation 17.53 for si and An - 1 degree of freedom in place of n - 2. A confidence 

interval for an estimated Y is 

s. = 2 (Xl) 
y Sy·x ~X2 ' (17.54) 

using the s~.x as in Equation 17.53; a confidence interval for Vi predicted as the mean 
of m additional measurements at Xi is 

(Sy)", = 2 (1 Xf ). Sy·x - + ~ ? ' 
m ~X-

( 17.55) 

A 

and a confidence interval for the Yi predicted for one additional measurement of Xi is 

2 ( Xf ) (Sy)\ = sx·y 1 + LX2 (17.56) 

(Seber and Lee, 2003: 149). 

(b) Inverse Prediction. For inverse prediction (see Section 17.6) with a regression 
passing through the origin. 

A y. 
x=-1. 

I b ' ( 17.57) 

and the confidence interval for the Xi predicted at a given Y is 

X + b Yj ±.!.... 2 (-.!L + K) 
K K Sy·x LX? . (17.58) 

where / = la(2).(n-1) and* K = b2 - /2si (Seber and Lee, 2003: 149). 

* Alternatively. K = b2 - Fs·t. where F = '~(2).("-1) =: Fa( 1 ).1.(11-1)' 
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If X is to be predicted for multi pic values of Y at that X, then 

A y. 
X,' = --1. 

b ' 
(17.59) 

where Y; is the me.m of m values of Y; and the confidence limits would be calculated 
as 

X + bY; ± !.- I(~ )' ( Y7 + K) 
K K V Y·x ~ X2 m' 

where t = ta(2).(n+III-2) and* K = b2 - F(S~)': 

and 

( 2)' _ (s~.x)'. 
Sh - ~X2' 

III 
~ - 2 residual SS + ~ (Y;j - Y;) 

., }=I 
(Sy·x)' = ---------'-----

n+m-2 
(Seber and Lee. 2003: 149). 

'.10 DATA TRANSFORMATIONS IN REGRESSION 

(17.60) 

(17.61) 

(17.62) 

As noted in Section 17.2d, the testing of regression hypotheses and the computation 
of confidence intervals-though not the calculation of a and b-depend upon the 
assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity, with regard to the values of Y. the 
dependent variable. Chapter 13 discussed the logarithmic. square-root, and arcsine 
transformations of data to achieve closer approximations to these assumptions. 
Consciously striving to satisfy the assumptions often (but without guaranty) appeases 
the others. The same considerations are applicable to regression data. 

Transformation of the indepcndent variable will not affect the distribution of Y. 
so transformations of X generally may be made with impunity. and sometimes they 
conveniently convert a curved line into a straight line. However. transformations 
of Y do affect least-squares considerations and will therefore be discussed. Acton 
(1966: Chapter 8); Glantz and Slinker (2001: 150-154); Montgomery, Peck, and 
Vining (2001: 173-193); and Weisberg (2005: Chapter 7) present further discussions 
of transformations in regression. 

If the values of Yare from a Poisson distribution (i.e., the data are counts, especially 
small counts), then the square-root transformation is usually desirable: 

Y' = Jy + 0.5, (17.63) 

where the values of the variable after transformation (Y') are then submitted to 
regression analysis. (Also refer to Section 13.2.) 

If the Y values are from a binomial distribution (e.g .• they are proportions or 
percentages), then the arcsine transformation is appropriate: 

y' = arcsin ../Y. (17.64) 

(See also Section 13.3.) Appendix Table 8.24 allows for ready use of this transforma
tion. 

* Alternatively. K = h2 - F(.~~ )'. where F = 1~(2).(II+III-2) = Fa( 1 ).I.(n+m-2). 
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The most commonly used transformation in regression is the logarithmic trans
formation (see also Section 13.l). although it is sometimes employed for the wrong 
reasons. This transformation. 

y' = log y, ( 17.65) 

or 
Y' = log( Y + 1), ( 17.66) 

is appropriate when there is heteroscedasticity owing to the standard deviation of 
Y at any X increasing in proportion to the value of X. When this situation exists, 
it implies that values of Y can be measured more accurately at low than at high 
values of X. Figure 17.11 shows such data (from Example 17.9) before and after the 
transformation. 

EXAMPLE 17.9 
mation of Y 

Regression Data Before and After Logarithmic Transfor-

Original data (as plotted in Figure 17.11a), indicating the variance of Y (namely, 
st) at each X: 

X Y \.2 • Y 

5 10.72, 11.22, 11.75. 12.31 0.4685 
10 14.13,14.79,15.49,16.22 0.8101 
15 18.61. 19.50,20.40,21.37 1.4051 
20 24.55,25.70,26.92,28.18 2.4452 
25 32.36,33.88,35.48.37.15 4.2526 

Transformed data (as plotted in Figure 17.11 b). indicating the variance of log Y 
(namely. sfog y) at each X: 

X log Y 2 
Slog Y 

5 1.03019, 1.04999, 1.07004, 1.09026 0.000668 
10 1.15014,1.16997,1.19005.1.21005 0.000665 
15 1.26975. 1.29003, 1.30963, 1.32980 0.000665 
20 1.39005, 1.40993. 1.43008. 1.44994 0.000665 
25 1.51001. 1.52994. 1.54998, 1.56996 0.000666 

Many scatter plots of data imply a curved. rather than a straight-line, dependence of 
Yon X (e.g., Figure 17.lla). Often, logarithmic or other transformations of the values 
of Y and/or X will result in a straight-line relationship (as Figure 17.11 b) amenable to 
linear regression techniques. However. if original, nontransformed values of Yagree 
with our assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity, then the data resulting from 
any of the preceding transformations will not abide by these assumptions. This is 
often not considered, and many biologists employing transformations do so simply 
to straighten out a curved line and neglect to consider whether the transformed 
data might indeed be analyzed legitimately by least-squares regression methods. If 
a transformation may not be used validly to straighten out a curvilinear regression. 
then Section 20.15 (or perhaps Chapter 21) may be applicable. 
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FIGURE 17.11: Regression data (of Example 17.9) exhibiting an increasing variability of Y with increasing 
magnitude of X. (a) The Clriginal data. (b) The data after logarithmic transformation of Y. 

Section 13.4 mentions some other, less commonly employed, data transformations. 
Iman and Conover (1979) discuss rank transformation (i.e., performing a regression 
of the ranks of Y on the ranks of X). 

(a) Examination of Residuals. Since the logarithmic transformation is frequently 
proposed and employed to try to achieve homoscedasticity, we should consider 
how a justification for such a transformation might be obtained. If a regressi?n 
is fitted by least squares, then the sample residuals (i.e., the values of Yi - Yi) 
may be plotted against their corresponding X's, as in Figure 17.12 (see Draper 
and Smith, 1998: 62-64). If homoscedasticity exists, then the residuals should be 
distributed evenly above and below zero (i.e .• within the shaded area in Figure 17.12a). 
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FIGURE 17.12: The plotting of residuals. (a) Data exhibiting homoscedasticity. (b) Data with heteroscedas
ticity of the sort in Example 17.9. (c) Data for which there was likely an error in the regression calculations, 
or an additional variable is needed in the regression model. (d) Data for which a linear regression does 
not accurately describe the relationship between Y and X, and a curvilinear relationship should be 
considered. 

If there is heteroscedasticity due to increasing variability in Y with increasing 
values of X. then the residuals will form a pattern such as in Figure 17.12b, and 
a logarithmic transformation might be warranted. If the residuals form a pattern 
such as in Figure 17.12c. we should suspect that a calculation error has occured 
or. that an additional important variable should be added to the regression model 
(see Chapter 20). The pattern in Figure 17.12d indicates that a Iillt'tlr regression is 
an improper model to describe the data: for example, a quadratic regression (see 
Section 21.2) might be employed. 

Glejser (1969) suggests fitting the simple linear regression 

Ej = a + hXj. (17.67) 
A 

where Ej = I Yj - Yjl. A statistically significant b greater than zero indicates 
Figure 17.12b to be the case. and the logarithmic transformation may be attempted. 
Then. after the application of the transformation. a plot of the new residu-
als (i.e .• log Yj - ~) should be examined and Equation 17.67 fitted. where 

Ej = Ilog Yj - IoiYi I. If this regression has a b not significantly different from zero, 

then we may assume that the transformation was justified. An outlier (see Section 
17.2d) will appear on plots such as Figure 17.12 as a point very far outside the pattern 
indicated by the shaded area. 

Tests for normality in the distribution A of residuals may be made by using the 
methods of Section 6.6 (employing Yj - Yj in place of Xj in that section): graphical 
examination of normality (as in Figure 6.11) is often convenient. 
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'.11 THE EFFECT OF CODING DATA 

Either X or Y data. or both, may he coded prior to the application of regression 
analysis. and coding may facilitate computations, especially when the data are very 
large or very small in magnitude. As shown in Sections 3.5 and 4.8. coding may consist 
of adding a constant to (or subtracting it from) X. or multiplying (or dividing) X 
by a constant; or both addition (or subtraction) and multiplication (or division) may 
be applied simultaneously. Values of Y may be coded in the same fashion: this may 
even be done simultaneously with the coding of X values. using either the same or 
different coding constants. If we let M x and My represent constants by which X 
and Y. respectively. are to be multiplied. and let Ax and Ay be constants then to be 
added to MxX and MyY. respectively. then the transformed variables. rX] and rY]. 
arc 

[XI = MxX + Ax (l7.oH) 

and 
[YI = MyY + Ay. (17.69) 

As shown in Appendix C. the slope. b. will not be changed hy adding constants to X 
and/or Y. for such transformations have the effect of simply sliding the scale of one 
or both axes. But if multiplication factors are used in coding. then the resultant slope. 
[b]. will be equal to (b )(Myj Mx). Note that coding in no way alters the value of f2 
or the t or F statistics calculated for hypothesis testing. 

A common situation involving multiplicative coding factors is one where the 
variables were recorded using certain units of measurement. and we want to determine 
what regression statistics would have resulted if other units of measurement had been 
used. 

For the data in Examples 17.1. 17.2. and 17.3, a = 0.715 cm. and h = 0.270 cm/day. 
and Sy·x = O.218cm. If the wing length data were measured in inches. instead of 
in centimeters. there would have to he a coding hy multiplying by 0.3937 in./cm 
(for there are 0.3937 inches in one centimeter). By consulting Appendix C. with 
My = 0.3937 in./cm. Ay = O.Mx = 1. and Ax = O. we can calculate that if a 
regression analysis were run on these data. where X was recorded in inches. the 
slope would be [b] = (0.270 cm/day ) (0.3937 in./cm) = 0.106 in./day: the Y intercept 
would be laJ = (0.715 cm)(0.3937 in./cm) = 0.2HI in.: and the standard error of 
estimate would be .\Yx = (0.3937 in./cm)( 0.21 H cm) = O.OH6. 

A situation employing coding by both adding a constant and multiplying a constant 
is when we have temperature measurements in degrees Celsius (or Fahrenheit) and 
wish to determine the regression equation that would have resulted had the data been 
recorded in degrees Fahrenheit (or Celsius). The appropriate coding constants for use 
in Appendix C are determined hy knowing that Celsius and Fahrenheit temperatures 
are related as follows: 

degrees Celsius = (~) (degrees Fahrenheit) - (~) (32) 

degrees Fahrenheit = (~) (degrees Celsius) + 32. 

This is summarized elsewhere (Zar. 1968). as are the effects of multiplicative coding 
on logarithmically transformed data (Zar. 1(67). 
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EXERCISES 

17.1. The following data arc the ratl!s of oxygen con
sumption of birds. measured at different environ
mental temperatun!s: 

Temperatllre 
(C) 

-lit 
-15. 
-10. 
- 5. 

O. 
S. 

10. 
19. 

Oxygell 
consllmption 

(mllglhr) 

5.2 
4.7 
45 
3.6 
3.4 
3.1 
2.7 
l.X 

(a) Calculate a and b for the regression of oxygen 
consumption rate on temperature. 

(b) Test. by analysis of variance. the hypothesis 
N,,: 13 = o. 

(c) Test. by the t test. the hypothesis H,,: 13 = O. 
(d) Calculate the standard error of estimate ofthe 

regression. 
(e) Calculate the coefficient of determination of 

the regression. 
<0 Calculate the 95% contidence limits for 13. 

17.2. Utilize the regression equation computed for the 
data of Exercise 17.1. 
(a) What is the mean rate of oxygen consumption 

in the population for birds at 15 C? 

(b) What is the 95% confidence interval for this 
mean rate? 

(c) If we randomly chose one additional bird at 
IS' C from the popUlation. what would its rate 
of oxygen consumption be estimated to he? 

(d) We can be 95% confident of this value lying 
between what limits'? 

17.3. The frequency of electrical impulses emitted from 
electric fish is measured from three fish at each 
of several temperatures. The resultant data are as 
follows: 

Temperatllre 
(C) 

20 
22 
23 
25 
27 
28 
30 

Impllise /reC/I/('Ilcy 
(number/sec) 

225.230.239 
251. 259. 265 
266. 273.2XO 
2X7. 295. 302 
301. 310. 317 
307.313.325 
324. 330. 33X 

(a) Compute a and h for the linear regression 
equation relating impulse frequency to tern· 
perature. 

(b) Test. by analysis of variance II,,: 13 = o. 
(c) Calculate the standard error of estimate of the 

regression. 
(d) Calculate the coefficient of determination of 

the regression. 
(e) Test JI,,: The population regression is linear. 
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Comparing Simple Linear Regression 
Equations 

18.1 COMPARING TWO SLOPES 
181 COMPARING TWO ELEVATIONS 
18.3 COMPARING POINTS ON TWO REGRESSION LINES 
18.4 COMPARING MORE THAN TWO SLOPES 
18.5 COMPARING MORE THAN TWO ELEVATIONS 
18.6 MULTIPLE COMPARISONS AMONG SLOPES 
18.7 MULTIPLE COMPARISONS AMONG ELEVATIONS 
18.8 MULTIPLE COMPARISONS OF POINTS AMONG REGRESSION LINES 
18.9 AN OVERALL TEST FOR COINCIDENTAL REGRESSIONS 

A regression equation may he calculated for each uf two or more samples of data tu 
cumpare the regression relationships in the populations from which the samples came. 
We may ask whether the slopes of the regression lines are significantly different (as 
opposed to whether they may he estimating the same population slope. f3). Then, if it 
is concluded that the slopes of the lines are not significantly different. we may want to 
lest whether the several sets of data arc from populations in which the population Y 
intercepts. as well as the slopes. arc the same. In this chapter. procedures for testing 
differences among regression lines will he presented. as summarized in Figure 18.1. 

18.1 COMPARING TWO SLOPES 

The comparison of the slopes of two regression lines is demonstrated in Example I K I. 
The regression relationship to he studied is the amount of water lost by salamanders 
maintained at various environmental temperatures. Using the methods of Section 
17.2 or 17.7. a regression line is determined using data from each of two species of 
salamanders. The regression line for 26 animals of species I is 10.57 + 2.97X. and 
that for 30 animals of species 2 is 24.91 + 2.17 X: these two regression lines are shown 
in Figure 18.2. Temperature. the independent variahle (X). is measured in degrees 
Celsius. and the dependent varia hIe (Y) is measured in microliters (JLI) of water per 
gram of body weight per hour. Example 18. I shows the calculations of the slope of 
each of the two regression lines. In this example. the slope of the line expresses water 
loss. in JLllg/hr. for each temperature increase of I C. The raw data (the 26 X and Y 
data for species I and the 30 pairs of data for species 2) are not shown. hut the sums 
of squares (LX2 and Ii) and sum of crossproducts (Ixy) for each line are given in 
this example. (The calculation of the Y intercepts is not shown.) 

As shown is Example I R.I. a simple method for testing hypotheses ahout equality of 
two popUlation regression coefficients involves the use of Student's I in a fashion anal
ogous to that of testing for differences hetween two population means (Section 8.1). 
The test statistic is 

t = b l - b2 
Shl -/)2 

(18.1 ) 
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Test H,,: /31 = /32 
(Section Uti) 

How many lines? 

Test H,,: /31 = /32 = ... = /3. 

H"not reje~ejected 
(Section 111.4) 

II" not rejc~ejected 
I. Compute common slope 

(Equation IH.9) 
2. Test II,,: Both population 

elevations are equal 
(Section HI.2) 

11,,00' "j'~<j<'''d 
I. Compute common STOP 

regression equation 
(Equation IH.24) 

2. STOP 

STOP I. Compute common I. Multiple comparison 
slope (Equation I H.30) testing of slopes 

2. Test H,,: All k (Section 111.6) 
population elevations 2. STOP 
are equal 
(Section 18.5) 

H"not reje~CjCcted 

1. Compute common 1. Multiple comparison 
regression equation testing of elevations 
(Equation 18.24) (Section 18.7) 

2. STOP 2. STOP 

FIGURE 18.1: Flow chart for the comparison of regression lines. 

EXAMPLE 18.1 Testing for Difference Between Two Population Regres-
sion Coefficients 

For each of two species of salamanders, the data are for water loss (Y, measured 
as p,1/g/hr) and environmental temperature (X. in 0C). 

Ho: f31 = f32 

HA: f31 #: f32 

For Species 1: 

n =26 

~x2 = 1470.8712 

~xy = 4363.1627 

~i = 13299.5296 

b = 4363.1627 = 2.97 
1470.8712 

residual SS = 13299.5296 

( 4363.1627 )2 

1470.8712 

= 356.7317 

residual DF = 26 - 2 = 24 

(s2 ) = 356.7317 + 273.9142 = 12.1278 
Y·x p 24 + 28 

Sbl-b2 = 12.1278 + 12.1278 = 0.1165 
1470.8712 2272.4750 

For Species 2: 

n =30 

~ Xl = 2272.4750 

~xy = 4928.8100 

~ y2 = 10964.0947 

b = 4928.8100 = 2.17 
2272.4750 

residual SS = 10964.0947 

( 4928.8100)2 

2272.4750 

= 273.9142 

residual DF = 30 - 2 = 28 
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t = 2.97 - 2.17 = 6.867 
0.1165 

v = 24 + 28 = 52 

Reject Ho if It I ;;;, ta(2 ).v 

10.05(2).52 = 2.007; Reject Ho. 

P < 0.001 [P = 0.0000000081] 

Calculation not shown: 

al = 10.57 a2 = 24.91 

where the standard error of the difference between regression coefficients is 

and the pooled residual mean square is calculated as 

(;. ) = (residual SS) I + (residual SSh 
y·x P (residual OF») + (residual OFh' 

(IR.2) 

(18.3 ) 

the subscripts 1 and 2 referring to the two regression lines being compared. The 
critical value of t for this test has (Ill - 2) + (n2 - 2) degrees of freedom (i.e., the 
sum of the two residual degrees of freedom), namely 

(18.4) 

Just as the t test for difference between means assumes that ur = u~, the preceding 
1 test assumes that (ut.x ) I = (ut.x h. The presence of the latter condition can be 
tested by the variance ratio test, F = (st.x »)argcr/ (st.x )smaller; but this is usually not 
done due to the limitations of that test (see Section 8.5). 

The 1 - (){ confidence interval for the difference between two slopes. f31 and f32, is 

(b l - b2) ± ta(2),vShl-h2' 

where v is as in Equation 18.4. Thus, for Example 18.1, 

(18.5) 

95% confidence interval for f31 - f32 = (2.97 - 1..17) ± (/0.05(2).52)(0.1165) 

= 0.80 ± (2.007)(0.1165) 

= 0.80 pJ/g/hrrC ± 0.23 pJ/g/hrre; 

and the upper and lower 95% confidence limits for f31 - f32 are Ll = 0.57 pJ/glhr/oC 
and L2 = 1.03 MUg/hr/o C. 

If Ho: f31 = f32 is rejected (as in Example 18.1), we may wish to calculate the point 
where the two lines intersect. The intersection is at 

(18.6) 
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A 

at which the value of Y may be computed either as 

or 

The point of intersection of the two lines in Example 18.1 is at 

x - _24_.9_1 __ 10_.5_7 = 17.920 C 
I - 2.97 2.17 

and 
A 

Y, = 1.057 + (2.97)(17.92) = 63.79 pJ/g/hr;oC. 

Figure 18.2 illustrates this intersection. 

12() 

IO() 
... 

.t:: ...... 
~ !!II -a. 
.5 
;:...: 
.,; 60 

~ 
..l ... 40 '" Cii 
~ 

20 

() 

Temperature. X. in °c 

FIGURE 18.2: The two regression lines of Example 18.1. The two slopes are concluded to be significa 
different and the two lines are found to intersect at X, = 17.92"( and Y, = 63.79,.d/g/hr. 

If Ho: /31 = /32 is not rejected (as will be shown in Example 18.2), then an estimat4 
of the population regression coefficient, /3, underlying both bl and b2 is called tm 
common (or weighted) regression coefficient: 

be = (LXY)) + (LXY)z 
(Lx2)1 + (Lx2)2 

or, equivalently (but with more chance of rounding error), 

(18.9 

(18.10 
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Equation 18.1 is a special case of 

t == Ihl - h21 - f30 

.'ibl-b2 

Comparing Two Elevations 367 

(18.1 1) 

namely when f30 = O. By using Equation 18.11. we may test the hypothesis that the 
difference between two population regression coefficients is a specified magnitude: 
that is, 11.0: f31 - f32 = f30 may be tested against HA: f3, - f32 =I' f3o. 

One-tailed testing is also possible, asking whether one population regression 
coefficient is greater than the other. If we test Ho: f31 ;?: f32 and HA: f31 < f32, or 
Ho: f31 - f32 ;?: f30 versus H A: f31 - f32 < f3(), then Ho is rejected if t :s;; - ta( I ).v; if we 
test Ho: f31 :s;; f32 and HA: f31 > f32, or Ho: f31 - f32 :s;; f30 versus HA: f31 - f32 > f3o. 
then we reject Ho if t ;?: ta( I }.v. In either case, I is computed by Equation 18.1. or by 
Equation 18.11 if f30 =I' O. 

An alternative method of testing Ho: f31 = f32 is by the analysis of covariance 
procedure of Section 18.4. However, if a computer program is not used, the preceding 
t test generally involves less computational effort. 

(a) Power and Sample Size in Comparing Regressions. In Section 17.8 it was 
explained that the procedure for consideration of power in correlation analysis 
(Section 19.4) could be used to estimate power and sample size in a regression 
analysis. Section 19.6 presents power and sample-size estimation when testing for 
difference between two correlation coefficients. Unfortunately. utilization of that 
procedure for comparing two regression coefficients is not valid-unless one has the 

rare case Of(~x2)1 = (Lx2)2 and (~i), = (Li)2 (Cohen, 1988: 1 to). 

COMPARING TWO ELEVATIONS 

If Ho: f31 = f32 is rejected. we conclude that two different populations of data have 
been sampled. However, if two population regression lines are not concluded to have 
different slopes (i.e., Ho: f31 = f32 is not rejected), then the two lines are assumed to 
be parallel. In the latter case, we often wish to determine whether the two population 
regressions have the same elevation (i.e., the same vertical position on a graph) and 
thus coincide. 

To test the null hypothesis that the elevations of the two population regression 
lines are the same, the following quantities may be used in a t test, as shown in 
Example 18.2: 

sum of squares of X for common regression 

(18.12) 

sum of crossproducts for common regression 

(18.13) 

sum of squares of Y for common regression 

(18.14) 

residual SS for common regression 

(18.15) 
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residual OF for common regression = DFc = nl + n2 - 3, (18.16) 

and 

residual MS for common regression = (s~.x)c = SSe 
DFc 

(18.17) 

Then, the appropriate test statistic is 

t = r==(,=Y::::I=-=Y::::2=) =-=bc=(=X::::1 =-=X::::2=) = 
(s~.x )c[~ + ~ + (XI - X2 )2] 

(18.18) 

nl n2 Ac 

and the relevant critical value of t is that for v = OFe• Example 18.2 and Figure 183 
consider the regression of human systolic blood pressure on age for men over 40 
years old. A regression equation was fitted for data for men in each of two different 
occupations. The two-tailed null hypothesis is that in the two sampled populations 
the regression elevations are the same. This also says that blood pressure is the same 
in both groups, after accounting for the effect of age. In the example, the Ho of equal 
elevations is rejected, so we conclude that men in these two occupations do not have 
the same blood pressure. As an alternative to this t-testing procedure, the analysis 
of covariance of Section 18.4 may be used to test this hypothesis, but it generally 
requires more computational effort unless a computer package is used. 

EXAMPLE 18.2 Testing for Difference Between Two Population Regres-
sion Coefficients and Elevations 

The data are for systolic blood pressure (the dependent variable, Y, in millimeters 
of mercury [i.e .. mm Hg]) and age (the independent variable, X, in years) for men 
over 40 years of age; the two samples are from different occupations. 

For Sample 1: For Sample 2: 

n = 13 n = 15 

X = 54.65 yr X = 56.93 yr 

Y = 170.23 mm Hg Y = 162.93 mm Hg 

Lx2 = 1012.1923 L x2 = 1659.4333 

LXY = 1585.3385 ~ xy = 2475.4333 

~i = 2618.3077 ~ y2 = 3848.9333 

b = 1.57 mm Hglyr b = 1.49 mm Hglyr 

a = 84.6mm Hg 0= 78.0mm Hg 

residual SS = 135.2833 residual SS = 156.2449 

residual DF = II residual DF = 13 

HI): /31 = /32 
HA : /31 "* /32 

....... 
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(2 ) _ 135.2833 + 156.2449 = 12.1470 
Sy·x p - 11 + 13 

II = 11 + 13 = 24 

.\·h\ -/J2 = 0.1392 

I = 1.57 -1.49 = 0.575 
O.I.W2 

to.05(2).24 = 2.064: do not reject Ho. 

P > 0.50 [P = 0.57] 

Ho: The two population regression lines have the same elevation. 
H A: The two population regression lines do not have the same elevation. 

Ac = tOI2.1923 + 1659.4333 = 2671.6256 

Be = 1585.3385 + 2475.4333 = 4060.7718 

Ce = 2618.3077 + 3848.9333 = 6467.2410 

b. = 4060.7718 = 1.520 mm H / r 
{ 2671.6256 g Y 

SS ~ = 6467.24tO - (406O.7718f = 295.0185 
( 2671.6256 

DFc = 13 + 15 - 3 = 25 

(s} x)e = 295.0185 = 11.8007 
. 25 

I = (170.23 - 162.93) - 1.520( 54.65 - 56.93) = to.77 = 8.218 

[ ( )71 1.3t05 11.8007 .l + -.l. + 54.65 - 56.93 -
13 15 2671.6256 

to.05( 2 ).25 = 2.060: reject Ho. 

P < 0.001 [P = 0.0000000072] 

If it is concluded that two population regressions do not have different slopes but 
do have different elevations, then the slopes computed from the two samples are both 
estimates of the common population regression coefficient. and the Y intercepts of 
the two samples are 

(18.19) 

and 

( 18.19a) 

and the two regression equations may be written as 

(18.20) 

and 
A 

Y; = Q2 + heX; (18.20a) 
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AGURE 18.3: The two regression lines of Example 18.2. 

(though this can be misleading if X = 0 is far from the range of X's in the sample). 
For the two lines in Example 18.2 and Figure 18.3. 

" Y; = 84.6 + 1.S2X; 

and 
" 
Y; = 78.0 + l.S2X;. 

If it is concluded that two population regressions have neither different slopes 
nor different elevations, then both sample regressions estimate the same popula
tion regression, and this estimate may be expressed using the common regression 
coefficient, be. as well as a common Y intercept: 

Qe = Yp - beXp, 

where the pooled sample means of the two variables may be obtained as 

and 

X - IlIXI + 1l2X2 
p-

ilI + III 

Y _ IlIYI + 1l2Y2 
p-

ilI + 112 

(18.21) 

(18.22) 

(18.23) 

Thus. when two samples have been concluded to estimate the same population 
regression, a single regression equation representing the regression in the sampled 
population would be 

Y; = Qe + heX;. (18.24) 

We may also use t to test one-tailed hypotheses about elevations. For data such as 
those in Example 18.2 and Figure 18.3, it might have been the case that one occupation 
was considered to be more stressful, and we may want to determine whether men in 
that occupation had higher blood pressure than men in the other occupation. 
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This t test of elevations is preferable to testing for difference between the two 
population Y intercepts. Difference between Y intercepts would be tested with the 
null hypothesis Ho : a( = a2. using the sample statistics Q( and Q2. and could proceed 
with 

where 

t = Q( - a2 • 

S"I- 02 

(18.25) 

(18.26) 

(the latter two equations are a special case of Equations 18.27 and 18.28). However. 
a test for difference between Y intercepts is generally not as advisable as a test for 
difference between elevations because it uses a point on each line that may lie far from 
the observed range of X·s. There are many regressions for which the Y intercept has 
no importance beyond helping to define the line and in fact may be a sample statistic 
prone to misleading interpretation. In Figure 18.3. for example. discussion of the Y 
intercepts (and testing hypotheses about them) would require a risky extrapolation 
of the regression lines far below the range of X for which data were obtained. This 
would assume that the linear relationship that was determined for ages above 40 
years also holds between X = 0 and X = 40 years. a seriously incorrect assumption 
in the present case dealing with blood pressures. Also. because the Y intercepts are 
so far from the mean values of X. their standard errors would be very large. and a 
test of Ho: a( = a2 would lack statistical power. 

COMPARING POINTS ON TWO REGRESSION LINES 

If the slopes of two regression lines and the elevations of the two lines have not been 
concluded to be different. then the two lines are estimates of the same population 
regression line. If the slopes of two lines are not concluded to be different. but their ele
vations are declared different. the~ the population lines are assumed to be parallel. and 
for a given Xj. the corresponding Yj on one line is different from that on the other line. 

If the slopes of two population regression lines are concluded different. then the 
lin~s are intersecting rather than para!leJ. In such cases we may wish to test whether 
a Y on one line is the same as the Y on the second line at a particular X. For a 
two-tailed test. we can state the null hypothesis as Ho: J.L y = J.L Y2 and the alternate 

as HA : J.L Y1 * J.L y2 • The test statistic is 1 

A A 

t = Y, - Y2 (18.27) 
s' . . Y1-Y! 

where 

and the degrees of freedom are the pooled degrees of freedom of Equation 18.4. Such 
a test is demonstrated in Example 18.3. 
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EXAMPLE 18.3 Testing for Difference Between Points on the Two Non
parallel Regression Lines of Example 18.1 and Figure 18.2. We Are Testing 
Whether the Volumes (Y) Are Different in the Two Groups at X = 12"( 

Ho: J.L)'I = J.L Y2 
HA : J.L y' #- J.L y' 

I 2 

Beyond the statistics given in Example 18.1. we need to know the following: 

XI = 22.93 r ,C and X2 = 18.95<'C. 

We then compute: 

YI = 10.57 + (2.97)(12) = 46.21 J.LI/glhr 
A 

Y2 = 24.91 + (2.17)(12) = 50.95 J.Ll/g/hr 

.'I' • = 12.1278[1. + 1. + (12 - 22.93)2 + (12 - 18.95)2] 
YI- Y2 \ 26 30 1470.8712 2272.4750 

= J2.1135 = 1.45 J.LI/glhr 

t = 46.21 - 50.95 = -3.269 
1.45 

v = 26 + 30 - 4 = 52 

to.05(2).52 = 2.007 

As III > to.05(2).52' reject Ho· 

0.001 < P < 0.002 [P = 0.0019) 

One-tailed testing is also possible. Ho~ever, it should be applied with caution. as it 
assumes that each of the two predicted Y's has associated with it the same variance. 
Therefore. the test works best when the two lines have the same X, the same LX2, 
and the same n. 

18.4 COMPARING MORE THAN TWO SLOPES 

If the slopes of more than two regression equations are to be compared, the null 
hypothesis Ho: {31 = {32 = ... = 13k may be tested. where k is the number of 
regressions. The alternate hypothesis would be that. in the k sampled populations. all 
k slopes are not the same. These hypotheses are analogous to those used in testing 
whether the means are the same in k samples (Chapter 10). The hypothesis about 
equality of regression slopes may be tested by a procedure known as analysis of 
covariance (which was introduced in Section 12.10). 

Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) encompasses a large body of statistical 
methods. and various kinds of ANCOV A arc presented in many comprehensive 
texts. including some of the books cited in the introduction of Chapter 16. The follow
ing version of analysis of covariance suffices to test for the equality (sometimes called 
homogeneity) of regression coefficients (i.e .• slopes). Just as an analysis of variance 
for Ho: J.LI = J.L2 = ... = J.Lk assumes that all k population variances are equal 
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(i.e., uT = u~ = ... = uZ), the testing of ~1 = ~2 = ... = ~k assumes that the resid
ual mean squares in the k populations are all the same (i.e., (u~.x ) I = (u~.x h = 
... = (u~.x )k). Heterogeneity of the k residual mean squares can be tested by 
Bartlett's test (Section 1O.6a), but this generally is not done for the same reasons that 
the test is not often employed as a prelude to analysis-of-variance procedures. 

The basic calculations necessary to compare k regression lines require quantities 
already computed: ~x2. ~xy, ~y2 (i.e .• total SS). and the residual SS and OF for 
each computed line (Table 18.1). The values of the k residual sums of squares may 
then be summed, yielding what we shall call the pooled residual sum of squares, SSp; 
and the sum of the k residual degrees of freedom is the pooled residual degrees of 
freedom, OFJ1' The values of ~ x2• ~ xy. and ~ i for the k regressions may each be 
summed. and from these sums a residual sum of squares may be calculated. The latter 
quantity will be termed the common residual sum of squares. SSe. 

TABLE 18.1: Calculations for Testing for Significant Differences Among Slopes and 
Elevations of k Simple Linear Regression Lines 

Regression I 

Regression 2 

Regression k 

Pooled 
regression 

Common 
regression 

Total 
regression-

~x2 

AI 

Az 

k 

A,. = LA; 
;=1 

A, 

~xy 

BI 

B2 

k 

B,.= LB; 
;= I 

B, 

* See Section 18.5 for explanation. 

~y2 

CI 

C2 

k 

C,. = LC; 
;-1 

C, 

Residual SS 

B2 
SSI = CI - ---1 

AI 
B2 

SS2 = Cz - -.1. 
Az 

SSk = Ck _ BZ 
Ak 

k 

SS,> = LSS; 
;-1 

B2 
SS" = C,. - ~ 

A,. 

B2 
SS, = C, - -1... 

A, 

To test Ho: ~1 = ~2 = ... = ~k. we may calculate 

( SSe - SSp) 

F = ....>..-....;.k.:..,...,.----"-l ---<... 

SSp 

DFp 

Residual OF 

OFI =111 - 2 

OF2 = "2 - 2 

k 

OFp = L(II; - 2) 
;= I 

k 

= L" - 2k 
;= I 

k 

OF,. = L II; - k -
;= I 

k 

OF, = L"; - 2 
;-1 

(18.29) 

a statistic with numerator and denominator degrees of freedom of k - 1 and OFp , 

respectively.· Example 18.4 demonstrates this testing procedure for three regression 
lines calculated from three sets of data (Le .• k = 3). 

*The quantity SSe - SSp is an expression of variability among the k regression coefficients; 
hence. it is associated with k - 1 degrees of freedom. 
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If Ho: /31 = /32 = ... = /3k is rejected, then we may wish to employ a multiple 
comparison test to determine which of the k population slopes differ from which 
others. This is analogous to the multiple-comparison testing employed after rejecting 
Ho: 11-1 = 11-2 = ... = I1-k (Chapter 11), and it is presented in Section 18.6. 

If Ho: /31 = /32 = ... = /3k is not rejected, then the common regression coefficient, 
be, may be used as an estimate of the /3 underlying all k samples: 

k 

~ (~xY)i 
b - :.....i=~I __ _ 

e - k 

~(~x2)i 
(18.30) 

For Example 18.4, this is be = 2057.66/1381.10 = 1.49. 

EXAMPLE 18.4 Testing for Difference Among Three Regression Functions· 

Residual Residual 

~~ ~xY ~l n b SS OF 

Regression 1 430.14 648.97 1065.34 24 1.51 86.21 22 

Regression 2 448.65 694.36 1184.12 29 1.55 109.48 27 

Regression 3 502.31 714.33 1186.52 30 1.42 170.68 28 

Pooled 366.37 77 
regression 

Common 1381.10 2057.66 3435.98 1.49 370.33 79 
regression 

Total 2144.06 3196.78 5193.48 83 427.10 81 
regression 

* The italicized values are those computed from the raw data; all other values are derived 
from them. 

To test for differences among slopes: Ho, /31 = /32 = /33; HA : All three /3's are 
not equal. 

370.33 - 366.37 
3 - 1 F = -----==-36~6O-::.3=-=7-- = 0.42 

77 

As FO.05( I ).2.77 == 3.13, do not reject Ho· 

P > 0.25 [P = 0.66] 

b = 2057.66 = 1.49 
e 1381.10 

To test for differences among elevations. 

Ho: The three population regression lines have the same elevation. 
HA: The three lines do not have the same elevation. 
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427.10 - 370.33 
3 - 1 

F = -----;:,37=0:-":::.3:-:-3-- = 6.06 

79 

As FO.l)s( I ).2.79 == 3.13. reject Ho. 

0.0025 < P < 0.005 [P = 0.0036] 

5 COMPARING MORE THAN TWO ELEVATIONS 

Consider the case where it has been concluded that all k population slopes underlying 
our k samples of data are equal (i.e., HI): {31 = (32 = ... = 13k is not rejected). In 
this situation, it is reasonable to ask whether all k population regressions are, in fact. 
identical; that is. whether they have equal elevations as well as slopes, and thus the 
lines all coincide. 

The null hypothesis of equality of elevations may be tested by a continuation of 
the analysis of covariance considerations outlined in Section 18.4. We can combine 
the data from all k samples and from the summed data compute ~x2. ~xy. ~y2. a 
residual sum of squares, and residual degrees of freedom; the latter will be called the 
total residual sum of squares (SSt) and total residual degrees offreedom (OFt). (See 
Table 18.1.) The null hypothesis of equal elevations is tested with 

SSt - SSe 

F = k - 1 (18.31) 
SSe 
DFc 

with k - 1 and DF(> degrees of freedom. An example of this procedure is offered in 
Example 18.4. 

If the null hypothesis is rejected. we can then employ mUltiple comparisons to 
determine the location of significant differences among the elevations. as described 
in Section 18.6. If it is not rejected. then all k sample regressions are estimates of 
the same population regression. and the best estimate of that underlying population 
regression is given by Equation 18.24 using Equations 18.9 and 18.21. 

.6 MULTIPLE COMPARISONS AMONG SLOPES 

If an analysis of covariance concludes that k population slopes are not all equal. we 
may employ a multiple-comparison procedure (Chapter 11) to determine which {3's 
are different from which-others. For example. the Tukey test (Section 11.1) may be 
employed to test for differences between each pair of {3 values. by Ho: {38 = {3A and 
HA: {38 "* {3A. where A and B represent two of the k regression lines. 

The test statistic is 

_ b8 - bA 
q - SE (18.32) 

If~x2 is the same for lines A and B. use the standard error 

SE = (l8.33) 
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If L x2 is different for lines A and B. then use 

SE = (18.34) 

The degrees of freedom for determining the critical value of q are the pooled residual 
OF (i.e., DFp in Table 18.1). Although it is not mandatory to have first performed the 
analysis of covariance before applying the multiple-comparison test. such a procedure 
is commonly followed. 

The confidence interval for the difference between the slopes of population 
regressions A and B is 

(bB - bA) ± (ta.v.k )(SE), (18.35) 

where qa.v.k is from Appendix Table B.5 and II is the pooled residual OF (i.e., DFp in 
Table 18.1). 

If one of several regression lines is considered to be a control to which each of the 
other lines is to be compared. then the procedures of Dunnett's test (introduced in 
Section 11.3) are appropriate. Here, 

SE = 
2(s~.x )p 

Lx2 
(18.36) 

if L x2 is the same for the control line and the line that is compared to the control line 
(line A), and 

SE = (2)[ 1 + 1 1 Sy·x P 2 2 
(LX )A (LX )control 

( 18.37) 

if it is not. Either two-tailed or one-tailed hypotheses may be thus tested. 
The 1 - a confidence interval for the difference between the slopes of the control 

line and the line that is compared to it (line A) is 

( 18.38) 

where q~(2).v.k is from Appendix Table B.6. 
To apply Scheffe's procedure (Section 11.4), calculate SE as Equation 18.36 or 

18.37, depending on whether L x2 is the same for both lines. 

18.7 MULTIPLE COMPARISONS AMONG ELEVATIONS 

If the null hypothesis Ho : 131 = 132 = ... = 13k has not been rejected and the null 
hypothesis of all k elevations being equal has been rejected, then multiple-comparison 
procedures may be applied (see Chapter 11) to conclude between which elevations 
there are differences in the populations sampled. The test statistic for the Tukey test 
(Section 11.1) is 

(18.39) 

with OF c degrees of freedom (see Table 18.1), where the subscripts A and B refer to 
the two lines the elevations of which are being compared, be is from Equation 18.30, 
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and 

SE = (18.40) 

If Dunnett's test (Section 11.3) is used to compare the elevation of a regression 
line (call it line A) and another line considered to be for a control set of data. 

SE = (18.41 ) 

Equation 18.41 would also be employed if Scheffe's test (Section 11.4) were being 
performed on elevations. 

:18.8 MULTIPLE COMPARISONS OF POINTS AMONG REGRESSION LINES 

If it is concluded that there is no significant difference among the slopes of three or 
more regression lines (i.e., H,,: 131 = 132 = .. , = 13k is not rejected; see Section 18.4), 
then it would be appropriate to test for differences among elevations (see Sections 
18.5 and 18.7). Occasionally, when the above null hypothesis is rejected it is desired 
to ask whether points on the several regression lines differ at a specific value of X. 
This can be done. as a multisample extensi0!1 of Section 18.3. by modifying Equations 
18.27 and 18.28. For each line the value of Y is computed at the specified X. as 

A 

Yi = ai + beX (18.42) 

and a Tukey test is performed for Ho: J.L Yn = J.LYA as 

A A 

YB - YA q = -=--:..:. 
SE 

(18.43) 

where 

SE = 

with DFp degrees of freedom. An analogous Dunnett or Scheffe test would employ 

SE = (18.45) 

A special case of this testing is -.yhere we wish to test for differences among the 
Y intercepts (Le., the values of Y when X = 0), although such a test is rarely 
appropriate. Equations 18.43 and 18.44 for the Tukey test would become 

_ aB - aA 
q - SE . (18.46) 
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and 

SE = + (18.47) 
IlB IlA 

respectively. The analogous Dunnett or Scheffe test for Y intercepts would employ 

SE = ( 2 ) [1 1 (X B )2 + (X A )2]. 
Sy·x P - + - + 

n8 nA (Lx2)B C~::x2)A 
(18.48) 

18.9 AN OVERALL TEST FOR COINCIDENTAL REGRESSIONS 

It is also possible to perform a single test for the null hypothesis that all k regression 
lines are coincident; that is, that the !3's are all the same and that all of the a's are 
identical. This test would employ 

F= 

SSt - SSp 

2(k - 1) 
SSp 

DFp 

(18.49) 

with 2( k - 1) and DFp degrees of freedom. If this F is not significant. then all k 
sample regressions are concluded to estimate the same population regression, and 
the best estimate of that population regression is that given by Equation 18.24. 

Some statistical workers prefer this test to those of the preceding sections in this 
chapter. However, if the null hypothesis is rejected, it is still necessary to employ the 
procedures of the previous sections if we wish to determine whether the differences 
among the regressions are due to differences among slopes or among elevations. 

EXERCISES 

IS.I. Given: 
For Sample 1: 11 = 28. L x2 = 142.35. L xy = 
69.47. Ly2 = 108.77. X = 14.7. Y = 32.0. 
For Sample 2: n = 30. Lx2 = 181.32. LXY = 
97.40. Ly2 :;: 153.59. X = 15.8. Y = 27.4. 

(a) Test H,,: {31 = {32 vs. HA: {31 * {3l· 
(b) If Ho in part (a) is not rejected. test H,,: The 

elevations of the two population regressions 
are the same. versus H A: The two elevations 
are not the same. 

IS.2. Given: 
For Sample 1: 11 = 33. L xl = 744.32. L xy = 
2341.37. Li = 7498.91. 

For Sample 2: n = 34, LX2 = 973.14. LXY = 
3147.68, Ly2 == 10366.97. 
For Sample 3: 1/ = 29. LX2 = 664.42. LXY :;: 
2047.73. Ly2 = 6503.32. 
For the total of all 3 samples: 11 = 96. Lx2 = 
3146.72. LXY = 7938.25. Li = 20599.33. 

(a) Test H,,: {31 = {32 = {33. vs. H A: All three p's 
are not equal. 

(b) If H,,: in part (a) is not rejected. test H,,: The 
three population regression lines have the 
same t!ievation. versus HA : The lines do not 
have the same elevation. 
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19.3 CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR THE POPULATION CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 
19.4 POWER AND SAMPLE SIZE IN CORRELATION 
19.5 COMPARING TWO CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
19.6 POWER AND SAMPLE SIZE IN COMPARING TWO CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
19.7 COMPARING MORE THAN TWO CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
19.8 MULTIPLE COMPARISONS AMONG CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
19.9 RANK CORRELATION 
19.10 WEIGHTED RANK CORRELATION 
19.11 CORRELATION WITH NOMINAL-SCALE DATA 
19.12 INTRACLASS CORRELATION 
19.13 CONCORDANCE CORRELATION 
19.14 THE EFFECT OF CODING 

Chapter 17 introduced simple linear regression. the linear dependence of one 
variable (termed the dependent varia hie. Y) on a second variable (called the 
independent variable. X). In simple linear correlation. we also consider the lin
ear relationship between two variables. but neither is assumed to be functionally 
dependent upon the other. An example of a correlation situation is the rela
tionship between the wing length and tail length of a particular species of bird. 
Section 17.1 discussed the difference between regression and correlation. Recall 
that the adjective simple refers to there being only two varia hies considered 
simultaneously. Chapter 20 discusses correlation involving more than two vari
ables. Coefficients of correlation are sometimes referred to as coefficients of 
as.mciatiof1 . 

19.1 THE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 

Some authors refer to the two variables in a simple correlation analysis as XI 
and X2. Here we employ the more common designation of X and Y. which docs 
not. however. imply dependence of Y on X as it does in regression: nor does it 
imply a cause-and-effect relationship between the two variahles. Indeed. correla
lion analysis yields the same results regardless of which variable is laheled X and 
which is Y. 

The correlalion coer/iciem (sometimes called the simple correlation coefficient."' 
indicating that the relationship of only two variables is heing examined) is 

"It is also called the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient oecause of the algeoraic 
expression of the coeflicient. and the pioneering work on it. oy Karl Pearson (1857 -193(,). who in 
1 Xl)(, was the fir~t to rder to this measure as a correlation coeffkient (David. 1995: Seal. 1%7). This 
followed the major elucidation of the concept of correlation by Sir Francis G'llton (IX22-J9Jl. 
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calculated as· 

(19.1) 

(see Section 17.2a for the definition of the abbreviated symbols Lx2. Li. and LXY~ 
Among other methods (e.g .. Symonds. 1926). Equation 19.1 may be computed by this 
"machine formula": 

(19.2) 

Although the denominator of Equations 19.1 and 19.2 is always positive. the numer
ator may be positive, zero. or negative. thus enabling r to be either positive. zero, 
or negative. respectively. A positive correlation implies that for an increase in the 
value of one of the variables. the other variable also increases in value; a negative 
correlation indicates that an increase in value of one of the variables is accompa
nied by a decrease in value of the other variable. t If LXY = 0, then r = 0, and 
there is zero correlation, denoting that there is no linear association between the 
magnitudes of the two variables: that is. a change in magnitude of one does not 
imply a change in magnitude of the other. Figure 19.1 presents these considerations 
graphically.* 

Also important is the fact that the absolute value of the numerator of Equation 19.1 
can never be larger than the denominator. Thus. r can never be greater than 1.0 nor 

cousin of Charles Darwin and proponent of human eugenics) in 1888 (who published it first with 
the terms co-reilltion and reversion). The symbol r can be traced to Galton's 1877-1RH8 discussion 
of regression in heredity studies (he later used r to indicate the slope of a regression line). and 
Galton developed correlation from regression. Indeed. in the early history of correlation. correlation 
coefficients were called Galton functions. The basic concepts of correlation. however, predated 
Galton's and Pearson's work by several decades (Pearson, 1920; Rodgers and Nicewander. 1988; 
Stigler, 1989; Walker, 1929: 92- \02, \06, 109-110. 187). The term coeffidelll of correlation was used 
as early as 1892 by Francis Ysidro Edgeworth (1845-1926: Irish statistician and economist. whose 
uncle and grand-uncle [sic] was Sir Francis Beaufort. 1774-1857: Beaufort conceived the Beaufort 
Wind Scale) (Desmond. 2000; Pearson. 1920). 

*The computation depicted in Equation 19.2 was first published by Harris (19\0). The correlation 
coefficient may also be calculated as r = ~.fy/[(n - I )SXsy] (Walker, 1929: 1 II). It is also the 
case that I r 1= Jbyb x. where by is the regression coefficient if Y is treated as the dependent 
variable (Section 17.2a) and b X is the regression coefficient if X is treated as the dependent 
variable; that is, r is the geometric mean (Section 3.4a) of by and bX; also. following from 
Equation 17.15, Irl = J(Regression SS)/(Total SS); see also Rodgers and Nicewander (1988). In 
literature appearing within a couple of decades of Pearson's work. it was sometimes suggested that 
a correlation coefficient be computed using deviations from the median instead of from the mean 
(Eells. 1926: Pearson. 1920). which would result in a quantity not only different from r but without 
the latter's theoretical and practical advantages. 

tThe first explanation of negative correlation was in an 1892 paper (on shrimp anatomy) by 
English marine biologist Walter Frank Raphael Weldon (1860-1906) (Pearson. 1920). 

+Galton published the first two-varia hie scatter plot of data in 1885 (Rodgers and Nicewander, 
1988). 
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calculated as* 

r= (19.1) 

(see Section 17.2a for the definition of the abbreviated symbols ~ x2. ~ y2. and ~xy). 
Among other methods (e.g., Symonds, 1926), Equation 19.1 may be computed by this 
"machine formula": 

(19.2) 

Although the denominator of Equations 19.1 and 19.2 is always positive. the numer
ator may be positive, zero, or negative, thus enabling r to be either positive, zero, 
or negative. respectively. A positive correlation implies that for an increase in the 
value of one of the variables. the other variable also increases in value; a negative 
correlation indicates that an increase in value of one of the variables is accompa
nied by a decrease in value of the other variable. t If LXY = 0, then r = 0, and 
there is zero correlation, denoting that there is no linear association between the 
magnitudes of the two variables; that is, a change in magnitude of one does not 
imply a change in magnitude of the other. Figure 19.1 presents these considerations 
graphically. * 

Also important is the fact that the absolute value of the numerator of Equation 19.1 
can never be larger than the denominator. Thus, r can never be greater than 1.0 nor 

cousin of Charles Darwin and proponent of human eugenics) in 1888 (who published it first with 
the terms co-relation and reversion). The symbol r can be traced to Galton's 1877-1888 discussion 
of regression in heredity studies (he later used r to indicate the slope of a rcgression line). and 
Galton developed correlation from regression. Indeed. in the early history of correlation. correlation 
coefficients were called Galton functions. The basic concepts of correlation. however. predated 
Galton's and Pearson's work by several decades (Pearson. 1920; Rodgers and Nicewander. 1988; 
Stigler. 1989; Walker. 1929: 92-102.106.109-110.187). The term coefficient of correlation was used 
as early as 1892 by Francis Ysidro Edgeworth (1845-1926; Irish statistician and economist, whose 
uncle and grand-uncle [sic} was Sir Francis Beaufort. 1774-1857; Beaufort conceived the Beaufort 
Wind Scale) (Desmond, 2000; Pearson. 1920). 

*The computation depicted in Equation 19.2 was first published by Harris (1910). The correlation 
coefficient may also be calculated as r = ~.t'Y/r<n - 1 )Sxsy] (Walker. 1929: 111). It is also the 
case that I r 1= ~byb X. where by is the regression coefficient if Y is treated as the dependent 
variable (Section 17.2a) and bx is the regression coefficient if X is treated as the dependent 
variable; that is. r is the geometric mean (Section 3.4a) of by and bx; also. following from 
Equation 17.15. Irl = J(Regression SS)/(Total SS); see also Rodgers and Nicewander (1988). In 
literature appearing within a couple of decades of Pearson's work. it was sometimes suggested that 
a correlation coefficient be computed using deviations from the median instead of from the mean 
(Eells. 1926; Pearson. 1920). which would result in a quantity not only different from r but without 
the latter's theoretical and practical advantages. 

tThe first explanation of negative correlation was in an 1892 paper (on shrimp anatomy) by 
English marine biologist Walter Frank Raphael Weldon (1860-1906) (Pearson. 1920). 

*Galton published the first two-variable scatter plot of data in 1885 (Rodgers and Nicewander, 
1988). 
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FIGURE 19.1: Simple linear correlation. (a) Positive correlation. (b) Negative correlation. (c) No correla
tion. (d) No correlation. 

less than -1.0. Inspection of this equation further will reveal also that r has no units 
of measurement, for the units of both X and Y appear in both the numerator and 
denominator and thus cancel out arithmetically. A regression coefficient, b, may lie in 
the range of -00 :5 b :5 00, and it expresses the magnitude of a change in Yassociated 
with a unit change in X. But a correlation coefficient is unitless and -1 :5 r :5 1. 
The correlation coefficient is not a measure of quantitative change of one variable 
with respect to the other, but it is a measure of strength of association between the 
two variables. That is, a large value of I r I indicates a strong association between X 
and Y. 

The coefficient of determination, ,:z., was introduced in Section 17.3 as a measure 
of how much of the total variability in Y is accounted for by regressing Y on X. In a 
correlation analysis,,:z. (occasionally called the correlation index) may be calculated 
simply by squaring the correlation coefficient, r. It may be described as the amount 
of variability in one of the variables (either Y or X) accounted for by correlating that 
variable with the second variable.· As in regression analysis, ,2 may be considered 
to be a measure of the strength of the straight-line relationship.t The calculation of 
rand ,2 is demonstrated in Example 19.1a. Either r or ,:z. can be used to express the 
strength of the relationship between the two variables. 

* As in Section 17.3a. I - ,1 may be referred to as the coefficient of llondeterm;IIot;Oll. A term 
found in older literature is coefficiem of olienllt;oll: ~. given by Galton in 1889 and named 
by T. L. Kelley in 1919 (Walker. 1929: 175). 

t Ozer (1985) argued that there are circumstances where Irl is a better coefficient of determination 
than ,1. 
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where the standard error of r is calculated hy Equation 19.3. and the degrees of 
freedom are /' = 11 - 2. (Fisher. 1921. 1925h: 157).'" The null hypothesis is rejected i( 
If I ~ t,,(:.' 1.'" 

Alternativc1y. this two-tailed hypothesis may he tested using 

F = I + Irl 
I - Irl 

( 19.5) 

(Cacoullos. 19(5). where the critical value is f~rm.,'., .. (Sec Example 19.1 h.) Or. critical 
values of Irl (namely. ru (:.').,,) may he read directly rrom Appendix Tahle B.17.-:-

One-tailed hypotheses ahout the population correlation coefficient may also be 
tesled hy the aforementioned procedures, For Ihe hypotheses Ho: p:5 0 and H,,: p > n, 
compute either t or F (Equations 19.4 or 19.5. respectively) and reject Ho ir r is positive 
and either t ~ lu{ I )., .. or F ~ 1-:,( I ).,_., .. or r ~ ru ( I ).," To test Ho: p ~ () vs. H,,: P < O. 

reject 110 if r is negative and either It! 2= In( I )., .. or F 2= I'~r( I )., .. or Irl ~ rll ( I )., .. 

If we wish to test Ho: P = PO for any Po other than zero. however. Equations 19.4 
and 19.5 and Appendix Tahle B.17 are not applicahle. Only for po = 0 can r be 
considered to have come from a distrihution approximated hy the normal. and if 
the distrihution of r is not normal. thcn the I and F statistics may not he validly 
cmployed. Fisher (1921. I 925h: 1(2) dealt with this prohlem when he proposed a 
transformation enahling r to he converted to a value. called z. which estimatcs a 
popUlation parameter. {; (lowercase Greek zeta). that is normally distrihuted. The 
transformation::: is 

:. = 0.5 In (~). 
I - ,. 

( IlJ.9) 

For values of,. hetween () and I. the corresponding values of Fisher's z will lie hetween 
() and +()(;: and for ,.·s from {J to - I. the corresponding z's will fall hetween () and -.X'. 

, As an ao;ide. I may also he computed as rollows (Martin Andres. Herranl. Tejedor. and Siha 
Mato. Il)l):'i): Consider all N data (where N = 1/1 + 1/2) to he .. sampk' of me'ISllrements. lind 
associatc with each datum eilhl'r O. if th~ datum is II value of X. or I. if it is a value of Y: consiJcr 
this set or N I.crm and ones to he a second sample of data. Then calculate I for the two sample~. as 
woulll he done in a two-sample I-test (Section 1'1.1). This concept will he ust!d in Section 19.11 h. 

: Critical \alues of r Illay also hc caleulated as 

r"." ':.. ( II).h) 
/1../_ 

,~." + I' 

where Cf may he either onc tailed or two tailed. and" = 1/ - 2. If a regression analysis is performed. 
rather thml a correlation an;llysis. the prohahility of rejection of /10 : f3 = () is idenlical to the 
prohahility of rejeeting./lo: f! = o. Also. /' is related to h as 

r = S'\:h. 
.~ )., 

wherl' .\x anll ~r arc the standarll ueyiat ions of X and Y. respectively. 

( 19.7) 

::::: is also equal to r + r~/3 + r~/5 ... and is a 4ualllit~, thai mathem;lticians rel·og.nil.e a~ 
the inverse hyperholic tangent of r. namely:: = I<llth I r, The transformation of :: to r. g.iwn in 
Appendix Tahle B.1l). is 

,
(-- -

r =- l<lnh:: or r = ~.: ( I\},H) 
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For convenience. we may utilize Appendix Table B.18 to avoid having to perform the 
computation of Equation 19.8 to transform r to z.* 

For the hypothesis Ho: P = PO, then we calculate a normal deviate, as 

(19.10) 

where z is the transform of r; (0 is the transform of the hypothesized coefficient, Po: 
and the standard error of z is approximated by 

(T. = ) 1 
~ n - 3 

(19.11) 

(Fisher, 1925b: 162). an approximation that improves as 11 increases. 
In Example 19.1 a. r = 0.870 was calculated. If we had desired to test Ho: P = 0.750. 

we would have proceeded as shown in Example 19.2. Recall that the critical value 
of a normal deviate may be obtained readily from the bottom line of the t table 
(Appendix Table 8.3). because Za(2) = ta(2).oo' 

EXAMPLE 19.2 

r = 0.870 

n = 12 

Testing Ho: P = Po. Where Po '* 0 

Ho: P = 0.750; HA : P i:' 0.750. 

z = 0.5 In (! + 0.870) = 1.3331 
- 0.870 

(0 = 0.9730 

Z = z - (0 = 1.3331 - 0.9730 = 0.3601 = 1.0803 
) I fI 0.3333 

n - 3 v"9 
ZO.05(2) = 10.05(2).00 = 1.960 

Therefore. do not reject Ho. 

0.20 < P < 0.50 [P = 0.28] 

One-tailed hypotheses may also be tested. using Za( I) (or tar I ).00) as the critical 
value. For Ho: P :5 PO and HA : P > PO. Ho is rejected if Z ::::: Za( 1). and for Ho: P ::::: PO 
versus H A: P < PO. Ho is rejected if Z s - Za( I ). 

If the variables in correlation analysis have come from a bivariate normal distribu
tion, as often may be assumed. then we may employ the aforementioned procedures. 
as well as those that follow. Sometimes only one of the two variables may be assumed 
to have been obtained randomly from a normal population. It may be possible to 
employ a data transformation (see Section 17.10) to remedy this situation. If that can
not be done, then the hypothesis Ho: P = 0 (or its associated one-tailed hypotheses) 
may be tested, but none of the other testing procedures of this chapter (except for the 

* As noted at the end of Section 19.7. there is a slight and correctable bias in z. Unless n is very 
small. however. this correction will be insignificant and may be ignored. 
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methods of Section 19.9) are valid. If neither variable came from a normal population 
and data transformations do not improve this condition, then we may turn to the 
procedures of Section 19.9. 

19.3 CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR THE POPULATION CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 

Confidence limits on P may be determined by a procedure related to Equation 19.5; 
the lower and upper confidence limits are 

and 

L - (1 + Fa)r + (1 - Fa) 
1 - (1 + Fa) + (1 - Fa)r 

L - (1 + Fa)r - (1 - Fa) 
2 - (1 + Fa) - (1 - Fa)r' 

(19.l2) 

(19.13) 

respectively, where Fa = Fa(2)."." and v = n - 2 (Muddapur, 1988).* This is shown 
in Example 19.3. 

Fisher's transformation may be used to approximate these confidence limits, 
although the confidence interval will generally be larger than that from the foregoing 
procedure, and the confidence coefficient may occasionally (and undesirably) be 
less than 1 - a (Jeyaratnam, 1992). By this procedure, we convert r to Z (using 
Equation 9.8 or Appendix Table B.18); then the 1 a confidence limits may be 
computed for (: 

(19.16) 

or, equivalently, 
Z ± la(2),ocCT;:. (19.17) 

The lower and upper confidence limits, LI and L2, are both z values and may be 
transformed to r values, using Appendix Table B.19 or Equation 19.9. Example 19.3 
demonstrates this procedure. Note that although the confidence limits for' are 
symmetrical. the confidence limits for p are not. 

19.4 POWER AND SAMPLE SIZE IN CORRELATION 

(a) Power in Correlation. If we test Ho: p = 0 at the a significance level, with a 
sample size of n, then we may estimate the probability of correctly rejecting Ho 
when PO is in fact a specified value other than zero. This is done by using the Fisher 
z transformation for the critical value of r and for the sample r (from Appendix 
Table 8.18 or Equation 19.8); let us call these two transformed values Za and z, 
respectively. Then, the power of the test for Ho: p = 0 is 1 - (3( 1 ), where (3( 1 ) is the 
one-tailed probability of the normal deviate 

ZP{ I) = (z - Za) In - 3. 

• Jeyaratnam (1992) asserts that the same confidence limits are obtained by 

, - w 
LI = -- and 

I - rw 

L - , + w 
2---· 

I + rw 

where w is 'a." from Equation 19.6 using the two-tailed ta(2).". 

(19.18) 

(19.14) 

(19.15) 
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EXAMPLE 19.3 Setting Confidence Limits for a Correlation Coefficient. 
This Example Uses the Data of Example 19.1a 

r = 0.870, n = 12, v = 10, a = 0.05 

For the 95% confidence interval for p: 

Fa = FO.OS (2).IO.JO = 3.72; so 

LI = (1 + Fa}r + (1 - Fa) = 4.11 - 2.72 = 0.592 
(1 + Fa) + (1 - Fa}r 4.72 - 2.37 

L2 = (1 + Fa}r - (1 - Fa) = 4.11 + 2.72 = 0.963. 
(1 + Fa) - (1 -- Fa}r 4.72 + 2.37 

For the Fisher approximation: 

r = 0.870; therefore, Z = 1.3331 (from Appendix Table B.18). 

IT'l. = ~ 1 = 0.3333 
n - 3 

95% confidence interval for { = z ± ZO.OS(2)lTz 

= z ± to.OS(2).ooCTz: 

LI = 0.680; L2 = 1.986 

= 1.3331 ± (1.9600)( 0.3333 } 
= 1.3331 ± 0.6533 

These confidence limits are in terms of z. For the 95% confidence limits for P, 
transform LI and L2 from z to r (using Appendix Table B.19): LI = 0.592, L2 = 
0.963. 
Instead of using the Appendix table, this confidence-limit transformation from z 
to r may be done using Equation 19.9: 

e2(O.680) - 1 = 2.8962 = 0.592 
LI = e2(O.680) + 1 4.8962 

L2 = e2(1.986) - 1 = 52.0906 = 0.963. 
e2( 1.986} + 1 54.0906 

(Cohen, 1988: 546), as demonstrated in Example 19.4. This procedure may be used 
for one-tailed as well as two-tailed hypotheses, so a may be either a( I} or a( 2}. 
respectively. 

(b) Sample Size for Correlation Hypothesis Testing. If the desired power is stated, 
then we can ask how large a sample is required to reject Ho: P = 0 if it is truly false 
with a specified PO * O. This can be estimated (Cohen. 1988: 546) by calculating 

n = (Z{3(I) + Zo)2 + 3, (19.19) 
{o 

where {o is the Fisher transformation of the PO specified, and the significance level, a, 
can be either one-tailed or two-tailed. This procedure is shown in Example 19.5a. 
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EXAMPLE 19.4 
Example 19.1b 

Determination of Power of the Test of Ho: p = 0 in 

n = 12; v = 10 

r = 0.870. so Z = 1.3331 
'0.05(2).111 = 0.576, so ZO.1I5 = 0.6565 

ZP( 1) = (1.3331 - 0.6565) J12 - 3 
= 2.03 

From Appendix Table B.2. P( Z ~ 2.03) = 0.0212 = (3. Therefore. the power of 
the test is 1 - (3 = 0.98. 

EXAMPLE 19.5a 
Ho: p = 0 

Determination of Required Sample Size in Testing 

We desire to reject Ho: p = 0 99% of the time when Ipi ~ 0.5 and the hypothesis 
is tested at the 0.05 level of significance. Therefore. (3( 1) = 0.01 and (from the last 
line of Appendix Table B.3) and ZP( 1) = 2.3263; a(2) = 0.05 and Zcr(2) = 1.9600; 
and. for r = 0.5. Z = 0.5493. 

Then 

Il = (2.3263 + 1.96(0)2 + 3 = 63.9. 
0.5493 

so a sample of size at least 64 should be used. 

(c) Hypothesizing p Other Than O. For the two-tailed hypothesis Ho: P = Po, where 
PO * 0, the power of the test is determined from 

Z~(l) = Iz - zol - Za(2)Jn - 3 (19.20) 

instead of from Equation 19.18: here. Zo is the Fisher transformation of PO. One-tailed 
hypotheses may be addressed using a( 1) in place of a(2) in Equation 19.20. 

(d) Sample Size for Confidence Limits. After we calculate a sample correlation 
coefficient, r, as an estimate of a population correlation coefficient, p, we can estimate 
how large a sample would be needed from this population to determine a confidence 
interval for p that is no greater than a specified size. 

The confidence limits in Example 19.5b, determined from a sample of n = 12, 
define a confidence interval having a width of 0.963 - 0.592 = 0.371. We could ask 
how large a sample from this population would be needed to state a confidence inter
val no wider than 0.30. As shown in Example 19.5b. this sample size may be estimated 
by the iterative process (introduced in Section 7.7a) of applying Equations 19.12 and 
19.13. Because the desired size of the confidence interval (0.30) is smaller than the 
confidence-interval width obtained from the sample of size 12 in Example 19.3 (0.371), 
we know that a sample larger than 12 would be needed. Example 19.5b shows the 
confidence interval calculated for n = 15 (0.31). which is a Iitt!e larger than desired; a 
confidence interval is calculated for Il = 16, which is found to be the size desired (0.30). 
If the same process is used for determining the sample size needed to obtain a con
fidence interval no larger than 0.20, it is estimated that n would have to be at least 30. 
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EXAMPLE 19.5b Determination of Required Sample Size in Expressing 
Confidence Limits for a Correlation Coefficient 

If a calculated, is 0.870 (as in Example 19.1a). and a 95% confidence interval no 
wider than 0.30 is desired for estimating p, the following iterative process may be 
employed: 

If n = 15 were used, then" = 13, and FO.05(2).13.13 = 3.12, so 

LI = (1 + Fa)' + (I - Fa) = (4.12)(0.870) - 2.12 = 3.584 - 2.12 
(1 + Fa) + (1 - Fa)' 4.12 - (2.12)(0.870) 4.12 - 1.844 

= 1.464 = 0.643 
2.276 

L2 = (1 + Fa)' - (I - Fa) = (4.12)(0.870) + 2.12 = 3.584 + 2.12 
(I + Fa) - (1 - Fa)' 4.12 + (2.12)(0.870) 4.12 + 1.844 

= 5.704 = 0.956 
5.964 

and the width of the confidence interval is L2 - LI = 0.956 - 0.643 = 0.31. 
which is a little larger than desired. so larger n is needed. 

If n = 20 were used. then" = 18. and f().O~(2).I!Ul! = 2.60. so 

LI = (1 + Fa)' + (I - Fa) = (3.60)(0.870) - 1.60 = 3.132 - 1.60 
(1 + Fa) + (I - Fer)' 3.60 - (1.60)( 0.870) 3.60 - 1.392 

= 1.532 = 0.694 
2.208 

L2 = (I + Fa)' - (I - Fa) = 3.132 + 1.60 = 4.732 = 0.948 
(I + Fer) - (1 - Fer)' 3.60 + 1.392 4.992 

and the width of the confidence interval is L2 - LI = 0.948 - 0.694 = 0.25, 
which is smaller than that desired, so a smaller n may be used. 

If n = 16 were used. then" = 14. and Fn.o5(2).14.14 = 2.98, so 

LI = (I + Fa)' + (1 - Fa) = (3.98)(0.870) - 1.98 = 3.463 - 1.98 
(I + Fa) + (I - Fa)' 3.98 - (1.98)(0.870) 3.98 - 1.723 

= 1.483 = 0.657 
2.257 

L, = (1 + Fa)' - (I - Fa) = 3.463 + 1.98 = 5.443 = 0.954 
- (1 + Fa) - (1 - Fa)' 3.98 + 1.723 5.703 

and the width of the confidence interval is L2 - LI = 0.954 - 0.657 = 0.30. so 
it is estimated that a sample size of at least 16 should be used to obtain the desired 
confidence interval. 

To calculate the desired confidence interval using the Fisher transformation, 
, = 0.870; z = 1.3331 (e.g., from Appendix Table B.18); ZO.05(2) = 1.9600. 

If n = 15 were used. then (T- = r--r- = 0.2887. 
~ '-/15=3 

The 95% confidence intervalfor' is 1.3331 ± (1.9600)(0.2887) = 1.3331 ± 0.5658. 
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The confidence limits are 
L) = 0.7672: L2 = 1.8990 

For the 95% confidence interval for p, transform this L) and L2 for z to L) and L2 
for r (e.g., using Appendix Table B.19): 

L) = 0.645: L2 = 0.956 

and the width of the confidence interval is estimated to be 0.956 - 0.645 = 0.31, 
which is a little larger than that desired, so a larger n should be used. 

If n = 16 were used, then (1', = r--t = 0.2774. 
~ \j~ 

For the 95% conlidence interval for, = 1.3331 ± (1.9600)(0.2774) 
= 1.3331 ± 0.5437 

and LI = 0.7894: L2 = 1.8768 

For the 95% confidence interval for p, transform the z'a to r: 
The conlidence limits are 

LI = 0.658: L2 = 0.954 

and the width of the confidence interval is estimated to be 0.954 - 0.658 = 0.30, 
so it is estimated that a sample size of at least 16 should be used. 

19.5 COMPARING TWO CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 

Hypotheses (either one-tailed or two-tailed) about two correlation coefficients may 
be tested by the use of 

Z = ZI - z:!, (19.21) 

where 

(1';:1-;:2= I 1 + Y 11) - 3 112 - 3 
( 19.22) 

If 11) = 112, then Equation 19.22 reduces to 

(1';:1-<2 = JIl = 3' (19.23) 

where 11 is the size of each sample. The use of the Fisher z transformation both 
normalizes the underlying distribution of each of the correlation coefficients, ') 
and r:!. and stabilizes the variances of these distributions (Winterbottom. 1979). 
The multisample hypothesis test recommended by Paul (1988), and presented in 
Section 19.7. may be used for the two-tailed two-sample hypothesis mentioned 
previously. It tends to result in a probability of Type I error that is closer to 
the specified a; but. as it also tends to be larger than a, I do not recommend 
it for the two-sample casco The preferred procedure for testing the two-tailed 
hypotheses. Ho: p) = P2 versus HA: p) = P2. is to employ Equation 19.21. as shown 
in Example 19.6.* One-tailed hypotheses may be tested using one-tailed critical 
values. namely Ztr()). 

* A null hypothesis such as lin: P) - P2 = Pu, where Po '" 0, might be tested by substituting 
IZI - '::21 - (0 for the numerator in EqUlltion 19.21. but no utility for such a test is apparent. 
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EXAMPLE 19.6 Testing the Hypothesis Ho: P1 = P2 

For a sample of 98 bird wing and tail lengths. a correlation coefficient of 0.78 was 
calculated. A sample of 95 such measurements from a second bird species yielded 
a correlation coefficient of 0.84. Let us test for the equality of the two population 
correlation coefficients. 

Ho: PI = P2: HA: PI :¢; P2 

'1 = 0.78 '2 = 0.84 

ZI = 1.0454 Z2 = 1.2212 

nl = 98 n2 = 95 

Z = 1.0454 - 1.2212 

~ n, ~ 3 + n, ~ 3 

ZO.05(2) = to.05(2).:x.; = 1.960 

Therefore. do not reject Ho. 

= -0.1758 = _ 1.202 
0.1463 

0.20 < P < 0.50 [P = 0.231 

The common correlation coefficient may then be computed as 

Z w = -'-( n....:..1 _-_3~) Z....:...I _+--,-( n--=2'---_3-"-) Z--=.2 = (95)( 1.(454) + ( 92)( 1.2212) = 1.1319 
(nl - 3) + (n2 - 3) 95 + 92 

'IV = 0.81. 

Occasionally we want to test for equality of two correlation coefficients that are 
not independent. For example. if Sample 1 in Example 19.6 were data from a group 
of 98 young birds. and Sample 2 were from 95 of these birds when they were older 
(three of the original birds having died or escaped). the two sets of data should 
not be considered to be independent. Procedures for computing '1 and '2. taking 
dependence into account. are reviewed by Steiger (1980). 

(a) Common Correlation Coefficient. As in Example 19.6. a conclusion that PI = P2 
would lead us to say that both of our samples came from the same population of data. 
or from two populations with identical correlation coefficients. In such a case. we 
may combine the information from the two samples to calculate a better estimate of 
a single underlying p. Let us call this estimate the common. or weighted. correlatioll 
coefficient. We obtain it by converting 

Zit' = (n\ - 3)zl + (112 - 3)Z2 

(Ill - 3) + (112 3) 
(19.24) 

to its corresponding' value. 'K" as shown in Example 19.6. If both samples are of 
equal size (i.e .• n\ = n2). then the previous equation reduces to 

(19.25) 
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Appendix Table B.19 gives the conversion of Zw to the common correlation 
coefficient,'w (which estimates the common population coefficient, p). Paul (1988) has 
shown that if P is less than about 0.5, then a better estimate of that parameter utilizes 

(nl - l)zj + (n2 - l)z2 
Zw = -------'"------'--= 

( n I - 1) + ( 172 - 1) . 
(19.26) 

where 
, 3zj + 'j z· = Z; -
I 4(17j - 1) 

(19.27) 

and Zj is the z in Equation 19.8 (HotelJing. 1953). 
We may test hypotheses about the common correlation coefficient (Ho: P = 0 

versus HA: P i' 0, or Ho: P = Po versus HA: P i' Po, or similar one-tailed tests) by 
Equation 19.33 or 19.34. 

19.6 POWER AND SAMPLE SIZE IN COMPARING TWO CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 

The power of the preceding test for difference between two correlation coefficients 
is estimated as 1 - 13, where 13 is the one-tailed probability of the normal deviate 
calculated as 

Zp(l) = IZI - z21 - Za (19.28) 
O"ZI -Z2 

(Cohen, 1988: 546-547), where a may be either one-tailed or two-tailed and where 
Za( I) or Za(2) is most easily read from the last line of Appendix Table B.3. Exam
ple 19.7 demonstrates this calculation for the data of Example 19.6. 

EXAMPLE 19.7 Determination of the Power of the Test of Ho: PI = P2 in 
Example 19.6 

ZI = 1.0454 Z2 = 1.2212 

O"ZI-Z2 = 0.1463 

Za = ZO.05(2) = 1.960 
Z - 11.0454 - 1.22121 _ 1.960 

P( I) - 0.1463 
= 1.202 - 1.960 
= -0.76 

From Appendix Table B.2. 

13 = P(Z ;::= -0.76) = 1 - P(Z $ -0.76) = 1 - 0.2236 == 0.78. 

Therefore, 
power = 1 - 13 = 1 - 0.78 = 0.22. 

If we state a desired power to detect a specified difference between transformed 
correlation coefficients. then the sample size required to reject Ho when testing at the 
a level of significance is 

n = 2(Za + ZP(1»)2 + 3 
Z\ - Z2 

(Cohen. 1988: 547). This is shown in Example 19.8. 

(19.29) 
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The test for difference between correlation coefficients is most powerful for 
nl = n2, and the proceding estimation is for a sample size of n in both samples. 
Sometimes the size of one sample is fixed and cannot be manipulated. and we then 
ask how large the second sample must be to achieve the desired power. If nl is fixed 
and n is determined by Equation 19.29. then (by considering n to be the harmonic 
mean of nl and n2). 

(Cohen. t 988: 137). * 

EXAMPLE 19.8 
Ho: P1 = P2 

(19.30) 

Estimating the Sample Size Necessary for the Test of 

Let us say we wish to be 90% confident of detecting a difference. ZI - Z2, 
as small as 0.5000 when testing Ho: PI = P2 at the 5% significance level Then 
13(1) = 0.10,a(2) = 0.05, and 

n = 2 (1.9600 + 1.2816)2 + 3 
0.5000 

= 87.1. 

So sample sizes of at least 88 should be used. 

19.7 COMPARING MORE THAN TWO CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 

If k samples have been obtained and an r has been calculated for each, we often 
want to conclude whether or not all samples came from populations having identical 
p's. If H(): PI = P2 = ... = Pk is not rejected. then all samples might be combined 
and one value of r calculated to estimate the single population p. As Example 19.9 
shows, the testing of this hypothesis involves transforming each r to a Z value. We 
may then calculate 

k 

X2 = ~(lli - 3)zJ 
;= I 

[±(n; - 3)Zi]2 
1=1 

k 
(19.31) 

~(ni - 3) 
i=1 

which may be considered to be a chi-square value with k - 1 degrees of freedom.t 

(a) Common Correlation Coefficient. If Ho is not rejected, then all k sample 
correlation coefficients are concluded to estimate a common population p. A common 
r (also known as a weighted mean of r) may be obtained from transforming the 

*If the denominator in Equation 19.30 is :5 0, then we must either increase nl or change the 
desired power, significance level, or detectable difference in order to solve for n2. 

tEquation 19.31 is a computational convenience for 

(19.31a) 

where z", is a weighted mean of z shown in Equation 19.32. 
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EXAMPLE 19.9 Testing a Three-Sample Hypothesis Concerning Correla-
tion Coefficients 

Given the following: 

nl = 24 n2 = 29 
'. = 0.52 '2 = 0.56 

To test: 

Ho: PI = P2 = P?>· 

n3 = 32 
'3 = 0.87 

HA: All three population correlation coefficients are not equal. 

i 'i 

1 0.52 
2 0.56 
3 0.87 

Sums: 

Zi z? 
I nj nj - 3 (ni - 3)Zi 

0.5763 0.3321 24 21 12.1023 
0.6328 0.4004 29 26 16.4528 
1.3331 1.7772 32 29 38.6599 

76 67.2150 

x2 = ~(ni _ 3)z; _ [~(n; - 3)Z;]2 
~(lZi - 3) 

= 68.9233 _ (67.2150)2 

= 9.478 
v=k-l=2 

76 

X6.0S.2 = 5.991 
Therefore, reject Ho. 

0.005 < P < 0.01 [P = 0.0087] 

(n; - 3)Z7 

6.9741 
10.4104 
51.5388 

68.9233 

If Ho had not been rejected, it would have been appropriate to calculate the 
common correlation coefficient: 

Zw = ~(ni - 3)Zi = 67.2150 = 0.884 
~(ni - 3) 76 

'IV = 0.71. 

weighted mean Z value, 
k 
~(n; - 3)z; 
i= I 

Z ... = k 

~(ni - 3) 
i=1 

(19.32) 

to its corresponding r value (let's call it 'w), as shown in Example 19.9. This trans· 
formation is that of Equation 19.8 and is given in Appendix Table B.19. If Ho is not 
rejected, we may test Ho: P = 0 versus H A: P * 0 by the method attributed to Neyman 
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(1959) by Paul (1988): 
k 

L Iljr; 
Z=~ 

./N' 
(19.33) 

where N = 2.7= I Ilj. and rejecting Ho if IZI 2: Za(2)' For one-tailed testing, Ho: P S 0 
versus HA: P > 0 is rejected if Z 2: Za1l): and Ho: P 2: 0 versus HA: P < 0 is rejected 
if Z S -Za(I)' 

For the hypotheses Ho: P = Po versus H A: P # PC), the transformation of Equa
tion 19.8 is applied to convert PO to (0. Then (from Paul, 1988), 

11 

Z = (Zw - (0) L(n; - 3) (19.34) 
j= 1 

is computed and Ho is rejected if IZI 2: Za(2)' For one-tailed testing, Ho: P S Po is 
rejected if Z 2: Za( 1 ) or Ho: P 2: PO is rejected if Z s - Za( 1 ). 

If correlations are not independent, then they may be compared as described by 
Steiger (1980). 

(b) Overcoming Bias. Fisher (1958: 205) and Hotelling (1953) have pointed out 
that the z transformation is slightly biased, in that each z will be a little inflated. 
This minor systematic error is likely to have only negligible effects on our previous 
considerations, but it is inclined to have adverse effects on the testing of multisample 
hypotheses, for in the latter situations several values of Zj, and therefore several small 
errors, are being summed. Such a hypothesis test and the estimation of a common 
correlation coefficient are most improved by correcting for bias when sample sizes 
are small or there are many samples in the analysis. 

Several corrections for bias are available. Fisher recommended subtracting 

r 

2( n - 1) 

from z, whereas Hotelling determined that better corrections to z are available. such 
as subtracting 

3z + r 
4( Il - 1) 

However, Paul (1988) recommends a test that performs better than one employing 
such corrections for bias. It uses 

2 _ ~ nj(rj - rw)2 
Xp - ~ 

;=1 (1 - rjrw )2 

with k - 1 degrees of freedom. Example 19.10 demonstrates this test. 

(19.35) 

If the multisample null hypothesis is not rejected, then P, the underlying population 
correlation coefficient, may be estimated by calculating z .... via Equation 19.32 and 
converting it to r ..... As an improvement. Paul (1988) determined that nj - I should 
be used in place of nj - 3 in the latter equation if P is less than about 0.5. Similarly, 
to compare P to a specified value, Po. nj - 1 would be used instead of n; - 3 in 
Equation 19.34 if P is less than about 0.5. 
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EXAMPLE 19.10 The Hypothesis Testing of Example 19.9, Employing 
Correction for Bias 

2 _ ~ I1j( 'j - '1\' )2 
Xp - £.J 

j = 1 (I - 'j't\')2 

_ 24(0.52 - 0.71 )2 + 29(0.56 - 0.71 )2 + 
[I - (0.52)(0.71)]2 11 - (0.56)(0.71)]2 

= 2.1774 + 1.7981 + 5.6051 

= 9.5806 
, 

XO.05.2 = 5.991 

Therefore. reject Ho. 

0.005 < P < 0.01 [P = 0.0083] 

32( 0.87 - 0.71 )2 

[1 - (0.87)(0.71)]2 

19.8 MULTIPLE COMPARISONS AMONG CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 

If the null hypothesis of the previous section (Ho: PI = P2 = ... = pd is rejected, it is 
typically of interest to determine which of the k correlation coefficients are different 
from which others. This can be done. again using Fisher's z transformation (Levy, 
1976). 

In the fashion of Section 11.1 (where multiple comparisons were made among 
means), we can test each pair of correlation coefficients, 'B and 'A, by a Tukey-type 
test, if 118 = I1A: 

where 

q = Z8 - ZA. 

SE 

SE = 1_1_ 
'V,,-3 

(19.36) 

( 19.37) 

and n is the size of each sample. If the sizes of the two samples. A and B. are not 
equal. then we can use 

( 19.38) 

The appropriate critical value for this test is qa"Y.J.k (from Appendix Table 8.5). This 
test is demonstrated in Example 19.11. 

It is typically unnecessary in multiple comparison testing to employ the correction 
for bias described at the end of Section 19.7. 

(a) Comparing a Control Correlation Coefficient to Each Other Correlation Coeffi
cient. The foregoing methods enable us to compare each correlation coefficient with 
each other coefficient. If. instead. we desire only to compare each coefficient to one 
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EXAMPLE 19.11 Tukey-Type Multiple Comparison Testing Among the 
Three Correlation Coefficients in Example 19.9 

Samples ranked by correlation coefficient (i): 1 2 3 
Ranked correlation coefficients (ri): 0.52 0.56 0.87 

Ranked transformed coefficients (Zi): 0.5763 0.6328 1.3331 
Sample size (ni): 24 29 32 

Com-
parison Difference 
Bvs.A ZB - ZA SE q qO.05.oo.3 Conclusion 

3 vs. 1 1.3331 - 0.5763 = 0.7568 0.203 3.728 3.314 Reject Ho: P3 = PI 
3 vs. 2 1.3331 - 0.6328 = 0.7003 0.191 3.667 3.314 Reject Ho: P3 = P2 
2 vs. 1 0.6328 - 0.5763 = 0.0565 0.207 0.273 3.314 Do not reject Ho: 

P2 = PI 

Overall conclusion: PI = P2 * P3 

particular coefficient (call it the correlation coefficient of the "control" set of data), 
then a procedure analogous to the Dunnett test of Section 11.3 may be employed 
(Huitema.1974). 

Let us designate the control set of data as B. and each other group of data, in tum. 
as A. Then we compute 

_ ZB - ZA 
q - SE . (19.39) 

for each A, in the same sequence as described in Section 11.3. The appropriate 
standard error is 

SE = J 2 
n - 3 

(19.40) 

if samples A and B are of the same size, or 

SE - I 1 + - V nB - 3 nA - 3 
(19.41) 

if nA * nfl· The critical value is q~( 1 ).00.[1 (from Appendix Table B.6) or q~(2).oo.p 
(from Appendix Table B.7) for the one-tailed or two-tailed test, respectively. 

(b) Multiple Contrasts Among Correlation Coefficients. Section 11.4 introduced 
the concepts and procedures of multiple contrasts among means: these are multiple 
comparisons involving groups of means. In a similar fashion. multiple contrasts may 
be examined among correlation coefficients (Marascuilo, 1971: 454-455). We again 
employ the Z transformation and calculate, for each contrast, the test statistic 

LCiZi 
i S=-=----.....:. 
SE 

(19.42) 
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where 

SE = LcTot (19.43) 
j 

and Cj is a contrast coefficient. as described in Section 11.4. (For example. if we wished 
totestthehypothesisHo: (PI + P2)/2 - P3 = O.thenCI = ~,C2 = ~,andc.3 = -1.) 
The critical value for this test is 

Sa = J X~.(k-I)· (19.44)· 

19.9 RANK CORRELATION 

If we have data obtained from a bivariate population that is far from normal. then the 
correlation procedures discussed thus far are generally inapplicable. Instead. we may 
operate with the ranks of the measurements for each variable. Two different rank 
correlation methods are commonly encountered. that proposed by Spearman (1904) 
and that of Kendall t (1938). And. these procedures are also applicable if the data are 
ordinal. 

Example 19.12 demonstrates Spearman's rank correlation procedure. After each 
measurement of a variable is ranked. as done in previously described non parametric 
testing procedures, Equation 19.1 can be applied to the ranks to obtain the Spearman 
rank correlation coefficient, rs. However. a computation that is often simpler is 

/I 

6L dr 
rs = 1 -

j= 1 

n3 - n 
(19.46)* 

*Because x~." = "Fa ( 1 ).1'.00' it is equivalent to write 

Sa = J(k - l)Fa(I).(k-l).oo· (19.45) 

but Equation 19.44 is preferable because it engenders less rounding error in the calculations. 
t Charles Edward Spearman (1863-1945). English ;>sychologist and statistician. an important 

researcher on intelligence and on the statistical field known as factor analysis (Cattell, 1978). Sir Mau
rice George Kendall (1907-1983), English statistician contributing to many fields (Bartholomew, 
1983; David and Fuller, 2007: Ord, 1984: Stuart. 1984). Kruskal (1958) noted that the early devel
opment of the method promoted by Kendall began 41 years prior to the 1938 paper. Karl Pearson 
observed that Sir Francis Galton considered the correlation of ranks even before developing 
correlation of variables (Walker, 1929: 128). 

+ As the sum of n ranks is lIe II + 1 )/2. Equation 19.1 may be rewritten for rank correlation as 

II 

:L (rankofXj)(rankofYj) 
II( n + 1 )2 

4 ;=1 
rs = r============================ 

( 
II n(1I + 1)2)( II ~l (rank of Xj)2 - 4 ~I (rank of Yj)2 

lIe II + 
4 

(19.47) 

Instead of using differences between ranks of pairs of X and Y. we may use the sums of the ranks 
for each pair, where S; = rank of X; + rank of Y; (Meddis, 1984: 227: Thomas, 1989): 

6:L S? 7n + 5 
rs = --' - -- (19.48) 

n3 -n II-I 
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EXAMPLE 19.12 Spearman Rank Correlation for the Relationship 
Between the Scores of Ten Students on a Mathematics Aptitude Exami
nation and a Biology Aptitude Examination 

Mathematics Biology 
Student examination examination 

(i) score (Xi) Rank of Xi score (Y;) Rank of Y; 

1 57 3 83 
2 45 1 37 
3 72 7 41 
4 78 8 84 
5 53 2 56 
6 63 5 85 
7 86 9 77 
8 98 10 87 
9 59 4 70 

10 71 6 59 

n = 10 '.\' = 1 
6LdJ 
n3 - n 

LdJ = 72 = 1 
6(72) 

1()3 -

= 1 0.436 

= 0.564 

To test Ho: Ps = 0; HA: P.~ ¢ O. 
('s )O.05(2).1Il = 0.648 (from Appendix Table 8.20) 
Therefore, do not reject Ho. 

P = 0.10 

7 
1 
2 
8 
3 
9 
6 

10 
5 
4 

10 

di d? 
I 

-4 16 
0 0 
5 25 
0 0 

-I 1 
-4 16 

3 9 
0 () 

-1 1 
2 4 

where d; is a difference between X and Y ranks: di = rank of Xi - rank of Yi.* The 
value of 's. as an estimate of the population rank correlation coefficient, Ps. may range 
from -1 to + 1. and it has no units: however, its value is not to be expected to be the 
same as the value of' that might have been calculated for the original data instead of 
their ranks. 

Appendix Table B.20 may be used to assess the significance of 's. A comment 
following that table refers to approximating the exact probability of 's. If n is greater 
than that provided for in that table. then 's may be used in place of, in the hypothesis 

*Spearman (1904) also presented a rank-correlation method, later (Spearman, 1906) called the 
"footrule" coefficient. Instead of using the squares of the d;·s. as,s does, this coefficient employs 
the absolute values of the d; 's: 

( 19.48a) 

However"f typically does not range from -1 to 1: its lower limit is -0.5 if /I is odd and. if II is even. 
it is - 1 when II = 2 and rapidly approaches - 0.5 as II increases (Kendall. 1970: 32-33). 
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testing procedures of Section 19.2.* If either the Spearman or the parametric correla
tion analysis (Section 19.2) is applicable, the former is 9/7;2 = 0.91 times as powerful 
as the latter (Daniel. 1990: 362: Hotelling and Pabst, 1936: Kruskal. 1958).t 

(a) Correction for Tied Data. If there are tied data. then they are assigned average 
ranks as described before (e.g., Section 8.11) and rs is better calculated either by 
Equation 19.1 applied to the ranks (lman and Conover, 1978) or as 

(n3 - n)/6 - Ld? - Llx - Lly 
(rde = I (19.50) 

. J[(n3 - n}/6 - 2~lx][(n3 - n}/6 - 2~IY] 

(Kendall. 1962: 38: Kendall and Gibbons. 1990: 44: Thomas, 1989). Here. 

"'" «(;1 _ I il 
"'" I - =~::..;"",:.I_--,-
~ X - 12 ' (19.51) 

where Ii is the number of tied values of X in a group of ties. and 

L L(ti - til 
Iy = =----'----

12 • 
( 19.52) 

where Ii is the number of tied Y's in a group of ties; this is demonstrated in 
Example 19.13. If L tx and :L ty are zero, then Equation 19.50 is identical to Equa
tion 19.46. Indeed. the two equations differ appreciably only if there are numerous 
tied data. 

Computationally. it is simpler to apply Equation 19.1 to the ranks to obtain (rs)c 
when ties are present. 

(b) Other Hypotheses, Confidence Limits, Sample Size, and Power. If n ~ 10 and 
Ps :5 0.9, then the Fisher z transformation may be used for Spearman coefficients, 
just as it was in Sections 19.2 through 19.6. for testing several additional kinds of 
hypotheses (including multiple comparisons). estimating power and sample size. 
and setting confidence limits around p,\'. But in doing so it is recommended that 
1.060/ (n - 3) be used instead of 1/ (n - 3) in the variance of z (Fieller. Hartley, 
and Pearson. 1957. 1961). That is, 

(uz)s = J ~.~603 ( 19.53) 

should be used for the standard error of z (instead of Equation 19.11). 

(c) The Kendall Rank Correlation Coefficient. In addition to some rarely 
encountered rank-correlation procedures (e.g., see Kruskal. 1958). the Kendall 

*In this discussion. f.\ will be referred to as an unbiased estimate of a population correlation 
coefficient, p •• although that is not strictly true (Daniel. 1990: 365; Gibbons and Chakrahorti. 2003: 
432: Kruskall. 1958). 

tZimmerman (1994b) presented a rank-correlation procedure that he asserted is slightly more 
powerful than the Spearman f.s method. Martin Andres. Herranz Tejedor. and Silva MalO (1995) 
showed a relationship between the Spearman rank correlation and the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney 
test of Section 8011. The Spearman statistic is related to the coefficient of concordance~ W 
(Section 19.13). for two groups of ranks: 

w = (rs + I )/2. ( 19.49) 
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EXAMPLE 19.13 The Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient, Computed 
for the Data of Example 19.1 

X Rank of X Y RankofY d; d? 
I 

10.4 4 7.4 5 -1 1 
10.8 8.5 7.6 7 1.5 2.25 
11.1 10 7.9 11 -1 1 
10.2 1.5 7.2 2.5 -1 1 

10.3 3 7.4 5 -2 4 
10.2 1.5 7.1 1 0.5 0.25 
10.7 7 7.4 5 2 4 
10.5 5 7.2 2.5 2.5 6.25 

10.8 8.5 7.8 9.5 -1 1 
11.2 11 7.7 8 3 9 
10.6 6 7.8 9.5 -3.5 12.25 
11.4 12 8.3 12 0 0 

n = 12 r,v = 1 -
6~dT 
n3 - 11 

Ldr = 42.00 = 1 -
6(42.00) 

1716 
= 1 - 0.147 
= 0.853 

To test Ho: Ps = 0; HA : Ps :;:. 0, 

(rs )0.05(2).12 = 0.587 (from Appendix Table B.20) 

Therefore, reject Ho. 
P < 0.001 

To employ the correction for ties (see Equation 19.50): 

among the X's there are two measurements of 10.2 em and two of 10.8 cm, so 

~tx= (23 - 2) + (23 - 2) =1' 
12 ' 

among the Y's there are two measurements tied at 7.2 cm, three at 7.4 em, 
and two at 7.8 em, so 

(23 - 2) + (33 - 3) + (23 - 2) 
~ty = = 3: 

12 

therefore, 

(rs)c = (123 - 12)/6 - 42.00 - 1 - 3 = 242 = 0.852; 
~[(123 - 12)/6 - 2(1)][(123 - 12)/6 - 2(3)] 284.0 

and the hypothesis test proceeds exactly as above. 
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rank-correlation method is often used· (see, e.g., Daniel, 1990: 365-381: KendaIJ 
and Gibbons. 1938, 1990: 3-8; Siegel and Castellan. 1988: 245-254). The sample 
Kendall correlation coefficient is commonly designated as 7' (lowercase Greek tau, IlL 

exceptional use of a Greek letter to denote a sample statistic).t 
The correlation statistic 7' for a set of paired X and Y data is a measure of the extent 

to which the order of the X's differs from the order of the y·s. Its calculation will nol 
be shown here, but this coefficient may be determined-with identical results-eithel 
from the data or from the ranks of the data. 

For example, these six ranks of X's and six ranks of V's are in exactly the same 
order: 

X: 1 
Y: 1 

2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 

and 7' would be calculated to be 1, just as rof would be I, for there is perfect agreement 
of the orders of the ranks of X's and V's. However. the following Y ranks are in the 
reverse sequence of the X ranks: 

X: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Y: 6 5 4 3 2 1 

and 7' would be - 1, just as rI would be. for there is an exact reversal of the relationship 
between the X's and Y·s. And. just as with rs , 7' will be closer to zero the further the 
X and Y ranks are from either perfect agreement or an exact reversal of agreement; 
but the values of 7' and r.~ will not be the same except when 7' = - 1 or 1. 

The performances of the Spearman and Kendall coefficients for hypothesis testing 
are very similar, but the former may be a little better, especially when n is large 
(Chow, Miller, and Dickinson. 1974). and for a large n the Spearman measure is 
also easier to calculate than the Kendall. Jolliffe (1981) describes the use of the 
runs-up-and-down test of Section 25.8 to perform nonparametric correlation testing 
in situations where r.~ and 7' are ineffective. 

19.10 WEIGHTED RANK CORRELATION 

The rank correlation of Section 19.9 gives equal emphasis to each pair of data. 
There are instances, however, when our interest is predominantly in whether there is 
correlation among the largest (or smallest) ranks in the two populations. In such cases 
we should prefer a procedure that will give stronger weight to intersample agreement 
on which items have the smallest (or largest) ranks, and Quade and Salama (1992) 
refer to such a method as weighted rank correlation (a concept they introduced in 
Salama and Quade, 1982). 

In Example 19.14, a study has determined the relative importance of eight eco
logical factors (e.g., aspects of temperature and humidity, diversity of ground cover, 
abundance of each of several food sources) in the success of a particular species of 
bird in a particular habitat. A similar study ranked the same ecological factors for a 
second species in that habitat, and the desire is to ask whether the same ecological 
factors arc most important for both species. We want to ask whether there is a positive 
correlation between the factors most important to one species and the factors most 
important to the other species. Therefore, a one-tailed weighted correlation analysis 
is called for. 

*The idea of this correlation measure was presented as early as 1899 in a posthumous puhlication 
of the German philosopher. physicist. and psychologist Guslllv Thcodor Fechner (1801-1887) 
(Kruskal. 1958). 

t It is much less frequently designated as T.t. 'k. or T. 
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EXAMPLE 19.14 A Top-Down Correlation Analysis, Where for Each of 
Two Bird Species, Eight Ecological Factors Are Weighted in Terms of Their 
Importance to the Success of the Birds in a Given Habitat 

Ho: The same ecological factors are most important to both species. 
HA: The same ecological factors are not most important to both species. 

Rank Savage number (5;) 

Factor (i) Species J Species 2 Species J Species 2 (S;)1 (S; h 
A 1 1 2.718 2.718 7.388 
B 2 2 1.718 1.718 2.952 
C 3 3 1.218 1.218 1.484 
D 4 7 0.885 0.268 0.237 

E 5 8 0.635 0.125 0.079 
F 6 6 0.435 0.435 0.189 
G 7 5 0.268 0.635 0.170 
H 8 4 0.125 0.885 0.1 11 

Sum 8.002 8.002 12.610 

" 
L(S;)1 (S;h - n 

n = 20 
;= I 

rT = 
(n - Sd 

" 12.610 - 8 L (S;)1 (S; h = 12.610 = = 0.873 
;=1 8 - 2.718 

0.005 < P < 0.01 

A correlation analysis performed on the pairs of ranks would result in a Spearman 
rank correlation coefficient of rs = 0.548, which is not significantly different from 
zero. (The one-tailed probability is 0.05 < P < 0.10.) Iman (1987) and Iman and 
Conover (1987) propose weighting the ranks by replacing them with the sums of 
reciprocals known as Savage scores (Savage, 1956). For a given sample size. n. the ith 
Savage score is 

n 1 
S; = L -:. 

j=; I 
(19.54) 

Thus, for example, if n = 4, then SI = 1/1 + 1/2 + 1/3 + 1/4 = 2.083,S2 = 
1/2 + 1/3 + 1/4 = 1.083,S3 = 1/3 + 1/4 = 0.583, and S4 = 1/4 = 0.250. A 
check on arithmetic is that "'£7= I S; = n; for this example, n = 4 and 2.083 + 1.083 + 
0.583 + 0.250 = 3.999. Table 19.1 gives Savage scores for n of 3 through 20. Scores 
for larger n are readily computed; but, as rounding errors will be compounded 
in the summation, it is wise to employ extra decimal places in such calculations. 
If there are tied ranks. then we may use the mean of the Savage scores for the 
positions of the tied data. For example. if n = 4 and ranks 2 and 3 are tied. then use 
(1.083 + 0.583 )/2 = 0.833 for both S2 and S3. 
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TABLE 19.1: Savage Scores, Sj, for Various Sample Sizes, n 

n 1= 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

3 1.833 0.833 0.333 
4 2J)83 1.083 0.583 0.250 
5 2.283 1.283 0.783 0.450 0.200 
6 2.450 1.450 0.950 0.617 0.367 0.167 
7 2.593 1.593 1.093 0.756 0.510 0.310 0.143 
8 2.718 1.718 1.218 0.885 0.635 0.435 0.268 0.125 
9 2.829 1.829 1.329 0.996 0.746 0.546 0.379 0.236 0.111 

10 2.929 1.929 1.429 1.0% 0.846 0.646 0.479 0.336 0.211 0.100 
II 3.020 2.020 1.520 1.187 0.937 0.737 0.570 0.427 0.302 0.191 
12 3.103 2.103 1.603 1.270 1.020 0.820 0.653 0.510 0.385 0.274 
13 3.180 2.180 1.680 1.347 1.097 0.897 0.730 0.587 0.462 0.351 
14 3.252 2.251 1.752 1.418 1.168 0.968 0.802 0.659 0.534 0.423 
15 3.318 2.318 1.818 1.485 1.235 1.035 0.868 0.725 0.600 0.489 
16 3.381 2.381 1.881 1.547 1.297 1.097 0.931 0.788 0.663 0.552 
17 3.440 2.440 1.940 1.606 1.356 1.156 0.990 0.847 0.722 0.611 
18 3.495 2.495 1.995 1.662 1.412 1.212 IJ145 0.902 0.777 0.666 
19 3.548 2.548 2J148 1.714 1.464 1.264 1.098 0.955 0.830 0.719 
20 3.598 2.598 2J)98 1.764 1.514 1.314 1.148 I JX)5 0.880 0.769 

n 1= II 12 I3 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

II 0.091 
12 0.174 0.083 
13 0.251 0.160 0.077 
14 0.323 0.232 0.148 0.071 
15 0.389 0.298 0.215 0.138 0.067 
16 0.452 0.361 0.278 0.201 0.129 OJ162 
17 0.510 0.420 0.336 0.259 0.188 0.121 0.059 
18 0.566 0.475 0.392 0.315 0.244 0.177 0.114 0.056 
19 0.619 0.528 0.445 0.368 0.296 0.230 0.167 0.108 0.053 
20 0.669 0.578 0.495 0.418 0.346 0.280 0.217 0.158 0.103 0.050 

The Pearson correlation coeflicient of Equation 19. I may then he calculated using 
the Savage scores. a procedure that Iman and Conover (19R5. 1987) call "top-down 
correlation ": we shall refer to the top-down correlation coefficient as '1'. Alternatively, 
if there are no tics among the ranks of either of the two samples. then 

1/ 

~(Sj)I(Sjh - 11 
j= I '1'= -------

(11 - SJ) 
(19.55) 

where (Sj) I and (Sj h are the ith Savage scores in Samples 1 and 2. respectively: 
this is demonstrated in Example 19.14. where it is concluded that there is significant 
agreement between the two rankings for the most important ecological factors. (As 
indicated previously. if all factors were to receive equal weight in the analysis of this 
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set of data, a nonsignillcant Spearman rank correlation coefficient would have heen 
calculated. )* 

Significance testing of 'r refers to testing Ho: PT =:;; 0 against HA: PT > 0 and 
may he effected hy consulting Appendix Tahle 8.21. which gives critical values for 
'T. For sample sizes greater than those appearing in this table, a one-tailed normal 
approximation may he employed (lman and Conover. 19R5, 19R7): 

z = 'T 
Ji"1=I' 

(19.56) 

The top-down correlation coefficient, 'T, is 1.0 when there is perfect agreement 
among the ranks of the two sets of data. If the ranks are completely opposite in the 
two samples. then 'r = -1.0 only if n = 2; it approaches -0.645 as 11 increases. 
If we wished to perform a test that was especially sensitive to agreement at the 
bottom, instead of the top, of the list of ranks, then the foregoing procedure would 
he performed by assigning the larger Savage scores to the larger ranks. 

If there are more than two groups of ranks. thcn see the procedure at the end of 
Section 20.16. 

CORRELATION WITH NOMINAL-SCALE DATA 

(a) Both Variables Are Dichotomous. Dichotomous normal-scale data are data 
recorded in two nominal categories (e.g., observations might he recorded as male 
or female, dead or alive, with or without thorns), and Chapters 23 and 24 contain 
discussions of several aspects of the analysis of such data. Data collected for a 
dichotomous variable may be presented in the form of a tahle with two rows and two 
columns (a "2 x 2 contingency table "; see Section 23.3). The data of Example 19.15, 
for instance, may he cast into a 2 x 2 tahle, as shown. We shan set up such tahles by 
havingIl1 and/22 be the frequencies of agreement hetween the two variables (whcre 
.Iii is the frequency in row i and column j). 

Many measures of association of two dichotomous variahles have heen suggested 
(e.g .. Conover, 1999: Section 4.4; Everitt. 1992: Section 3.6: Gibhons and Chakrahorti, 
2003: Section 14.3). So-caned contingency coefficients,":' such as 

and 

x2 

n 
2 ' 

1+ L 
11 

(19.57) 

( 19.57a) 

* Procedures other than the use or Savage scores may he used to assign differential weights to 
the ranks to he analyzed: some give more emphasis to the lower ranks and some give less (Quade 
llnd Salama. 1l)l)2). Savage scores arc recommended as an intermediate strlltegy. 

'f A term coined by Karl Pearson (Walker, 195R). 
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EXAMPLE 19.15 Correlation for Dichotomous Nominal-Scale Data. Data 
Are Collected to Determine the Degree of Association, or Correlation, 
Between the Presence of a Plant Disease and the Presence of a Certain 
Species of Insect 

Case 
Presence 01 

plant disease 
Presence 01 

insect 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

The data may be tabulated in the following 2 x 2 contingency table: 

Plant Disease 

Insect Present Absent Total 

Present 6 4 10 
Absent 0 4 4 

Total 6 8 14 

c/J - 111122 - 112121 
I - "-"';-'-=;~C==I C;;:2:::;;R:=1 R;;:2==-

_ (6)(4) - (4)(0) 
- ~(6)(8)(10)(4) 

= 0.55 

Q = Illh2 - 112121 = (6)(4) - (4)(0) = 1.00 
111122 + fr2hl (6)(4) + (4)(0) 

rn = (fll + 122) - (/12 - hd = (6 + 4) - (4 + 0) = 10 - 4 = 0.43 
(f1\ + 122) + (/12 + hd (6 + 4) + (4 + 0) 10 + 4 
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employ the r statistic of Section 23.3. However, they have drawbacks, among them 
the lack of the desirable property of ranging between 0 and 1. [They are indeed zero 
when r = 0 (i.e., when there is no association between the two variables), but the 
coefficients can never reach 1. even if there is complete agreement between the two 
variables. ] 

The Cramer. or phi. coefficient* (Cramer. 1946: 44), 

~~J?, (19.58) 

does range from 0 to 1 (as does qi, which may also be used as a measure of 
association).t It is based upon X2 (uncorrected for continuity). as obtained from 
Equation 23.1. or, more readily. from Equation 23.6. Therefore, we can write 

<P I = f::...!ol ~lh~2 ;;;;-~tl:;;:2!2~1 
JCI C2RIR2 ' 

( 19.59) 

where R; is the sum of the frequencies in row i and Cj is the sum of column j. This 
measure is preferable to Equation 19.58 because it can range from -1 to + 1, thus 
expressing not only the strength of an association between variables but also the 
direction of the association (as does r). If <P = 1. all the data in the contingency 
table lie in the upper left and lower right cells (i.e., tl2 = 121 = 0). In Example 19.15 
this would mean there was complete agreement between the presence of both the 
disease and the insect; either both were always present or both were always absent. If 
til = 122 = O. all the data lie in the upper right and lower left cells of the contingency 
table, and cJ> = -1. The measure cJ> may also be considered as a correlation coefficient, 
for it is equivalent to the r that would be calculated by assigning a numerical value to 
members of one category of each variable and another numerical value to members 
of the second category. For example. if we replace each" +" with 0, and each" -" 
with 1. in Example 19.15, we would obtain (by Equation 19.1) r = U.55.* 

*Harald Cramer (1893-1985) was a distinguished Swedish mathematician (Leadbetter. 1988). 
This measure is commonly symbolized by the lowercase Greek phi 4>-pronounced "Cy" as in 
"simplify"-and is a sample statistic. not a population parameter as a Greek letter typically 
designates. (It should. of course. not be confused with the quantity used in estimating the power 
oC a statistical test. which is discussed elsewhere in this book.) This measure is what Karl Pearson 
called "mean square contingency" (Walker. 1929: 133). 

t cP may be used as a measure of association between rows and columns in contingency tables 
larger than 2 x 2. as 

4>= ~ 
\j~' 

(19.58a) 

where k is the number of rows or the number of columns. whichever is smaller (Cramer. 1946: 443): 
4>2 is also known as the mean square cOIll;lIgency (Cramer 1946: 282). 

+If the two rows and two columns of data arc arranged so C2 2: R2 (as is the case in EX<lmple 
19.15). the maximum possible 4> is 

(19.59a) 

4> = 0.55 is. in fact. cPnltlf for margirJal totals of 10.4,6, and 8. but if the data in Example 19.15 had 
been III = 5'[12 = 5.h! = 1. and 122 = 3.4> would have been 0.23. resulting in cPl4>mux = 1l.42. 
Some researchers have used cPl4>mclf as an index of association. but Davenport and EI-Sanhurry 
(1991) identified a disadvantage of doing so. 

prakash
Rectangle
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The statistic 4J is also preferred over the previous coefficients of this section becaUSl 
it is amenable to hypothesis testing. The significance of 4J (i.e., whether it indicate 
that an association exists in the sampled population) can be assessed by considerlnj 
the significance of the contingency table. If the frequencies are sufficiently large (set 
Section 23.6), the significance of X~ (chi-square with the correction for continuity, 
may be determined. The variance of 4J is given by Kendall and Stuart (1979: 572). 

The Yule coefficient of association (Yule 1900, 1912),* 

Q = l11h2 - Ilzf21, 

IIIh2 + II zf2 I 
(19.60: 

ranges from -1 (if either III or h2 is zero) to + 1 (if either 112 or hI is zero). Th~ 
variance of Q is given by Kendall and Stuart (1979: 571). 

A better measure is that of lves and Gibbons (1967). It may be expressed as 8 

correlation coefficient, 

rn= (III +h2) - (f12 +hd. 
(fll + h2) + (f12 + hd 

(19.61) 

The interpretation of positive and negative values of rn (which can range from -1 to 
+ 1) is just as for 4J. 

The expression of significance of rll involves statistical testing which will be 
described in Chapter 24. The binomial test (Section 24.5) may be utilized, with a null 
hypothesis of Hn: P = 0.5, using cases of perfect agreement and cases of disagreement 
as the two categories. Alternatively, the sign test (Section 24.6), the Fisher exact test 
(Section 24.16), or the chi-square contingency test (Section 23.3) could be applied to 
the data. 

Tetrachoic correlation is a situation where each of two nominal-scale variables has 
two categories because of an artificial dichotomy (G lass and Hopkins, 1996: 136-137; 
Howell, 2007: 284-285; Sheskin, 2004: 997- 1000).t For example, data might be 
collected to ask whether there is a correlation between the height of children, recorded 
as "tall" or "short," and their performance on an intelligence test, recorded as "high" 
or "low." Underlying each of these two dichotomous variables is a spectrum of 
measurements, and observations are placed in the categories by an arbitrary definition 
of tall, short, higJz, and low. (If there are more than two categories of one or both 
variables, the term polychoric correlation may be used.) Therefore, the categories of X 
and the categories of Y may be considered to represent ordinal scales of measurement 

The tetrachoic correlation coefficient, r" is an estimate of what the correlation 
coefficient, r, of Section 9.1 would be if the continuous data (ratio-scale or interval
scale) were known for the underlying distributions; it ranges from -1 to 1. It is 
rarely encountered, largely because it is a very poor estimate (it has a large standard 
error and is adversely affected by nonnormality). The calculation of r" and its use in 
hypothesis testing, is discussed by Sheskin (2004: 998-10(0). 

(b) One Variable Is Dichotomous. POilll-biserial correlation is the term used for a 
correlation between y, a variable measured on a continuous scale (i.e., a ratio or 

*Q is one of several measures of association discussed by British statistician George Udny 
Yule (1871-1951). He called it Q in honor of Lambert Adolphe Jacques Quetelet (1796-1874), 
a pioneering Belgian statistician and astronomer who was a member of more than 100 learned 
societies, including the American Statistical Association (of which he was the first foreign member 
elected after its formation in 1839); Quetelet worked on measures of association as early as 1832 
(Walker. 1929: IJO-131). 

tThis coefficient was developed by Karl Pearson (1901). 
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interval scale, not an ordinal scale), and X, a variable recorded in two nominal-scale 
categories.· Although this type of correlation analysis has been employed largely in 
the behavioral sciences (e.g .• Glass and Hopkins. 1996: 364-365. 368-369; Howell. 
1997: 279-283, 2007: 277-281; Sheskin, 2004: 990-993), it can also have application 
with biological data. If it is Y, instead of X, that has two nominal-scale categories. 
then logistic regression (Section 24.18) may be considered. 

Example 19.16 utilizes point-biserial correlation to express the degree to which 
the blood-clotting time in humans is related to the type of drug that has been 
administered. [n this example. the data of Example 8.1 are tabulated denoting the 
use of one drug (drug B) by an X of 0 and the use of the other drug (drug G) by an X 
of 1. The dichotomy may be recorded by any two numbers. with identical results. but 
employing 0 and 1 provides the simplest computation. 

Then a point-biserial correlation coefficient. 'ph, is calculated by applying Equa
tion 19.1 or, equivalently, Equation 19.2 to the pairs of X and Y data. The sign of 
rph depends upon which category of X is designated as 0; in Example 19.16, rpb is 
positive, but it would have been negative if drug B had been recorded as 1 and drug 
Gas O. The coefficient rpb can range from -1 to 1. and it is zero when the means of 
the two groups of Y's are the same (i.e., Y I = Yo; see the next paragraph). 

A computation with equivalent results is 

_ YI - Yo~ ninO 
rph - • 

Sy N(N - 1) 
(19.62) 

where Yo is the mean of all no of the Y data associated with X = O. Y 1 is the mean of 
the nl Y data associated with X = 1. N = no + nl, and sy is the standard deviation 
of all N values of y.t 

By substituting rpb for rand N for n, Equations 19.3 and 19.4 may be used for 
a point-biserial correlation coefficient, and hypothesis testing may proceed as in 
Section 19.2. 

Hypothesis testing involving the population point-biserial correlation coefficient. 
pph. yields the same results as testing for the difference between two population 
means (Section 8.1). If an analysis of this kind of data has been done by a t test on 
sample means, as in Example 8.1, then determina tion of the point-biserial correlation 
coefficient may be accomplished by 

rpl) = / 2 t2 
. Vt +N-2 

(19.63) 

[f variable X consists of more than two nominal-scale categories and Y is a 
continuous variable, then the expression of association between Y and X may be 
called a point-polyserial correlation (Olsson, Drasgow, and Dorans, 1982), a rarely 
encountered analytical situation not discussed here. 

Biserial correlation involves a variable (Y) measured on a continuous scale and 
differs from point-biserial correlation in the nature of nominal-scale variable X (Glass 
and Hopkins, 1996: 134-136; Howell. 1997: 286-288. 2007: 284-285; Sheskin, 2004: 
995-997). [n this type of correlation, the nominal-scale categories are artificial. For 

·This procedure was presented and named by Karl Pearson in 1901 (Glass and Hopkins. 1996: 
133). 

t Although this is a correlation. not a regression. situation. it can be noted that a regression line 
(calculated via Section 17.1) would run from Yo to Y 1 • and it would have a slope of Y I - Yo and 
a Y intercept of Yo. 

prakash
Rectangle
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EXAMPLE 19.16 Point-Biserial Correlation, Using Data of Example 8.1 

H,,: There is no correlation between blood-clotting time and drug. (Ho: Pp/) = 0) 
HA: There is correlation between blood-clotting time and drug. (HA: Ppb 'i= 0) 
For variable X. drug B is represented by X = 0 and drug G by X = 1: Y is the 
time (in minutes) for blood to clot. 

X 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 

I 

1 

Y 

8.8 
8.4 

7.9 

8.7 

9.1 

9.6 

9.9 

9.0 
11.1 
9.6 
8.7 
10.4 
9.5 

no = 6 

~X=7 
~X2 = 7 

~x2 = 3.2308 

~XY = 68.2 

~xy = 3.2077 

n1 = 7 

~ Y = 120.70 

~ y2 = 1129.55 

~l = 8.8969 

3.2077 ') 
'ph = J(3.2308)(8.8969) = 0.5983, 'Ph = 0.3580 

I = 0.5983 = 0.5983 = 2.476 
/1 - 0.3580 0.2416 

V 13 - 2 

I = 2.201 ".US( 2 ).11 

Therefore. reject Ho. 

0.02 < P < 0.05 [P = 0.031] 

N=13 

This is the same result as obtained comparing the mean clotting times of the 
two drug groups (Example 8.1). 

example, mice in a diet experiment might be recorded as heavy or light in weight by 
declaring a particular weight as being the dividing point between "heavy" and "light" 
(and X behaves like an ordinal-scale variable). 

This correlation coefficient, 'h, may be obtained by Equation 9.1 or 9.2. as is 'pb, 

and will be larger than 'pb except that when 'ph is zero, 'b is also zero. Because X 
represents an ordered measurement scale. X = 0 should be used for the smaller 
measurement (e.g .• "light" in the previous example) and X = 1 for the larger 
measurement (e.g .• "heavy"). If there are more than two ranked categories of 
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X, the term polyserial correlation may be applied (Olsson, Drasgow. and Dorans, 
1982). 

However, the calculated biserial correlation coefficient is adversely affected if the 
distribution underlying variable X is not normal; indeed, with nonnormality. Irbl can 
be much greater than 1. The correlation rb is an estimate of the correlation coefficient 
of Section 9.1 that would have been obtained if X were the measurements from the 
underlying normal distribution. The calculation of, and hypothesis testing with. this 
coefficient is discussed by Sheskin (2004: 995-996). 

INTRACLASS CORRELATION 

In some correlation situations it is not possible to designate one variable as X and 
one as Y. Consider the data in Example 19.17, where the intent is to determine 
whether there is a relationship between the weights of identical twins. Although the 
weight data clearly exist in pairs, the placement of a member in each pair in the 
first or in the second column is arbitrary. in contrast to the paired-sample testing 
of Section 9.1, where all the data in the first column have something in common 
and all the data in the second column have something in common. When pairs of 
data occur as in Example 19.17, we may employ intrac/ass correlation. a concept 
generally approached by analysis-of-variance considerations (specifically, Model 11 
single-factor ANOV A (Section 10.1 f). Aside from assuming random sampling from 
a bivariate normal distribution, this procedure also assumes that the population 
variances are equal. 

If we consider each of the pairs in our example as groups in an ANOVA (i.e., 
k = 7). with each group containing two observations (i.e., n = 2), then we may 
calculate mean squares to express variability both between and within the k groups 
(see Section 10.1). Then the i1Urac/ass correlation coefficient is defined as 

rl = groups MS - error MS 
groups MS + error MS' 

(19.64) 

this statistic being an estimate of thc population intraclass correlation coefficient. PI. 
To test Ho: PI = 0 versus Ho: PI :F- O. we may utilize 

F = groups MS 
error MS ' 

(19.65) 

a statistic associated with groups DF and error DF for the numerator and denominator, 
respectively.* If the measurements are equal within each group, then error MS = 0, 
and T[ = I (a perfect positive correlation). If there is more variability within groups 
than there is bctween groups, then rl will be negative. The smallest it may be, 
however, is -1/(n - 1); therefore, only if It = 2 (as in Example 19.17) can rl be as 
small as - 1. 

We are nol limited to pairs of data (i.e., situations where n = 2) to speak 
of intraclass correlation. Consider, for instance. expanding the considerations of 
Example 19.17 into a study of weight correspondence among triplets instead of twins. 
Indeed, II need not even be equal for all groups. We might, for example, ask whether 
there is a relationship among adult weights of brothers; here, some families might 

"'If desired. F may be calculated first. followed by computing 

'1 = (F - I)/(F + 1). (19.66) 
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Also. if n > 2. then 

U Z/ = ~-2(-Il--1-~(-k---2-) (19.74) 

(Fisher. 1958: 219). and 

n + n 

(19.75) 

(Zerbe and Goldgar. 1980). Nonparametric measures of intrac1ass correlation have 
been proposed (e.g., Rothery. 1979). 

19.13 CONCORDANCE CORRELATION 

If the intent of collecting pairs of data is to assess reproducibility or agreement of 
data sets, an effective technique is that which Lin (1989, 1992. 2000) refers to as 
concordance correlation. For example. the staff of an analytical laboratory might wish 
to know whether measurements of a particular substance are the same using two 
different instruments. or when performed by two different technicians. 

In Example 19.18, the concentration of lead was measured in eleven specimens of 
brain tissue. where each specimen was analyzed by two different atomic-absorption 
spectrophotometers. These data are presented in Figure 19.2. If the scales of the two 
axes are the same, then perfect reproducibility of assay would be manifested by the 
data falling on a 45° line intersecting the origin of the graph (the line as shown in 
Figure 19.2). and concordance correlation assesses how well the data follow that 45° 
line. 

The concordance correlation coefficient, re. is 

_ 2~xy 
re - ~x2 + ~y2 + n(X _ y)2' 

(19.76) 

This coefficient can range from -1 to + 1. and its absolute value cannot be greater 
than the Pearson correlation coefficient, r; so it can be stated that -1 ~ - I r I S 

rc ~ I r I ~ 1: and rc = 0 only if r = O. 
Hypothesis testing is not recommended with rc (Lin. 1992). but a confidence 

interval may be obtained for the population parameter Pc of which rc is an estimate. 
To do so, the Fisher transformation (Equation 19.8) is applied to rc to obtain a 
transformed value we shall call Zc: and the standard error of Zc is obtained as 

Uz, = 

where 

(1 - ,z)~ + 2~(I - rc)U 
(1 - rnr2 r( 1 - r~)2 

n - 2 

U = In(X - V')2 

JLx2Li 
This computation is shown in Example 19.18. 

(19.77) 

(19.78) 

Furthermore. we might ask whether two concordance correlations are significantly 
different. For example. consider that the between-instrument reproducibility !lnalyzed 
in Example 19.18 was reported for very experienced technicians. and a set of data 
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EXAMPLE 19.18 Reproducibility of Analyses of Lead Concentrations in 
Brain Tissue (in Micrograms of Lead per Gram of Tissue), Using Two Different 
Atomic-Absorption Spectrophotometers 

Tissue Lead (p,g/g) 
Tissue sample Spectrophotometer A Spectrophotometer B 

(i) (~) (~) 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
11 

n = 11 

~X = 4.24 

~X2 = 1.7418 

~x2 = 0.10747 

X = 0.385 

0.22 
0.26 
0.30 
0.33 

0.36 
0.39 
0.41 
0.44 

0.47 
0.51 
0.55 

~ Y = 3.67 

~ y2 = 1.2949 

~l = 0.07045 

y = 0.334 

_ 2~xy 
rc - =--;:-----==-~--=----=,-----=--;;-

~x2 + ~l + n(X _ y)2 

0.21 
0.23 
0.27 
0.27 

0.31 
0.33 
0.37 
0.38 

0.40 
0.43 
0.47 

~XY = 1.5011 

~ xy = 0.08648 

2(0.08648) 0.17296 
----------~--~--------~= 

0.10747 + 0.07045 + 11 (0.385 - 0.334)2 0.20653 

= 0.8375; ~ = 0.7014 

r = ~xy = 0.9939: ,2 = 0.9878 

J~2~l 

For rc = 0.8375, Zc = 1.213 (from Appendix Table 8.18. by interpolation) 

U = ,Jfi(X - y)2 = (3.31662)(0.051 )2 = 0.09914 

J~2 ~l ~(O.l0747)(0.07045) 
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= 

(1 - ,.z )~ 
(1 ,nr2 

n - 2 

(1 - 0.9878)(0.7014) + 2(0.8375)3(1 - 0.8375)(0.09914) 

(1 - 0.7014)(0.9878) (0.9939)(1 - 0.7014) 
(0.8375)4 (0.09914 )2 

2(0.9878)( 1 - 0.7014) 

11 - 2 

= )0.0291 + 0.06~77 - 0.002447 = 0.0245 

95% confidence interval for lc: 

Zc ± ZO.05(2)Uz( = 1.213 ± (1.960)(0.0610) = 1.213 ± 0.120 

LI = 1.093: L2 = 1.333. 

For tre 95% confidence limits for Pc, the foregoing confidence limits for lc are 
transformed (as with Appendix Table B.19) to 

LJ = 0.794: L2 = 0.870. 

was also collected for novice analysts. In order to ask whether the measure of 
reproducibility (namely, 'c) is different for the highly experienced and the less 
experienced workers, we can employ the hypothesis testing of Section 19.5. For 
this, we obtain 'c for the data from the experienced technicians (call it '1) and 
another 'c (call it '2) for the data from the novices. Then each 'c is transformed 

11.50 
$:' 

E 
~ 0.4(1 

E 
'" ..: 
~ (1.30 
'iii 
~ 

j 0.211 

E 
~ 
c 
8 (Ull 
~ 

'" ~ 

• 
• 

• 

o 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 (1.50 (1.60 
Lead Content (pglg) Using Instrument A(X) 

AGURE 19.2: Lead concentrations in brain tissue CJ.tglg), determined by two different analytical instru
ments. The data are from Example 19.18 and are shown with a 45 0 line through the origin. 
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to its corresponding Zc (namely. ZI and Z2) and the standard error to be used in 
Equation 19.21 is 

(19.79) 

where each O"~ is obtained as the square of the O"z, in Equation 19.77. 
Lin (1989) has shown that this method of assessing reproducibility is superior to 

comparison of coefficients of variation (Section 8.8). to the paired-t test (Section 9.1). 
to regression (Section 17.2). to Pearson correlation (Section 19.1), and to intraclass 
correlation (Section 19.12). And he has shown the foregoing hypothesis test to be 
robust with Il as small as 10: however (Lin and Chinchilli. 1996). the two coefficients 
to be compared should have come from populations with similar ranges of data. 
Lin (1992) also discusses the sample-size requirement for this coefficient: and Barn
hart, Haber. and Song (2002) expand concordance correlation to more than two sets 
of data. 

14 THE EFFECT OF CODING 

Except for the procedures in Sections 19.11 and 19.12, coding of the raw data will 
have no effect on the correlation coefficients presented in this chapter, on their z 
transformations, or on any statistical procedures regarding those coefficients and 
transformations. See Appendix C for information about the use of coding in Sections 
19.11 and 19.12. 

EXERCISES 

1. Measurements of serum cholesterol (mg/too ml) 
and arterial calcium deposition (mg/loo g dry 
weight of tissue) were made on 12 animals. The 
data are as follows: 

Calcium Cholesterol 
(X) ( Y) 

59 298 
52 303 
42 233 
59 287 
24 236 
24 245 
40 265 
32 233 
63 286 
57 290 
36 264 
24 239 

(.) Calculate the correlation coefficient. 
(b) Calculate the coefficient of determination. 
(c) Test Ho: P = 0 versus HA: P :#; O. 
(d) Set 95% confidence limits on the correlation 

coefficient. 
Z. Using the data from Exercise 19.1: 

(.) Test Ho: p :5 0 versus HA: P > O. 
(b) Test Ho: P = 0.50 versus HA : P i' 0.50. 

19.3. Given: rl = -O.44.nl = 24.r2 = -0.40,112 = 30. 
(.) Test Ho: PI = P2 versus HA: PI :#; P2· 
(b) If Ho in part (a) is not rejected. compute the 

common correlation coefficient. 
19.4. Given: rl = 0.45,nl = 18,r2 = 0.56,n2 = 16. Test 

Ho: PI ~ P2 versus HA: PI < P2. 
19.5. Given: r) = 0.85.n) = 24"2 = 0.78.112 = 32.r3 = 

0.86, n3 = 31. 
(a) Test Ho: PI = P2 = P3. stating the appropriate 

alternate hypothesis. 
(b) If Ho in part (a) is not rejected, compute the 

common correlation coefficient. 
19.6. (.) Calculate the Spearman rank correlation coef

ficient for the data of Exercise 19.1. 
(b) Test Ho: Ps = 0 versus HA: Ps :#; O. 

19.7. Two different laboratories evaluated the efficacy 
of each of seven pharmaceuticals in treating hyper
tension in women, ranking them as shown below. 

Lab I Lab 2 
Drug rank rank 

L I 1 
P 2 3 
Pr 3 2 
D 4 4 
E 5 7 
A 6 6 
H 7 5 
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Multiple Regression and Correlation 

20.1 INTERMEDIATE COMPUTATIONAL STEPS 
20.2 THE MULTIPLE-REGRESSION EQUATION 
20.3 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION OR CORRELATION 
20.4 HYPOTHESES CONCERNING PARTIAL REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
20.5 STANDARDIZED PARTIAL REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
20.6 SELECTING INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
20.7 PARTIAL CORRELATION 
20.8 PREDICTING Y VALUES 
20.9 TESTING DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO PARTIAL REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
20.10 "DUMMY" VARIABLES 
20.11 INTERACTION OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
20.12 COMPARING MULTIPLE REGRESSION EQUATIONS 
20.13 MULTIPLE REGRESSION THROUGH THE ORIGIN 
20.14 NONLINEAR REGRESSION 
20.15 DESCRIPTIVE VERSUS PREDICTIVE MODELS 
20.16 CONCORDANCE: RANK CORRELATION AMONG SEVERAL VARIABLES 

The previous three chapters discussed the analyses of regression and correlation rela
tionships hetween two variahles (silllf>le regression anti correlation). This chapter will 
t:xtend thost: kinds of analyses to regressions and correlations examining the interre
lationships among thret: or more variahles (mllitiple regrt:ssion and correlation). 

In IIlllltif>le regressio/l, one of the variahles is considert:d to be functionally depen
dent upon at least one of the otht:rs. Mllltiple correlation is a situation when none of 
thl.' variahles is dt:emed to he dependent on another.* 

The computations required for multiple-regression and multiple-correlation analy
ses would he very arduous. and in many cases prohihitive, without the computer capa
hility that is widely available for this task. Therefore, the mathematical operations used 
to obtain regression and correlation coefficients. and to perform re levant hypothesis 
tests. will not he emphasized here. Section 20.1 summarizes the kinds of calculations 
that a computer program will typically perform and present. hut that information is 
not necessary for understanding the statistical procedures discussed in the remainder 
of this chapter, including the interpretation of the results of the computer's work. 

Though uncommon, there arc cases where the dependent variahle is recorded 
on a nominal scale (not on a ratio or interval scale), most often a scale with two 
nominal categories (e.g .. male anti female. infected and not infected, successful and 
unsuccessful). The analyses of this chapter arc not applicable for such data. Instead, 
a procedure known as logistic regressiol1 (Section 24.1 H) may be considered. 

"Much uevdopment in Illulliplc correlation Iheory he!!,an in the lalt: ninel\.·enlh cenlury hy 
o;evcral pioneas. incluuin!! Karl Pearson (I H:'i7 -1936) and his colleague. George lJuny Yule 
( I X71-1 951 ) (Pearson 19ft 7). (Pearson lirst calleu parliill regression coeflicienls "douhle regression 
eodlici.:nts." anu Yui.: later calleu them "l1el regression eodfieienls.") Pearson was the tirst to use 
the terms 1Illlilipie ('/In/'lllliol/. in 1l)(IK ano 1Illlilipie mrrl'llllillll ("/J(~rfi(kllf. in 1 Y J 4 (Dilvio. 1<)<)5). 
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Multiple regression is a major topic in theoretical and applied statistics; only 
an introduction is given here, and consultation with a statistical expert is often 
advisable.* 

20.1 INTERMEDIATE COMPUTATIONAL STEPS 

There are certain quantities that a computer program for multiple regression and/or 
correlation must calculate. Although we shall not concern ourselves with the mechan
ics of computation, intermediate steps in the calculating procedures are indicated 
here so the user will not be a complete stranger to them if they appear in the 
computer output. Among the many different programs available for multiple regres
sion and correlation. some do not print all the folIowing intermediate results, 
or they may do so only if the user specifically asks for them to appear in the 
output. 

Consider n observations of M variables (the variables being referred to as Xl 
through XM: (see Example 20.1a». If one of the M variables is considered to be 
dependent upon the others, then we may eventually designate that variable as y, but 
the program will perform most of its computations simply considering all M variables 
as X's numbered 1 through M. 

The sum of the observations of each of the M variables is calculated as 
/I n n 
~ Xlj ~ X2j ... ~ XMj. (20.1) 
j= 1 j= 1 j= 1 

For simplicity. let us refrain from indexing the ~'s and assume that summations are 
always performed over all n sets of data. Thus, the sums of the variables could be 
denoted as 

(20.2) 

Sums of squares and sums of cross products are calculated just as for simple regression, 
or correlation. for each of the M variables. The following sums. often referred to as 
raw sums of squares and raw sums of cross products. may be presented in computer 
output in the form of a matrix, or two-dimensional array: 

~Xr ~XIX2 ~XIX3 

~ X2X I ~ xi ~ X2 X3 

~ X3XI ~ X3X2 ~ X! 

~XIXM 

~X2XM 

~X3XM 
(20.3) 

As ~ X;Xk = ~ XkXi, this matrix is said to be symmetrical about the diagonal 
running from upper left to lower right.t Therefore, this array, and those that follow, 

*Greater discussion of multiple regression and correlation. often with explanation of the 
underlying mathematical procedures and alternate methods. can be found in many texts. such as 
Birkes and Dodge (1993): Challerjee and Hadi (2006); Draper and Smith (199R); Glantz and Slinker 
(2001): Hair et al. (2006: Chapter 4); Howell (2007: Chapter IS); Kutner. Nachtsheim. and Neter 
(2004): Mickey. Dunn. and Clark (2004): Montgomery. Peck, and Vining (2006): Pedhazur (1997): 
Seber and Lee (2003); Tabachnik and Fidell (2001: Chapter 5): and Weisberg (2005). 

';'We shall refer to the values of a pair of variables as X; and Xk' 
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EXAMPLE 20.1a The n x M Data Matrix for a Hypothetical Multiple 
Regression or Correlation (n = 33; M = 5) 

Variable (i) 

j I (' C) 2 (cm) 3 (mm) 4 (min) 5 (ml) 

I 6 9.9 5.7 1.6 2.12 
2 I 9.3 6.4 3.0 3.39 
3 -2 9.4 5.7 3.4 3.61 
4 II 9.1 6.1 3.4 1.72 
5 -I 6.9 6.0 3.0 I.RO 
6 2 9.3 5.7 4.4 3.21 
7 5 7.9 5.9 2.2 2.59 
8 I 7.4 6.2 2.2 3.25 
9 I 7.3 5.5 1.9 2.R6 

lO 3 KX 5.2 0.2 2.32 
II II 9.X 5.7 4.2 1.57 
12 9 10.5 6.1 2.4 1.50 
13 5 9.1 6.4 3.4 2.69 
14 -3 10.1 5.5 3.0 4.06 
15 I 7.2 5.5 0.2 1.98 
16 X 11.7 6.0 3.9 2.29 
17 -2 K7 5.5 2.2 3.55 
18 3 7.6 6.2 4.4 3.31 
19 6 K6 5.9 0.2 I.X3 
20 lO 10.9 5.6 2.4 1.69 
21 4 7.6 5.X 2.4 2.42 
22 5 7.3 5.X 4.4 2.98 
23 5 9.2 5.2 1.6 1.84 
24 3 7.0 6.0 1.9 2.4X 
25 8 7.2 5.5 1.6 2.83 
26 8 7.0 6.4 4.1 2.41 
27 6 8.8 6.2 1.9 1.7X 
28 6 10.1 5.4 2.2 2.22 
29 3 12.1 5.4 4.1 2.72 
30 5 7.7 6.2 1.6 2.36 
31 I 7.X 6.X 2.4 2.RI 
32 8 11.5 6.2 1.9 1.64 
33 10 10.4 6.4 2.2 I.R2 

are sometimes presented as a half-matrix. such as 

~Xf 
~X2XI ~xi 
~X3Xl ~X3X2 ~xj 

(20.4) 
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If a raw sum of squares. 'i. Xl, is reduced by ('i. Xi)2 / n. we have a sum of 
squares that has previously (Section 17.2) been symbolized as ~>2. referring to 
~ ~(Xij - Xd 2. Similarly. a raw sum of cross products. ~ XiXk, if diminished 

by ~ Xi ~ Xk/n, yields ~XiXk. which represents ~(Xij - Xi )(Xkj - X k)' These 
quantities are known as corrected sums of squares and corrected sums of crossproducts, 
respectively. and they may be presented as the following matrix: 

~xT ~XIX2 ~XIXJ ~XIXM 
~X2XI ~x~ ~X2X3 ~X2XM 

L X3XI L·t3X2 LX~ L X3XM 
(20.5) 

From Matrix 20.5. it is simple to calculate a matrix of simple correlation coefficients, 

for rik (representing the correlation between variables i and k) = 'i. XiXk / J'i. xT ~ xi 
(Equation 19.1): 

rll rl2 rl3 riM 

r21 r22 r2J r2M 

rJI r32 r33 r3M 
(20.6) 

rMI rM2 rM3 rMM· 

Each clement in the diagonal of this matrix (i.e., rii) is equal to 1.0, for there will always 
be a perfect positive correlation between a variable and itself (see Example 20.1 b). 

EXAMPLE 20.1b A Matrix of Simple Correlation Coefficients, as It Might 
Appear as Computer Output (from the Data of Example 20.1a) 

2 3 

I 1.00000 0.32872 0.16767 
2 0.32872 1.00000 -0.14550 
3 0.16767 -0.14550 1.00000 
4 0.05191 0.18033 0.24134 
5 -0.73081 -0.21204 -0.05541 

4 5 

0.05191 -0.73081 
0.18033 -0.21204 
0.24134 - 0.05541 
1.00000 0.31267 
0.31267 1.00000 

The final major manipulation necessary before the important regression or cor
relation statistics of the following sections can be obtained is the computation of 
the inverse of a matrix. The process of inverting a matrix will not be explained 
here: it is to two-dimensional algehra what taking the reciprocal is to ordinary, one
dimensional algehra.* While inverting a matrix of moderate size is too cumbersome 
to he performed easily hy hand. it may be readily accomplished by computer. A 

*The plural of matrix is matrices. As a shorthand notation, statisticians may refer to an entire 
matrix by a boldface letter, and the inverse of the matrix by that letter's reciprocal. So, Matrices 
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multiple-regression or correlation program may invert the corrected sum of squares 
and crossproducts matrix, Matrix 20.5, resulting in a symmetrical matrix symbolized 

CII CI2 CD CIM 

C21 C22 C23 C2M 

(20.7) 

CMI CM2 CM3 CMM· 

Or the correlation matrix, Matrix 20.6, may be inverted, yielding a different array of 
values, which we may designate 

dll dl2 dD diM 

d21 d22 d23 d2M 

d:H d32 d33 d3M 
(20.g) 

dMI dM2 dM3 dMM. 

Computer routines might compute either Matrix 20.7 or 20.8; the choice is unim
portant because the two are interconvertible: 

d'k 
Cik = I , 

J'2: x; '2: xr 
(20.9) 

or, equivalently, 

(20.10) 

From manipulations of these types of arrays, a computer program can derive the 
sample statistics and components of analysis of variance described in the following 
sections. I f partial correlation coefficients are desired (Section 20.7), the matrix inver
sion takes place as shown. If partial regression analysis is desired (Sections 20.2-20.4), 
then inversion is performed only on the M - 1 rows and M - 1 columns corresponding 
to the independent variables in either Matrix 20.5 or 20.6. 

THE MULTIPLE-REGRESSION EQUATION 

Recall, from Section 17.2, that a simple linear regression for a population of paired 
variables is the relationship 

Yi = (){ + f3Xi. (17.1) 

In this relationship, Y and X represent the dependent and independent variables. 
respectively; f3 is the regression coefficient in the sampled population; and (){ (the Y 
intercept) is the predicted value of Y in the population when X is zero. And the 
subscript i in this equation indicates the ith pair of X and Y data in the sample. 

In some situations, however, Y may be considered dependent upon more than one 
variable. Thus, 

(20.11) 

20.3,20.5, and 20.6 mighl be referred 10 by the symbols X,x, and r, respectively; and Matrices 20.7 
and 20.8 could be written, respectively. as c = x-I and d = r-I. David (2006) gives A, Co Aitken 
primary credit for introducing matrix algebra into statistics in 1931. 
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may be proposed. implying that one variable (Y) is lint:arly dept:ndent upon a second 
variable (X,) and that Y is also linearly dependent upon <lthird variable (X:!). Here.; 
denotes the ith inuependent \ari'lble. anu X'i specilks tht: jth observation ofvariahlei. 
In this particular multiple rt:grt:ssion mout:1. wt: have ont: dept:nuelll variahle and two 
independent variahles.* The two population parameters f3, and 13'2 arc termed partial 
regressiol1 m(~flicieills: f3, expresses how much Y would change for a unit change in Xl. 
if X'2 were held constant. It is sometimes said that 13, is a measure of the relationship 
of Y to X, after "controlling for" X2: that is. it is a mt:asure of the extent to which 
Y is rclated to Xl after removing the effect of X2. Similarly. 13'2 uescrihes thc rate or 
change of Y as X'2 changes. with X, heing held constant. f3, and f32 arc called partial 
regression cocflkients. then. hecause each expresses only part of the uependcnce 
relationship. The Y intercept. H. is the value of Y when hOlh X, and X2 arc zero. 
Whcrt:as Eljuation 17.1 mathematically represents a line (which may he presented on 
a two-uimensional graph). Eljuation 20.11 defines a plane (which may he plolled on 
a three-dimensional graph). i\ regn.:ssion with 11/ indL'peIH.lcnt variahles defines an /11-

dimensional surface. sometimes referred to as a "response surface" or "hyperplane." 
The population data whose relationship is uescrihed hy Equation 20.11 will prob

ahly not all lie exactly on a plane. so this equation may he expressed as 

(20.12) 

fi. the "residual." or "error:' is tht: amount hy which Yi differs from what is predicted 
by cr + f3IXli + f32X2/. where the sum of all f'S is zt:ro. tht: f'S arc assumed to he 
normally distrihuted. and each partial regression cocflicient. 13i. cstimates the change 
of Y in the population when there is a chan!?,c of one unit (e.g .. a change of 1 
centimeter. I minute. or I milliliter) in Xi and no chml!?,e in the other X·s. 

lfwe sample the population containing the three variahles (Y. X,. and X2) in Equa
tion 20.11. we can compute sample statistics to estimatc thc popUlation parameters in 
the moue!. The multiple-rt:gression runt:tion derivcd from a sample or data would he 

. 
ri = tI + hi XI/ + I>:!)(~i' (20.13) 

The samplc statistics tI. I> I. and I>~ arc estimates of the popUlation parameters cr. 
131. and rho respectively. where eat:h parti<ll regression coeflicit:nt bi is the expected 
change in Y in the popUlation for a change of one unit in Xi if all of the other //I - I 
independent variahlcs arc held constant. anu {/ is tht: cxpeclt:d population value of Y 
whcn each Xi is zero. (Often. the sampk Y intt:rcepl. (/. is rt:presented hy ')0 and the 
popUlation Y intercept is represented as 130 instead of cr.) 

Theoretically. in mulliple-rt:gression analyst:s thcrt: is no limitlo Ill. lht: numht:r of 
indepcndent variahles (Xi) that can be proposed as inlluencing Ihe dependent vari,lhle 
(Y). as long as 11 ;? III + 2. (Tht:rt: will ht: complItationallimitations. however.) The 
gt:neral popUlation model. of which Equation 2(J.12 is the special t:ase for 11/ = 2. is" 

(20.14) 

"[)('/)(,/U/cIlC(, in a regression ~onh:xt rdl:rs to mathcmatical. not neccssarily hilllogi~al. Jcpell
Jence. Sometimcs thc independenl vilriables an: called "pl\:diclor" or "n;!!re~sor" or "cxplanalory" 
or "exogenous" varia hies. ami the tkpcllJellt variahle may hI: rdcrrcJ 10 as lhc "responsc" or 
"critcrion" or "cnJogellous" variable.:. 

':'Thi~ e4uation rcnect~ that multiple regression is a special case ol"what nmthematical stal istician~ 
~all the KI'II('rtlllilll'ctr 11111111'1. Multiple correlation. simple regressi()n anJ currdalion. amllysis of 
variance. and .. nalysis Ilf cO\,ilriance arc also spl:cial cases Ilf that mlldel. 
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or, more succinctly, 
m 

Yj = ex + L {3jXij + Ej, (20.15) 
i= I 

where m is the number of independent variables. This model is said to be one of 
multiple linear regression because of the linear (i.e., additive) arrangement of the 
parameters (ex and (3i) in the model. The sample regression equation, containing the 
statistics used to estimate the population parameters when there are m independent 
variables. would be 

or 

A 

Yj = a + b l Xlj + b2X2j + b3X3j + ... + bmXmj. 

A m 
Yj = a + L biXij. 

i=1 

(20.16) 

(20.17) 

At least m + 2 data points are required to perform a multiple regression analysis, 
where m is the number of independent variables determining each data point. 

The criterion for defining the "best fit" multiple regression equation is most 
commonly that of least squares,* which-as described in Section 17.2 for simple 
regression-represents the regression equation with the minimum residual sum of 

n A 

squares t (i.e., the minimum value of L (Yj - Yj )2). The idea of the least-squares fit 
j=1 

of a plane (or hyperplane) through data is an extension of the least-squares concept 
discussed in Section 17.2 regarding the fit of a line through data. 

From the analysis shown in Example 20.1c,* we arrive at a regression function hav
ing partial regression coefficients of bl = -0.129 mWe. b2 = -0.019 ml/cm. b3 = 
-0.05 ml/mm, b4 = 0.209 ml/~in, and a Y intercept of a = 2.96 ml.§ Thus we can 
write the regression function as Y = 2.96 - 0.129X, - 0.019X2 - 0.05X3 + 0.209X4. 

*The statistics in Equation 20.16, derived by the method of least squares, are known to 
statisticians as best linear ""biased eSlimates (BLUE) because they are unbiased estimates of the 
population parameters of interest (see Section 2.4). the equation is a linear combination of terms, 
and the statistics are "best" in the sense of having the smallest variance of any linear unbiased 
estimates. 

t Another criterion that could be used-with different associated statistical procedures-is 
that of leasl ab.wlute devialion.v, which would involve minimizing "Lj'= I I Yj - ~'jl (see Birkes and 
Dodge. 1993; Chapter 2; Bloomfield and Steiger, 1983). As indicated in a Section 17.2 footnote, this 
procedure may be beneficial when there are outlier data. and-as indicated in that footnote-an 
intermediate regression method is what is known as M-regression. 

*It should be noted that a computer program's output may display results with symbols different 
from those commonly found in publications such as this book. For example, n might be represented 
by N, I by T, and r by R; and XI. X2. and so on might be written as X( I ), X(2). and so on or by 
Xl. X2, X3. and so on. Numbers. especially very large or very small numbers. might be shown in 
"scientific notation"; for example. 0.0001234 might be displayed as 1.234 x 10-4 or 1.234 x 10 - 4 
or O.1234E -3. Users of computer programs should also be aware that some programs. particularly 
older ones, employ a small enough number of significant figures to cause sizable round-off errors to 
accumulate through the series of calculations noted in Section 20.!. Such errors may be especially 
severe if the variables have greatly different magnitudes or if there is considerable multicollinearity 
(described on Section 20.4). 

§By examining the magnitude of the standard errors of the four partial regression coefficients 
(namely. 0.021287. 0.056278. 0.20727. and 0,(167034), we observe that their second significant figures 
are at the third. third, second. and third decimal places, respectively. making it appropriate to state 
the four coefficients to those precisions. (See the beginning of Section 17.5.) 
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EXAMPLE 20.1c A Computer Fit of a Multiple-Regression Equation to the 
Data of Example 20.1a. Where Variable 5 Is the Dependent Variable 

Regression model: 

Y = a + f31 XI + f32X2 + f33X3 + f34X4 

For each i (where i = 1. 2. 3. 4). 

Ho: f3i = 0 

HA: f3i =1:- 0 

Variahle 

XI 
X2 
X-, 
X4 

hi 

-0.12932 
-0.018785 
-0.046215 

0.20876 

Y intercept: a = 2.9583 

Sh; 

0.021287 
0.056278 
0.20727 
0.067034 

v b~ 
I 

-6.075 28 -0.73176 
-0.334 28 -0.41108 
-0.223 28 -0.26664 

3.114 28 0.36451 

Therefore. b l is an estimate of the relationship between Y and XI after removing 
the effects on Y of X2. X3. and X4 (i.e .• holding those three independent variables 
constant). So, in this example. an increase of 10 Celsius in variable I is predicted to be 
associated with a 0.129-ml decrease in volume in variahle 5 (which is variahle Y in this 
example) if there is no change in variahles X2, X3, and X4. Similarly. b2 estimates the 
relationship between Y and X2 after removing the effects of XI, X3. and X4: and soon. 

Section 20.4a will explain that, if independent variables are highly correlated 
with each other. then the interpretation of partial regression coefficients becomes 
questionable, as docs the testing of hypotheses about the coefficients. 

20.3 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION OR CORRELATION 

A computer program for multiple regression analysis will typically include an analysis 
of variance (ANOVA). as shown in Example 20.ld. to test the null hypothesis that 
all partial regression coefficients (f3i) are zero against the alternate hypothesis that at 
least one of the f3i'S is not zero. This analysis of variance is analogous to that in the 
case of simple regression (Section 17.3a). in that the total sum of squares and degrees 
of freedom arc separated into two components: (1) the sum of squares and degrees of 
freedom due to multiple regression. and (2) the residual sum of squares and degrees 
of freedom: the multiple-regression mean square and the residual mean square are 
obtained from those quantities. The total sum of squares is an expression of the 
total amount of variability among the Y values (namely, Yj - Y). the regression 
sum of squares expresses the variability among the Y values that is attributable to 
the regression heing fit (that is, Yi - V). and the residual sum of squares tells us 
about thAe amount of variability among the Y's that remains after filting the regression 
(Yj - Yj). The needed sums of squares. degrees of freedom. and means squares are 
summarized in Table 20.1. The expressions given in that table for sums of squares are 
the defining equations: the actual computations of these quantities may involve the 
use of formulas more suitable to the calculating machine. 
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EXAMPLE 20.1d A Computer Analysis of Variance for the Multiple 
Regression Data of Example 20.1 a 

Ho: f31 = f32 = f33 = f34 = 0 

HA: f31 and/or f32 and/or f33 and/or {34 :I- 0 

Source of Variation SS DF MS 

Total 32 
Multiple regression 
Residual 

14.747 
9.7174 
5.0299 

4 2.4294 
28 0.17964 

F = 13.5. with DF of 4 and 28 

FO.05( I ).4.28 = 2.71, so reject Ho. 

P« 0.0005 [P = 2.99 x 10-°] 

Coefficient of determination: R2 = 0.65893 

Adjusted coefficient of determination: R~ = 0.61021 

Multiple correlation coefficient: R = 0.8ll75 

Standard error of estimate: SY'I.2.3.4 = 0.42384 

TABLE 20.1: Definitions of the Appropriate Sums of Squares, Degrees 
of Freedom, and Mean Squares Used in Multiple Regression or 
Multiple Correlation Analysis of Variance 

Sum of squares Mean square 
Source of variation (SS) DF· (MS) 

Total L(Yj - y)2 n -

Regression L( Yj - Yj)2 m 
regression SS 
regression DF 

Residual L(Yj - Yj )2 residual SS n - m -
residual DF 

*1/ = total number of data points (i.e .. total number of Y values): m = 
number of independent variables in the regression model. 

Note that a multiple-regression ANOV A (Table 20.1) becomes a simple-regression 
ANOV A (Table 17.1) when m, the number of independent variables. is 1. 

IC we assume Y to be functionally dependent on each of the X's. then we are 
dealing with multiple regression. If no such dependence is implied. then any of the 
M = m + 1 variables could be designated as Y for the purposes of utilizing the 
computer program: this is a case of multiple correlation. In either situation, we can 
test the hypothesis that there is no interrelationship among the variables, as 

F = regression MS. 
residual MS 

(20.18) 
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The numerator and denominator degrees of freedom for this variance ratio are the 
regression DF and the residual DF, respectively. For multiple regression, this F tests 

which may be written as 

against 

The ratio, 

or, equivalently, 

Ho: 13) = 132 = ... = 13M = 0, 

Ho: 13i = 0 for all i's. 

H A: 13i *" 0 for one or more i's. 

R2 = regression SS 
total SS 

R2 = 1 _ residual SS 
total SS 

(20.19) 

(20.20) 

is the coefficient of determination for a multiple regression or correlation, or the 
coefficient of multiple determination.· In a regression situation, it is an expression of 
the proportion of the total variability in Y that is attributable to the dependence of 
Y on all the Xi'S, as defined by the regression model fit to the data. In the case of 
correlation, R2 may be considered to be amount of variability in anyone of the M 
variables that is accounted for by correlating it with all of the other M - 1 variables; 
the quantity 1 - R2 is called the coefficient of nondetermination, the portion of the 
variability in one of the variables that is not accounted for by its correlation with the 
other variables. 

Healy (1984) and others caution against using R2 as a measure of "goodness 
of fit" of a given regression model; and one should not attempt to employ R2 to 
compare regressions with different m's and different amounts of replication. An 
acceptable measure of goodness of fit is what is referred to as the adjusted coefficient 
of determination t . 

R2 = 1 _ residual MS 
{/ total MS ' 

* R2 may also be calculatcd as (Sutton. 1990) 

R2 = _---=--F __ 
F + 112/11) 

(20.22) 

(20.21) 

Expressing R2 may not be appropriate for regression models with no Y intercept. and various 
authors-and some computer programs-have used the symbol R2 to denote somewhat different 
quantities (Kvlilseth. 1985). 

t Huberty and Mourad (1980) note that several adjustments to R2 have been proposed and credit 
the first appearance of R~. a very good one. to Ezekiel (1930: 225-226). who termed it an "index 
of determination" to distinguish it from the coefficient of determination. They also distinguish 
between a coefficient of determination when the purpose is multiple correlation (R~). on the one 
hand. and one (which they attribute to G. E. Nicholson. in 1948. and F. M. Lord. in 1950) that they 
recommend where the objective is prediction via multiple regression, on the other hand: 

R~L = 1 _ (n + m + 1)(~)(1 _ R2). 
Il-m-l n 

(20.21 a) 

The difference between R~ and R~L increases as m increases and decreases as If increases. 
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n-l (1-R2 ). 
n - m - 1 

(20.23) 

R~ increases only if an added Xi results in an improved fit of the regression to the 
data, whereas R2 always increases with the addition of an Xi (or it is unchanged if 
the bi associated with the Xi is zero). Therefore, R2 tends to be an overestimate of the 
population coefficient of determination (p2), with the magnitude of the overestimate 
greater with smaller n or larger m, and R; is a better estimate of p2. Because R'!, 
is smaller than R2, it is sometimes called the "shrunken R2." If p2 is near zero, the 
calculated R; may be negative (in which case it should be expressed as zero). R~ is 
useful for comparing regression equations that have different numbers of independent 
variables. 

'T.br. J,(Ulat:t" .r.ru\t ~f .tru=- .!tR.'lffi,'li..'ln· Ul4'\.1l'l~l1mirdl1i11l IS relerreo' ro as tlie muiUpie 
correlation coefficient:* 

R == fii2. (20.24) 

R is also equal to the Pearson correlation coefficient, r. for the correlation of the 
observed values of Yj with the respective predicted values, Yj. For multiple correlation 
the F of Equation 20.18 allows us to draw inference about the population multiple 
correlation coefficient, p, by testing Ho: p = 0 against H A: p #: O. 

In a multiple-correlation analysis, Equation 20.]8 provides the test for whether 
the multiple-correlation coefficient is zero in the sampled population. In the case 
of a multiple regression analysis, Equation 20.18 tests the null hypothesis of no 
dependence of Y on any of the independent variables, Xi; that is, Ho: 131 = 132 = 
.,. ::: 13m = 0 (vs. HA: All m population partial regression coefficients are not equal 
to zero). Once R2 has been calculated, the following computation of F may be used 
as an alternative to Equation 20.18: 

F = ( R2 )( residual DF ) 
1 - R2 regression DF ' 

and F (from either Equation 20.18 or 20.25 provides a test of HI): p2 () versus 
HA:p2 :;:. O. 

The square root of the residual mean square is the standard error of estimate for 
the multiple regression: 

Sy.\.2, .... m = Jresidual MS. (20.26) 

As the residual MS is often called the error MS. SY·\,2, .... m is sometimes termed .the 
root mean square error. The subscript (Y . 1,2, ... , m) refers to the mathematIcal 
dependence of variable Yon the independen~ variables .1 through m. , 

The addition of a variable, Xi, to a regressIon model Increases the regressIOn sum 
of squares and decreases the residual sum of squares (u~l~ss the associated b; is zero, 
in which case these sums of squares are unchanged). It IS Important to ask, however, 
whether an increase in regression sum of squares is important (i.e., whether the added 
variable contributes useful information to our analysis). The regression degrees of 

*G. U. Yule, in 1897, was the first to use R to denote the multiple correlation coefficient (Walker, 
1929: 112). R. A. Fisher described the distribution of this statistic in 1928 (Lehmann. 1999). R can 
never be less than the coefficient of correlation between Y and any of the X;'s (Darlington, 1990: 

53). 
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n - 1 (1 _ R2). 
n-m-I 

(20.23) 

R~ increases only if an added Xi results in an improved fit of the regression to the 
data, whereas R2 always increases with the addition of an Xi (or it is unchanged if 
the hi associated with the Xi is zero). Therefore, R2 tends to be an overestimate of the 
population coefficient of determination (p2), with the magnitude of the overestimate 
greater with smaller n or larger m, and R~ is a better estimate of p2. Because R~ 
is smaller than R2, it is sometimes called the "shrunken R2." If p2 is near zero, the 
calculated R;; may be negative (in which case it should be expressed as zero). R~ is 
useful for comparing regression equations that have different numbers of independent 
variables. 

The square root of the coefficient of determination is referred to as the multiple 
correlation coefficiem:* 

R = fRi. (20.24) 

R is also equal to the Pearson correlation coefficient, r, for the correlation of the 
observed values of Yj with the respective predicted values, Vi' For multiple correlation 
the F of Equation 20.18 allows us to draw inference about the popUlation multiple 
correlation coefficient, p, by testing Ho: p = 0 against HA: p :I: O. 

In a multiple-correlation analysis, Equation 20.18 provides the test for whether 
the multiple-correlation coefficient is zero in the sampled population. In the case 
of a multiple regression analysis, Equation 20.18 tests the null hypothesis of no 
dependence of Y on any of the independent variables, Xi: that is, Ho: 131 = 132 = 
... = 13m = 0 (vs. HA: All m population partial regression coefficients are not equal 
to zero). Once R2 has been calculated, the following computation of F may be used 
as an alternative to Equation 20.18: 

F = ( R2 )( residual DF ) 
I - R2 regression OF ' 

(20.25) 

and F (from either Equation 20.18 or 20.25 provides a test of Ho: p2 = 0 versus 
HA: p2 "# O. 

The square root of the residual mean square is the standard error of estimate for 
the multiple regression: 

SY·1.2 .... JII = Jresidual MS. (20.26) 

As the residual MS is often called the error MS, SY.I.2 .... JII is sometimes termed the 
root mean square error. The subscript (Y . 1,2, ... , m) refers to the mathematical 
dependence of variable Yon the independent variables 1 through m. 

The addition of a variable, Xi, to a regression model increases the regression sum 
of squares and decreases the residual sum of squares (unless the associated bi is zero, 
in which case these sums of squares are unchanged). It is important to ask, however. 
whether an increase in regression sum of squares is important (i.e., whether the added 
variable contributes useful information to our analysis). The regression degrees of 

·G. U. Yule. in 1897, was the first to use R to denote the multiple correlation coefficient (Walker. 
1929: 112). R. A. Fisher described the distribution of Ihis statistic in 1928 (Lehmann, 1999). R can 
never be less than the coefficient of correlation between Y and any of the X;'s (Darlington, 1990: 
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freedom also increase and the residual degrees of freedom also decrease with the 
addition of a variable and therefore the regression mean square might decrease 
and/or the residual mean square might increase, and F might be reduced. This issue 
is addressed in Sections 20.4 and 20.6. 

(a) Assumptions of Multiple Regression Analysis. The underlying assumptions of 
multiple regression are analogous to those of simple regression (Section t 7.2d): 

1. The values of Y have come at random from the sampled population and are 
independent of one another. 

2. For any combination of values of the Xi'S in the population, there is a normal 
distribution of Y values. (Thus. for each of the combinations of Xi 's, there is in 
the population a normal distribution of E·S.) 

3. There is homogeneity of variances: that is, the variances of the population 
distributions of Y values for all combinations of Xi'S are all equal to each other. 
(The residual mean square. s}.1.2 ..... m is the estimate of this common variance.) 

4. The independent variables. Xi'S, are fixed-effects factors (Section t 7 .2e). the 
measurements of which were obtained with no error or with errors negligible 
compared to the magnitude of errors in measuring Y. 

These assumptions do not impact the calculation of regression statistics (a, bi, 
R2), but they do underlie the performance of hypothesis testing and the expression 
of confidence intervals. Fortunately, regression analysis is robust to some deviation 
from these assumptions, especially if n is large. 

Chatterjee and Hadi (2006: Chapter 4) discuss graphical examination of data for 
purposes including assessment of departures from assumpt~ons, and some computer 
programs will provide analysis of residuals (I.e., Yi - Yi vs. Xi) as introduced 
in Section 17.lOa. Data transformations for variables in multiple regression may 
assist in meeting the regression assumptions, as in the case of simple regression 
(Section 17.10) (e.g., Chatterjee and Hadi, 2006: Chapter 6; Cohen et aI., 2003: 
Section 6.4). 

There are regression methods, not commonly encountered, to which the foregoing 
assumptions do not apply. As mentioned in Section 17.2, these include nonpara
metric regression, least-absolute-deviations regression, and M-regression (Birkes and 
Dodge, 1993: Chapters 5 and 6; Cleveland, Mallows. and McRae, 1993; Draper and 
Smith, 1998: Chapter 25; Hollander and Wolfe, 1999: Chapter 9: Huber, 2004: Chapter 
7: Kutner, Nachtsheim, and Neter, 2004: 449-558: Montgomery, Peck. and Vining. 
2006: Section 7.3; Wang and Scott, 1994). 

20.4 HYPOTHESES CONCERNING PARTIAL REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 

In employing simple regression (Section 17.3), it is generally desired to test Ho: 13 = 
130, a two-tailed null hypothesis where 130 is most often zero. If. in multiple regression, 
Equation 20.18 yields a significant F (Le .. H(): 131 = 132 = ... = 13m = 0 is rejected). 
then we have concluded that at least one 13i is different from zero and its associated 
Xi contributes to explaining Y. In that case. each of the partial regression coefficients 
in a multiple-regression equation may be submitted to an analogous hypothesis. 
Ho: 13i = /30, where. again. the test is usually two-tailed and the constant is most 
frequently zero. For Ho: 13i = 0, Student's t may be computed as 

(20.27) 
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and considerations of Section 17.3b indicate how one-tailed tests and cases where 
f30 -:1= 0 would be handled. * 

We may obtain both hi and Shi from the computer output shown in Example 20.1c. 
In the particular computer program employed for this example, the ( value is also 
calculated for each bi. If it had not been, then Equation 20.27 would have been 
applied. (Some computer programs present the square of this ( value and call it a 
"partial F value.") The residual degrees of freedom are used for this test. 

If the standard errors are not given by the computer program being utilized. then 
they may be calculated as 

Sh = Js2Y.I ') ,II,Ci;. I ._~ ••• 
(20.28) 

where s~.1,2 .... Jll is the square of the standard error of estimate, which is simply the 
residual mean square. and Cij is defined in Section 20.1. Knowing Sbi' we can obtain a 
1 - a confidence interval for a partial regression coefficient, f3i' as 

(20.29) 

where IJ is the residual degrees of freedom. 
In general, a significant F value in testing for dependence of Y on all Xi'S 

(by Equation 20.18) will be associated with significance of some of the f3i'S being 
concluded by I-testing; but it is possible to have a significant F without any significant 
('s. or, in rarer cases. significant t's without a significant F (Cohen et al. 2003: 90; 
Cramer, 1972; Draper and Smith. 1998: 146-147; Geary and Leser. 1968). These 
situations can occur when there is a high degree of multicollinearity (see Section 
20.4a), and, in general, Ho: f3i = 0 should not be tested if there is not a significant F 
for the multiple-regression model. 

Section 20.6 discusses methods for concluding which of the m independent variables 
should be kept in the multiple-regression model and which should be deleted because 
they do not contribute significantly to the magnitude of Y. Those procedures may be 
considered if any of the partial regression coefficients are found to be nonsignificant 
(i.e .. at least one Hu: f3i = 0 is not rejected). 

Cohen and colleagues (2003: 94-95) discuss power analysis for partial regression 
coefficients and provide a special table for this purpose. Various rules of thumb have 
been presented for sample sizes desirable for testing multiple-regression hypotheses; 
Green (1991) critiqued several such "rules." These tend to be very general. For 
example. Hair et al. (2006: 194-197) provide the following recommendations for 
testing partial regression coefficients at the 0.05 significance level with a power of 
at least 0.80: a minimum II of 50, preferably 100, and a minimum n-to-i ratio of 
5 : 1. preferably 15 : 1 to 20 : I-or up to 50 : 1 if the procedure of Section 20.6e is 
used. (As with other stalistical methods, specifying a smaller significance level. or a 
greater power. requires larger samples.) If a reasonable set of independent variables 
is concluded to contribute to the determination of Y, then power may not be a 
concern; if not, it might be wise to repeat the experiment with these recommended 
sample sizes. Conferring with a statistical consultant may help determine how to 
proceed. 

(a) Multicollinearity. If independent variables, say XI and X2, are highly correlated. 
then the partial regression coefficients associated with them (b l and b2) may not be 
assumed to reflect the dependence of Y on XI or Yon X2 that exists in the population. 

·The distribution of partial regression coefficients (and panial correlation coefficients, Section 
20.7) was described by R. A. Fisher at the urging of W. S. Gosset ("StUdent") (Lehmann. 1999). 
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Statisticians call correlation between independent variables multicollinearity (and 
sometimes, if it is between only two Xi'S, it is termed collinearity). It is also known as 
illtercorrelatioll or Ilonorthogollality or iIIconditioning between variables. In practice, 
multicollinearity is of little consequence if it is not great. But if the multicollinearity 
is substantial, then standard errors of the partial regression coefficients of the 
correlated X;'s will be large (and confidence intervals of the bi'S will be wide), 
significance testing will possess low power, and the interpretation of the effects of 
those X;'s on Y (and conclusions about the associated bi'S and t's) may be spurious 
or ambiguous. 

Consequential multicollinearity may be suspected 

• if a regression coefficient appears unreasonable (such as being unreasonable in 
sign or magnitude or having an insignificant t even though its X is expected to 
have a considerable effect on Y): 

• if the F for the overall regression is significant with a much lower than the stated 
significance level but none of the {3's are concluded to be different from zero; 

• if there arc significant t's without a significant F: 
• if some correlation coefficients for pairs of Xi'S are very high (some researchers 

would say >0.80 or. especially. >0.90), as observed in Matrix 20.6: 
In 

• if R2 is much greater than L r~i' where ~i represents the simple correlation of 
i= I 

the dependent variable (Y) on an independent variable (Xi): 
• if there is a great change in the bi'S associated with the other variables when a 

variable is added to or deleted from the regression model: 
• if there is a large difference in regression coefficients upon the addition or 

deletion of data. 

Multicollinearity is more likely with a large number of independent variables. and 
the adverse effect of multicollinearity may be especially pronounced if the range of 
any of the Xi'S is narrow.* Texts such as Glantz and Slinker (2001: Chapter 5) and 
Hair et at. (2006: 206-207) discuss both the assessment of multicollinearity by analysis 
such as what is called tolerance (or its inverse. the variance inflation factor, VIF), 
and the reduction of multicollinearity (e.g .. by deletion of one or more correlated 
variables from the equation). 

Singularity is extreme multicol\inearity, when there is a perfect correlation (i.e., 
r = 1.0 or r = -1.0) between two (or more) variables. In this situation, a multiple
regression analysis cannot be performed until one (or more) of the perfectly correlated 
variables is removed from consideration. 

When multicollinearity is present, standard errors of partial regression coefficients 
(Sb;'S) may be large. meaning that the bi'S are imprecise estimates of the relation
ships in the population. As a consequence, a bi may not be declared statistically 
significant from zero (as by the above t test), even when Y and Xi are related in 
the population. With highly correlated X;'s the overall F for the regression model 
can be significant even when the t tests for the individual Xi'S are not (Berry and 
Feldman. 1985: 42-43; Bertrand and Holder, 1988; Hamilton, 1987: Kendall and Stu
art. 1979: 367: Routledge. 1990). An additional deleterious effect of multicollinearity 
is that it may lead to increased roundoff error in the computation of regression 
statistics. 

* I f the intercorrelation is great. we may be unable to calculate the partial regression coefficients 
at all. for it may not be possible to perform the matrix inversion described in Section 20.1. 
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STANDARDIZED PARTIAL REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 

Users of multiple-regression analysis may encounter standardized partial regression 
coefficients.* The common definition of such a coefficient employs the standard 
deviation of Y (namely Sy) and of Xi (namely Sx): 

b/~ = bl.(SSXyi), . I I b' b J ~>i or, equJva ent y. i = i ~l' (20.30) 

A standardized partial regression coefficient, bi. is the partial regression coefficient 
that would result from using Y / Sy in place of Y and, for that i. using X / s x in place 
of X: or. equivalently from using (Y - Y)/Sy in place of Y and, for that i. using 
(X - X)/ S x in place of X. These coefficients are sometimes reported as indicators 
of the relative importance of the independent variables (Xi 's) in determining the 
value of the dependent variable Y (if the Xi'S are uncorrelated). 

These coefficients are unitless, so they are especially useful indicators when Xi'S 
are on different measurement scales; a bi I with a large absolute value is indicative of 
its associated Xi having a high degree of influence on Y. Many multiple-regression 
computer programs include standardized regression coefficients, and some also 
include their standard errors. A test of Ho: f3 i = 0 is typically not performed, however, 
for it would tell the user no more than a test performed for Ho: f3 i = 0; that is. the 
probability associated with the former null hypothesis is equal to the probability 
associated with the latter. Standardized partial regression coefficients suffer from 
the same problems with multicollinearity as do partial regression coefficients (see 
Section 20.4a). 

SELECTING INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

Example 20.1c shows the statistics for the least-squares best-fit equation for the 
data of Example 20.1a. However. although the data consisted of four independent 
variables, it should not be assumed that each of the four has a consequential effect on 
the magnitude of the dependent variable. 

Challenges facing the user of multiple regression analysis include concluding which 
of the independent variables have a significant effect on Y in the population sampled. 
It is desired to employ a regression equation with as many of the independent 
variables as required to provide a good determination of which of these variables 
effect a significant change of Y in the population and to enable accurate prediction of 
Y. However, the resultant regression equation should comprise as few variables as are 
necessary for this purpose so as to minimize the time, energy, and expense expended in 
collecting further data or performing further calculations with the selt;.cted regression 
equation, to optimize statistical estimates (the variances of bi and Yj may increase 
unacceptably if nonsignificant variables are included), and, we hope, to simplify the 
interpretations of the resultant regression equation; a smaller number of variables 
will also tend to increase the precision of predicted V's (Draper and Smith, 1998: 327). 

The following statistical procedures are important if the intent of the analysis is 
to predict Y from a group of significantly influential Xi'S. However. if the goal is 
to describe, and help understand, biological relationships underlying the magnitude 
of Y. then some analysts have argued that biological considerations, in addition to 

*These are sometimes called beta coefficients «(3;) but should not be confused with the population 
parameters «(3;) estimated by bi' 
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automated statistical rules, should he employed when deciding which variables to add 
to or delete from the regression model. 

A number of procedures have heen proposed to conclude which is. in some 
ohjective way. the "hest" (or at least a very good) regression model. The various 
methods do not necessarily arrive at the same conclusions on this question, and there is 
not universal agreement among statisticians as to which is most advantageous. Indeed, 
because of drawhacks such as those noted later, some data analysts recommend 
against using any of them. However, inasmuch as they are commonly found in 
research pUblications and computer output. they arc summarized herc for the reader's 
henefit. 

This section will discuss common methods that have heen used for concluding which 
of the 111 independent variables should be included in the model. but consultation with 
a professional statistician may be beneficial in many cases. Deciding, by statistical 
processes, which of m independent variables should remain in a multiple-regression 
model is discussed in the references cited in the footnote at the end of the introduction 
to this chapter. such as in Chatterjee. Hadi. and Price (2000: Chapter 11): Draper and 
Smith (1998: Chapter 15): Glantz and Slinker (2001: Chapter 6): Hair et al. (2006: 
209-214): Kutner, Nachtsheim. and Neter (2004: Chapter I): and Seber and Lee 
(2003: Chapter 12). 

Each of the methods in Sections 20.6b, 20.6c, and 20.6e involves more than one 
null hypothesis about partial regression coefficients. However, the several hypothesis 
tests performed on a set of data are not independent. so the probability of Type I 
errors may be substantially different from a, especially if the ratio of n to m is small. 
(Sec Section 20.4 for recommended sample sizes.) There is no consensus regarding 
how to correct for this, hut many suggest that the same nominal significance level (a) 
should be used for testing eaeh of the H,,'s (though the method described later as 
"stepwise" might proceed otherwise, as indicated in Section 20.6e). 

(a) Fitting All Possible Equations. One procedure would start by fitting a regression 
equation that contains all the independent variables. In the present example this 
would involve fitling an equation using all four Xi'S. Then a regression fit would 
be calculated for each of the four different equations containing three of the four 
independent variables, a regression would be fit for each of the six possible equations 
comprising two of the Xi'S, and a simple regression (that is, with one Xi) would 
be done using each of the four independent variables. After fitting all 15 of these 
regression equations, we could choose the one resulting in the lowest residual mean 
square, or, equivalently, the largest R~ (which is preferable to using R2) or smallest 
standard error of estimate. 

This is often referred to as "all subsets regression." There are drawbacks to such 
a procedure, however. First, many regression equations must be ca1culated,* the 
number being 2111 - 1. Thus. if m = 5, there would he a total of 31 regressions 
to he fit: if m = 8. then 255 regressions would be called for: if m = 10, the goal 
would be to choose among 1023 regression equations; and so on. A second difficulty 
with considering the very large number of all possible regressions is that of declaring 
an objective method for determining which among these many equations is to be 
considered to be the "best." Thirdly. if one regression equation is determined to be 
the "best" (perhaps by examining R2, R~, or s~.1.V ..... I1/' or by a method referred 
to in Section 20.6f). there is the challenge of concluding whether that equation is 

*This calculation is, by Equation 5.10 or 24.2, the number of ways that 11 items can be combined, 
one a time, two at a time, and so on. 
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significantly better than the one deemed "second best." Also. this procedure may 
result in a regression with substantial multicollinearity. 

(b) Backward Elimination of Variables. If a multiple regression equation is fitted 
using all m independent variables in a set of data (as done in Example 20.1c). then 
we might ask whether any of those variables have insignificant influence on Y in the 
sampled population and thus may be eliminated from the equation. The hypothesis 
Ho: f3i = 0 may be examined for each of the m partial regression coefficients. If all 
111 of these hypothesis tests are rejected. it may be concluded that all of the X's have 
a significant effect on Y and none of them should be deleted from the regression 
model. However, if any It I values are less than the critical value, (01(2),1" where II is the 
residual degrees of freedom (n - m - 1. in the model being considered at this step 
of the process).* then the independent variable associated with the I with the lowest 
absolute value is deleted from the model and a new multiple-regression equation 
may be fitted using the remaining m - 1 independent variables. The null hypothesis 
Ho: f3i = 0 is then tested for each partial regression coefficient in this new model, 
and if any of the III values are less than the critical value, then one more variable is 
deleted and a new multiple-regression analysis performed. 

As demonstrated in Example 20.1e, this procedure is repeated in what is termed a 
stepwise fashion, until all hi'S in the equation are concluded to estimate f3;'s that are 
different from zero. Each lime a variable is thus deleted from the regression model, 
the regression MS decreases slightly and the residual MS increases slightly and R2 
decreases (unless that variable's partial regression coefficient is zero, in which case 
there is no change). 

(c) Forward Addition of Variables. Another stepwise procedure (often called 
forward selection) is to begin with the smallest possible regression model (i.e., 
one with only one independent variable; in other words, a simple regression) and 
gradually work up to the multiple-regression model incorporating the largest number 
of significantly important variables. It is first determined which is the "best" simple
regression model for the data. such as by fitting all m simple regressions and selecting 
the one for which bi has the largest value of Itl. If none of the bi'S is significant, then 
it is concluded that no population relationship has been detected between Y and the 
Xi'S and the procedure proceeds no further. If at least one bi is significant, then a fit 
would be effected for each of the regressions possessing the X already selected and 
one of the other X's, and the equation with the largest III associated with one of the 
other X's would be chosen. In a similar fashion. the "best" regression equation can 
be determined with one X in addition to the two already chosen. and so on. At each 
step, I t I is compared to the critical value la(2).I" where" is the residual degrees of 
freedom (n - m - 1) at that step. t 

Because the relationships among variables change as each one is added, it is not 
warranted to declare the importance of each variable to be indicated by the sequence 
in which it is added to the regression model. 

(d) Backward Elimination versus Forward Addition. Mantel (1970) described how a 
"step-up" forward-selection process (Section 20.6c) can involve more computational 

·Some computer programs express the critical value as Fa( I ).1.1" which is equal to ';(2 ).1' and. 
in the context of backward elimination, might be referred to as the" F to remove." 

tlf F (a "partial F." which is (2) is used as the test statistic. some computer routines call the 
critical value (Fa( 1 ).1.1') the "F to enter." 
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EXAMPLE 20.1e Backward Elimination of Variables in Multiple-Regression 
Analysis. Using the Data from Example 20.1a 

As shown in Example 20.lc. the multiple regression analysis for the model Y = 
a + {3,X, + {32X2 + {3="X=" + {3~X~ yields the following statistics: 

Variable hi "'"hi v 

X, -0.12932 0.0212R7 -6.075 28 
X2 -0.018785 0.05627H -0.334 2R 
X=" -0.046215 0.20727 -0.223 28 
X4 0.20876 0.067034 3.114 28 

a = 2.95H3 

The critical value for testing Ho: f3; = () against H A: f3j *- 0 is 10.05(2).2X = 2.048. 
Therefore. Ho would he rejected for f3, and {34, hut not for f32 or f3=". Of the t tests 
for the latter two. the I for testing the significance of {3=" has t~e smaller absolute 
value. Therefore. {3="X=" is deleted from the model. leaving Y = a + {3,X, + 
{32X2 + f34X4. The data are then suhjected to a multiple-regression analysis 
using this model with three independent variahles. and the following statistics are 
ohtained: 

Variable bi .'ihi v 

X, -0.13047 OJl20312 -6.423 29 
X2 -0.015424 0.053325 -0.2R9 29 
X4 0.20450 0.063203 3.236 29 

" = 2.6725 

The critical value for testing the significance of these partial regression coefficients 
is 111.05(2).29 = 2.045. Therefore. /-10: {3j = 0 would he rejected for {3, and for {34. 
~ut not for f32. Therefore. {32X2 is deleted from the regression model. leaving 
Y = a + {3, X, + {3~X4. The analysis of the data using this model. with two 
independent variables, yields the following statistics: 

Variable v 

X, -0. 1323R O.01H913 -6.999 30 
X4 0.20134 0.061291 3.285 30 

a = 2.5520 

The critical value for testing Ho: f3; = 0 against HII: {3j *- 0 is (11.11:)( 2 }.311 = 2.?42. 

Therefore. hoth {3, and {34 are concluded to he different from zero. and Y = 
2.552 - 0.132X, + 0.2OI X4 is the final model. 
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effort, and is fraught with more theoretical deficiencies, than is the "step-down" 
backward-elimination method (Section 20.6b). The step-up procedure might require 
as many as m+ I C2 regressions to be fit (see. e.g .• Equation 5.10 or 24.2)*; so if In = 5. 
there would be as many as 15 regression equations to examine. if In = 8. there would 
be as many as 36, and so on. However. the step-down method will never involve the 
fitting of more than In regressions. Also, forward selection will not identify situations 
where the addition of a significant X fails to recognize that a previously added X is no 
longer deemed to significant, it may fail to identify significant independent variables 
when multicollinearity is present (Hamilton. 1987; Mantel, 1970). and it may yield 
erroneous conclusions when dealing with dummy variables (described in Section 
20.10) with more than two categories (Cohen, 1991). The backward-elimination 
method is generally preferred to the forward-addition process. 

(e) Stepwise Regression. The procedures of Sections 20.6b and 20.6c are stepwise in 
their execution. but the process very commonly named stepwise is one that employs 
both the addition and the elimination of independent variables in order to conclude 
which of the variables should be in the multiple-regression model. The process begins 
as does the step-up method; but whenever an X is added. the b associated with each 
of the X's thus far in the model is examined to see whether it has a nonsignificant t. 
If any of them do, then the term with the smallest I t I is eliminated at that step. No 
more than one X is added or removed at each step. as is the case in the step-down 
and step-up procedures. 

Many statisticians consider this method of variable selection to be preferable to 
the step-up (Section 20.6c) or step-down (Section 20.6b) method, though others have 
serious reservations about all three of these procedures (Henderson and Denison. 
1989). Some computer software for stepwise regression will allow the user to employ 
t (or F) with the a for adding a variable to the regression equation different from the 
a used to remove a variable from the model (so, for example, one might use a = 0.05 
for adding a variable and a = 0.10 for eliminating a variable); but the a for adding 
should not be greater than the a for removing. 

Some computer programs contain routines for performing the addition and/or 
elimination of variables automatically by one or more of the three stepwise procedures 
just described. But if a computer program does not do this, the user can determine 
which variable should be added or deleted at each step, and after each addition or 
deletion. resubmit the data for computer analysis. 

(f) Other Methods. Some computer software presents other methods and criteria 
to select the "best" set of independent variables for a given set of data. Two such 
procedures employ statistics known as Mallows CI" which is closely related to R;, 
(Kennard, 1971),t and PRESS (predicted error sum of squares). These are described 
in references such as those cited in the footnote at the end of the introduction to this 
chapter. 

*The number obtained as /1/+ I Cz is called a trial/glll'IT I/umber. It is the sum of the consecutive 
integers from I to m and gets its name from the arrangement of objects in rows: one object in the 
first row. two in the second row. and so on through the mth row. 

t C. L. Mallows introduced Cp in 1964; it was published by Gorman and Toman (1966). Mallows 
(1973) credited its conception to discussions with Cuthbert Daniel late in 1963. and he used the 
symhol C to honor the laller colleague. The symhol p is used by many authors to denote the number 
of independent variables (as III is used in this book). 
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20.7 PARTIAL CORRELATION 

When the interest is in the relationship among all M variables. with none of them 
considered depcndent upon the others, then the multiple-correlation coefficient. R, 
reflects the overall relationship of all M variables. But we may desire to examine 
the variables two at a time. We could calculate a simple correlation coefficient, " for 
each pair of variables (i.e., what Example 20.1 b presents to us). But the problem with 
considering simplc correlations of all variables, two at a time, is that such correlations 
will fail to take into account the interactions of any of the other variables on the two 
in question. Partial correlation addresses this problem by considering the correlation 
between each pair of variables while holding constant the effect of each of the other 
variables.* Symbolically, a partial correlation coefficient for a situation considering 
three variables (sometimes called a first-order partial correlation coefficient) would 
be 'ik-l. which refers to the correlation between variables i and k. considering that 
variable I does not change its value (i.e .. we have eliminated any effect of the 
interaction of variable I on the relationship between variables i and k). For four 
variables, a partial correlation coefficient, 'ik'/p (sometimes called a second-order 
partial correlation coefficient). expresses the correlation between variables i and k, 
assuming that variables I and p were held at constant values. In general. a partial 
correlation coefficient might be referred to as 'ik"" meaning the correlation between 
variables i and k. holding all other variables constant (i.e., removing, or "partialling 
out" the effects of the other variables). 

Another way to visualize partial correlation with three variables Ji.e .• M = 3) is as 
follows. In a regression of variable Xi on XI. a set of residuals (Xi - Xl) will result; and 
the regression of Xk on X/ will yield another set of residuals (Xk - Xk). The correla
tion between these two sets of residuals will be the partial correlation coefficient, 'ik./. 

For three variables. partial correlation coefficients may be calculated from simple 
correlation coefficients as 

_ 'ik - 'j/'kl 

'ik·/ - J (1 - tit)( 1 - 'it)' 
(20.31) 

For more than three variables, the calculations become quite burdensome, and 
computer assistance is routinely employed. If a partial regression coefficient, hi. has 
been obtained for the regression of Y on Xi, the partial correlation coefficient 'Yi··· 
can be determined from the / obtained for that hi as 

r;f2 
'Yi'" = 2 ' where v = n - M 

t + v 
(20.32) 

(Algina and Seaman, 1984). So, for example (see Examples 20.1b and 20.1c). 

(3.114 )2 = 0.5072. 
(3.114)2 + 28 

*The first (in 1892) to extend the concept of correlation to more than two variables was Francis 
Ysidro Edgeworth (lX45-1926), a statistician and economist who was born in Ireland and spent 
most of his career at Oxford University (Desmond. 2000: Stigler, 1978). Karl Pearson was the first 
to express what we now call multiple and partial correlation coefficients; in 1897 he proposed the 
term partial correlation. in contrast to IOwl correlation (i.e., what we now call simple correlation). 
and in preference to what G. U. Yule termed nell (a British variant of the word net) and gross 
correlation. respectively (Snedecor. 1954: Walker, 1929: 109, Ill, 185). 
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A computer program providing partial correlation coefficients will generally do so 
in the form of a matrix, such as in Example 20.2: 

1.00 '12··· '13··· '1M·" 

'21··· 1.00 '23··· '2M··· 

'31··· '32··· 1.00 '3M'" 

'MI··· 'M2 .. · 'M3 .. · 1.0n. 

To test Ho: Pik ... = 0, we may employ 

where 

_ 'ik .. · t- -, 
S'ik· . 

(20.33) 

(20.34) 

(20.35) 

and M is the total number of variables in the multiple correlation.'" The statistical 
significance of a partial correlation coefficient (i.e., the test of Ho: Pik ... = 0) may also 
be determined by employing Appendix Table B.17 for n - M degrees of freedom. 
One-tailed hypotheses may be performed as for simple correlation coefficients 
(Section 19.2). If a multiple-regression and a multiple-correlation analysis were 
performed on the same data, the test conclusion for Ho: {3i = 0 would be identical 
to the test conclusion for Ho: Pik ... = 0 (by either t testing or "partial F" testing), 
where variable k is the dependent variable. Hypotheses such as Ho: Pik··· = PO, or 
similar one-tailed hypotheses, where PI) #: O. may be testing using the z transformation 
(Section 19.2). 

EXAMPLE 20.2 A Matrix of Partial Correlation Coefficients, as It Might 
Appear as Computer Output (from the Data of Example 20.1 a) 

2 3 4 5 

1 1.00000 0.19426 0.12716 0.33929 -0.75406 
2 0.19426 1.00000 -0.26977 0.23500 -0.06296 
3 0.12716 -0.26977 1.00000 0.26630 -0.04210 
4 0.33929 0.23500 0.26630 1.00000 0.50720 
5 -0.75406 -0.06296 -0.04210 0.50720 1.00000 

Cohen et a!. (2003: 94-95) present power estimation, with a needed table. for 
partial correlation. Serlin and Harwell (1993) assess several nonparametric methods 
for three-variable partial correlation without the assumption of normality. 

·This test statistic may also be calculated as 

t = I (n - M)!r7k"'> 
• 1 _ .... 

(20.36) 
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(a) SemipartiaJ Correlation. Another correlation concept, not as commonly encoun· 
tered as partial correlation, is that of semipa,tial correlation (Cohen et aI., 2003: 72-73, 
84-85; Howell, 2007: Section 15.7; Pedhazur, 1997: 174-180), sometimes called pan 
correlation. This is the correlation between two of M variables (where M > 2) where 
the effects of all other variables are removed from only one of the two. For example, 
if M = 3, the first-order coefficient of the semipartial correlation between variables 
XI and X2, with the influence of variable X3 removed (Hpartialled out") from X2 but 
not from XI , is 

, _ '12 - '13'23 
1(2.3) - Jl ' - '2., 

(20.36a) 

and the second-order semipartial correlation coefficient for the relationship between 
XI and X2, with the influence of X3 and X4 removed could be designated as '1(2.34)' 
A generalized notation for a semiparlial correlation is 'i(k ... ), meaning the correlation 
between Xi and Xk, removing the effect on Xk of all the other variables. A simple 
method of calculating a semipartial correlation coefficient was given by Algina and 
Seaman (1984) as 

'i(k ... ) = if error MS . 
total SS 

(20.36b) 

The absolute value ofthe coefficient of semipartial correlation between two variables 
is always less than the absolute value of the coefficient of partial correlation between 
those two variables, except that the two coefficients are equal if there is zero 
correlation between Xi and any variable other than Xk (Darlington, 1990: 56). 

A hypothesis test for a population semipartial correlation coefficient being different 
from zero would exhibit the same probability as a test for the partial correlation coeffi· 
cient (or the partial regression coefficient, or the standardized partial regression coef
ficient) being different from zero for the same two variables (Cohen et aI., 2003: 89). 

20.8 PREDICTING Y VALUES 

Having fitted a multiple-regression equation to a set of data. we may desire to 
calculate the Y value to be expected at a particular combination of Xi values. 
C:onsider the a and bi values determined in Example 20.2 for an equation of the form 
Y = a + blXI + b4X4,: Then the predicted value at XI = 7"C and X4 = 2.0 min, 
for example, would be Y = 2.552 - (0.132)(7) + (0.201 )(2.0) = 2.03 mt. Such 
predictions may be done routinely if there is a significant regression (i.e., the F from 
Equation 20.18 is significant), although, as with simple linear regression (Section 17.2), 
it is unwise to predict Y for Xi'S outside the ranges of the Xi's used to obtain the 
regression statistics. 

In the consideration of the standard error of such a predicted Y. the reader may 
refer to Section 17.5b (Equation 17.26) for the calculations appropriate when m = 1. 
The following is the standard error of a mean Y predicted from a multiple regression 
equation: 

s· = y S~'1.2 ..... m - + L L CikXiXk . [ 1 m m 1 
n i=lk=l 

(20.37) 

In this equation, Xi = Xi - Xi, where Xi is the value of independent variable; at 
which Y is to be predicted, Xi is the mean of the observed values of variable i that 
were used to calculate the regression equation, and Cik is from Matrix 20.7. 

Thus, for the value of Y just predicted, we can solve Equation 20.37 as shown in 
Example 20.3. 
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EXAMPLE 20.3 The Standard Error of a Predicted Y 

For the equation Y = 2.552 - 0.132XI + 0.201 X2. derived from the data of 
Example 20.1a, where XI is the variable in column 1 of the data matrix, X2 is the 
variable in column 4. and Y is the variable in column 5, we obtain the following 
quantities needed to solve Equation 20.37: 

st.1.2 = 0.16844. n = 33, X = 4.4546, 

X2 = 2.5424, :Lxf = 472.18. :Lx~ = 44.961. 

dll = 1.0027, dl2 = -0.052051. d21 = -0.052051, d22 = 1.0027. 

By employing Equation 20.9, each dik is converted to a Cik. resulting in 

CII = 0.0021236. CI2 = -0.00035724, CzI = -0.00035724. Cz2 = 0.022302. 

What is the mean population value of Yat XI = 7° C and X4 = 2.0 mill? 
~ 

Y = 2.552 - (0.132)( 7) + (0.201)( 2.0) = 2.030 ml 

What is the standard error of the mean population value of Y al Xl = 7° C and 
X4 = 2.0 min? [Equation 20.37 is used.] 

st ~ o. 1 6844 [ ;3 + (0.0021236)(7 - 4.4546)2 

+ (-0.00035724 )( 7 - 4.4546)( 2.0 - 2.5424) 

+ (-0.00035724)(2.0 - 2.5424)(7 - 4.4546) 

+ (0.022302) (2.0 - 2.5424 )2] 

= 0.16844 (;3 + 0.0213066) 

= 0.008693 ml2 

s y = ~0.008693 ml2 = 0.093 ml 

As to.05(2).30 = 2.042, the 95% prediction interval for the predicted Y is 2.030 ± 
(2.042)( 0.093) mt = 2.030 ± 0.190 ml. 

What is the predicted value of one additional Y value taken from Ihe population at 
XI = rc and X4 = 2.0 min? 

Y = 2.552 - (0.132)(7) + (0.201 )(2.0) = 2.030 ml 

What is the standard error of the predicted value of one additional Y value taken 
from the population at XI = 7° C and X4 = 2.0 min? [Equation 20.39 is used.] 

Sy ~ ~O.16844 [I 

= 0.421 ml 

+ J.- + 0.0213066] 
33 
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~ 

As to.05(2PO = 2.042, the 95% prediction interval for the preceding predicted Y is 
2.03 ± (2.042)(0.421) ml = 2.03 ± 0.86 mt. 
What is the predicted value of the mean of 10 additional values of Y taken from the 
population at XI = 7° C and X4 = 2.0 min? 

Y = 2.552 - (0.132)(7) + (0.201 )(2.0) = 2.030 ml 

What is the standard error of the predicted value (~f the mean of J 0 additional values 
of Y taken from the population at XI = 7° C and X4 = 2.0 min? [Equation 20.40 is 
used.] 

s· = y 0.16844 [~ + ~ + 0.0213066] 
10 33 

= 0.16ml 

As to.05(2PO = 2.042, the 95% prediction interval for the predicted Y is 2.03 ± 
(2.042)(0.16) ml = 2.03 ± 0.33 mt. 

A special case of Equation 20.37 is where each Xi = O. The Y in question is then 
the Y intercept, a, and 

[ 1 m //I 1 
Su = S}.1.2 ..... m - + ~ ~ CikXjX k • 

n i=lk=1 

(20.38) 

To predict the value of Y that would be expected if one additional set of Xi were 
obtained, we may use Equation 20.16, and the standard error of this prediction is 

[ 1 III m 1 (Sy)1 = S}.1.2 ..... 111 I + n- + ~ ~ CjkXiXk , 
i= 1 k=- I 

(20.39) 

as Example 20.3 shows. This situation is a special case of predicting the mean Y to 
be expected from obtaining p additional sets of Xi, where the XI'S in all sets are 
equal, the X2 's in all sets are equal, and so on. Such a calculation is performed in 
Example 20.3, using 

(S y)p ~ sj,.,J_ .. ,. [! + ; + ~ ~, CI'XIX']. (20.40) 

Adding an independent variable, Xi, to a regression model increases each of the 
standard errors, Sy' in this section. Therefore:. it is desirable to be assured that all 

variables included are important in predicting Y (see Section 20.6). 

20.9 TESTING DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO PARTIAL REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 

If two partial regression coefficients, bi and bk, have the same units of measurement, 
it may occasionally be of interest to test Ho: f3i - 13k = 130. This can be done by using 

t = Ibi - bkl - 130 
Shj-bk 

(20.41) 
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When /3" = 0 is hypothesized, this may be written as 

I = bi - bk 

50; - bk 
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(20.42) 

and the null hypothesis can be written as Ho: 13i = 13k. The standard error of the 
difference between two partial regression coefficients is· 

(20.43) 

and the degrees of freedom for this test are n - m - l. 
Testing other hypotheses about partial regression coefficients is discussed by 

Chatterjee, Hadi, and Price (2006: Section 3.9). 

"DUMMY" VARIABLES 

It is sometimes useful to introduce into a multiple regression model one or more 
additional variables in order to account for the effects of one or more nominal-scale 
variables o~ the dependent variable, Y. For example, we might be considering fitting 
the model Yj = a + blXlj + b2X2j, where Y is diastolic blood pressure in a species 
of bear, XI is age, and X2 is body weight. In addition, we might be interested in 
determining the effect (if any) of theAanimars sex on blood pressure. Our regression 
model could then be expanded to Yj = a + blXlj + b2X2j + b.~X3j. where XJ 
is a "dummy variable," or "indicator variable." with one of two possible values: 
for example. set XJ = () if the data are for a male and X3 = I if the data are for 
a female. By using this dummy variable, we can test whether sex is a significant 
determinant of blood pressure (by the considerations of Section 20.4 for testing 
Ho: 133 = 0). If it is, then the use of the model with all three independent variables will 
yield significantly more accurate Y values than the preceding model with only two 
independent variables, if the regression equation is used for predicting blood pressure. 

If there are three levels of the nominal-scale variable, then two dummies would 
be needed in the regression model. For example. if we were considering the blood 
pressure of A both sexes and of three subspecies of this bear species, then we might fit 
the model Yj == a + blXlj + b2X2j + b3X3j + b4X4j + bsXSj,where XI. X2. and X3 
are as before and X4 and Xs specify the subspecies. For example, subspecies 1 could be 
denoted by X4 = 0 and Xs = 0, subspecies 2 by X4 = 0 and Xs = 1. and subspecies 3 
by X4 = 1 and Xs = O. When L levels (i.e., nominal scale categories) of a variable are 
to be represented by dummy variables, L - 1 dummy variables are required. So, in 
the preceding examples, when L == 2 sexes, I dummy variable is needed; when L = 3 
SUbspecies, 2 dummy variables must be used. Each dummy variable is set to either 0 or 
1 for each Y (e.g., 0 or 1 for sex; and 0&0, 0& 1. or 1 &0 for subspecies), and, for a given 
Y, the sum of the O's and l's may not exceed 1 (so, for example, a dummy two-variable 
combination of 0&0. 0& I. or 1 &0 is acceptable, but 1& 1 is not). Further considerations 
of dummy variables are found in Chatterjee and Hadi (2006: Chapter 5), Draper and 
Smith (1998: Chapter 14), Hardy (1993), and Pedhazur (1997: 343-360). 

When L > 2, it is inadvisable to employ stepwise regression by the forward
selection process of Section 20.6c (Cohen, 1991). If the dependent variable. Y. is the 

*This could also be written as 

(20.43a) 
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dummy variable, appropriate procedures are more complicated and may involve the 
use of what is known as logistic regression (Section 24.18). 

20.11 INTERACTION OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

It may be proposed that two or more independent variables interact in affecting the 
dependent variable, Y, a concept encountered in Chapters 12 and 14 when discussing 
factorial analysis of variance. For example, we may propose this regression model: 

(20.44) 

The regression analysis would proceed by treating XIX2 as a third independent 
variable (i.e., as if it were X3); and rejecting Ho: 133 = 0 would indicate a significant 
interaction between XI and X2, meaning that the magnitude of the effect of XI on 
Y is dependent upon X2 and the magnitude of the effect of X2 on Y is dependent 
upon XI. By using linear-regression equations that include interaction terms, a great 
variety of analysis-of-variance experimental designs can be analyzed (even those with 
unequal replication per cell). and this is a technique employed by some computer 
programs. Many ramifications of interactions in multiple regression are covered by 
Aiken and West (1991) and in many of the texts cited in the footnote at the end of 
the introduction to this chapter. Interaction, the joint effect on Y of two or more X·s. 
should not be confused with correlation among X's (Hmulticollinearity," discussed in 
Section 20.4a). 

20.12 COMPARING MULTIPLE REGRESSION EQUATIONS 

Often we want to determine whether the multiple regressions from two or more 
sets of data. all containing the same variables. are estimating the same population 
regression function. We may test the null hypothesis that all the sample regression 
equations estimate the same population regression model by an extension of the 
considerations of Section 18.9. For a total of k regressions, the pooled residual sum 
of squares, SSp. is the sum of all k residual sums of squares; and the pooled residual 
degrees of freedom. DFp. is the sum of all k residual degrees of freedom. We then 
can combine the data from all k regressions and calculate a regression for this totality 
of data. The resulting total residual sum of squares and total degrees of freedom will 
be referred to as SS, and DF" respectively. 

The test of the null hypothesis (that there is a single set of population parameters 
underlying all k sample regressions) is 

SS, - SSp 

(m + l)(k 1) 
SSp 

F= (20.45) 

DFp 

a statistic with (m + 1)( k - 1) and OF" degrees of freedom. Example 20.4 demon
strates this procedure. 

We may also employ the concept of parallelism in multiple regression as we did 
in simple regression. A simple linear regression may be represented as a line on 
a two-dimensional graph. and two such lines are said to be parallel if the vertical 
distance between them is constant for all values of the independent variable. meaning 
that the regression coefficients (i.e .• slopes) of the two Jines are the same. A multiple 
regression with two independent variables may be visualized as a plane in three
dimensional space. Two planes are parallel if the vertical distance between them is 
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the same for all combinations of the independent variables, in which case each of 
the partial regression coefficients for one regression is equal to the corresponding 
coefficient of the second regression, with only the Y intercepts possibly differing. 

EXAMPLE 20.4 Comparing Multiple Regressions 

Let us consider three multiple regressions. each fitted to a different sample of data. 
and each containing the same dependent variable and the same four independent 
variables. (Therefore, m = 4 and k = 3.) The residual sums of squares from each 
of the regressions are 437.8824, 449.2417. and 411.3548, respectively. 

If the residual degrees of freedom for each of the regressions are 41. 32. and 
38, respectively (that is, the three sample sizes were 46. 37. and 43. respectively). 
then the pooled residual sum of squares. SSp. is 1298.4789. and the pooled residual 
degrees of freedom. DFp. is 111. 

Then. we combine the 126 data from all three samples and fit to these data a 
multiple regression having the same variables as the three individual regressions 
fitted previously. From this multiple regression let us say we have a total residual 
sum of squares. SSt, of 1577.3106. The total residual degrees of freedom. DF,. 
is 121. 

Then we test Ho: All three sample regression functions estimate the same 
population regression. against HA: All three sample regression functions do not 
estimate the same population regression: 

SS( - SSp 

F= (m + l)(k 1) 
SSp 

DFp 

1577.3106 - 1298.4789 

= __ --:-:(~5=-'")(='2 )=-__ 
1298.4789 

111 
= 2.38. 

The degrees of freedom associated with Fare 10 and 111. 
Since FO.05( 1).10.111 == 1.93. reject Ho. 

0.01 < P < 0.025 [P = 0.013] 

In general. two or more multiple regressions are said to be parallel if they all have 
the same f31. f32, f33. and so on. This may be tested by a straightforward extension of 
the procedure in Section 18.4. The residual sums of squares for all k regressions are 
summed to give the pooled residual sum of squares. SSp; the pooled residual degrees 
of freedom are 

k 
DFp = ~ni - k(m + I). 

i= I 

(20.46) 

Additionally, we calculate a residual sum of squares for the "combined" regression in 
the following manner. Each element in a corrected sum-of-squares and sum-of-cross
products matrix (Matrix 20.5) is formed by summing all those elements from the k 
regressions. For example, element ~ x~ for the combined regression is formed as 
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(LXT)I + (LxTh + (L x1h + ... + (LXT)k. and element LXIX2 is formed as 
(LXIX2)1 + (LXIX2h + ... + (LXIX2)k.Theresidualsumofsquaresobtained 
from the multiple regression analysis using the resulting matrix is the "common" 
residual sum of squares. SSe: the degrees of freedom associated with it are 

k 

OFc = L ni - k - m. 
i-I 

Then the null hypothesis of all k regressions being parallel is tested by 

SSe - SSp 

F = _--,-,k,-=-~l _ 
SSp 

OFp 

with k - 1 and OFp degrees of freedom. 

(20.47) 

(20.48) 

If the null hypothesis is not rejected, we conclude that the independent variables 
affect the dependent variable in the same manner in all k regressions: we also conclude 
that all k regressions are parallel. Now we may ask whether the elevations of the 
k regressions are all the same. Here we proceed by an extension of the method 
in Section 18.5. The data for all k regressions are pooled together and one overall 
regression is fitted. The residual sum of squares of this regression is the total residual 
sum of squares. SSt. which is associated with degrees of freedom of 

k 

OFt = L nt - m - 1. 
i= I 

(The latter degrees of freedom do not enter the calculation of F.) 
Then the hypothesis of no difference among the k elevations is tested by 

SSt - SSe 

F= _=k=-,.------=-l_ 
SSe 

with k - 1 and OFt" degrees of freedom. 

(20.49) 

(20.50) 

20.13 MULTIPLE REGRESSION THROUGH THE ORIGIN 

As an expansion of the simple linear regression model presented in Section 17.9, we 
might propose a multiple regression model where a = 0: that is. when all Xi = 0, 
then Y = 0: 

A 

Yj = {3IXlj + {32X2j + ... + {3mXmj. (20.51) 

This will be encountered only rarely in biological work. but it is worth noting that 
some multiple-regression computer programs are capable of handling this model.' 
Striking differences in the computer output will be that total OF = n. regression 
DF= m (the number of parameters in the model). and residual DF = n - m. Also, 
an inverse pselldocorreialion matrix may appear in the computer output in place of an 
inverse correlation or inverse sum-of-squares and sum-of-cross-products matrix. This 

*Hawkins (1980) explains how a regression can be fitted through the origin using the output 
from a computer program for fitting a regression not assumed to pass through the origin. 
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regression model is legitimate only if each variable (i.e .. Y and each Xj) is measured 
on a ratio scale (as defined in Section 1.1). 

NONLINEAR REGRESSION 

Regression models such as 

Yj = a + PXj, 

Yj = a + PI Xlj + P2X2j + ... + PmXmj. 

or 
Yj = a + PI Xj + f32Xl + ... + PmXi" 

arc more completely symbolized as 

Yj = a + PXj + €j. 

Yj = a + PIXlj + P2X2j + ... + PIIIXlllj + fj. 

or 
Yj = a + PI Xj + P2xl + ... + PIIIXi" + €j. 

(17.1) 

(20.14) 

(21.2) 

(20.52) 
(20.53) 

(20.54) 

respectively, where € is the residual (or "error"). the difference between the value of 
Y predicted from the equation and the true value of Y in the population. All three of 
the preceding regression models are termed linear models because their parameters 
(i.e., a, p. and €) appear in an additive fashion. However, cases do arise where the 
investigator wishes to fit to the data a model that is nonlinear with regard to its 
parameters. Such models might be those such as "exponential growth," 

(20.55) 

or 
Y = aeYx; + €j: (20.56) 

"exponential decay." 
Yj = ap-Xi + €j (20.57) 

or 
Yj = ae-Yx; + €i: (20.58) 

"asymptotic regression." 
Yj = a - pox; + fj (20.59) 

or 
(20.60) 

or "logistic growth." 
a Yj = + €j: 

I + pox; (20.61 ) 

where the various Greek letters are parameters in the model. (See Snedecor and 
Cochran, 1989: 399, for graphs of such functions.) Other nonlinear models would 
be those in which the residuals were not additive. but, for example, might be 
multiplicative: 

Yj = PXifj. (20.62) 
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Sometimes a nonlinear model may he transformed into a linear one. For example. 
we may transform 

(20.63) 

hy taking the logarithm of each side of the equation. acquiring a model that is linear 
in its parameters: 

log Yi = log 0" + ,B log Xi + log t'i. (20.64) 

Transformations must he cmployed with careful consideration. however. so that the 
assumption of homogeneity of variance is not violated. 

Biologists at times wish to fit nonlinear equations. some much more complex 
than the examplcs given. and computer programs are availahle for many of them. 
Such programs fall into two general groups. First are programs written to fit a 
particular model or a family of models. and the use or the program is little if 
any more complicated than the use of a multiple-linear-regression program. Second 
are general programs that can handle any of a wide variety of models. To use 
the lalter type of program. however. requires the user to suhmit a good deal of 
information, perhaps the partial derivatives of the regression function with respect 
to each parameter in the model (thUS, consulting with a statistician would he in 
order). 

Nonlinear regression programs typically involve some sort of an iterative pro
cedure. iteratiol/ heing the utilization of a set of parameter estimates to arrive at 
a set of somewhat hetter parameter estimates. using the new estimates to derive 
better estimates. and so on. Thus. many of these programs requirc the user to submit 
initial estimates of (i.e .. to guess the values of) the parameters in the model heing 
fitted. 

The program output for a nonlinear regression analysis is hasically similar to much 
of the output from multiple-linear-regression analyses. Most importantly. the pro
gram should provide estimates of the parametcrs in the model (i.e .. the statistics in the 
regression equation). the standard error of each of these statistics. and an analysis
of-variance summary including at least the regression and residual SS and DF. If 
regression and residual MS are not prescnted in the output. they may he calculated by 
dividing the appropriate SS hy its associated DF. An F test of significance of the entire 
regression (or correlation) and the coefficient of determination may he ohtained by 
means of Equations 20.18 and 20.19. respectively. Testing whether a parameter in the 
model is equal 10 a hypothesized value may be effected by a t test similar to those pre
viously used for simple and partial regression coefficients (e.g .. Section 2004). K valseth 
(1985) and others warn that the computation of R2 may he inappropriate in nonlinear 
regression. 

Further discussions or nonlinear regression are found in Bates and Watts (1988), 
Berry and Feldman (1985: 51-64). Seher and Wild (1989). Snedecor and Cochran 
(1989: Chapter 19). and some of the books cited in the footnote al the end of the 
introduction to this chapler. 

20.15 DESCRIPTIVE VERSUS PREDICTIVE MODELS 

Often. it is hoped that a regression model implies a hiological dependence (i.e .. a cause 
and effect) in nature. and that this dependence is supported by the mathematical 
relationship described by the regression equation. However. regression equations 
are at times useful primarily as a means of predicting the value of a variable. if the 
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values of a number of associated variables are known. For example, we may desire 
to predict the weight (call it variable Y) of a mammal. given the length of the femur 
(variable X). Perhaps a polynomial regression such as 

(20.65) 

might be found to fit the data rather well. (See Chapter 21 for details of polynomial 
regression.) Or perhaps we wish to predict a man's blood pressure (call it variable 
Y) as accurately as we can by using measurements of his weight (variable W), his 
age (variable A), and his height (variable H). By deriving additional regression terms 
composed of combinations and powers of the three measured independent variables, 
we might conclude the statistical significance of each term in an equation such as 

Yi = a + bl Wi + b2Ai + b3Hi + b4 wl + bsHl + b6 wi (20.66) 

+ b7 WiAi + b8HiAi + b9 wi Ai. 

Equations such as 20.65 and 20.66 might have statistically significant partial regression 
coefficients. They might also have associated with them small standard errors of 
estimate, meaning that the standard error of predicted Yi'S (and. therefore. the 
prediction intervals) would be small. Thus, these would be good regression equations 
for purposes of prediction; but this does not imply that the fourth power of femur 
length has any natural significance in determining mammal weights, or that terms such 
as HiAi or WtAi have any biological significance relative to human blood pressure. 

To realize a regression function that describes underlying biological phenomena, 
the investigator must possess a good deal of knowledge about the interrelationships in 
nature among the variables in the model. Is it indeed reasonable to assume underlying 
relationships to be linear, or is there a logical basis for seeking to define a particular 
nonlinear relationship? (For example, forcing a linear model to fit a set of data in 
no way "proves" that the underlying biological relationships are, in fact, linear.) Are 
the variables included in the model meaningful choices? (For example, we might 
find a significant regression of variable A on variable B, whereas a third variable, 
C, is actually causing the changes in both A and B.) Statistical analysis is only a 
tool; it cannot be depended upon when applied to incomplete or fallacious biological 
information. 

CONCORDANCE: RANK CORRELATION AMONG SEVERAL VARIABLES 

The concept of nonparametric analysis of the correlation between two variables 
(Section 19.9) can be expanded to consider association among more than two. Such 
multivariate association is measurable nonparametrically by a statistic known as 
Kendall's coefficient of concordance* (Kendall and Gibbons, 1990: Chapter 6; Kendall 
and Babbington Smith, 1939.)t To demonstrate, let us expand the considerations of 
Examples 19.1a and 19.13 to examine whether there is concordance (i.e., association) 
among the magnitudes of wing, tail, and bill lengths in birds of a particular species. 
Example 20.5 shows such data, for which we determine the ranks for each of the three 
variables Gust as we did for each of the two variables in Example 19.13). 

* Maurice George Kendall (1907 -1983). English statistician. 
tWallis (1939) introduced this statistic independently. calling it the "correlation ratio." and 

designating it by TJ~ (where TJ is the lowercase Greek eta). 
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EXAMPLE 20.5 Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance 

Ho: In the sampled population, there is no association among the three 
variables (wing, tail, and bill lengths). 

Ho: In the sampled population, there is a relationship among wing, tail, and 
bill lengths. 

Wing Length (em) Tail Length (em) Bill Length (mm) Sums of 
Birds ranks 

(i) Data Ranks Data Ranks Data Ranks (R;) 

1 10.4 4 7.4 5 17 5.5 14.5 
2 10.8 8.5 7.6 7 17 5.5 21 
3 11.1 10 7.9 11 20 9.5 30.5 
4 10.2 1.5 7.2 2.5 14.5 2 6 
5 10.3 3 7.4 5 15.5 3 11 
6 10.2 1.5 7.1 1 13 1 3.5 
7 10.7 7 7.4 5 19.5 8 20 
8 10.5 5 7.2 2.5 16 4 11.5 
9 10.8 8.5 7.8 9.5 21 11 29 

10 11.2 11 7.7 8 20 9.5 28.5 
11 10.6 6 7.8 9.5 18 7 22.5 
12 11.4 12 8.3 12 22 12 36 

M = 3 
n = 12 

Without correction for ties: 

LR~ -
(L R;)2 

n W= 
M2(n3 - n) 

12 

(14.52 + 212 + 30.52 + ... + 362) _ (14.5 + 21 + 30.5 + ... + 36)2 
= ____________________ ~~~----------~1~2--------~ 

5738.5 _ (234)2 
= __ -----,;-;;-;--,--,----""'-'12=_____ 

15444 
12 

= 1175.5 = 0.913 
1287 

; = M(11 - I)W 

= (3)(12 - 1)(0.913) 

= 30.129 

32(123 - 12) 

12 
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From Appendix Table B.14, (X;)O.05.3.12 = 6.167. 

Reject Ho: P« 0.001. 

Incorporating the correction for ties: 

In group I (wing length): there are 2 data tied at 10.2 em 

(i.e., II = 2); there are 2 data tied at 10.8 em (i.e., 12 = 2). 

In group 2 (tail length): there are 2 data tied at 7.2 cm 

(i.e., 13 = 2): there are 3 data tied at 7.4 em (i.e .. f~ = 3); there are 2 data 
tied at 7.8 cm (Le., 15 = 2). 

In group 3 (bill length): there are 2 data tied at 17 mm (Le., 10 = 2): there are 
2 data lied at 20 mm (i.e .. 17 = 2). 

Considering all seven groups of ties, 

7 

and 

Lf = L(t~ - Ii) 
i= I 

= (23 - 2) + (23 - 2) + (23 - 2) + (33 - 3) 

+(23 - 2) + (23 - 2) + (23 - 2) = 60 

We = 1175.5 = 1175.5 = 0.924. 
15444 - 3( 60) 1272 

12 

Then, to test the significance of We: 

( X;)e = M (n - 1) We 
= (3)( 12 - 1)( 0.924) = 30.492. 

For these data, the same conclusion is reached with We as with W, namely: Reject 
Ho: and P « 0.001 . 

Several computational formulas for the coefficient of concordance arc found in 
various texts. Two that are easy to usc arc 

L(Ri - 8.)2 
W = ==----=----

M2(n3 - 11) 
(20.67) 

12 

and. equivalently, 

(20.68) 
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where M is the number of variables being correlated, and n is the number of data per 
variable. The numerators of Equations 20.67 and 20.68 are simply the sum of squares 
of the 11 rank sums. Ri. using Equations 4.12 and 4.16. respectively! 

The value of W may range from 0 (when there is no association and, consequently, 
the R;'s are equal and the sum of squares of Ri is zero) to 1 (when there is complete 
agreement among the rankings of all n groups and there is the maximum possible sum 
of squares for M variables). In Example 20.5 there is a very high level of concordance 
(W = 0.913), indicating that a bird with a large measurement for one of the variables 
is likely to have a large measurement for each of the other two variables. 

We can ask whether a calculated sample W is significant: that is, whether it 
represents an association different from zero in the population of data that was 
sampled (Kendall and Gibbons, 1990: 224-227). The latter authors give tables of 
probabilities of W. but a simple way to assess the significance of W without such 
tables is to use the relationship between this coefficient and the friedman X; (Section 
12.7). Using the notation from the present section (Kendall and Babbington Smith, 
1939), 

X~ = M(n - l)W. (20.69) 

Thus, we can convert a calculated W to its equivalent X~ and then employ our table 
of critical values of X; (Appendix Tahle B.14). This is demonstrated in Example 20.5. 
If either n or M is larger than that found in this table. then x~ may be assumed to be 
approximated by X2 with 11 - 1 degrees of freedom, and Appendix Table B.1 is used. 

(a) The Coefficient of Concordance with Tied Ranks. If there are tied ranks within 
any of the M groups. then mean ranks are assigned as in previous discussions (e.g., 
Section 8.11. Example 8.14). Then W is computed with a correction for ties. 

~RJ _ (~Ri)2 
We = n (20.70) 

M2(n3 - 11) - M~t' 

12 
where 

11/ 

~t = L(t;' - ti). (20.71) 
i= I 

ti is the number of ties in the ith group of ties, and m is the number of groups of tied 
ranks.t This computation of We is demonstrated in Example 20.5. We will not differ 
appreciably from W unless the numbers of tied data are great. 

(b) The Coefficient of Concordance for Assessing Agreement. A common use of 
Kendall's coefficient of concordance is to express the intensity of agreement among 
several ran kings. In Example 20.6, each of the three ten-year-old girls has been asked 
to rank the palatability of six flavors of ice cream. We wish to ask whether ten-year-old 
girls, in the population from which this sample came, agree upon the rankings. 

·Kendall and Gibbons (1990: 123) present W with this correlation for continuity. noting that 
it does not appreciably alter the resultant W: Subtract 1 from the numerator and add 2 to the 
denominator of Equation 20.67 or 20.6R. 

t As in Equation 20.70. when ties are present. the denominator in Equations 20.6R and 20.69 
would incorporate the subtraction of M ~ I priorto dividing by 12. 
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EXAMPLE 20.6 Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance Used to Assess 
Agreement 

Each of three girls ranked her taste preference for each of six flavors of ice cream 
(chocolate-chip. chocolate. spumoni. vanilla. butter-pecan. Neapolitan.) 

Ho: There is no agreement in flavor preference. 
HA : There is agreement in flavor preference. 

Flavors (i) 

Girl CC C S V BP N 

I 5 I 3 2 4 6 
2 6 2 3 1 5 4 
3 6 3 2 I 4 5 

Rank sum (Ri) 17 6 8 4 13 15 ~ Ri = 63 

M = 3 
n=6 

~RT _ (~Ri)2 
W= 11 

M2(11'~ - 11) 

12 
6.32 

172 + 62 + 82 + 42 + 132 + 152 -
_____ ---;;----;;-_____ --......:6~ = 137.50 = 0.873 

32(6.1 - 6) 157.50 

12 
x; = M(n - I)W = (3)(6 - 1)(0.873) = 13.095 

Using Appendix Table B.14. (X~)O.05 . .1.() = 7.000. Therefore. reject Ho. The con
clusion is that there is agreement in flavor preferences. 

P < 0.001 

(c) The Relationship Between Wand rs. Not only Kendall's W related to Friedman·s 
X,2 (Equation 20.69), but it is related to the mean value of all possible Spearman rank 
correlation coefficients that would be ohtained from all possihle pairs of varia hies. 
These correlation coefficients may he listed in a matrix array: 

(r.,)11 (rJ )12 (r.,)D (rs)IM 
(r., hi (r.\ h2 (r,)2.1 (r., h-w 
( r, hi ( r.\ ).,2 ( rs h, ( rJ ."..1 

(20.72) 
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a form similar to that of Matrix 20.6. As in Matrix 20.6, each element of the diagonal, 
(rs )ii, is equal to 1.0, and each element below the diagonal is duplicated above the 
diagonal, as (rs )ik = (rs )ki. There are M!/[2( M - 2 )!] different rs's possible for M 
variables.* 

In Example 20.5, we are speaking of three rs ·s: (rs) 12, the r.~ for wing length and 
tail length; (rs) 13. the rs for wing and bill lengths; and (rs h3, the r.~ for tail and bill 
lengths. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient matrix. using correction for ties 
(Equation 19.50), would be 

1.000 
0.852 1.000 
0.917 0.890 1.000. 

For Example 20.6, the rs matrix would be 

1.000 
0.771 1.000 
0.771 0.886 1.000. 

Denoting the mean of rs as fs, the relationship with W (if there are no tied ranks) is 

therefore, 

W = (M - l)fs + 1 

rs = 

M 

MW - 1 
M - 1 

(20.73) 

(20.74) 

If there are ties. then the preceding two equations relate We and (rs)c in the same 
fashion as Wand fs are related. While the possible range of W is 0 to 1. fs may range 
from -1/(M - 1) to 1. For Example 20.5, (fs)c = (0.852 + 0.917 + 0.890)/3 = 
0.886, and Equation 20.73 yields W = 0.924. And for Example 20.6, rs = 0.809, and 
Equation 20.73 gives W = 0.873. 

If M = 2 (i.e .. there are only two variables, or rankings. being correlated. as in 
Examples 19.12 or 19.13), then either r.~ or W might be computed; and 

W = rs + t (20.75) 
2 

and 
(20.76) 

When M = 2, the use of rs is preferable, for there are more thorough tables of critical 
values available. 

If significant concordance is concluded for each of two groups of data, we may 
wish to ask if the agreement within each group is the same for both groups. For 
example, the data in Example 20.6 are for ice cream flavor preference as assessed by 
girls, and we might have a similar set of data for the preference exhibited by boys 
of the same age for these same flavors; and if there were significant concordance 
among girls as well as significant agreement among boys, we might wish to ask 
whether the consensus among girls is the same as that among boys. A test fOI 
this purpose was presented by Schucany and Frawley (1973), with elaboration by 
Li and Schucany (1975). However, the hypothesis test is not always conclusive 

*That is, M things taken two at a lime. (See Equation 5.10.) 
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with regard to concordance between two groups and it has received criticism by 
Hollander and Sethuraman (1978), who proposed a different procedure. Serlin and 
Marascuilo (1983) reexamined both approaches as well as multiple comparison 
testing. 

(d) Top-Down Concordance. Section 19.10 discussed a weighted-correlation proce
dure caIJed "top-down correlation," a two-sample test allowing us to give emphasis 
to those items ranked high (or low). An analogous situation can occur when there 
are more than two groups of ranks. For example, for the data of Example 20.6 we 
might have desired to know whether the girls in the sampled population agree on the 
most favored ice-cream flavors, with our having relatively little interest in whether 
they agree on the least appealing flavors. As with the correlation situation, we may 
employ the Savage scores, Si, of Equation 19.54 (and Table 19.1), and a concordance 
test statistic is 

(20.77) 

the significance of which may be assessed by 

xt = M(n - l)CT, (20.78) 

by comparing it to the chi-square distribution (Appendix Table B.1) with 11 - 1 
degrees of freedom (lman and Conover, 1987). Here, 11 and M are as in the preceding 
concordance computations: Each of M groups has fl ranks. Ri is the sum of the 
Savage scores, across the M groups, at rank position i; and SI is Savage score 1 (see 
Section 19.10). This is demonstrated in Example 20.7. In this example, it is concluded 
that there is agreement among the girls regarding the most tasty ice cream flavors. 
We could instead have asked whether there was agreement as to the least tasty 
flavors. This would have been done by assigning Savage scores in reverse order (i.e., 
SI = 2.450 assigned to rank 6, S2 to rank 5, and so on). If this were done we would 
have found that CT = 0.8222 and X} = 12.333, which would have resulted in a 
rejection of the null hypothesis of no agreement regarding the least liked flavors 
(0.025 < P < 0.05; P = 0.030). 

EXAMPLE 20.7 Top-down Concordance. Using the Data of Example 20.6 
to Ask Whether There Was Significant Agreement Among Children Regard
ing the Most Desirable Ice Cream Flavors. The Table of Data Shows the 
Savage Scores in Place of the Ranks of Example 20.6. 

Ho: There is no agreement regarding the most preferred flavors. 
HA : There is agreement regarding the most preferred flavors. 

Flavors (i) 

Girl CC C S V BP N 

1 0.367 2.450 0.950 1.450 0.617 0.167 
2 0.167 1.450 0.950 2.450 0.367 0.617 
3 0.167 0.950 1.450 2.450 0.617 0.367 

R; 0.701 4.850 3.350 6.350 1.601 1.151 
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CT = LR? - M2n 1 (n ) 
M2(n - S\) ;=\ I 

= 2 1 rO.701 2 + 4.8502 + 3.3502 + 6.3502 
3 (6 - 2.450) L 

+ 1.6012 + 1.1512 - (32)(6)] 

= 0.03130(79.4469 - 54] = 0.03130(25.4469) = 0.7965 

X} = 3(6 - l)CT 

= (15)(0.7965) = 11.948 

v=n-1=5 

ro.OS.S = 11.070 

Reject Ho. 
0.025 < P < 0.05 [P = 0.036] 

EXERCISES 

20.1. Given the following data: (d) Calculate the standard error of estimate and 
the coefficient of determination. 

Y(g) XI (m) X2 (cm) X3 (m2) X4 (cm) 

51.4 0.2 17.8 24.6 18.9 
72.0 1.9 29.4 20.7 8.0 
53.2 0.2 17.0 18.5 22.6 
83.2 10.7 30.2 10.6 7.1 
57.4 6.8 15.3 8.9 27.3 

66.5 lO.6 17.6 11.1 20.8 
98.3 9.6 35.6 10.6 5.6 
74.8 6.3 28.2 8.8 13.1 
92.2 lO.8 34.7 11.9 5.9 
97.9 9.6 35.8 10.8 5.5 

88.1 lO.5 29.6 11.7 7.8 
94.8 20.5 26.3 6.7 10.0 
62.8 0.4 22.3 26.5 14.3 
81.6 2.3 37.9 20.0 0.5 

(a) Fit the multiple regression model Y = a + 
f31 XI + f3zX2 + f33X3 + f34X4 to the data, 
computing the sample partial regression coef
ficients and Y intercept. 

(b) By analysis of variance, test the hypothesis 
that there is no significant multiple regression 
relationship. 

(c) If Ho is rejected in part (b), compute the 
standard error of each partial regression coef
ficient and test each Ho: f3i = O. 

(e) What is the predicted mean popUlation value 
of Y at XI ::: 5.2 m, X2 = 21.3 cm, X3 = 
19.7 m2, and X4 = 12.2 cm? . 

(f) What are the 95% confidence limits for the Y 
ofpart(e)? 

(g) Test the hypothesis that the mean population 
value of Y at the Xi'S stated in part (e) is 
greater than 50.0 g. 

20.2. Subject the data of Exercise 20.1 to a stepwise 
regression analysis. 

20.3. Analyze the five variables in Exercise 20.1 as a 
mUltiple correlation. 
<a) Compute the multiple-correlation coefficient 
(b) Test the null hypothesis that the population 

multiple-correlation coefficient is zero. 
(c) Compute the partial correlation coefficient for 

each pair of variables. 
(d) Determine which of the calculated partial 

correlation coefficients estimate population 
partial correlation coefficients that are dif
ferent from zero. 

20.4. The following values were obtained for three mul
tiple regressions of the form Y = a + b.Xl + 
b2XZ + b3X3. Test the null hypothesis that each 



of the three sample regressions estimates the same 
population regression function. 

Residllal Residllal 
sum of degrees of 

Regression squares freedom 

1 44.1253 24 
2 56.7851 27 
3 54.4288 21 

All data combined 171.1372 

Each of five research papers was read by each 
of four reviewers. Each reviewer then ranked the 
quality of the five papers. as follows: 

Exercises 457 

Papers 

2 3 4 5 

Reviewer 1 5 4 3 1 2 
Reviewer 2 4 5 3 2 I 
Reviewer 3 5 4 1 2 3 
Reviewer 4 5 3 2 4 1 

(a) Calculate the Kendall coefficient of concor
dance. 

(b) Test whether the rankings by the four review
ers are in agreement. 
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Polynomial Regression 

21.1 POLYNOMIAL CURVE FITTING 
21.2 QUADRATIC REGRESSION 

A specific type of multiple regression is that concerning a polynomial expression: 

Y; = a + {3IXj + {32Xr + {3Jxl' + ... + {3/11Xj" + f;. (21.1) 

a model with parameters estimated in the expression 

Y; = 1I + b I X; + b2Xr + bJX? + .,. + h//lX;". 

for which a more concise symbolism is 

A Ill. 

Yi = 1I + L bjXf· 
j=1 

(21.2) 

(21.3) 

If m = I. then the polynomial regression reduces to a simple linear regression (with 
Equations 21.1 and 21.2 becoming Equations 17.la and 17.R. respectively). 

As shown in Example 21.1. a polynomial equation such as Equation 21.2 deals 
with only two variables: the dependent variable. Y. and the independent variable. 
X. Additional terms in the polynomial-equation consist of powers of X as if they 
a~re additional independent variables. That is. Ec:}l--'ation 21.2 may be expressed as 
Y; = a + bl XI; + b2X2; + bJXJ; + ... + h//lX//Ij. where. corresponding to the 
terms in Equation 21.2. XI; is Xj. X2; is Xl. XJi is Xl. and so on. and X//Ii is xt 

The highest power in a polynomial equation. m. is known as the degree or order 
of the equation. There may be an underlying biological relationship warranting 
description by a polynomial model. but this is unlikely to involve an equation with an 
exponent larger than 2 or 3. The more common objective of polynomial regression. 
especially when m > 2. is to obtain an equation with which to predict the popUlation 
value of Y at a specified X. 

Polynomial regression is discussed in greater detail in Cohen et al. (20tH: Section 
6.2). von Eye and Schuster (199R: Chapter 7). and some of the books noted in the 
introduction to Chapter/20 (e.g .. Draper and Smith. 1998: Chapter 12: Glantz and 
Slinker. 2001: 91-96: Kutner. Nachtsheim. and Neter. 2004: Section 8.1). 

21.1 POLYNOMIAL CURVE FITTING 

A polynomial equation may be analyzed by submitting values of Y. X. X2. X:'. and 
so on to multiple regression computer programs! There are also computer programs 

*Serious rounding errors can rem.lily "rise when dealing with powers of X;. ,lnd these prohlems 
C,In often he reduced hy coding. (sec Appendix 0. A commonly recommended coding is to suhtract 
X (i.e .. to use Xi - X in place of Xi): this is known as ("('lIferillg the data (e.g .. Cohen et al.. 21KlJ: 
Section 6.23: Ryan. 1997: Sections 3.2.4lmd 4.2.1). Coding. such as descrihed in Appendix C. should 
he attempted with rounding-error in polynomial regression. 
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EXAMPLE 21.1 Stepwise Polynomial Regression 

The following shows the results of a polynomial-regression analysis, by forward 
addition of terms, of data collected from a river, where X is the distance from the 
mouth of the river (in kilometers) and Y is the concentration of iron in the water 
(in micrograms per liter). 

X (km) Y (p,glL) 

1.22 40.9 
1.34 41.8 
1.51 42.4 
1.66 43.0 
1.72 43.4 

1.93 43.9 
2.14 44.3 
2.39 44.7 
2.51 45.0 
2.78 45.1 

2.97 45.4 
3.17 46.2 
3.32 47.0 
3.50 48.6 
3.53 49.0 

3.85 49.7 
3.95 50.0 
4.11 50.8 
4.18 51.1 

n = 19 
First. a ~near regressi~n is fit to the data ~l = 1). result~. g in 

a - 37.389, b - 3.1269. and Sb - 0.15099. 

To test Ho: /3 = 0 against H A: /3 #:- 0, t = !!.. = 20.7 9, with II = 17. 
Sh 

As 10.05(2).17 = 2.110,Ho is rejected. 

Then. a quadratic <rcond-power) regression is fit to the data (m = 2), 
resulting in / 

a = 40.302, bl = 0.66658, Sbl = 0.91352 

b2 = 0.45397, Sb2 = 0.16688. 

To test Ho: /32 = 0 against IJA: /32 #:- 0, t = 2.720, with II = 16. 
As 10.05(2).16 = 2.120, Ho is rejected. 

/' Then, a cubic (third-power) regression is fit to the data (m = 3), resulting in 

a = 32.767, bl = 10.411, 

b2 = -3.3868. 

b3 = 0.47011, 

Sb l = 3.9030 

Sb2 = 1.5136 

Sb;l = 0.18442. 
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To test Ho: {33 = 0 against H A: {33 * 0.1 = 2.549. with v = 15. 
As 10.05(2).15 = 2.131. Ho is rejected. 

Then. a quartic (fourth-power) regression is fit to the data (m = 4). resulting in 

a = 6.9265. bl = 55.835. 
b2 = -31.487. 
b3 = 7.7625. 
b4 = -0.67507. 

Sb) = 12.495 
Sh2 = 7.6054 
Sb, = 1.9573 
Sb~ = 0.18076. 

To test Ho: {34 = 0 against H A: {34 * 0,1 = 3.735. with v = 14. 
As 10.05(2).14 = 2.145, Ho is rejected. 

Then. a quintic (fifth-power) regression is fit to the data (m = 5). resulting in 

a = 36.239, bl = -9.1615. Sb) = 49.564 
b2 = 23.387. Sh2 = 41.238 
b3 = -14.346, Sh, = 16.456 
b4 = 3.5936. Sb~ = 3.1609 
bs = -0.31740. Sh~ = 0.23467. 

To test Ho: {3s = 0 against H A : {35 * 0,1 = 1.353, with v = 13. 
As 10.OS(2).13 = 2.160, do not reject Ho. 

Therefore. it appears that a quartic polynomial is an appropriate regression 
function for the data. But to be more confident, we add one more term beyond the 
quintic to the model (i.e., a sextic. or sixth-power. polynomial regression is fit to 
the data; m = 6). resulting in 

a = 157.88, b l = -330.98, 
b2 = 364.04. 
b3 = -199.36. 
b4 = 58.113. 
bs = - 8.6070, 
b6 = 0:50964. 

Sb) = 192.28 
Sh, = 201.29 
Sh~ = 108.40 
Sb~ = 31.759 
Sb~ = 4.8130 
Sh~ = 0.29560. 

To test Ho: {36 = 0 against HA: {36 * 0.1 = 1.724. with v = 12. 
As 10.05(2).12 = 2.179, do not reject Ho. 

In concluding that the quartic regression is a desirable fit to the data. we have 
Y = 6.9265 + 55.835X - 31.487X2 + 7.7625X3 - 0.67507X4. See Figure 21.1 
for graphical presentation of the preceding polynomial equations. 

i 

that will perform polynomial regression with the input of only Y and X data (with! 
the program calculating the powers of X instead of the user having to submit them asl 
computer input). I 

The power. m. for fitting a polynomial to the data may be no greater than n - 1*;! 
but m's larger than 4 or 5 are very seldom warranted. I 

The appropriate maximum m may be determined in one of two ways. One is thel 
backward-elimination multiple-regression procedure of Section 20.6b. This would I 
involve beginning with the highest-order term (the term with the largest m) in which: 

*If m = 11 - 1. the curve will fit perfectly to the data (i.e .• R2 = 1). For example. it can bel 
observed that for two data (n = 2). a linear regression line (m = I) will pass perfectly through the! 
two data points: for II = 3. the quadratic curve from a second-order polynomial regression (m = 2)' 
will fit perfectly through the three data points: and so on. . 
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we have any interest. But, except for occasional second- or third-order equations, this 
m is difficult to specify meaningfully before the analysis. 

The other procedure, which is more commonly used, is that of f~rward-selection 
multiple regression (Section 20.6c). A simple linear regression (Yj = a + bXj) 
is fit to the data as in Figure 21.1a. Then a second-degree polynomial (known as 
a quadratic equation, Yj = a + b\Xi + b2Xl) is fit, as shown in Figure 21.1b. 
The next step would be to fit a third-degree polynomial (called a cubic equation, 
Yi = a + b\Xj + b2Xr + b3Xt). and the stepwise process of adding terms 
could continue beyond that. But at each step we ask whether adding the last term 
significantly improved the polynomial-regression equation. This "improvement" may 
be assessed by the I test for Ho: f3j = 0 (Section 20.4), where bj, the sample estimate 
of f3j, is the partial-regression coefficient in the last term added.· 

At each step of adding a term, rejection of Ho: /3 = 0 for the last term added 
indicates that the term significantly improves the model; and it is recommended 
practice that, at each step, each previous (i.e., lower-order) term is retained even if 
its b is no longer significant. If the Ho is not rejected, then the final model might be 
expressed without the last term, as the equation assumed to appropriately describe 
the mathematical relationship between Y and X. But, as done in Example 21.1, some 
would advise carrying the analysis one or two terms beyond the point where the 
preceding Ho is not rejected, to reduce the possibility that significant terms are being 
neglected inadvertently. For example, it is possible to not reject Ho: /33 = O. but by 
testing further to reject Ho: 134 = O. A polynomial regression may be fit through the 
origin using the considerations of Section 20.13. 

After arriving at a final equation in a polynomial regression analysis. it may be 
desired to predict values of Y at a given value of X. This can

A 
be done by the 

procedures of Section 20.8, by which the precision of a predicted Y (expressed by a 
standard error or confidence interval) may also be computed. Indeed, prediction is 
often the primary goal of a polynomial regression (see Section 20.15) and biological 
interpretation is generally difficult, especially for m > 2. 

It is very dangerous to extrapolate by predicting V's beyond the range of the 
observed X's, and this is even more unwise than in the case of simple regression or 
other multiple regression. It should also be notcd that use of polynomial rcgression 
can be problematic, especially for m larger than 2, because Xi is correlated with 
powers of Xi (i.e., with Xl, Xt, and so on), so the analysis may be very adversely 
affected by multicollinearity (Section 20.4a). 

The concept of polynomial regression may be extended to the study of relationships 
of Y to more than one independent variable. For example, equations such as these 
may be analyzed by considering them to be multiple regressions: 

Y = a + b\X\ + b2X? + b3X2 + b4X\X2 
A 

Y = a + b\X\ + b2X? + b3X2 + b4X~ + bSX\X2. 

*This hypothesis may also be tested hy 

F = (Regression SS for model of degree m) - (Regression SS for model of degree m - I) 
Residual MS for the model of degree m 

(21.4) 
with a numerator OF of 1 and a denominator OF that is the residual OF for the m-degree model, 
and this gives results the same as from the I test. 
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FIGURE 21.1: Fitting polynomial regression models. Each of the following regressions is fit to the 
19 data points of Example 21.1. (a) Linear: Y = 37.389 + 3. 1269X. (b) Quadratic: Y = 

40.302 + 0.66658X + 0.45397X2. (c) Cubic: Y = 32.767 + 10.411X - 3.386SX2 + 0.47011X3. (d) Quartic 
Y = 6.9265 + 55.835X - 31.487X2 + 7.7625X3 - 0.67507X4. (e) Quintic Y = 36.239 - 9.1615X + 
23.387X2 - 14.346X3 + 3.5936X4 - 0.31740X5. The stepwise analysis of Example 21.1 concludes that 
the quartic equation provides the appropriate fit; that is, the quintic expression does not provide a 
significant improvement in fit over the quartic. 
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In these examples. the term X, X2 represents interaction between the two independent 
variables. Because there is more than one independent variable. there is no clear 
sequence of adding one term at a time in a forward-selection procedure. and some 
other method (such as in Section 20.6e) would have to be employed to strive for the 
best set of terms to compose the multiple-regression model. 

QUADRATIC REGRESSION 

The most common polynomial regression is the second-order. or quadratic, regression: 

(21.5) 

with three population parameters, a. f3" and f32, to be estimated by three regression 
statistics. a, b,. and b2. respectively. in the quadratic equation 

(21.6) 

The geometric shape of the curve represented by Equation 21.6 is a parabola. An 
example of a quadratic regression line is shown in Figure 21.2. If b2 is negative as 
shown in Figure 21.2. the parabola will be concave downward. If b2 is positive (as 
shown in Figure 21.1b). the curve will be concave upward. Therefore. one-tailed 
hypotheses may be desired: Rejection of H(): /32 ~ 0 would conclude a parabolic 
relationship in the population that is concave downward (/32 < 0). and rejecting 
Ho: /32 ~ 0 would indicate the curve is concave upward in the population (/32 > 0). 

(a) Maximum and Minimum Values of Yjo A common interest in polynomial 
regression analysis, especially where m = 2 (quadratic), is the determination of a 
maximum or minimum value of Yj (Bliss 1970: Section 14.4; Studier. Dapson. and 
Bigelow. 1975). A maximum value of Yj is defined as one that is greater than those 
Yj's that are close to it: and a minimum Yj is one that is less than the nearby Yj 's. 
If, in a quadratic regression (Equation 21.6). the coefficient b2 is negative, then there 
will be a maximum. as shown in Figure 21.2. If b2 is positive, there will be a minimum 
(as is implied in Figure 21.1 b). It may be desired to determine what the maximum or 
minimum value of Y; is and what the corresponding value of Xi is. 

The maximum or minimum of a quadratic equation is at the following value of the 
independent variable: 

A 

A -b, 
XII = --. 

2b2 

Placing XII in the quadratic equation (Equation 21.6). we find that 

A 

Yo = a 

Thus, in Figure 21.2. the maximum is at 

at which 

x = -17.769 = 1.15 hr. 
o 2( -7.74286) 

Yo = 1.39 - ( 17.769 )2 = I 1.58 mg/1(X) ml. 
4( -7.74286) 

(21.7) 

(21.8) 
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FIGURE 21.2: Quadratic fit to eight data points resulting in the equation Y; = 1.39 + 17.769X; -
7.74286Xr 

,. 
A confidence interval for a maximum or minimum Yo may be computed by the 
procedures of Section 20.8. 

EXERCISES 

21.1. The following measurements are the concentra
tions of leaf stomata (in numbers of stomata per 
square millimeter) and the heights of leaves above 
the ground (in centimeters). Subject the data to a 
polynomial regression analysis by stepwise addi
tion of terms. 

Y X 

(number/mm2) (cm) 

4.5 21.4 
4.4 21.7 
4.6 22.3 
4.7 22.9 
4.5 23.2 
4.4 23.8 
4.5 24.8 
4.2 25.4 
4.4 25.9 
4.2 27.2 
3.8 27.4 

3.4 28.0 
3.1 28.9 
3.2 29.2 
3.0 29.8 

21.2. Consider the following data, where X is tempera
ture (in degrees Celsius) and Yis the concentration 
of a mineral in insect hemolymph (in millimoles 
per liter). 

X Y 

(0C) (mmole/L) 

3.0 2.8 
5.0 4.9 
8.0 6.7 

14.0 7.6 
21.0 7.2 
25.0 6.1 
28.0 4.7 



(_) Fit a quadratic equation to these data. 
(b) Test for significance of the quadratic teIll!.. 
(c) Estimate the mean population value of Yi at 

Xi = lO.Ooe and compute the 95% confi
dence interval for the estimate. 

Exercises 465 

(d) Determine the values of X and Y at which the 
quadratic function is maximum. 



C HAP T E R 22 

Testing for Goodness of Fit 

22.1 CHI-SQUARE GOODNESS OF FIT FOR TWO CATEGORIES 
22.2 CHI-SQUARE CORRECTION FOR CONTINUITY 
22.3 CHI-SQUARE GOODNESS OF FIT FOR MORE THAN TWO CATEGORIES 
22.4 SUBDIVIDING CHI-SQUARE GOODNESS OF FIT 
22.5 CHI-SQUARE GOODNESS OF FIT WITH SMALL FREQUENCIES 
22.6 HETEROGENEITY CHI-SQUARE TESTING FOR GOODNESS OF FIT 
22.7 THE LOG-LIKELIHOOD RATIO FOR GOODNESS OF FIT 
22.8 KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOODNESS OF FIT 

This chapter and the next concentrate on some statistical methods designed for use 
with nominal-scale data. As nominal data arc counts of items or events in each of 
several categories, procedures for their analysis arc sometimes referred to as enu
meratiol/ statistical methot/s. This chapter deals with methods that address how well 
a sample of ohservations from a population of data conforms to the population's 
distrihution of ohservations expressed hya null hypothesis. These procedures, which 
compare frequencies in a sample to frequencies hypothesized in the sampled pop
ulation. arc called goodness-oFfit tests. In testing such hypotheses. the widely used 
chi-square statistic* (X2) will be discussed. as will the more recently developed log
likelihood ratio introduced in Section 22.7. Goodness of fit for ordered categories (as 
contrasted with nominal-scale categories) is addressed by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
test of Section 22.8 or by the Watson test of Section 27.5. 

'The symhol for chi-s4U<He is x:? where the Greek lowercase letter chi (xl is pronounced as 
the "ky" in "sky" (sec Appendix A). Some authors usc the notation X:! instead of x2. which 
avoids employing a Greek letter for something other than a population parameter: hut this invites 
confusion with the designation of X2 as the square or an ohservation: X: so the symhol X2 will he 
used in this hook. Karl Pearson (ll)OO) pioneered the use of this statistic for goodness-of-fit analysis. 
and David (llJlJ5) credits him with the first use of the terms chi-sq/lared and goot/I/('.\'.\ off;t at that 
time. Pearson and R. A Fisher suhsequently expanded the theory and application of chi-square 
(Lancaster. IlJOlJ: Chapter I ). CI,i-sqlwret! is the term commonly preferred to chi-square by British 
writers. 

Karl Pearson (IX57-llJ30) was a remarkahle British mathematician. Walker (195X) notes that 
Pearson has heen referred to as "the founder of the science of statistics": she called Pearson's 
development of statistical thinking and practice "an achievement of fantastic proportions" and 
said of his influencc on others: "Few men in all the history of seienC'e have stimulated so many 
other people to cultivate and enlarge the lidds they had plantell." Karl Pearson. Walter Fnll1k. and 
Francis Galton founded the British journal Bioll/etrika, whieh was !irst issued in October IlJO I and 
which still innucnces statistics in many arcas. Pearson edited this journal for 35 years. succecdell for 
30 years by his son. Egon Sharpe Pearson. himself a powerful contrihutor to statistical theory and 
applielllion (see Bartlell. IlJXI). 
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CHI-SQUARE GOODNESS OF FIT FOR TWO CATEGORIES 

It is often desired to obtain a sample of nominal scale data and to infer whethl.!r 
the population from which it came conforms to a specified distribution. For exam
ple. a plant geneticist might raise IOU progeny from a cross that is hypothesized 
to result in a .3: I phenotypic ratio of yellow-l1owered to green-tlowered plants. 
Perhaps this sample of lOll is composed of X4 yellow-tlowered plants und 16 green
flowered plants. although the hypothesis indicates an expectation of 75 ycllow
and 25 grccn-tlowered plants. The sampled population is the l10wer colors of all 
possible offspring from parent plants of the kind used in the experiment. The 
question of interest. then. is whether the observed frequencies (X4 and 16) devi
ate significantly from the frequencies (75 and 25) expected from sampling this 
population. 

The following chi-square statistic may he used as a measure of how much an 
ohserved sample distrihution of nominal-scale data differs from a hypothesized 
distrihution: 

k (t· j)~ 
X2 = 2: _~i~. 

i- I Ii 
(22.1 )* 

~ 

Here. ii is the frequency (that is. the numher of counts) ohserved in category i.fj is 
the frequency expected in category i if the null hypothesis is true.-;- and the summation 
is performed over all k categories of datil. For the aforementioned !lower-color data. 
which are in two categories. Exampl~ 22.1 s~()ws the two ohserved frequencies U·, and 

h). the two expected frequencies (f, and)~). and the null and alternate hypotheses 

(/-10 and HI'). The expected frequency. f;. for each category may be calculated hy 
multiplying the total numher of observations. II. hy the proportion of the Iota I that 
the null hypolhesis specifics for each category. Therefore. for the two /lower colors in 

this example..f, = (100)( ~) = 75 and'/i = (100)( 1) = 25. 
Examining Equation 22.1 shows lhat larger disagreement hetween observed and 

expected frequencies (i.e .. larger!; - .i; values) will result in a larger X2 value. Thus. 
this lype of calculation is referred to as a measure of goot/ness offil (although it 
might heller have heen named a measure of "poorness of lit"). A calculated X2 

value can he as s~all as zero. in the case of ,1 perfect lit (i.e .. each li value equals 

its corresponding Ji). or very large if the lit is very bad: it can never he a negative 
value. 

It is fundamentally important to appreciate that the chi-square statistic is calculated 
using the actmll frequencies ohserved. It is not valid to convert the data to percentages 

"Equation 22.1 can he rewrillen as 

k (2 
,\'2 = ~ .-t 

i=1 Ii 
1/. (22.2) 

when: 1/ is the sum of all the li·s. nllllll:ly the total number of ohscrvation)o in the sample. Althou!!h 
Ihis formula renders Ihe calculation of _,,2 a linle easier. il has the disadvantage of 1101 enahlil1!! us 

to examine each cOl1lrihutiol1 10 y2 (i.e .. eilch Ui - .li)2! i; J. ;lI1d. as shown in Seclion 22.4. such 
lin t!xamination is an aid in determining huw we might suhdi\'ide an overall chi·square analysis 
into component chi-square analyscs for additional datll collection. Thus. F.quation 22.2 is )'cldolll 
encountered. 

-f The symool.f is pronounced .. r hat:· 
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EXAMPL~2.1 Calculation of Chi-Square Goodness of Fit, of Data Con
sisting of th.e Colors of 100 Flowers, to a Hypothesized Color Ratio of 
3: 1 

Ho: The sample data came from a population having a 3 : 1 ratio of yellow 
to green ftowers. 

H A: The sample data came from a population not having a 3 : 1 ratio of 
yellow to green ftowers. 

The data recorded are the 100 observed frequencies. f;, in each of the two fto~er
color categories, with the frequencies expected under the null hypothesis, f;, in 
parentheses. 

Ij 
(f; ) 

Category (flower color) 

Yellow 

84 

(75) 

Green n 

16 100 
(25) 

Degrees of freedom = v = k - 1 = 2 - 1 = 1 

X2 = L (f; -:: fif = (84 - 75)2 + 
f; 75 

xl.os.1 = 3.Ml 
Therefore, reject Ho. 

92 92 
+-

75 25 
= 1.080 + 3.240 

= 4.320 

(16 - 25)2 

25 

0.025 < P < 0.05 [P = 0.038} 

An improved procedure is presented in Section 22.2 (Example 22.2). 

and attempt to submit the percentages to Equation 22.1. An additional consideration 
in calculating chi-square is described in Section 22.2. 

Critical values of X2 are given in Appendix Table B.l. For chi-square goodness
of-fit testing, the degrees of freedom, v, are k - 1, so in the present example 
v = 2 - 1 = 1. and the first line of Appendix Table B.l is consulted to decide 
whether the null hypothesis, Ho, should be rejected. As in most hypothesis testing, a 
calculated X2 greater than or equal to the critical value causes rejection of Ho. 

In Example 22.1, X2 is calculated to be 4.320 and the critical value is X6.os.! = 3.841. 
This means that the probability of obtaining a sample of data diverging at least this 
far from the hypothesized distribution, if the null hypothesis is true. is less than 0.05. 
Therefore, if testing is being performed at the 5% significance level, Ho is rejected 
and declared not to be a true statement about the distribution of ftower colors in 
the sampled population. Indeed. examination of the first line of Appendix Table B.1 
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indjc.ates that this probability lies between 0.025 and 0.05 (which we can express as 
0.025 < P < 0.05).* 

The numbers of items in the two categories may be expressed as proportions (or 
percentages): In Example 22.1. yellow-flowered plants compose 0.84 (i.e .. 84%) of 
the sample. and 0.16 (i.e .. 16%) are green flowered. Confidence intervals for such 
proportions are discussed in Section 24X 

CHI-SQUARE CORRECTION FOR CONTINUITY 

Chi-square values obtained from actual data. using Equation 22.1. belong to a 
discrete. or discontinuous, distribution, in that they can take on only certain values. 
For instance:. in Example ~2.1 we calculated a chi-square value of 4.320 for II = 
84.[2 = 16.[1 = 75. and h = 25. If we had observed II = 83 and fz = 17, the 
calculated chi-square value would have been (83 - 75)2/75 + (17 - 25)2/25 = 
0.8533 + 2.5600 = 3.413: for II = 82 and fz = 18. X2 = 2.613: and so on. These 
chi-square values obviously form a discrete distribution, for results betw~en 4.320 
and 3.413 or between 3.413 and 2.613 arc not possible with the given f; values. 
However, the theoretical X2 distribution, from which Appendix Table 8.1 is derived, 
is a continuous distribution: that is. for example, all values of X2 between 2.613 and 
4.320 are possible. Thus, our need to determine the probability of a calculated X2 can 
be met only approximately by consulting Appendix Table 8.1, and our conclusions 
are not taking place exactly at the level of a which we set. This situation would be 
unfortunate were it not for the fact that the approximation is a very good one. except 
when" = 1 (and in the instances described in Section 22.5). In the case of" = I. it is 
usually recommended to use the Yates correctio!, lor cOlltilluity (Yates, 1934). t where 

the absolute value of each deviation of f; from if is reduced by 0.5. That is, 

2 _ ~ (lfi - II - 0.5)2 
XI" - £.J ~ , 

i= I f; 
(22.3) 

where Xz. denotes the chi-square value calculated with the correction for continuity. 
This correction is demonstrated in Example 22.2, which presents the determination 

of Xz. for the data of Example 22.1. For this example, the use of Xz. yields the same 
conclusion as is arrived at without the correction for continuity. but this will not 
always be the case. Without the continuity correction, the calculated X2 may be 
inflated enough to cause us to reject HIl, whereas the corrected Xz. value might not. [n 
other words. not correcting for continuity may cause us to commit the Type I error 
with a probability greater than the stated a. The Yates correction should routinely 
be used when" = I: it is not applicable for" > 1. For very large II. the effect of 
discontinuity is small. even for" = I. and in such cases the Yates correction will 

*Somc calculators and computer programs havc thc capahility of determining the cxact proha
hility of a given X2• For the present example, we would therehy lind that P( X2 2: 4.320) = 1I.03K 

t Although English statistician Frank Yates (1902-1 (4) deserves the credit for suggesting this 
correction for chi-square testing. it had previously heen employed in other stlltistical contexts 
(Pearson. 1947). R. A. Fisher associated it with Yates's name in 193tl (David. 1995). This was one 
of many important contrihutions Yates made over a distinguished 5lJ-yeilr publishing career. and 
he was also one or the c<trliest users of electronic computers to summarize and analyze data (Dyke. 
1l)l)5). The correction should not he applied in the very r<tre situ~tions where the numerator or x2 

is increas('d. instead of decrcllsed. hy its usc (that is. when I.fi - Ii I < 0.25). 
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change the calculated chi-square very little. Its use remains appropriate with v = 1, 
however, regardless of n. 

EXAMPLE 22.2 
for Continuity 

Chi-Square Goodness of Fit, Using the Yates Correction 

For the hypothesis and data of Example 22.1 : 

Category (flower color) 

Yellow 

Ji 
(Ji ) 

v=k-l=2-1=J 

84 

(75) 

Green 

16 

(25) 

n 

100 

i = ± Uti - j;~ - 0.5)2 = (184 - 751 - 0.5)2 + (116 - 251 - 0.5)2 

;=1 Ji 75 25 

X~.05.1 = 3.841. 
Therefore, reject Ho. 

= 0.9633 + 2.8900 = 3.853 

0.025 < P < 0.05 [P = 0.0497] 

For k = 2, if Ho involves a J : 1 ratio, 

may be used in place of Equation 22.1, and 

2 (If I - hi - 1)2 
Xc = 

n 

(22.4) 

(22.5) 

A A 

may be used instead of Equation 22.3. In these two shortcut equations, II and h need 
not be calculated, thus avoiding the concomitant rounding errors. 

If, when v = 1, the chi-square calculation is performed by a computer, the user 
should be aware whether the continuity correction is employed. 

22.3 CHI-SQUARE GOODNESS OF FIT FOR MORE THAN TWO CATEGORIES 

Example 22.1 demonstrated chi-square goodness-of-fit testing when there are two 
categories of data (i.e., k = 2). This kind of analysis may be extended readily to sets 
of data with larger numbers of categories. as Example 22.3 exemplifies. Here. 250 
plants were examined (n = 250), and their seeds were classified into four categories 
(k = 4). The calculated X2, using Equation 22.1, is 8.972. (This book will routinely 
express a calculated chi-square to at least three decimal places, for that is the accuracy 
of the table of critical values, Appendix Table B.1. Th~refore. to help avoid rounding 
errors, intermediate calculations, including those of Ji, will be performed to four or 
more decimal places.) .-
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EXAMPLE 22.3 Chi-square Goodness of Fit for k = 4 

Ho: The sample comes from a population having a 9 : 3 : 3 : 1 ratio of 
yellow-smooth to yellow-wrinkled to green-smooth to green-wrinkled 
seeds. 

HA : The sample comes from a population not having a 9 : 3: 3: 1 ratio of 
the above four seed phenotypes. 

The sample data are recorded as o~served frequencies, /;. with the frequencies 
expected under the null hypothesis, 1;, in parentheses. 

Yellow 
smooth 

Yellow 
wrinkled 

Green 
smooth 

Green 
wrinkled n 

I; 152 39 

(46.8750) 

53 

(46.8750) 

6 250 
A 

(I;) (140.6250) (15.6250) 

v=k-l=3 
2 _ 11.37502 + 7.87502 + 6.12502 + 9.62502 

X - 140.6250 46.8750 46.8750 15.6250 
= 0.9201 + 1.3230 + 0.8003 + 5.9290 
= 8.972 

X~.05.3 = 7.815 
Therefore, reject HI). 

0.025 < P < 0.05 [P = 0.030] 

It has already been pointed out that larger X2 values will result from larger 
differences between I; and j;, but large calculated X2 values may also simply be 
the result of a large number of classes of data, because the calculation involves the 
summing over all classes. Thus, in considering the significance of a calculated X2, 
the value of k must be taken into account. What is done is to consider the degrees 
of freedom* (v). For the chi-square goodness-of-fit testing discussed in this chapter, 
v = k - 1. Thus, in Example 22.3 v = 4 - 1 = 3, while the calculated X2 is 8.972. 
Entering Appendix Table B.1 in the row for v = 3, it is seen that P(x2 ~ 7.815) = 0.05 
and P(X2 ~ 9.348) = 0.025. Therefore, 0.025 < P(x2 ~ 8.972) < 0.05; and, if testing 
at the 5% significance level, we would reject the null hypothesis that the sample came 
from a popUlation having a 9 : 3 : 3 : 1 ratio of yellow-smooth to yellow-wrinkled to 
green-smooth to green-wrinkled seeds. The tabled critical values may be denoted as 
X~.v: thus, for example, we can write X~.05.3 = 7.815 and X5.025.3 = 0.348. 

When we say the degrees of freedom are k - 1, we are stating that, given the 
frequencies in any k - 1 of the categories, we can determine the frequency in the 
remaining category. This is so because n is known, and the sum of the frequencies in 
all k categories equals n. In other words, there is "freedom" to assign frequencies to 
only k - 1 categories. It may also be noted that the degrees of freedom are k minus 

*This term was introduced by R. A. Fisher. in 1922. while discussing contingency tables (see 
Chapter 23) (David, 1995). 
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the number of sample constants used to calculate the expected frequencies. In the 
present examples, only one constant fl, was so used, so v = k - I. 

22.4 SUBDIVIDING CHI-SQUARE GOODNESS OF FIT 

In Example 22.3, the chi-square analysis detected a difference he tween the observed 
and expected frequencies too great to be attrihuted to chance, and the null hypothesis 
was rejected. This conclusion may he satisfactory in some instances. hut in many cases 
the investigator will wish to perform further analysis. 

For the example under consideration, the null hypothesis is that the sample came 
from a population having a 9 : 3 : 3 : 1 phenotypic ratio. If the chi-square analysis 
had not led to a rejection of the hypothesis, we would proceed no further. But since 
Ho was rejected. we may wish to ask whether the significant disagreement between 
observed and expected frequencies was concentrated in certain of the categories. or 
whether the difference was due to the effects of the data in all of the classes. The 
four individual contributions to the chi-square value are 0.9201. 1.3230. 0.8003. and 
5.9290; and the contribution resulting from the last class (the green-wrinkled seeds) 
contributes a relatively large amount to the size of the calculated X2. Thus we see that 
the nonconformity of the sample frequencies to those expected from a population 
with Aa 9 : 3 : 3 : 1 ratio is due largely to the magnitude of the discrepancy hetweenf4 
andj4. 

This line of thought can be examined as shown in Example 22.4. First. we test 
Ho: fl.h. andh came from a population having a 9:3:3 ratios with H A: The frequencies 
in the first three categories came from a population having a phenotypic ratio other 
than 9 : 3 : 3. This null hypothesis is not rejected, indicating that the frequencies in the 
first three categories conform acceptahly well to those predicted hy Ho. Then we can 
test the frequency of green-wrinkled seeds against the comhined frequencies for the 
other three phenotypes. under the null hypothesis of a I : 15 ratio. The calculated i 
value causes us to reject this hypothesis. however. and we draw the conclusion that 
the nonconformity of the data in Example 22.3 to the hypothesized frequencies is due 
primarily to the observed frequency of green-wrinkled seeds. In the latter hypothesis 
test, X~ is employed instead of X2 hecause v = 1. 

EXAMPLE 22.4 Chi-Square Goodness of Fit, Subdividing the Chi-Square 
Analysis of Example 22.3 

Hll : The sample came from a population with a 9 : 3 : 3 ratio of the first 
three phenotypes in Example 22.2. 

HA: The sample came from a population not having a 9: 3 : 3 ratio of the 
first three phenotypes in Example 22.2. 

Seed Characteristics 
Yellow Yellow Green 
smooth wrinkled smooth 11 

.~ 152 39 53 244 
(Ii ) (146.4000) (48.8000) (48.800()) 

v=k-l=2 
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X2 = 5.60002 + -9.80002 + 4.20002 

146.4000 48.8000 48.8000 
= 0.2142 + 1.9680 + 0.3615 

= 2.544 

X5.05.2 = 5.991 
Therefore, do not reject Ho. 

0.25 < P < 0.50 [P = 0.28] 

Ho: The sample came from a population with a 1 : 15 ratio of green-wrinkled 
to other seed phenotypes. 

HA : The sample came from a population not having the 1 : 15 ratio stated 
in Ho. 

Seed Chara(.1eristics 

Green 
wrinkled Others 11 

Ji 6 244 250 

(Ji ) ( 15.6250) (234.3750) 

lI=k-l=1 

2 ~, 2 2 
2 _ ~ (if; - Jil - 0.5 )- = (9.6250 - 0.5) + (9.6250 - 0.5) 

Xc - ~ ~ 
i= I Ji 15.6250 234.3750 

= 5.3290 + 0.3553 = 5.684 

X~.U5.1 = 3.841 
Therefore, reject Ho. 

0.01 < P < 0.025 [P = O.ot7] 

Note: It is not proper to test statistical hypotheses that were stated after examining 
the data to be tested. Therefore, the analyses described in this section should be 
considered only a guide to developing hypotheses that subdivide a goodness-of-fit 
analysis. And the newly proposed hypotheses should then be stated in advance of 
their being tested with a new set of data. 

CHI-SQUARE GOODNESS OF FIT WITH SMALL FREQUENCIES 

In order for us to assign a probability to the results of a chi-square goodness-of-fit test. 
and thereby assess the statistical significance of the test, the calculated X2 must be a 
close approximation to the theoretical distribution that is summarized in Appendix 
Table B.I. This approximation is quite acceptable as long as the expected frequencies 
are not too small. If}; values are very small, however, the calculated X2 is biased 
in that it is larger than the theoretical X2 it is supposed to estimate. and there is 
a tendency to reject the null hypothesis with a probability greater than a. This is 
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undesirable. and ~tatisticians have attempted to define in a convenient manner what 
would constitute fi's that are "too small." 

For decades a commonly applied general rule was that no expected frequency 
should be less }han 5.0.* even though it has long been known that it is tolerable 

to have a few f;'s considerably smaller than that (e.g .• Cochran. 1952. 1954). By a 
review of previous recommendations and an extensive empirical analysis, Roscoe 
and Byars (1971) reached conclusions that provide less restrictive guidelines for chi· 
square goodness-or-fit testing. They and others have found that the test is remarkably 
robust when testing ror a uniform distribution-that is, for lin: In the population. the 

~ .. 
frequencies in all k categories arc equal-in which case f; :-: nl k. In this situation, it 
appears that it is acceptable to have expected frequencies as small as 1.0 for testing 
at a as small as n.os. or as small as 2.0 for a as small as 0.01. The chi-square test 
works nearly as well when there is moderate departure from a uniform distribution 
in H(). and the average expected frequencies may be as small as those indicated for 
a uniform distribution. And even with great departure from uniform. it appears that 
the average expected frequency (i.e., III k) may be as small as 2.0 for testing at a 
as low as n.05 and as small as 4.0 for a as small as 0.01. Koehler and Larntz (1980) 
suggested that the chi-square test is applicable for situations where k 2: 3, n 2: 10, and 
n2 I k 2': 10. Users of goodness-of-fit testing can be comfortable if their data fit both the 
Roscoe and Byars and the Koehler and Larntz guidelines. These recommendations 
are for situat~ons where there are more than two categories. If k = 2. then it is 

wise to have fi's of at least 5.0. or to use the binomial test as indicated in the next 
paragraph. 

The chi-square calculation can be employed if the data for the classes with 
offensively low 1i values are simply eliminated from H() and the subsequent analysis. 
~r. certain of the classes of data might be meaningfully combined so as to result in all 

1i values being large enough to proceed with the analysis. Such modified procedures 
are not to he recommended as routine practice. however. Rather. the experimenter 
should strive to obtain a sufficiently large fl for the analysis to he performed. When 
k = 2 and each f; is small, the use of the binomial test (Section 24.5) is preferable 
to chi-square analysis. [Similarly. usc of the multinomial. rather than the binomial, 
distribution is appropriate when k > 2 and the 1i's are small; however, this is a tedious 
procedure and will not be demonstrated here (Radlow and AIf, (975).] 

22.6 HETEROGENEITY CHI-SQUARE TESTING FOR GOODNESS OF FIT 

It is sometimes the case that a number of sets of data are being tested against the 
same null hypothesis. and we wish to decide whether we may combine all of the sets 
in order to perform one overall chi-square analysis. As an example, let us examine 
some of the classic data of Gregor Mendel t (186S). In one series of 10 experiments. 

*Some statisticians have suggested lower limits as small as 1.0 and others recommend limjts 

as large as 20.0 (as summarized by ~'ressie and Read. 19X9: Tllte and Hyer. 1973). with lower./i"s 

acceptable in some cases where the.li·s arc all e'lual. 
tBornJohann Mendel (IX22-IXX4). he wasan Augustinian monk (taking the name Gn'goTwhen 

entering the monastery). an Austrian schoolteacher, nnd II pioneer in biological experimentation 
and its '1uantitative analysis-ahhoogh his data have been called into '1ucstion by statisticians 
(Edwards. 19Xfl: Fisher. 193fl). His research was unappreciated until sixteen yeurs after his dellth. 
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Mendel obtained pea plants with either yellow or green seeds, with the frequency 
of yellow-seed plants and green-seed plants shown in Example 22.5.* The data from 
each of the 10 samples are tested against the null hypothesis that there is a 3-to-l 
ratio of plants with yellow seeds to plants with green seeds in the population from 
which the sample came. Ho is not rejected in any of the 10 experiments, so it is 
reasonable to test a null hypothesis examining heterogeneity. that all 10 samples 
could have come from the same population (or from more than one population 
having the same ratios). This new hypothesis may be tested by the procedure called 
heterogeneity chi-square analysis (sometimes referred to as "interaction" chi-square 
analysis or even "homogeneity analysis"). In addition to performing the 10 separate 
chi-squares tests, we total all 10 Ii values and total all 10 Ii values and perform a 
chi-square test on these totals. But in totaling these values. commonly called pooling 
them. we must assume that all ten samples came from the same population (or from 
populations having identical seed-color ratios). If this assumption is true, we say 
that the samples are homogeneous. If this assumption is false, the samples are said 
to be heterogeneous. and the chi-square analysis on the pooled data would not be 
justified. So we are faced with the desirability of testing for heterogeneity. using the 
null hypothesis that the samples could have come from the same population (Le., Ho: 
The samples are homogeneous). 

Testing for heterogeneity among replicated goodness-of-fit tests is based on the 
fact that the sum of chi-square values is itself a chi-square value. If the samples are 
indeed homogeneous. then the total of the individual chi-square values should be 
close to the chi-square for the total frequencies. In Example 22.5. the total chi-square 
is 7.1899. with a total of 10 degrees of freedom; and the chi-square of the totals is 
0.1367. with 1 degree of freedom. The absolute value of the difference between these 
two chi-squares is itself a chi-square (called the heterogeneity chi-square), 7.053, with 
" = 10 - 1 = 9. 

Consulting Appendix Table B.l, we see that for the heterogeneity chi-square. 
X5.05.9 = 16.9. so Ho is not rejected. Thus we conclude that the 10 samples could have 
come from the same population and that their frequencies might justifiably be pooled. 
The Yates correction for continuity may not be applied in a heterogeneity chi-square 
analysis (Cochran, 1942; Lancaster, 1949). But if we conclude that the sample data 
may be pooled. we should then analyze these pooled data using the correction for 

EXAMPLE 22.5 Hetero~eity Chi-Square Analysis 

The data are the number <?f p~lants with yellow seeds and the number with 
green seeds, in each of 10 plant-breeding experiments. 

The null hypothesis for each experiment is that the population sampled has a 
3 : 1 ratio of plants with yellow seeds to plants with green seeds. 

The null hypothesis for the heterogeneity chi-square test is that all 10 samples of 
data came from the same population (or from populations with the same ratios). 

Fo,!" each experiment. the observed frequencies. /;. are given. with the frequen-
cies./;. predicted by the null hypothesis within parentheses. 

*These ten data sets come from what Mendel (1865) collectively called "Experiment 2." in 
which, he reports, "258 plants yielded 8023 seeds, 6022 yellow and 2001 green; their ratio, therefore. 
is 3.01 : I." (He was expressing that 6022/2001 = 3.01.) 
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Plants with Plants with Total Uncorrected 
Experiment yellow seeds green seeds plants (n) chi-squore* v 

25 11 36 0.5926 
(27.0000) (9.0000) 

2 32 7 39 1.0342 
(29.2500) (9.7500) 

3 14 5 19 0.0175 
(14.2500) (4.7500) 

4 70 27 97 0.4158 1 
(72.7500) (24.2500) 

5 24 13 37 2.0270 
(27.7500) (9.2500) 

6 20 6 26 0.0513 
(19.5000) (6.5000) 

7 32 13 45 0.3630 
(33.7500) (11.2500) 

8 44 9 53 1.8176 
(39.7500) (13.2500) 

9 50 14 64 0.3333 
(48'()000) ( 16.00(0) 

10 44 18 62 0.5376 
(46.500() ) (15.5000) 

Total of chi-squares 7.1899 10 
Chi-square of totals 

(i.e., pooled 355 123 478 0.1367 
chi-square) (358.50()O) (119.5000) 

Heterogeneity chi-square 7.0532 9 
Xij.05.9 = 16.919. 
Do not reject the homogeneity null hypothesis. 0.50 < P < 0.75 
[P = 0.63] 

* In heterogeneity analysis, chi-square is computed without correction for 
continuity. 

Pooled chi-square with continuity correction: X~ = 0.1004 and X~.()5.1 = 3.841. 
Do not reject Ho of 3: 1 ratio. 0.50 < P < 0.75 [P = 0.75] 

continuity. Thus, for Example 22.5, X~ = 0.128, rather than X2 = 0.137, should be 
used, once it has been determined that the samples are homogeneous and the data 
may be pooled. Heterogeneity testiny may also be done using the log-likelihood 
statistic. G (Section 22.7), instead of X . 

Example 22.6 demonstrates how we can be misled by pooling heterogeneous 
samples without testing for acceptable homogeneity. If the six samples shown were 
pooled and a chi-square computed (x2 = 0.2336), we would not reject the null 
hypothesis. But such a procedure would have ignored the strong indication obtainable 
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EXAMPLE 22.6 Hypothetical Data for Heterogeneity Chi-Square Analy
sis. Demonstrating Misleading Results from the Pooling of Heterogeneous 
Samples 

Ho: The sample population has a 1 : 1 ratio of right- to left-handed men. 
HA: The sampled population does not have a I : 1 ratio of right- to 

left-handed men. 

Sam~le frequencies observed. f;. are listed, with the frequencies predicted by 
Ho (fi) in parentheses. 

Uncorrected 
Sample Right-handed Left-handed 11 chi-square v 

3 11 14 4.5714 1 
(7.0000) (7.00()O) 

2 4 12 16 4.0000 
(8.0000) (8.0000) 

3 5 15 20 5.0000 
( I O,()OOO ) (10.0000) 

4 14 4 18 5.5556 
(9.0000) (9.0000) 

5 13 4 17 4.7647 
(8.5000) (8.5000) 

6 17 5 22 6.5455 
(I UJOOO) ( 1I.0()00) 

Total of chi-squares 30.4372 6 
Chi-square of totals 56 51 107 0.2336 1 

(i.e., pooled (53.5000) (53.5000) 
chi-sq uare) 

Heterogeneity chi-square 30.2036 5 

X~ 05 5 = 11.070. 

Reject Ho for homogeneity. P < 0.001 lP = 0.000(13) 

Therefore, we are not justified in performing a goodness-of-fit analysis on the 
pooled data. 

from the heterogeneity analysis (P < O'()()I) that the samples eame from more than 
one population. The appearance of the data in this example suggests that Samples 
1. 2. and 3 came from one population. and Samples 4, 5. and 6 came from another. 
possibilities that can be reexamined with new data. 

It is also important to realize that the pooling of homogeneous data can, in same 
cases. result in a more powerful analysis. Example 22.7 presents hypothetical data for 
four replicate chi-square analyses. None of the individual chi-square tests detects a 
significant deviation from the null hypothesis: but on pooling them. the chi-square 
test performed on the larger number of data does reject Ho. The nonsignificant 
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EXAMPLE 22.7 Hypothetical Data for Heterogeneity Chi-Square Analy
sis, Demonstrating How Nonsignificant Sample Frequencies Can Result in 
Significant Pooled Frequencies 

For each sample, and for the pooled sample: 

Ho: The sampled population has equal frequencies of right- and left-handed 
men. 

HA: The sampled population does not have equal frequencies of right- and 
left-handed men. 

For heterogeneity testing: 

Ho: All the samples came from the same population. 
HA: The samples came from at least two different populations. 

For each sample, the observed frequencies,f;. are given, together with the expected 
frequencies, Ji, in parentheses. 

Uncorrected 
Sample Right-handed Left-handed n chi-square " 

15 7 22 2.9091 1 
(11.0000) (11.0000) 

2 16 8 24 2.6667 
(/2.0000) (/2.0000) 

3 12 5 17 2.8824 1 
(8.5000) (8.5000) 

4 13 5 18 3.5556 1 
(9.0000) (9.0000) 

Total of chi-squares 12.0138 4 
Chi-square of totals 56 25 81 11.8642 1 

(pooled chi-square) (40.5000) (40.5000) 
Heterogeneity 0.1496 3 
chi-square 

Xfi.OS.3 = 7.815. 
The homogeneity Ho is not rejected. 0.975 < P < 0.99 [P = 0.985] 

Therefore. we are justified in pooling the four 
X~ = 11.111, DF = 1, P = 0.00086, Ho is rejected. 

sets of data. On doing so, 

heterogeneity chi-square shows that we are justified in pooling the replicates in order 
to analyze a single set of data with a large n. 

22.7 THE LOG-LIKELIHOOD RATIO FOR GOODNESS OF FIT 

The log-likelihood ratio is applicable to goodness-of-fit analysis in circumstances 
having data for which chi-square may be employed. The log-likelihood ratio: 

*Proposed by Wilks (1935). based upon concepts of Neyman and Pearson (1928a. I 928b). 
This procedure, often referred to simply as the likelihootl ratio (abbreviated LR), considers 
the ratio between two likelihoods (i.e .• probabilities). Referring to Example 22.3, one likelihood 
is the likelihood oflhe population containing the same proportions that the sample has of the data 
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2Ji In (/;/]; ), may also be written as L/; In/; - L/; Inj. Twice this quantity, a 
value called G, approximates the X2 distribution.* Thust 

or, equivalently, 

G = 2 L/; In ~ or 
/; 

G = 4.60517L/;log~, 
/; 

(22.6) 

G = 2[L/; In/; - Lf; In];] or G = 4.60517[Lf; log/; - L/; log];] (22.7) 

is applicable as a test for goodness of fit, utilizing Appendix Table B.1 with the 
same degrees of freedom as would be used for chi-square testing. Example 22.8 
demonstrates the G test for the data of Example 22.3. In this case, the same conclusion 
is reached using G and X2, but this will not always be so. 

EXAMPLE 22.8 Calculation of the G Statistic for the Log-Likelihood 
Ratio Goodness-of-Fit Test. The Data and the Hypotheses Are Those of 
Example 22.3 

Yellow 
smooth 

} 152 
(f;) (140.6250) 

JI=k - 1=3 

Yellow Green 
wrinkled smooch 

39 
(46.8750) 

53 
(46.8750) 

G = 4.60517[L/; log/; - L/; log];] 

Green 
wrinkled n 

6 250 
(/5.6250) 

= 4.60517[(152)(2.18184) + (39)(1.59106) + (53)(1.72428) 
+ (6)(0.77815) - (152)(2.14806) - (39)(1.67094) 
- (53)( 1.67094) - (6)( 1.19382)] 

= 4.60517[331.63968 + 62.05134 + 91.38684 + 4.66890 
-326.50512 - 65.16666 - 88.55982 - 7.16292] 

= 4.60517[2.35224] 
= 10.832t 

X5.05.3 = 7.815 
Therefore, reject Ho. 

0.01 < P < 0.025 [P = 0.013] 

fUsing natural logarithms (sce Equations 22.6 or 22.7) yiclds the same value of G. 

in the four categories. And the other is the likelihood of the population containing the proportions. 
in the four categories. that are stated in the null hypothesis. The ratio of the first likelihood to 
the second will be larger for greater departures of population proportions from the proportions 
observed in the sample. 

*G also appears in the literature written as G2 and occasionally as likelihood ratio ,\,2: it is 
sometimes referred to as a measure of deviance. 

t As noted in the Section 8.7 footnote. "In" refers to natural logarithm (in base e) and "log" to 
common logarithm (in base 10). Many modern calculators can employ either. 
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Wi~iamsA (1976) recommended G be used in preference to X2 whenever any 

If; - fil ::: fi· The two methods often yield the same conclusions, especial11' when n is 
large; when they do not, some statisticians prefer G; others recommend X ,for while 
G may result in a more powerful test in some cases, x2 tends to provide a test that 
operates much closer to the stated level of a (e.g., Chapman, 1976; Cressie and Read, 
1989; Hutchinson, 1979; Lamtz, 1978; LawaI, 1984; Moore, 1986; Rudas, 1986). with 
the probability of a Type I error often far above a when employing G. 

When v = 1, the Yates correction for continuity is applied in a fashion analogous 
to ~hat in chi-square analysis in Section 22.2. The procedure is to make each fi closer 
to Ii by 0.5 and to apply Equation 22.7 (or Equation 22.6) using these modified f;'s. 
This is demonstrated in Example 22.9. 

EXAMPLE 22.9 The G Test for Goodness of Fit for Two Categories, for 
the Hypotheses and Data of Example 22.1 

(a) Without the Yates correction for continuity: 

Category (flower color) 

Yellow Green n 

f; 84 16 100 

(f;) (75) (25) 

v=k-1=2-1=1 

G = 4.60517[(84)(1.92428) + (16)(1.20412) - (84)(1.87506) 

- (16)( 1.39794)] 

= 4.60517[1.03336] = 4.759 

X5.05.l = 3.841 
Therefore. reject Ho. 

0.025 < P < 0.05 [P = 0.029] 

(b) With the Yates correction for continuity: 

Category (flower color) 

Yellow 

fi 84 
A 

(fi) (75) 
Modified f; 83.5 

v=k-1=2-1=1 

Green 

16 

(25) 
16.5 

n 

100 

Gc = 4.60517[(83.5)(1.92169) + (16.5)(1.21748) - (83.5)(1.87506) 

- (16.5) ( 1.39794 )] 

= 4.60517[0.916015] ~,4.218 
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X6.05.1 = 3.841 
Therefore, reject Ho. 

0.025 < P < 0.05 [P = 0.040] 

KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOODNESS OF FIT 

This chapter has thus far dealt with goodness-of-fit tests applicable to nominal-scale 
data. This section will present goodness-of-fit testing for data measured on a ratio, 
interval, or ordinal scale. 

Example 22.10 presents data that are measurements of the height above the 
ground at which each of 15 moths was found on the trunk of a 25-meter-tall tree. 
For each height, Xi, the observed frequency is f;, which is the number of moths 
found at that height. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test (Kolmogorov, 
1933; Smirnov, 1939a, 1939b), also called the Kolmogorov-Smirnov one-sample test. 
examines how well an observed cumulative frequency distribution conforms to an 

EXAMPLE 22.10 Two-Tailed Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness of Fit for 
Continuous Ratio-Scale Data, Vertical Distribution of Moths on a Tree Trunk 

Ho: Moths are distributed uniformly from ground level to height of 25 m. 
HA : Moths arc not distributed uniformly from ground level to height of 

25m. 

Each Xi is a height (in meters) at which a moth was observed on the tree trunk. 

i Xi f; F; rei F; rei F; Di D~ 
I 

1 1.4 1 1 0.0667 0.0560 0.0107 0.0560 
2 2.6 1 2 0.1333 0.1040 0.0293 0.0373 
3 3.3 1 3 0.2000 0.1320 0.0680 0.0013 
4 4.2 1 4 0.2667 0.1680 0.0987 0.0320 
5 4.7 1 5 0.3333 0.1880 0.1453 0.0787 

6 5.6 2 7 0.4667 0.2240 0.2427 0.1093 
7 6.4 I 8 0.5333 0.2560 0.2773 0.2107 
8 7.7 1 9 0.6000 0.3080 0.2920 0.2253 
9 9.3 1 10 0.6667 0.3720 0.2947 0.2280 

10 10.6 1 I I 0.7333 0.4240 0.3093 0.2427 

11 11.5 1 12 0.8000 0.4600 0.3400 0.2733 
12 12.4 1 13 0.8667 0.4960 0.3707 0.3040 
13 18.6 1 14 0.9333 0.7440 0.1893 0.1227 
14 22.3 1 15 1.0000 0.8920 0.1080 0.0413 

n = 15 
max D; = DI2 = 10.8667 - 0.49601 = 10.37071 = 0.3707 

max D; = D'12 = 10.8000 - 0.49601 = 10.30401 = 0.3040 
D = 0.3707 
D O.05(2).15 = 0.33760 
Therefore, reject Ho. 

0.02 < P < 0.05 
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expected frequency distribution.* (Section 1.4 introduced the concept of a cumulative 
frequency distribution.) The test considers how likely it is to obtain the observed data 
distribution at random from a population having the distribution specified in the null 
hypotheses. 

For the test applicable to continuous data (i.e., ratio-scale or interval-scale data), 
the observed frequencies are arranged in ascending order and each cumulative 
observed frequency, Fi, is obtained as the sum of the observed frequencies fromft 
up to and including f;. (For example. FlO is the sum of ft through flO.) And from 
these cumulative frequencies the cumulative relative observed frequencies are deter
mined as 

F· rei Fi = -1., 
n 

(22.8) 

where n, which is ~J;. is the number of data in the sample. Thus, rei Fi is simply the 
proportion of the data that are measurements ~Xi. For the data being discussed, n is 
15, so, for example, reI FlO = 11/15 = 0.7333. 

A 

Then, for each Xi, the cumulative relative expected frequency, Fi, is calculated as 
follows (where expected refers to the distribution specitied in the null hypothesis). In 
Example 22.10, Hi) proposes a uniform distrib~tion of moths over the heights 0 to 
25 meters, so rei F; = Xi/25 m (for example, F)() = 10.6 ml25 m = 0.4240). If, in a 
similar study. the null hyp~thesis were a uniform distribution over heights 1 to 25 m 
from the ground. then reI F; would be (Xi - 1 )/24 m. 

The test statistic, D. for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-tit is obtained by 
tirst calculating both 

A 

Di = Irel Fi - rei Fil (22.9) 

and 
Dj = Irel Fi-I - reI hi (22.10) 

for each i. For the data under consideration. for example, DJO = 10.7333 0.42401 
= 0.3093 and DIO = I 0.6667 - 0.4240 I = 0.24

A
27. In using Equation 22.10 it is 

important to know that Fo = 0, so DI = reI F\ (and in Example 22.10, D. = 
10 - 0.05601 = 0.0560). Then the test statistic is 

D = max[(max Di), (max DD), (22.11) 

which means "D is the largest value of D; or the largest value of Dj, whichever is 
larger." Critical values for this test statistic are referred to as Da,l, in Appendix Table 
B.9. If D ~ Da•1h then Ho is rejected at the a level of significance. 

Figure 22.1 demonstrates why it is necessary to examine both Di and Dj in 
comparing an observed to a hypothesized cumulative frequency distribution for 
continuous data. (See also D'Agostino and Noether, 1973; Fisz, 1963: Section 12.5A; 

*The name of the test honors the two Russian mathematicians who developed its underlying 
concepts and procedures: Andrei Nikolaevich Kolmogorov (1903-1987) and Nikolai Vasil"evich 
Smirnov (1900-1906). Korner (1996: 190) reported that "Kolmogorov worked in such a large 
number of mathematical fields that eleven experts were required to describe his work for his 
London Mathematical Society obituary." Kolmogorov originated the test for the one-sample 
situation discussed here. and Smirnov described a two-sample test to assess how well two observed 
cumulative frequency distributions represent population distributions that coincide. (See. e.g .• 
Daniel. 1990: Section 8.3: Hollander and Wolfe, 1999: Section 5.4: Siegel and Castellan, 1988: 
144-151. 166; and Sprent and Smeeton. 2001: 185-187. for discussion of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
two-sample test.) 
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FIGURE 22.1: Graphical representation of Example 22.10, Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness·of·fit testing 
for continuous data. The solid line plots the observed frequencies, and the dashed line shows the 
expected frequencies. 

Gibbons and Chakraborti, 2003: Section 4.3.) What is sought is the maximum deviation 
between the observed distribution, f (which looks like a st~ircase when graphed), 
and the hypothesized distribution, F. (The distribution of F appears as a straight 
line if Ho proposes a uniform distribution; b~t other distributions, such as a normal 
distribution, '!lay be hypothesized.) For each Fj, we must consider the vertical distance 
D; = I Fj - Fil,; which occurs at the left end of a step, as well as the vertical distance 
Dj = iFi-l - Fil, which is at the right end of a step. 

A lesser-known, but quite good, alternative for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for 
goodness of fit of continuous data is the Watson goodness-of-fit test. It is discussed in 
Section 27.5 as being especially suited for data on a circular scale, but it is applicable 
as well to data on a linear scale such as in the present section. Other alternatives have 
been proposed, including those that have special emphasis on the differences in the 
tails of the distributions (Calitz, 1987). 

(a) Correction for Increased Power. For small sample sizes (say, n :s 25), the power 
of Kolmogorov-Smirnov testing can be increased impressively by employing the 
correction expounded by Harter, Khamis, and Lamb (1984) and Khamis (1990,1993). 
For each i, Equation 22.8 is modified to 

Fr 
rei <j' ; = --'-

n + 1 
(22.12) 
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and 
F; - I 

reI ~l'i = -',=-------
n - 1 

(22.13) 

Then, differences analogous to D; and Dj of Equations 22.9 and 22.10, respectively, 
are obtained as 

Do.; = Irel ~j - reI Fil 

DI.i = I rei ~j - reI Fil· 

(22.14) 

(22.15) 

For these two statistics, the subscripts 0 and 1 are denoted as 5 (lowercase Greek 
delta), so the developers of this procedure call it the 5-corrected Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
goodness-of-fit test. 

The test statistic is either max Do.; or max Dl,i, whichever leads to the higher level 
of significance (Le., the smaller probability). Appendix Table B.1 0 gives critical values 
for DIiJl for various levels of a. This test is demonstrated in Example 22.11. Although in 
this example the conclusion is the same as with the uncorrected Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
test (Example 22.10), this is not always so. However, Khamis (1990) reported that 
if n > 20, the results of this corrected Kolmogorov-Smirnov method are practically 
indistinguishable from those from the uncorrected procedure, and in such cases either 
the uncorrected or corrected test may be used. 

EXAMPLE 22.11 fi-corrected Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness of Fit 

The hypotheses and data are those of Example 22.10. 

A 

Xi Fi reI F; rel9Fi Do.; rei ~j D1•i 

1 1.4 1 0.0560 0.0625 0.0065 0.0000 0.0560 
2 2.6 2 0.1040 0.1250 0.0210 0.0714 0.0326 
3 3.3 3 0.1320 0.1875 0.0555 0.1429 0.0109 
4 4.2 4 0.1680 0.2500 0.0820 0.2143 0.0463 
5 4.7 5 0.1880 0.3125 0.1245 0.2857 0.0977 

6 5.6 7 0.2240 0.4375 0.2135 0.4286 0.2046 
7 6.4 8 0.2560 0.5000 0.2440 0.5000 0.2440 
8 7.7 9 0.3080 0.5625 0.2545 0.5714 0.2634 
9 9.3 10 0.3720 0.6250 0.2530 0.6429 0.2709 

10 10.6 11 0.4240 0.6875 0.2635 0.7143 0.2903 

11 11.5 12 0.4600 0.7500 0.2900 0.7857 0.3257 
12 12.4 13 0.4960 0.8125 0.3165 0.8571 0.3611 
13 18.6 14 0.7440 0.8750 0.1310 0.9286 0.1846 
14 22.3 15 0.8920 0.9375 (W455 1.0000 0.1080 

n = 15 
max Do.; = DO.12 = 0.3165, which has a probability of 0.05 < P < 0.10 
max Du = DI.I2 = 0.3611, which has a probability of 0.02 < P < 0.05 
Therefore, reject Ho: 0.02 < P < 0.05. 
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The o-corrected procedure can result in a test with a Type I error slightly greater 
than a: Khamis (2000) presented an adjustment to remedy this. Feltz (1998) discussed 
similar corrections that have more power in some circumstances. 

(b) Sample Size Required. When it is planned to apply a Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
test to continuous data, it may be asked how large a sample is needed to be able 
to detect a significant difference of a given magnitude between an observed and a 
hypothesized cumulative frequency distribution. All that need be done is to seek the 
desired minimum detectable difference in the body of the table of critical values of 
D (Appendix Table B.9), for the selected significance level, a. For example. to be 
able to detect a difference as small as 0.30 between an observed and a hypothesized 
cumulative relative frequency distribution, at a significance level of 0.05, a sample of 
of at least 20 would be needed, for Do.os.llJ = 0.30143, which is larger than 0.30. and 
DO.05.20 = 0.29408, which is smaller than 0.30. If the desired difference is not in the 
table, then the nearest smaller one is used. Thus. for a study such as that in Example 
22.10. it is estimated that at least 20 moths would have to be observed to be able to 
detect, at the 5% significance level, a difference between the cumulative frequency 
distributions-a difference of either D or D' -as small as 0.30. 

If the desired detectable difference is beyond the DaJI values in Appendix Table B.9 
(i.e., the difference is <D«.loo), then we know that the required sample size is greater 
than 160. This sample size may be estimated by employing the values of da at the 
end of Appendix Table B.9.* If we wish to detect a difference as small as U. then the 
sample size should be at leas'" 

(22.17) 

For example. if the collector of data in Example 22.11 had desired to be able to detect 
a difference. Di or D;. as small as 0.10, a sample size of at least 185 moth observations 
should have been obtained. for 

n= 
( \.358\0)2 

(0.10)2 
184.4. 

(c) Discrete or Grouped Data. Ordinal data, such as in Example 22.12, are not 
measurements on a continuous scale and should not be analyzed by the Kolmogorov
Smirnov procedures discussed previously. But the following method is applicable. 

Example 22.12 shows the results of an experiment in which cats were given a 
choice of nve foods. identical in all respects except moisture content. A total of 40 
observations were recorded. The experiment was performed in a fashion that ensured 
that all 40 wen.: independent: this was done by using 40 cats. each given a choice 
among the five foods (not. for example. by using eight cats with each cat being given 
five opportunities to choose among the food types). and the cats were subjected to 
the experiment one at a time, so no individual's actions would influence another·s. 

*Thcsc values al Ihe end of Appcndix Tahle B.l) are 

I-Ina 
ti" = V -2-' 

.;. ~ is the capilal Greek letter della. 

(22.1 n) 
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\ 

Testing for Goodness of Fit 

EXAMPLE 22.12 
Ordered Data 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness-of-Fit Test for Discrete 

Ho: Cats have no preference along a food-moisture gradient. 
HA : Cats do have preference along a food-moisture gradient. 

Food 
Moisture 

~ ~ 

(i) Ii Ii F; F; d; 

1 (driest) 5 8 5 8 3 
2 6 8 11 16 5 
3 7 8 18 24 6 
4 10 8 28 32 4 
5 (moistest) 12 8 40 40 0 

11 = 40; k = 5 
dmax = d3 = 6 
(d) - 8 max 0.05.5.40 -
Therefore, do not reject Ho. 

[0.10 < P < 0.20] 

The food moisture is expressed on an ordinal scale. for although we can say that 
food 1 is drier than food 2 and food 2 is drier than food 3, we cannot say that the 
difference in moisture between foods 1 and 2 is quantitatively equal to the difference 
between foods 2 and 3. That is, we can speak only of relative magnitudes, and not 
quantitative measurements. of the foods' moisture contents. 

The null hypothesis of equal preference for the five food types could be tested 
by chi-square goodness of fit (Section 22.3). and this would be appropriate if the 
five foods were nominal-scale categories (for example, different brands or different 
recipes). But the present data are in categories that have a rational order. and the null 
hypothesis is that there is no p.,-eference along the gradient of food moisture (that is, 
no preference among the five nioisture categories arranged in ascending order). 

The data are observed frequencies. Ii, namely the ,!lumbers of animals choosing 
each of the five food types. The expected frequencies, Ii, are the numbers expected if 
the null hypothesis is true. In the present example, hypothesizing no preferred food 
type. a uniform distribution (i.e., a frequency of eight in each of the five categories) 
would be expected. 

For the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit t~st, cumulative observed frequen
cies (Fi) and cumulative expected frequencies (F;) are calculated for categories 1 
through k. (In Example 22.12, k = 5.) The cumulative frequency for category i is the 
sum of all frequencies from categories 1 through i (in Example 22.12, the frequencies 
for food as moist as, or moister than, i). 

For each category, i, the absolute value of difference between the two cumulative 
frequency distributions is determined: 

~ 

d; = I Fj - F; I . (22.18) 

The largest dj is the test statistic; let us call it dmax• 
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Critical values of dmax are found in Appendix Table B.8 (which requires that in the 
experiment n, the total number of data, is a multiple of k. the number of categories).* 
~Iso. the tabled critical values are for situations where a!1 of the expected frequencies. 
/;, are equal. but the table also works well for unequal /; if the inequality is not great 
(Pettitt and Stephens. 1977). 

The dmax procedure is also appropriate when data are recorded on a continuous 
scale but are grouped into broad categories on that scale so f; > 1 for several f; ·s. For 
such data. or for ordinal data. the test appropriate for ungrouped continuous data 
(using D) is conservative (e.g., Noether. 1963; Pettitt and Stephens, 1977), meaning 
that the testing is occurring at an a smaller-perhaps much smaller-than that 
stated, and the probability of a Type II error is inflated; that is, the power of the 
test is reduced. Therefore. use of dmax is preferred to using D for grouped or ordinal 
data. t . 

Example 22.13 shows how the data of Example 22.10 would look had the investiga
tor recorded them in 5-meter ranges of trunk heights. Note that power is lost (and Ho 
is not rejected) by grouping the data, and grouping should be avoided or minimized 
whenever possible. 

When applicable (that is. when the categories are ordered), the Kolmogorov: 
Smirnov test is more powerful than the chi-square test when n is small or when /; 

EXAMPLE 22.13 Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness-of-Fit Test for Continu-
ous, But Grouped, Data 

The hypotheses are as in Example 22.10. with that example's data recorded in 
5-meter segments of tree height (where, for example. 5-10 m denotes a height of 
at least 5 m but less than 10 m). 

Trunk 
height 

'" (Xi) f; f; Fi Fj di 

-' 
/ 1 0-5m 5 3 5 3 2 

2 5-1Om 5 3 10 6 4 
3 10-15 m 5 3 13 9 4 
4 15-20 m 1 3 14 12 2 
5 20-25 m 1 3 15 15 0 

n = 15; k = 5 
dmax = 4 
(dmax )0.055.15 = 5 
Therefore, do not reject Ho. 

[0.10 < P < 0.20] 

*If n is not evenly divisible by k, then, conservatively. the critical value for the nearest larger n 
in the table may be used. (However. that critical value might not exist in the table.) 

tThe first footnote of this section refers to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test. which 
also yields conservative results if applied to discrete data (Noether, 1963). 
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values are small. and often in other cases.* Another advantage of the Kolmogorov
Smirnov test over chi-square is that it is not adversely affected by small expected 
frequencies (see Section 22.5). 

EXERCISES 

22.1. Consult Ap~ix Table B.I 
(.) What is the probability of computing a X2 at 

least as large as 3.452 if DF = 2 and the null 
hypothesis is true? 

(b) What is P(x2 ~ 8.668) if v = 5? 

(c) What is X5.05.4? 

(d) What is X5.01.8? 

22.2. Each of 126 individuals of ~ertain mammal 
species was placed in an enclosure containing equal 
amounts of each of six different foods. The fre
quency with which the animals chose each of the 
foods was: 

Food item (i) f; 

N 13 
A 26 
W 31 
G 14 
M 28 
C 14 

(.) Test the hypothesis that there is no preference 
among the food items. 

(b) If the null hypothesis is rejected, ascertain 
which of the foods are preferred by this 
species. 

22.3. A sample of hibernating bats consisted of 44 males 
and 54 females. Test the hypothesis that the hiber- / 
nating population consists of equal numbers of' 
males and females. 

22.4. In attempting to determine whether there is a 
1 : 1 sex ratio among hibernating bats. samples 
were taken from four different locations in a cave: 

Location Males Females 

V 
D 
E 
M 

44 
31 
12 
15 

54 
40 
18 
16 

By performing a heterogeneity chi-square anal
ysis, determine whether the four samples may 
justifiably be pooled. If they may, pool them and 
retest the null hypothesis of equal sex frequen
cies. 

22.5. Test the hypothesis and data of Exercise 22.2 using 
the log-likelihood G. 

22.6. A straight line is drawn on the ground perpen
dicular to the shore of a body of water. Then the 
locations of ground arthropods of a certain species 
are measured along a I-meter-wide band on either 
side of "the line. Use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
procedure on the following data to test the null 
hypothesis of uniform distribution of this species 
from the water's edge to a distance of 10 meters 
inland. 

/ 

Distance 
from 

water(m) 

0.3 
0.6 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 

1.4 
1.6 
1.9 
2.1 
2.2 
2.4 
2.6 
2.8 
3.0 
3.1 

Number 
observed 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

DistCInce 
from 

from (m) 

3.4 
4.1 
4.6 
4.7 
4.8 

4.9 
4.9 
5.3 
5.8 
6.4 

6.8 
7.5 
7.7 
8.8 
9.4 

Number 
observed 

I 
1 
1 
1 
J 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

22.7. For a two-tailed Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness
of-fit test with continuous data at the 5% level 
of significance, how large a sample is necessary 
to detect a difference as small as 0.25 between 
cumulative relative frequency distributions? 

* A chi-square goodness-of-fit test performed on the data of Example 22.12. for Ho: There is no 
preference among the five food categories, would disregard the order of the categories and would 
yield X2 = 4.250; and the log-likelihood goodness of fit would result in G = 4.173. Each of those 
statistics would be associated with a probability between 0.25 and 0.50. 



Ul. A bird feeder is placed at each of six different 
heights. It is recorded which feeder was selected 
by each of 18 cardinals. Using the Kolmogorov
Smirnov procedure for discrete data, test the null 
hypothesis that each feeder height is equally desir
able to cardinals. 

-\ 

\ 
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Feeder height Number observed 

1 (lowest) 2 
2 3 
3 3 
4 4 
5 4 
6 (highest) 2 
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Contingency Tables 

23.1 CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF CONTINGENCY TABLES 
23.2 VISUALIZING CONTINGENCY-TABLE DATA 
23.3 2 x 2 CONTINGENCY TABLES 
23.4 CONTINGENCY TABLES WITH SMALL FREQUENCIES 
23.5 HETEROGENEITY TESTING OF 2 x 2 TABLES 
23.6 SUBDIVIDING CONTINGENCY TABLES 
23.7 THE LOG-LIKELIHOOD RATIO FOR CONTINGENCY TABLES 
23.8 MULTIDIMENSIONAL ~ONTINGENCY TABLES 

j 
Enumeration data may he collected simultaneously for two nominal-scale variables. 
These data may be displayed in what is known as a contingency table, where the r 
rows of the table represent the r categories of one variable and the c columns indicate 
the c categories of the other variahle: thus. there are rc "cells" in the tahle. (This 
presentation of data is also known as a cross lahulation or cross classification.) 

Example 23.1 a is of a contingency tahle of two rows and four columns. and may be 
referred to as a 2 x 4 ("two by four") tahle having (2) (4) = X cells. A sample of 300 
people has been obtained from a specified population (let's say members of an actors' 
professional association), and the variahles tahulated are each person's sex and each 
person's hair color. In this 2 x 4 tahle. the numher of people in the sample with each 
of the eight combinations of sex and hair color is recorded in one of the eight cells of 
the table. These eight data could also he recorded in a 4 x 2 contingency tahle, with 
the four hair colors appearing as rows and the two sexes as columns, and that would 
not change the statistical hypothesis tests or the conclusions that result from them. As 
with previous statistical tests, the total numher of data in the sample is designated asn. 

EXAMPLE 23.1 A 2 x 4 Contingency Table for Testing the Independence 
of Hair Color and Sex in Humans 

(a) Ho: Human hair color is independent of sex in the population sampled. 
HA : Human hair color is not independent ofscx in thc popUlation sampled. 

a = 0.05 

Hair color 

Sex Black Brown Blond Red Total 

Male 32 43 16 9 100 (= Rj) 
Female 55 65 64 16 200 (= R2) 

Total 87 lOS 80 25 300 (= n) 
(= C) (= C2) (= C3) (= C4) 
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(b) The observed fre<iuency,fij, in each cell is shown, with the frequency expected 

if Ho is true (i.e., fij) in parentheses. 

Sex Black 

Male 32 
(29.0000) 

Female 55 
(58.0000) 

Total 87 
(= Cl) 

~ ? 

X2 = L L (fij -= fij )
fij 

Hair color 

Brown Blond 

43 16 
(36.0000) (26.6667) 

65 64 
(72.0000) (53.3333) 

108 80 
(= C2) (= C3) 

Red Total 

9 100 (= Rd 
(8.3333) 

16 200 (= R2) 
(16.6667) 

25 300 (= n) 
(= C4) 

= (32 - 29.0000)2 + (43 - 36.0000)2 + (16 - 26.6667)2 

29.0000 36.0000 26.6667 

+ (9 - 8.3333 )2 + (55 - 58.0000 )2 + (65 - 72.0000 f 
8.3333 58.0000 72.0000 

+ (64 - 53.3333 )2 + (16 - 16.6667)2 

53.3333 16.6667 

= 0.3103 + 1.3611 + 4.2667 + 0.0533 + 0.1552 + 0.6806 + 2.1333 

+ 0.0267 = 8.987 

v=(r-l)(c-l)=(2-1)(4-1)=3 

X5.05.3 = 7.815 

Therefore, reject Ho. 

0.025 < P < 0.05 [P = 0.029] 

The hypotheses to be tested in this example may be stated in any of these three 
ways: 

Ho: In the sampled population, a person's hair color is independent of that per
son's sex (that is, a person's hair color is not associated with the person's 
sex), and 

HA : In the sampled population, a person's hair color is not independent of that 
person's sex (that is, a person's hair color is associated with the person's 
sex), or 

Ho: In the sampled population, the ratio of males to females is the same for people 
having each of the four hair colors, and 

H A: In the sampled population, the ratio of males to females is not the same for 
people having each of the four hair colors; or 
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Hu: In the sampled population, the proportions of people with the four hair colors 
is the same for both sexes, and 

H;t: In the sampled population, the proportions of people with the four hair colors 
is not the same for both sexes. 

In order to test the stated hypotheses, the sample of data in this example could 
have been collected in a variety of ways: 

• It could have been stipulated, in advance of collecting the data, that a specified 
number of males would be taken at random from all the males in the population 
and a specified number of females would be taken at random from all the 
females in the population. Then the hair color of the people in the sample would 
be recorded for each sex. That is what was done for Example 23.1 a, where it 
was decided, before the data were collected, that the sample would consist of 
100 males and 200 females. 

• It could have been stipulated, in advance of collecting the data, that a specified 
number of people with each hair color would be taken at random from all 
persons in the population with that hair color. Then the sex of the people in the 
sample would be recorded for each hair color. 

• It could have been stipulated, in advance of collecting, that a sample of n people 
would be taken at random from the population, without specifying how many 
of each sex would be in the sample or how many of each hair color would be in 
the sample. Then the sex and hair color of each person would be recorded. 

For most contingency-table situations, the same statistical testing procedure applies 
to anyone of these three methods of obtaining the sample of n people, and 
the same result is obtained. However, when dealing with the smallest possible 
contingency table, namely one with only two rows and two columns (Section 23.3), an 
additional sampling strategy may be encountered that calls for a different statistical 
procedure. 

Section 23.8 will introduce procedures for analyzing contingency tables of more 
than two dimensions, where frequencies are tabulated simultaneously for more than 
two variables. 

23.1 CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF CONTINGENCY TABLES 

The most common procedure for analyzing contingency table data uses the chi-square 
statistic.* Recall that for the computation of chi-square one utilizes observed and 
expected frequencies (and never proportions or percentages). For the goodness-of-fit 
analysis introduced in Section 22.1, f; denoted the frequency observed in category i 
of the variable under study. In a contingency table, we have two variables under 
consideration, and we denote an observed frequency as f;j- Using the double subscript, 
f;j refers to the frequency observed in row i and columnj of the contingency table. In 
Example 23.1, the value in row 1 column 1 is denoted as III, that in row 2 column 3 
as 123, and so on. Thus, III = 32./12 = 43./13 = 16, ... ./23 = 64, and 124 = 16. 

The total frequency in row i of the table is denoted as Ri and is obtained as 
Ri = L}= I f;j. Thus, Rt = III + fl2 + 113 + 114 = 100, which is the total number 
of males in the sample, and R2 = 121 + 122 + 123 + 124 = 200, which is the total 
number of females in the sample. The column totals, Cj, are obtained by analogous 

*The early development of chi-square analysis of contingency tables is credited to Karl Pearson 
(1904) and R. A. Fisher (1922). In 1904, Pear!lOn was the first to use the term "contingency table" 
(David. 1995). 
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A 

and it is in this way that the Iii values in Example 23.1 b were obtained. Note that 
we can check fo! arithmetic errors in our cal~ulations hy observing that Ri = 
Lj"~ I Jii = Lj"~ I Iii and Ci :; L;= I lij :; L;= I lij· That is, the row totals of the 
expected frequencies equal the row totals of the ohserved frequencies. and the 
column totals of the expected frequencies equal the column totals of the observed 
frequencies. 

Once X2 has heen calculated. its significance can be ascertained from Appendix 
Table B.1. but to do so we must determine the degrees of freedom of the contingency 
table. 

The degrees of freedom for a chi-square calculated from contingency-table data 
are* 

v = (r - I)(e - 1). (23.5) 

I n Example 23.1. which is a 2 x 4 table. v = (2 1 ) ( 4 I) = 3. The calculated 
statistic is 9.987 and the critical value is X~.()5.3 = 7.815. so the null hypothesis is 
rejected. 

It is good to calculate expected frequencies and other intermediate results to at 
least four decimal places and to round to three decimal places after arriving at the 
value of X2. Barnett and Lewis (1994: 431-440) and Simonoff (2003: 228-234) discuss 
outliers in contingency-table data. 

(a) Comparing Proportions. Hypotheses for data in a contingency table with only 
two rows (or only two columns) often refer to ratios or proportions. In Example 
23.1. the null hypothesis could have been stated as. "In the sampled population, 
the sex ratio is the same for each hair color" or as "In the sampled population, 
the proportion of males is the same for each hair color." The comparison of two 
proportions is discussed in Sections 23.3b and 24.10: and the comparison of more than 
two proportions is further discussed in Sections 24.13-24.15. 

23.2 VISUALIZING CONTINGENCY-TABLE DATA 

Among the ways to present contingency-table data in graphical form is a method 
known as a mosaic display.'" 

In Chapter I, nominal-scale data were presented in a bar graph in Figure 1.2. The 
categories of the nominal-scale variable appear on one axis of the graph (typically 
the horizontal axis. as in Figure 1.2). and the number of observations is on the other 

*In the early days of contingency-tahle analysis. K. Pearson and R. A. Fisher disagreed 
vehemently over the appropriate degrees of freedom to employ: Fisher's (1922) view has prevailed 
(Agresti. 2002: 622: Savage. 1976). as has his use of the term dl!grl!('s offrl!C'dolll. 

tThe current use of mosaic displays is atlributed to Hartigan and Kleiner (19H 1 ). In an historical 
review of rectangular presentations of data. Friendly (2002) credits the English astronomer Edmond 
(a.k.a. Edmund) Halley (1656-1742). famous for his 1/)X2 observation of the comet that bears his 
name. with the first use of rectangulclr areas in the data rcpresentation for two independent variables 
(which. however, were not variables for a contingency tahle). Further developments in the visual 
use of rectangular areas took place in France and Germany in the carly 17XOs: a forerunner of 
mosaic graphs was introduced in IX« hy French civil engineer Charles Joseph Minard (1791-IX70). 
and what resembled the modern mosaic presentation was first used in I X77 hy German statistician 
Georg von Mayr (1X41-1925). In 1977. French cartographer Jacques Bertin (19IX- ) used graphs 
very similar to the mosaics of Hartigan and Kleiner. 
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Male I 

~========================~ Fem,le I 
~------------------------------------~ 

(a) 

Male I II IDO 

F'm'''[]~~D 
Black Brown 

Hair color 

(h) 

Blond Red 

FIGURE 23.1: A mosaic display for the contingency-table data of Example 23.1. (a) The first step displays 
two horizontal bars of equal width with the height of one of them representing the number of males 
and the height of the other representing the number of females in the sample. (b) The second step 
divides each of the two horizontal bars into four tiles, with the width of each tile depicting the frequency 
in the sample of a hair color among the individuals of one of the sexes. 

axis. The lengths of the bars in the graph are representations of the frequencies of 
occurrence of observations in the data categories; and, when bars are of equal width, 
the areas of the bars also depict those frequencies. 

Figure 23.1 demonstrates visualizing the data in Example 23.1 and shows the 
two-step process of preparing a mosaic display. The first step is to prepare Figure 
23.la, which is a graph reflecting the numbers of males and females in the sample 
of data described in Example 23.1. Of the 300 data, 100 are males and 200 are 
females, so the bar for females is two times as high as the bar for males. (The bars 
are graphed horizontally to reflect the rows in the Example 23.1 contingency table, 
but they could have been drawn vertically instead.) The bars are drawn with equal 
widths, so their areas also express visually the proportion of the 300 data in each sex 
category, with the lower (female) bar having two times the area of the upper (male) 
bar. 

The second step, shown in Figure 23.1 b, is to divide each sex's horizontal bar into 
four segments representing the relative frequencies of the four hair colors within that 
sex. For example, black hair among males was exhibited by 32/100 = 0.32 of the 
males in the sample, so black is depicted by a bar segment that is 32% of the width of 
the male bar; and 16/200 = 0.08 of the sample's females had red hair, so the red-hair 
segment for females is 8% of the width of the female bar. These bar segments are 
often referred to as liles, and there will be a tile for each of the r X c cells in the 
contingency table. Mosaic displays are usually, but not necessarily, drawn with small 
gaps between adjacent tiles. 

If the boundaries of the tiles for the two bars were perfectly aligned vertically, 
that would indicate that the r x c frequencies were in perfect agreement with the 
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Female 

Black 

Black 

Brown 
Hair color 

(a) 

Brown 
Hair color 

(b) 

r--

'---
Blond Red 

r:::::=: 

Blond ""="-Red 

FIGURE 23.2: A mosaic display for the contingency-table data of Example 23.1. (a) The first step displays 
four vertical bars of equal height. one for each of the hair colors in the sample, with the width of the 
bars expressing the relative frequencies of the hair colors. (b) The second step divides each of the four 
vertical bars into two tiles, with the length of each tile depicting the frequency of a members of a sex 
among the individuals of one of the hair colors. 

null hypothesis. The more out of alignment the tiles are, the less likely it is that the 
sampled population conforms to that specified in Ho. 

In Figure 23.1, the data of Example 23.1 were displayed graphically by showing 
the frequency of each hair color within each sex. Alternatively, the data could be 
presented as the frequency of each sex for each hair color. This is shown in Figure 23.2. 
In Figure 23.2a, the widths of the four vertical bars represent the relative frequencies 
of the four hair colors in the sample, and Figure 23.2b divides each of those four bars 
into two segments (tiles) with sizes reflecting the proportions of males and females 
with each hair color. 

Either graphical depiction (Figure 23.1b or 23.2b) is legitimate, with the choice 
depending upon the visual emphasis the researcher wants to give to each of the 
variables. 

Mosaic displays may also be presented for contingency tables having more than 
two rows and more than two columns (such as Exercise 23.4 at the end of this chapter). 
Friendly (1994,1995, 1999,2(02) described how the interpretation of mosaic graphs 
can be enhanced by shading or coloring the tiles to emphasize the degree to which 
observed frequencies differ from expected frequencies in the cells of the contingency 
table; and mosaic presentations are also used for contingency tables with more than 
two dimensions (which are introduced in Section 23.8). 
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2 x 2 CONTINGENCY TABLES 

The smallest possible contingency table is that consisting of two rows and two 
columns. It is referred to as a 2 x 2 ("two by two") table or a fourfold table, and it is 
often encountered in biological research. By Eq uation 23.5, the degrees of freedom 
for 2 x 2 tables is (2 - 1)( 2 - 1) = 1. 

The information in a 2 x 2 contingency table may be displayed as 

til tl2 RI 
121 122 R2 

CI C2 n 

where /;j denotes the frequency observed in row i and column j, Ri is the sum of the 
two frequencies in row i, Cj is the sum of the two frequencies in column j, and n is 
the total number of data in the sample. (The sample size, n, is the sum of all four of 
the /;/s, is the sum of the two row totals, and is the sum of the two column totals.) 
The row totals, RI and R2, are said to occupy one margin of the table, and the column 
totals, CI and C2, are said to occupy an adjacent margin of the table. 

There are different experimental designs that result in data that can be arranged 
in contingency tables, depending upon the nature of the populations from which the 
samples come. As described by Barnard (1947) and others, these can be categorized 
on the basis of whether the marginal totals are set by the experimenter before the 
data are collected. 

(a) No Margin Fixed. There are situations where only the size of the sample (n) 
is declared in advance of data collection, and neither the row totals nor the column 
totals are prescribed. * In Example 23.2a, the experimenter decided that the total 
number of data in the sample would be n = 70, but there was no specification prior to 
the data collection of what the total number of boys, of girls, of right-handed children, 
or of left-handed children would be. A sample of 70 was taken at random from a 
population of children (perhaps of a particular age of interest), and then the numbers 
of right-handed boys, right-handed girls, left-handed boys, and left-handed girls were 
recorded as shown in this example. The statistical analysis shown in Example 23.2b 
will be discussed in Section 23.3d. 

EXAMPLE 23.2 A 2 x 2 Contingency Table with No Fixed Margins 

(a) Ho: In the sampled population, handedness is independent of sex. 
H A: In the sampled population, handedness is not independent of sex. 

a = 0.05 

Boys Girls Total 

Left-handed 6 
Right-handed 28 

Total 34 

12 
24 

36 

18 
52 

70 

*This kind of experimental design is sometimes referred to as a double dichotomy or as 
representing a multinomial sampling distribution. and the resulting test as a test of association or 
test of independence. 
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(b) Using Equation 23.6 (Equation 23.1 could also be used, with the same result), 

X2 = n(/II/22 - II2I21? 
R1 R2CI C2 

= 70[(6)(24) - (12)(28)]2 

(18)(52)(34)(36) 
= 2.2524. 

II = 1: X5.05.1 = 3.841 

Therefore, do not reject Ho. 

0.10 < P < 0.25 [P = 0.22] 

(b) One Margin Fixed. Some experimental designs not only specify the sample size, 
n, but also indicate-prior to collecting data-how many data in the sample will 
be in each row (or how many will be in each column).* Thus, in Example 23.28, 
it could have been declared, before counting how many children were in each of 
the four categories, how many boys would be taken at random from all the boys 
in the population and how many girls would be taken at random from the girls 
in the population. Or the column totals might have been fixed, stating how many 
right-handed children and how many left-handed children would be selected from 
their respective populations. 

Another example of a contingency table with one pair of marginal totals fixed is 
shown in Example 23.3a. In this study, it was decided to collect, at random, 24 mice 
of species 1 and 25 of species 2, and the researcher recorded the number of mice of 
each species that were infected with a parasite of interest. 

EXAMPLE 23.3 A 2 X 2 Contingency Table with One Fixed Margin 

(a) Ho: The proportion of the population infected with an intestinal parasite is 
the same in two species of mouse. 

H A: The proportion of the population infected with an intestinal parasite is 
not the same in two species of mouse. 

a = 0.05 

Species 1 Species 2 Total 

With parasite 18 10 28 
Without parasite 6 15 21 

Total 24 25 49 

*This experimental design is often called a comparative trial. the resulting test a test of 
homogeneity. and the underlying distributions binomial distributions (which will be discussed 
further in Chapter 24). 
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summations: Cj = L;= I /;j. For example, the total number of blonds in the sample data 
is C3 = "'2:.f= dr3 = 113 + 123 = 80, the total number of redheads is C4 = "'2:.f= I /;4 = 25. 
and so on. The total number of observations in all cells of the table is called the grand 
total and is L;= I ~j'= I /;j = 111 + 112 + 113 + ... + hl + 124 = 300, which is 11, 

the size of our sample. The computation of the grand total may be written in several 
other notations: L; Lj/;j or ~;j/;j, or simply L ~/;j. When no indices are given on 
the summation signs, we assume that the summation of all values in the sample is 
desired. 

The most common calculation of chi-square analysis of contingency tables is 

(23.1) 

A 

In this formula, similar to Equation 22.1 for chi-square goodness of fit, /;j refers 
to the frequency expected in a row i column j if the null hypothesis is true.* 
If, in Example 23.1a, hair color is in fact independent of sex, then !~ = ~ of 

all black-haired people would be expected to be males and ~: = ~ would be 

expected to be females. That is, ill = ~: (87) = 29 (the expected number of black

haired males), i21 = :(87) = 58 (the expected number of black-haired females), 

il2 = ~: (l08) = 36 (the expected number of brown-haired males), and so on. 
This may also be explained by the probability rule introduced in Section 5.7: 

The probability of two independent events occurring at once is the product of the 
probabilities of the two events. Thus. if having black hair is independent of being male. 
then the probability of a person being both black-haired and male is the probability 
of a person being black-haired multiplied by the probability of a person being male. 
namely (~) X G:). which is 0.0966667. This means that the expected number of 
black-haired males in a sample of 300 is (0.0966667)(300) = 29.0000. In general. the 
frequency expected in a cell of a contingency table is 

(23.3) 

which reduces to the commonly encountered formula, 

(23.4) 

* Just as Equation 22.2 is equivalent to Equation 22.1 for chi-square goodness of fit, the following 
are mathematically equivalent to Equation 23.1 for contingency tables: 

2 _ ~~ /;~ 
X - ~~" - n 

/;j 
(23.2) 

and 

~ = n (~~ /;] - 1). 
R;Cj 

(23.2a) 

These formulas are computationally simpler than Equation 23.1. the latter not even requiring 
the calculation of expected frequencies; however, they do not allow for the examination of the 
contributions to the computed chi-square. the utility of which will be seen in Section 23.6. 
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(b) Using Equation 23.6 (Equation 23.1 could also be used, with the same result). 

X2 = n(/llfzz - II2Izl f 
RIRzCICz 

= 49[(18)(15) - (10)(6)]2 

(28)(21)(24)(25) 

= 6.1250. 

0.01 < P < 0.025 [P = 0.013] 

If one margin is fixed, hypotheses might be expressed in terms of proportions. For 
Example 23.3a, the null hypothesis could be stated as Ho: In the sampled population. 
the proportion of infected mice is the same in species 1 and species 2. The statistical 
analysis shown in Example 23.3b will be discussed in Section 23.3d. Additional 
statistical procedures for dealing with proportions are discussed in Chapter 24. 

(c) Both Margins Fixed. In some cases (which are very uncommon), both margins 
in the contingency table are fixed.* That is, RJ, R2, CI, C2, and n are all set before the 
collection of data. 

Data for such a 2 X 2 table are shown in Example 23.4a, where an ecologist wanted 
to compare the ability of two species of snails to tolerate the current of a stream and 
adhere to the stream's substrate. The researcher labeled 30 snails that were clinging to 
the bottom of the stream, 19 of them selected at random from a population of snails of 
one species and 11 selected at random from a population of snails of a second species. 
These 30 individuals were then observed as the current washed over them, and it was 
decided before the experiment began that data collection would end when more than 
half of the 30 (that is, 16) yielded to the current and were swept downstream. 

EXAMPLE 23.4 A 2 X 2 Contingency Table with Two Fixed Margins 

(a) Ho: The ability of snails to resist the current is no different between the 
two species. 

HA: The abiJity of snails to resist the current is different between the two 
species. 

a = 0.05 
The four marginal totals are set before performing the experiment, and the 
four cell frequencies are collected from the experiment. 

Species 1 

Species 2 

Resisted Yielded 

12 

2 

14 

7 

9 

16 

19 

11 

30 

*The sampling in this experimental design comes from what is known as a hypergeometric 
distribution, about which more will be said in Sections 24.2 and 24.16. and the experimental design 
is sometimes called an independence trial. 
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(b) Using Equation 23.7 (Equation 23.1 could also be used, with the same result, 
A A 

if f;j - f;j is replaced by I f;j - f;j I - 0.5), the chi-square with the Yates 
correction for continuity is 

,0 ~ n (lfll'" - ''''"I -~)' 
R.R2C•C2 

v = 1 

X5.05 •• = 3.841. 

Therefore. reject Ho. 

[ 320]2 = 30 I( 12)(9) - (7)(2)1 -

(19)(11)(14)(16) 
= 3.999. 

0.025 < P < 0.05 [P = 0.046] 

(c) Using Equation 23.7b. the chi-square with the Cochran-Haber correction for; 
continuity is calculated as follows: . 

mt = R2 = 11. m2 = Ct = 14 
A 

/ = m.m2/n = (11)(14)/30 = 5.13 
A 

/ = hi = 2; d = If - /1 = 12 - 5.131 = 3.13 
A 

2/ = 2( 5.13) = 10.26; 
A 

As/ < 2/.D = 3.0 
.2 _ n3D2 
XH -

Rt R2C•C2 

= (30)\3.0)2 
(19)(11)(14)(16) 

= 5.191. 

As X5.05.1 = 3.841, reject Ho. 

0.01 < P < 0.025 [P = 0.023] 

Thus. prior to collecting the data, the number of snails of each species was decided 
upon (as 19 and 11), and the total numbers of snails dislodged by the current 
(16 and 14) were specified. Other illustrations of 2 x 2 tables with both margins 
fixed are provided in Examples 24.20 and 24.21 and Exercises 24.20 and 24.21. The 
statistical analysis demonstrated in Example 23.4b will be discussed in Section 23.3d 

(d) Analysis or 2 x 2 Contingency Tables. Contingency-table hypotheses may be 
examined by chi-square. as sho!n in Section 23.1, calculating ~ with Equation 23.1 
with the expected frequencies (f;j) obtained via Equation 23.4. However, for a 2 X 2 
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table, the following is a simpler computation,* for it does not require that the expected 
~requencies ~e determined, and it avoids rounding error associated with calculating 
f;j and f;j - f;j: 

;- = n(fll/z2 - fl2l21 )2. 
RI R2CI C2 

(23.6) 

As with goodness of fit (Section 22.1), chi-square values that are calculated come 
from a discrete distribution, but they are to be compared (such as by Appendix Table 
B.l) to chi-square values from a continuous distribution. Thus, statisticians may 
recommend that a correction for continuity be applied when v = 1 (which is the case 
when dealing with a 2 x 2 contingency table). More than 20 continuity corrections 
have been proposed; the most commonly considered is the Yates (1934) correctiont 

(as was used in Section 22.2,..for goodness of fit);. which is the modification of Equation 
23.1 by substituting If;j - f;j I - 0.5 for f;j - f;j or, equivalently, using the following 
instead of Equation 23.6: 

(23.7) 

This is the calculation employed in Example 23.4b. and its use approximates the 
two-tailed Fisher exact test discussed in Section 24.16b. 

Haber (1980) showed that there are other correction methods that often perform 
better than that of Yates, which tends to be conservative (in that it has a probability 
less than a of a Type I error and has lower power than a nonconservative test). He 
proposed using a procedure based on a principle expounded by Cochran (1942, 1952). 
In the Cochran-Haber method (demonstrated in Example 23.4c), the smallest of the 
four expected frequencies is determined; using Equation 23.4, this frequency is 

j = mlm2, 
n 

(23.7a) 

where ml is the smallest of the four marginal totals and m2 is the smaller of the 
two totals in the other margin. In Example 23.4, the smallest marginal total, ml, is 
11, which is a row total; and m2 is, therefore, the smaller of the two colu"!n totals, 
namely 14. Then the absolute difference between thls expected frequency (f) and its 
corresponding observed frequency (f) is d = If - fl; and 

,.. 
• Iff :s 2f, then define D = the largest multiple of 0.5 that is <d; and 

,.. 
• Iff > 2f, then define D = d - 0.5. 

The chi-square with the Cochran-Haber correction is 

2 n3D2 
XH = 

RI R2CI C2 
(23.7b) 

*Richardson (1994) attributed Equation 23.6 to Fisher (1922). Upton (1982) reported a "slight'· 
improvement if n - I is employed in place of n. 

tpearson (1947) points out that Yates's use of this correction for chi-square analysis was 
employed as early as 1921 for other statistical purposes. The continuity correction for 2 x 2 tables 
should not be used in the very rare instances that its inclusion increases. instead of decreases, the 
numerator (that is. when If I I - 1221 < nI2). 
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If f > 2j. then the Cochran-Haber-corrected chi-square (X~) is the same as the 
chi-square with the Yates correction (X~). Also. if either CI = C2 or R(/ = R2.then ., ., 
XII = XC' 

A great deal has been written about 2 x 2 contingency-table testing.* For example. 
it has been reported that the power of chi-square testing increases with larger n 
or with more similarity between the two totals in a margin. and that the difference 
between results using chi-square and a continuity-corrected chi-square is less for large 
n. 

In addition, many authors have reported that. for 2 X 2 tables having no fixed 
margin or only one fixed margin, Xz. provides a test that is very, very conserva
tive (that is, the probability of a Type I error is far less than that indicated by 
referring to the theoretical chi-square distribution-such as in Appendix Table 
B.1), with relatively low power: and they recommend that it should not be used 
for such sets of data. The use of X2 instead of Xz. will occasionally result in a 
test that is somewhat liberal (i.e .. the probability of a Type I error is a little 
greater than that indicated by the chi-square distribution. though it will typically 
be closer to the latter distribution than Xz. will be): this liberalism is more pro
nounced when the two row totals are very different or the two column totals are very 
different. 

For many decades there has been debate and disagreement over the appropriate 
statistical procedure for each of the aforementioned three sampling models for data 
in a 2 x 2 contingency table. with arguments presented on both theoretical and 
empirical grounds. There is still no consensus, and some believe there never will be,t 
but there is significant agreement on the following: 

• If the 2 x 2 table has no margin fixed or only one margin fixed, then use ;. 
This is demonstrated in Examples 23.2b and 23.3b . 

• If the 2 x 2 table has both margins fixed. then usc Xz. or X~, as demonstrated 
in Example 23.4, or use the Fisher exact test of Section 24.16. As noted after 
Equation 23.7b, there are situations in which Xz. and X~ arc equal: otherwise, 
XlI is routinely a better approximation of the Fisher exact test and is preferred ., 
to Xc' 

Computer software may present X2 or a continuity-corrected X~, or both, and the user 
must decide which one of these two test statistics to use (such as by the guidelines 
just given). 

"This paragraph and the next are a summary of the findings in many publications. such as those 
cited in the rootnote that follows this one. 

tThose promoting the analysis of any of Ihe three models by using chi-square with the Yates 
correction for continuity (Xz. ). or the Fisher exact test or Section 24.1 fl. include Camilli ( I 99(), COl( 
(IIJH4), Fisher (I1J35). Kendall and Stuan ( 1979). Manin Andres (1991 ), Mehta and Hilton ( 19IJ3), 

Upton (11J\)2). and Yates (19X4). Among those concluding Ihat X;' should not he employed for 
all three models are Barnard (1947. 11J7Y): Berkson ( I Y7H): Camilli and Hopkins (llJ7H): Conover 
(1974): D'Agostino. Chase. and Belanger (19XX): Garside and Mack (I Y76): Grizzle (1%7): Haber 
(l9RO, 19H2. IIJR7, 19YO): Haviland (19IJO): Kempthornc (1971J): Kroll (19R9): Liddell (1976): Parshall 
and Kromrcy (199fl): Pearson (1947): Plackell (1964): Richardson (1990. IlJ94): Starmer, Grizzle, 
and Sen (1974): Storer and Kim (1990): and Upton ( 19H2). Other procedures for testing 2 x 2 tahles 
have been proposed (e.g .. see Martin Andres and Silva MaiO (1994): Martin Andres and Tapia 
Garcia (2(XI4): and Overall. Rhoades. and Starbuck (I YX7». 
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(e) One-Tailed Testing. The preceding hypotheses are two-tailed, which is the 
typical situation. However, one-tailed hypotheses (where a one-tailed hypothesis is 
specified before data are collected) are possible for data in 2 x 2 tables. In Example 
23.2, the hypotheses could have been stated as follows: 

Ho: In the sampled popUlation, the proportion of left-handed children is the 
same or greater for boys compared to girls. 

HA : In the sampled population. the proportion of left-handed children is less 
for boys than for girls. 

If the direction of the difference in the sample is that indicated in the null hypothesis 
(Le., if fll/ CI ~ f12/ C2).then Ho cannot be rejected and the one-tailed analysis 
proceeds no further. However, if the direction of the difference in the sample is not 
in the direction of the null hypothesis (as in Example 23.2. where 6/34 < 12/36), 
then it can be asked whether that difference is likely to indicate a difference in that 
direction in the population. In this example, one-tailed hypotheses could also have 
been stated as follows: 

Ho: In the sampled population. the proportion of boys is the same or less for 
left-handed compared to right-handed children. 

H A: In the sampled population. the proportion of boys is greater for left-handed 
than for right-handed children. 

This would ask whether the sample proportion fl J/ RI (namely, 6/18) resulted from a 
population proportion less than or equal to the population proportion estimated by 
121/ R2 (Le .. 28/52). 

Consistent with the preceding recommendations for two-tailed hypothesis testing. 
the following can be advised for one-tailed testing: For 2 X 2 tables in which 
no margin or only one margin is fixed, test by using one-half of the chi-square 
probability (for example. employing the critical value X~.III.1 for testing at a = 0.05), 
by dividing the resultant P by 2. or by using one-tailed values for Z in the normal 
approximation of Section 24.10. For tables with two fixed margins, the Fisher exact 
test of Section 24.16 is the preferred method of analysis, though if RI = R2 or 
CI = C2. we may calculate X~ or. preferably. X~. and proceed as indicated previously 
for situations with one fixed margin. If neither RI = R2 nor CI = C2, using X~ or 
xz. yields a very poor approximation to the one-tailed Fisher exact test and is not 
recommended. 

CONTINGENCY TABLES WITH SMALL FREQUENCIES 

Section 22.5 discussed bias in chi-square goodness-oC-fit testing when expected 
frequencies are "too small." As with goodness-of-fit testing, for a long time many 
statisticians (e.g., Fisher. 1925b) advised that chi-square analysis of contingency tables 
be employed only if each of the expected frequencies was at least 5.0-even after 
there was evidence that such analyses worked well with smaller frequencies (e.g., 
Cochran. 1952, 1954). The review and empirical analysis of Roscoe and Byars (1971) 
offer more useful guidelines. Although smaller sample sizes are likely to work well, a 
secure practice is to have the mean expected frequency be at least 6.0 when testing 
with a as small as 0.05. and at least 10.0 for a = 0.01. Requiring an average e~pected 
frequency of at least 6 is typically less restrictive than stipulating that each {;j be at 
least 5. Since the mean expected frequency is n/ rc, the minimum sample size for 
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testing at the 0.05 significance level should he at least n = 6rc = 6( 2)( 4) = 48 for 
a 2 x 4 contingency table (such as in Example 23.1) and at least 6( 2)( 2) = 24 for a 
2 x 2 tahle (as in Exercises 23.2. 23.3. 23.4. and 23.5). 

If any of the expected frequencies are smaller thap recommended. then one or 
more rows or columns containing an offensiv:ly low Jij might be discarded. or rows 

or columns might be comhined to result in Ji/s of sufficient magnitude. However, 
such practices are not routinely advised. for they disregard information that can 
he important to the hypothesis testing. When possible. it is better to repeat the 
experiment with a sufliciently large 11 to ensure large enough expected frequencies. 
Some propose employing the log-likelihood ratio of Section 23.7 as a test less affected 
than chi-square hy low frequencies. hut this is not universally suggested. If both 
margins arc fixed in a 2 x 2 contingency table. then the Fisher exact test of Section 
24.16 is highly recommended when frequencies are small. 

23.5 HETEROGENEITY TESTING OF 2 x 2 TABLES 

Testing for heterogeneity of replicate samples in goodness-of-fit analysis was discussed 
in Section 22.6. An analogous procedure may be used with contingency-tahle data. as 
demonstrated in Example 23.5. Here. data set I is the data from Example 23.2. and 
each of the three other sets of data is a sample obtained by the same data-collection 
procedure for the purpose of testing the same hypothesis. Heterogeneity testing asks 
whether all four of the data sets are likely to have come from the same population of 
data. In this example, a calculation of X2 was done. as in Section 23.3a, for each of the 
four contingency tahles: and 110 was not rejected for any of the data sets. This failure 
to reject Ho might reflect low power of the test due to small sample sizes. so it would 
he helpful to use the heterogeneity test to conclude whether it would he reasonable 
to comhine the four sets of data and perform a more powerful test of Ho with the 
pooled numher of data. 

EXAMPLE 23.5 A Heterogeneity Chi-Square Analysis of Four 2 x 2 Con-
tingency Tables, Where Data Set 1 Is That of Example 23.2 

(a) Ho: In the sampled popUlation, handedness is independent of sex. 

H A: In the sampled population. handedness is not independent of sex. 

a = 0.05 

Data Set t 

From the data of Example 23.2. X2 = 2.2523, OF = 1. 0.10 < P < 0.25. 

Data Set 2 

Boys Girls Total 

Left-handed 4 
Right-hallded 25 

Total 29 

7 
13 

20 

11 
38 

49 X2 = 3.0578. OF = 1. 0.05 < P < 0.10 
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Data Set 3 

Boys Girls Total 

Left-handed 7 10 17 
Right-handed 27 18 45 

Total 34 28 62 X2 = 1.7653. DF = 1. 0.10 < P < 0.25 

Data Set 4 

Boys Girls Towl 

Left-handed 4 7 11 
Right-handed 22 14 36 

Total 26 21 47 X2 = 2.0877. DF= 1, n.1O < P < 0.25 

(b) Hn: The four samples are homogeneous. 
H A: The four samples arc heterogeneous. 

Data Sets 1-4 Pooled 

Boys Girls Total 

Left-handed 21 36 57 X2 = 8.9505 
Right-handed 102 69 171 DF = 1 

Total 123 105 228 

X2 for Data Set 1: 2.2523 DF = 1 
X2 for Data Set 2: 3.0578 DF = 1 
X2 for Data Set 3: 1.7653 DF = 1 
X2 for Data Set 4: 2.0877 DF = 1 

Total chi-square: 9.1631 DF = 4 
Chi-square of pooIed data: 8.9505 DF = 1 

Heterogeneity chi-square 0.2126 DF = 3 

For heterogeneity testing (using X2 = 0.2126): 

X~.05.3 = 7.815. 
Therefore, do not reject H". 

0.975 < P < 0.99 lP = 0.981 

(c) H,,: In the sampled population. handedness is independent of sex. 
HA : In the sampled population. handedness is not independent of sex. 

ex = 0.05 
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Data Sets 1-4 Pooled 

Boys Girls Total 

Left-handed 21 36 57 
Right-handed 102 69 171 

Total 123 105 228 

') 

xii.o:).! = 3.H41 

X2 = 8.9505: therefore. reject Ho. 

0.001 < P < 0.005 [P = 0.002HI 

In the test for heterogeneity. chi-square is calculated for each of the samples; 
these four separate X2 values are shown in Example 23.5a. along with the X2 for the 
contingency table formed by the four sets of data combined. The X2 values for the 
four separate contingency tables are them summed (to obtain what may be called a 
total chi-square. which is 9.1631). and the degrees of freedom for the four tables are 
also summed (to obtain a total OF. which is 4), as shown in Example 23.5b. The test 
for heterogeneity employs a chi-square value that is the absolute difference between 
the total chi-square and the chi-square from the table of combined data, with degrees 
of freedom that are the difference between the total degrees of freedom and the 
degrees of freedom from the table of combined data. In the present example. the 
heterogeneity X2 is 0.2126. with 3 degrees of freedom. That chi-square is associated 
with a probability much greater than 0.05. so Ho is not rejected and it is concluded 
that the data of the four samples may be combined. 

Example 23.5c considers the contingency table formed by combining the data of 
all four of the original tables and tests the same hypothesis of independence that was 
tested for each of the original tables. When the heterogeneity test fails to reject Ho, 
pooling of the data is generally desirable because it allows contingency-table analysis 
with a larger n. 

Heterogeneity testing with 2 x 2 tables is performed without the chi-square 
correction for continuity. except when both margins are fixed. in which case rc 
is used for thl.! combined data while X2 is used for all other steps in the analysis 
(Cochran. 1942; Lancaster. 1949). The heterogeneity test may also be performed for 
contingency tables with more than two rows or columns. To test for heterogeneity, 
the log-likelihood ratio. G (Section 23.7). may be used instead of X2. 

23.6 SUBDIVIDING CONTINGENCY TABLES 

In Example 23.1. the analysis of a 2 x 4 contingency table. it was concluded that 
there was a significant difference in human hair-color frequencies between males and 
females. Expressing the percent males and percent females in each column. as in 
Example 23.6a. and examining Figures 23.1 and 23.2 shows that the proportion of 
males in the blond column is prominently less than in the other columns. (Examining 
the data in this fashion can be helpful. although frequencies. not proportions. are 
used for the hypothesis test.) 
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EXAMPLE 23.6a The Data of Example 23.1, Where for Each Hair Color 
the Percent Males and Percent Females Are Indicated 

Hair color 

Sex Black Brown Blond Red Total 

Male 32 43 16 l) 100 
(37%) (40%) (20%) (36%) 

Female 55 65 64 16 200 
(63%) (60%) (XO%) (64%) 

Total 87 lOX 80 25 300 

In Example 23.1. the null hypothesis that the four hair colors are independent 
of sex was rejected. 

Thus. it might be suspected that the significant X2 calculated in Example 23.1 was 
due largely to the frequencies in column 3 of the table. To pursue that supposition. 
the data in column 3 may be momentarily ignored and the remaining 2 X 3 table 
considered: this is done in Example 23.6b. The nonsignificant X2 for this table 
supports the null hypothesis that these three hair colors are independent of sex in 
the population from which the sample came. Then, in Example 23.6c, a 2 x 2 table is 
formed by considering blond versus all other hair colors combined. For this table, the 
null hypothesis of independence is rejected. 

EXAMPLE 23.6b The 2 X 3 Conting-:ncy Table Formed from Columns 1, 
2, and 4 of the Original 2 X 4 Table. f ij Values for the Cells of the 2 X 3 
Table Are Shown in Parentheses 

Ho: The occurrence of black. brown, and red hair is independent of sex. 
HA: The occurrence of black, brown. and red hair is not independent of 

sex. 

ex = 0.05 

Hair color 

Sex Black Brown Red Total 

Male 32 43 l) 84 
(33.2182) (41.2364) (9.5455) 

Female 55 65 16 136 
(53.7818) (66.7636) (15.4545) 

Total 87 108 25 220 
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X2 = 0.245 with OF = 2 

X5.052 = 5.991 

Therefore. do not reject Ho. 

0.75 < P < 0.90 [P = 0.88] 

EXAMPLE 23.6c The 2 x 2 Contingency Table Formed by Combining 
Columns 1, 2, and 4 of the Original Table 

Ho: Occurrence of blond and non blond hair color is independent of sex. 
HA : Occurrence of blond and nonblond hair color is not independent of 

sex. 

a = 0.05 

Hair color 

Sex Blond NOllblond Total 

X2 = 8.727 

DF = 1 

Male 
Female 

Total 

X5.05.1 = 3.841 

Therefore, reject Ho. 

16 
64 

80 

84 
136 

220 

100 
200 

300 

0.001 < P < 0.005 [P = 0.0036] 

By the described series of subdivisions and column combinations of the original 
contingency table, we see evidence suggesting that, among the four hair colors in 
the population. blond occurs between the sexes with relative frequencies different 
from those of the other colors. However, it is not strictly proper to test statistical 
hypotheses developed after examining the data to be tested. Therefore. the analysis 
of a subdivided contingency table should be considered only as a guide to developing 
hypotheses. Hypotheses suggested by this analysis then can be tested by obtaining 
a new set of data from the population of interest and stating those hypotheses in 
advance of the testing. 

23.7 THE LOG-LIKELIHOOD RATIO FOR CONTINGENCY TABLES 

The log-likelihood ratio was introduced in Section 22.7, where the G statistic (some
times called G2) was presented as an alternative to chi-square for goodness-of-fit 
testing. The G test may also be applied to contingency tables (Neyman and Pearson, . 
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1928a. 1928b; Wilks. 1935). where 

G = 2 [~~J;j In (.~~ ) ]. 
I J [" 

(23.8) 

which. without the necessity of calculating expected frequencies. may readily be 
computed as 

G = 2 ~ ~J;j InJ;j - ~ Ri In Ri - ~ Cj In (j + n In n]. (23.9) 
I , I J 

If common logarithms (denoted by "log") are used instead of natural logarithms 
(indicatcd as "In "). then use 4.60517 instcad of 2 prior to the left bracket. Because Gis 
approximately distributed as X2• Appendix Table B.I may be used with (r - 1)( c - 1) 
degrees of freedom. In Example 23.7, the contingency table of Example 23.1 is 
analyzed using the G statistic, with very similar results. 

EXAMPLE 23.7 
pie 23.1 

The G Test for the Contingency Table Data of Exam-

Ho: Hair color is independent of sex. 
H A: Hair color is not independent of sex. 

ex = 0.05 

Hair color 

Sex Black Brown Blond Red Total 

Male 32 
Female 55 

Total 87 

43 
65 

108 

16 
64 

80 

9 100 
16 200 

25 300 

G = 4.60517 [LLJ;jlog[,j - LR;logR; - LCjlogCj + nlogn] 

= 4.60517[(32)(1.50515) + (43)(1.63347) + (16)(1.20412) + (9)(0.95424) 

+(55)(1.74036) + (65)(1.81291) + (64)(1.80618) + (16)(1.20412) 

- (100)(2.00000) - (200)(2.30103) - (87)(1.93952) 

- (108)( 2.03342) - (80)( 1.9(309) - (25)( 1.39794) + (300) (2.477 I 2 )] 

= 4.60517(2.06518) 

= 9.510 with DF = 3 

X~.05.3 = 7.815 

Therefore, reject Ho. 

n.ol < P < 0.025 [P = 0.023] 



Contingency Tables 

In the case of a 2 x 2 table, the Yates correction for Acontinuity (see Sections 23.31 
and 23.3d) is applied by making each /;j 0.5 closer to /;j. This may be accomplishee 
(without calculating expected frequencies) as follows: If 111122 - IIU21 is negative 
add 0.5 to III and 122 and subtract 0.5 from 112 and 121; if 111h2 - 11U21 is positive 
subtract 0.5 from III and 122 and add 0.5 to 112 and 121; then Equation 23.8 or 23.9 i 
applied using these modified values of 111,/12, 121, and 122. 

Williams (1976) recommended that G be used in preference to X2 wheneveJ 
A A I 

I/;j - /;j I ~ /;j for any cell. Both X2 and G commonly result in the same conclusion fOl 
the hypothesis test, especially when n is large. When they do not, some statistici~ 
favor employing G, and its use is found in some research reports and computd 
software. However, many others (e.g .• Agresti, 2002: 24, 396; Agresti and Yang, 1987j 
Berry and Mielke, 1988; Hosmane, 1986; Hutchinson, 1979; Koehler, 1986; Lam~ 
1978; Margolin and Light. 1974; Stelzl, 2000; Upton, 1982) have concluded that the r 
procedure is preferable to G; and generally it more closely refers to the probability 
of a Type I error. 

23.8 MULTIDIMENSIONAL CONTINGENCY TABLES 

Thus far, this chapter has considered two-dimensional contingency tables (tables 
with rows and columns as the two dimensions), where each of the two dimen
sions represents a nominal-scale variable. However. categorical data may also 
be collected and tabulated with respect to three or more nominal-scale vari
ables, resulting in what are called multidimensional contingency tables-that is, 
tables with three or more dimensions (e.g., see Christensen, 1990; Everitt, 1992: 
Chapter 4; Fienberg, 1970, 1980; Goodman, 1970; Simonoff, 2003: Chapter 8). 
An example would be data from a study similar to that in Example 23.1, but 
where eye color is a third variable-in addition to the variables hair color 
and sex. 

As the number of dimensions increases, so does the complexity of the analysis, 
and various interactions of variables are potentially of interest. Multidimensional 
contingency tables may be analyzed by extensions of the X2 and G testing dis
cussed earlier in this chapter, as will be indicated in this section. Computer-program 
libraries often include provision for the analysis of such tables, including by 
utilizing what are known as log-linear models,* a large body of statistical pro
cedures (e.g., see Everitt, 1992: Chapter 5; Fienberg, 1970. 1980; Howell. 2001: 
Chapter 17; Kennedy, 1992; Knoke and Burke, 1980; Tabachnik and Fidell, 2001: 
Chapter 7). 

Figure 23.3 shows a three-dimensional contingency table. The three "rows" are 
species, the four "columns" are geographic locations, and the two "tiers" (or "layers") 
are presence and absence of a disease. If a sample is obtained containing individuals 
of these species. from these locations, and with and without the disease in question, 
then observed frequencies can be recorded in the 24 cells of this 3 x 4 x 2 contingency 
table. W6 shall refer to the observed frequency in row i, column j, and tier I as fiji. 
We shall refer to the number of rows. columns, and tiers as r, C, and t, respectively. 
The sum of the frequencies in row i will be designated Ri, the sum in column j as Cb 
and the sum in tier I as T,. Friendly (1994, 1999), Hartigan and Kleiner (1981, 1984), 

"'Log-linear models are mathematical representations that also underlie analysis of variance 
(Chapters 10, 12. 14. 15. and 16) and multiple regression (Chapter 20). The term log-linear model 
was introduced in 1969 by Y. M. M. Bishop and S. E. Fienberg (David. 1995). 
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FIGURE 23.3: A three-dimensional contingency table, where the three rows are species, the four columns 
are locations, and the two tiers are occurrence of a disease. An observed frequency, fiji, will be recorded 
in each combination of row, column, and tier. 

and Simonoff (2003: 329) discuss mosaic displays for contingency tables with more 
than two dimensions, and such graphical presentations can make multidimensional 
contingency table data easier to visualize and interpret than if they are presented 
only in tabular format. 

Example 23.8 presents a 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table where data (fiji) arc collected 
as described previously. but only for two species and two locations. Note that 
throughout the following discussions the sum of the expected frequencies for a given 
row, column. or tier equals the sum of the observed frequencies for that row. column. 
or tier. 

EXAMPLE 23.8 
gencyTable 

Test for Mutual Independence in a 2 x 2 x 2 Contin-

Hn: Disease occurrence. species. and location are all mutually independent in the 
population samplcd. 

HA : Disease occurrence. species, and location are not all mutually independent in 
the population sampled. 

The observed frcqucncies (/;jI): 

Species I 
Species 2 

Disease 
totals (t = 2): 
Location 
totals: (c = 2): 

Disease present 

Location I Location 2 

44 
28 

12 
22 

Disease absent Species totals 

Location I Location 2 (r = 2) 

3X 
20 

T2 = 86 

10 
18 

Gralld total: 

11 = 192 
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The expected frequencies (!;jl): 

Disease present Disease absent 

Location 1 Location 2 Location I Location 2 Species totals 

Species 1 38.8759 
Species 2 32.8950 

18.5408 
15.6884 

31.5408 
26.6884 

15.0425 
12.7283 

Disease 
totals: Grand total: 
Location 
totals: n = 192 

2 _ (44 - 38.8759 )2 + (12 - 18.5408 )2 
X - 38.8759 18.5408 

+ (38 - 31.5408f 
31.5408 

+ (10 - 15.0425)2 + (28 - 32.8950f (22 - 15.6884)2 
+ 

15.0425 32.8950 15.6884 

(20 - 26.6884)2 (18 - 12.7283)2 
+ + 

26.6884 12.7283 

= 0.6754 + 2.3075 + 1.3228 + 1.6903 + 0.7284 + 2.5392 

+ 1.6762 + 2.1834 

= 13.123 

v = rct - r - c - t + 2 = (2)( 2)( 2 ) - 2 - 2 - 2 + 2 = 4 

~.05.4 = 9.488 

Reject Ho. 
0.01 < P < 0.025 [P = 0.011] 

(a) Mutual Independence. We can test more than one null hypothesis using mul
tidimensiona' contingency-table data. An overall kind of hypothesis is that which 
states mutual independence among all the variables. Another way of expressing this 
Ho is that there are no interactions (either three-way or two-way) among any of the 
variables. For this hypothesis, the expected frequency in row i, column j, and tier 
I is 

(23.10) 

where n is the total of all the frequencies in the entire contingency table. 
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null hypothesis is tested by computing 

~ = ± ± ± ({;jl -: Ajt}2, 
i=lj=I/=1 /;jl 

(23.11) 

which is a simple extension of the chi-square calculation for a two-dimensional table 
(by Equation 23.1). The degrees of freedom for this test are the sums of the degrees 
of freedom for all interactions: 

II = (r - l)(c -1)(t - 1) + (r - l)(c - 1) + (r - l)(e - I) + (c - 1)(t -1), 
(23.12) 

which is equivalent to 
II = ret - r - e - t + 2. (23.13) 

(b) Partial Independence. If the preceding null hypothesis is not rejected, then we 
conclude that all three variables are mutually independent and the analysis proceeds 
no further. If, however. Ho is rejected, then we may test further to conclude between 
which variables dependencies and independencies exist. For example, we may test 
whether one of the three variables is independent of the other two, a situation known 
as partial independence. * 

For the hypothesis of rows being independent of columns and tiers, we need total 
frequencies for rows and total frequencies for combinations of columns and tiers. 
Designating the total frequency in columnj and tier I as (CT)jl. expected frequencies 
are calculated as 

A Ri( CT)jl 
/;jl = , 

n 
(23.14) 

and Equation 23.11 is used with degrees of freedom 

II=(r-l)(e-l)(t t) + (r - I)(c - 1) + (r - l)(t - 1), (23.15) 

which is equivalent to 
II = ret - et - r + 1. (23.16) 

For the null hypothesis of columns being independent of rows and tiers, we com
pute expected frequencies using column totals. Cj, and the totals for row and tier 
combinations, (RT)i/: 

A Cj(RT)if 
{;jl = , 

n 
(23.17) 

and 
II = ret - rt - e + 1. (23.18) 

And, for the null hypothesis of tiers being independent of rows and columns, we use 
tier totals, TI, and the totals for row and column combinations, (RC)ij: 

A TI(RC);-
{;jl = 1; 

n 
(23.19) 

II = ret - re - t + 1. (23.20) 

* A different hypothesis is that of conditional independence. where two of the variables are said 
to be independent in each level of the third (but each may have dependence on the third). This is 
discussed in the references cited at the beginning of this section. 
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In Example 23.9, all three pairs of hypotheses for partial independence are tested. In 
one of the three (the last). Ho is not rejected: thus we conclude that presence of disease 
is independent of species and location. However, the hypothesis test of Example 23.8 
concluded that all three variables arc not independent of each other. Therefore, we 
suspect that species and location are not independent. The independence of these 
two variables may be tested using a two-dimensional contingency table. as described 
earlier. in Section 23.3. and demonstrated in Example 23.10. In the present case. the 
species-location interaction is tested by way of a 2 x 2 contingency table, and we 
conclude that these two factors are not independent (i.e., species occurrence depends 
on geographic location). 

In general, hypotheses to he tested should be stated before the data are collected. 
But the hypotheses proposed in Example 23.10 were suggested after the data were 
examined. Therefore, instead of accepting the present conclusion of the analysis in 
Example 23.10. such a conclusion should he reached by testing this pair of hypotheses 
upon obtaining a new set of data from the population of interest and stating the 
hypotheses in advance of the testing. 

EXAMPLE 23.9 Test for Partial Independence in a 2 x 2 x 2 Contingency 
Table. As the Ho of Overall Independence Was Rejected in Example 23.8, We 
May Test the Following Three Pairs of Hypotheses 

Ho: Species is independent of location and disease. 
HA: Species is not independent of location and disease. 

~ 

The expected frequencies (/;j1): 

Disease present Disease absent 

Location I Location 2 Location I Location 2 Species totals 

Species I 39.0000 18.4167 31.4167 15.1667 RI = 104 
Species 2 33.0000 15.5833 26.5833 12.8333 R2 = 88 

Location and Grand total: 
disease totals: ( CT)II ( CT)12 (CThl (CTh2 n = 192 

=72 = 34 = 58 = 28 

, _ (44 - 39.00(0)2 + (12 - 18.4167)2 + (38 - 31.4167)2 
X- - 39.0000 18.4167 31.4167 

+ ... + (18 - 12.8333)2 
12.8333 

= \0.6410 + 2.2357 + 1.3795 

\ + 1.6303 + 2.0801 

+ 1.7601 + 0.7576 + 2.6422 

= 13.126 

" = ret - ct - r + 1 = (2)(2)(2) - (2)(2) - 2 + 1 = 3 
X5.0S_1 = 7.815 
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Reject Ho. Species is not independent of location and presence of disease. 

0.005 < P < 0.001 [P = 0.0044] 

H(): Location is independent of species and disease. 

HA: Location is not independent of species and disease. 
A 

The expected frequencies (!;jI): 

Disease present Disease absent 

Species I Species 2 Species I Species 2 

Location I 37.91677 33.8542 32.5000 25.7292 
Location 2 18.0833 16.1458 15.5000 12.2708 

Species and 
disease totals: (RT)II (RT)12 (RThl (RTh2 

= 56 = 50 = 48 = 38 

Location totals 

C I = 130 
C2 = 62 

Grand total: 
n = 192 

¥ = (44 - 37.9167)2 + (28 - 33.8542)2 + ... + (18 - 12.2708)2 
37.9167 33.8542 12.2708 

= 0.9760 + 1.0123 + 0.9308 + 1.2757 + 2.0464 + 2.1226 

+ 1.9516 + 2.6749 

= 12.990 • 

v = ret - rt - c + 1 = (2)( 2 )( 2) - (2)( 2) - 2 + 1 = 3 

X~.05.3 = 7.815 

Reject Ho. Location is not independent of species and presence of disease. 

0.001 < P < 0.005 [P = 0.0047] 

Ho: Presence of disease is independent of species and location. 

HA : Presence of disease is not independent of species and location. 
A 

The expected frequencies (!;jl): 

Species 1 Species 2 

Lo;;ation 1 Location 2 Location I Location 2 Disease totals 

Disease present 745.2708 12.1458 
Disease absent 36.7292 9.8542 

Species and 
location totals: ( RC) II 

= 82 
(RC)12 

= 22 

26.5000 
21.5000 

(RChl 

= 48 

22.0833 Tl = 106 
17.9167 T2 = 86 

Grand total: 
(RCh2 n = 192 

=40 
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2 _ (44 - 45.2708)2 + (12 - 12.145S)Z + ... + (IS - 17.9167)2 
X - 45.2708 12.1458 17.9167 

= 0.0357 + O.OOIS + 0.OS49 + 0.0003 + 0.0440 + 0.0022 

+ 0.1047 + 0.0004 

= 0.274 

v = ret - re - t + 1 = (2)( 2 )( 2) - (2)( 2) - 2 + 1 = 3 

X~.05.3 = 7.815 
Do not reject Ho. 

0.95 < P < 0.975 [P = 0.96] 

EXAMPLE 23.10 Test for Independence of Two Variables. Following Tests 
for Partial Dependence 

The hypothesis test of Example 23.8 concluded that all three variables are not 
mutually independent. while the last test in Example 23.9 concluded that presence 
of disease is independent of species and location. Therefore. it is desirable (and 
permissible) to test the following two-dimensional contingency table: 

Ho: Species occurrence is independent of location. 

H A: Species occurrence is not indcpendcnt of location. 

Location J Location 2 Total 

X2 = 12.874 

Species I 
Species 2 

Total 

82 
48 

130 

22 
40 

62 

v = (r - l)(e - 1) = 1 

X5.05.1 = 3.841 

Reject Ho. 
P < 0.001 [P = 0.000331 

/ 

104 
88 

192 

(c) The Log-Likelihood Ratio. The log-likelihood ratio of Section 23.7 can be 
expanded to contingency tables with more than two dimensions. While some authors 
have chosen this procedure over chi-square testing and it is found in some statistical 
computer packages. others (e.g .• Haber. 1984; Hosmane. 1987; Koehler. 1986; Larntz, 
1978; Rudas. 1986; and Stelz!. 2000) have concluded that X2 is preferable. With X2 in 
contrast to G. the probability of a Type 1 error is generally closer to a. 
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EXERCISES 

3.1. Consider the following data for the abundance of 
a certain species of bird. 
(a) Using chi-square. test the null hypothesis that 

the ratio of numbers of males to females was 
the same in all four seasons. 

(b) Apply the G test to that hypothesis. 

Sex Spring Summer Fall Winter 

Males 
Females 

163 
86 

135 
77 

71 
40 

43 
38 

U. The following data are frequencies of skunks found 
with and without rabies in two different geographic 
areas. 
(a) Using chi-square, test the null hypothesis that 

the incidence of rabies in skunks is the same 
in both areas. 

(b) Apply the G test to that hypothesis. 

Area With rabies Without rabies 

E 
W 

14 
12 

29 
38 

i.3. Data were collected as in Exercise 23.2, but 
with the additional tabulation of the sex of 
each skunk recorded, as follows. Test for mutual 

independence; and. if H" is rejected, test for partial 
independence. 

With rabies 

Area Male Female 

E 
W 

42 
84 

33 
51 

Without rabies 

Male Female 

55 
34 

63 
48 

23.4. A sample of 150 was obtained of men with each of 
three types of cancer. and the following data are 
the frequencies of blood types for the men. 
(a) Using chi-square. test the null hypothesis that. 

in the sampled population. the frequency dis
tribution of the three kinds of cancer is the 
same fo~en with each of the four blood 
types (wh' h is the same as testing the Ho that 
the freq ncy distribution of the four blood 
types is the same in men with each of the three 
kinds of cancer). 

(b) Apply the G test to the same hypothesis. 

Blood type 

Cancer type 0 A B AB Total 

Colon 61 65 18 6 RJ = 150 
Lung 69 57 15 9 R2 = 150 
Prostate 73 60 12 5 R3 = 150 
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